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2. Foreword

Image 1: A turn-of-the-century American soup can recovered in 2010 from 
the Sheep Creek Quarry site, Wyoming, and presumably used to feed the field 
party responsible for excavating Diplodocus carnegii’s remains. Author’s 
collection.

On earth, not many places are left where the existence of man can be
ignored; where there is no trace of civilization in sight apart from the
vehicle that brought you there. Sheep Creek, Wyoming is such a place. In
the autumn of 2010 I was lucky enough to visit this location, the place
where it all began. Together with Tom Rea, Beth Southwell and Brent
Breithaupt, I visited the site where the fossilized bones of Diplodocus
carnegii had been uncovered in the years between 1899 and 1902. Tom is
the author of Bone Wars, an excellent book that details the discovery,
preparation and display of this great dinosaur; Brent and Beth worked at
the University of Wyoming's Geological Museum. To visit such a place
with them was a great experience, the more because we were able to
recover some small fossil scraps, that in all probability didn't belong to
Diplodocus. But that wasn't the greatest find. Around what had probably
been a campfire site we discovered a number of cans, sealed off with wax,
that had been used by one of the parties that came here looking for
fossils. More than the fossils themselves they created a connection with
the people that had been working here: Olof Peterson, William Reed, John
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Bell Hatcher and two of the main characters of this book, Arthur Cogge-
shall and William Holland.

It was Tom's book that rekindled my interest in the story of Diplodocus.
My first confrontation with the history of paleontology had been
through Adrian Desmond's The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs from 1976, or
rather its Dutch translation that appeared two years later. As a child, I
always was a voracious reader of anything related dinosaurs. It was an
enthusiasm that was regarded with some suspicion by my parents, not
least because it involved annotating and thus “improving” their brand-
new encyclopedia.

But there wasn't much in the way of Dutch-language reading matter,
and what was there did not present dinosaurs in a way that I felt they
deserved. These were the dinosaurs of William Elgin Swinton and Neave
Parker: grey or brown humps of organic matter that plowed through
swamps in anticipation of extinction. Even the eternal confrontation
between the terrible predator Tyrannosaurus and the fearsome horned
herbivore Triceratops appeared to have lost much of the energy it had
contained in the paintings of Charles Knight. 

For my tenth birthday, I was presented with a copy of Desmond's book.
It stood out from most other books by the relative dearth of illustrations
and a text that demanded a degree of familiarity with history that I
certainly did not possess. Desmond spoke of people I had never heard of
before: Andrew Carnegie, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Herbert Spencer and
others. But it presented dinosaurs in an exciting, new light. The Hot-
Blooded Dinosaurs is mainly an advertisement for new theories forward-
ed in the 1970s by scientists that looked at dinosaurs in a new light.
Instead of the leaden dullards of old, John Ostrom, Bob Bakker and their
adherents showed them as agile, active creatures. This was the informa-
tion my ten-year-old mind had been waiting for. In addition to this
information about exciting new theories, Desmond – a historian of
science after all – offered much background. But it was this rich history
of vertebrate paleontology that soon became my main source of interest.
After all these years, much of Desmond's book holds up pretty well. The
reason, I think, is that it is mostly a book about people: the scientists that
were fascinated by the riddle of these enigmatic creatures that only
revealed themselves very slowly through time. The way Desmond tells
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his story, it is easy to relate to them. Likewise, the text you read below is
more involved with people than it is with dinosaurs.

Paleontology is a historical science, and many of its workers are very
aware of the discipline’s history. Many of them have been of great help to
me. Others haven’t, but we will ignore them for the moment.

A great number of people have helped me in getting this book done. It
would be impossible to name all, but there are a few I wish to single out
for the invaluable assistance they provided. Azadeh Achbari (Haarlem),
Samuel Alberti (London), David Baneke (Utrecht), Nikolaus Bernau
(Berlin), Raf de Bont (Maastricht), Brent Breithaupt (Cheyenne), Jannie
Bruining (Leeuwarden), Sebastiaan Derks, Femke Eerland (Groningen),
Henrik Hofer (Berlin), Eric Jorink (Den Haag), Catarina Madruga (Lisboa),
Heinrich Mallison (Berlin), Gerhard Meier (Vancouver), Stefan Meng
(Greifswald), Andrea Meyer (Berlin), Markus Moser (München), Johan
Nieuwland (Leeuwarden), Adán Perez-Garcia (Madrid), Irina Podgorny
(Buenos Aires), Tom Rea (Casper), Matthijs de Ridder (Antwerpen), Beth
Southwell (Laramie), Abel Streefland (Amsterdam), Ray Troll (Anchor-
age), André Veldmeijer (Dwingeloo), John de Vos (Leiden), Andreas Weber
(Leiden), Martin Weiss (Bremerhaven), John Waller (Lansing), Laura
Zampatti (La Plata), and Gerben Zaagsma (just about everywhere), each
contributed to this text in their own way.

As for historians of paleontology, there are comparatively few of us,
and it has always been great fun engaging with the “community”. I
particularly want to thank Chris (Manias), Paul (Brinkman), Lukas (Riep-
pel), Marco (Tamborini), Jean (Le Loeuf) and Eric (Buffetaut) for inspiring
talks and a lot of genuine support during the seven years it took me to get
this done. Usually anonymous entities in the background of historical
research, a number of archivists have been singularly helpful in access-
ing source material. Without the help of Daisy Cunninghame (London),
Sabine Hacketal (Berlin), Amy Henrici (Pittsburgh), Andrea Holling
(Worms), Brigitte Lotz (Frankfurt), Gregory Raml (New York), Lisa Sisco
(Pittsburgh) and Joachim Scholz (Frankfurt), this text would have taken
even more hours and kilometers than it did, and I want to pay tribute to
their invaluable services. If I have not mentioned you, that does not mean
that I’ve forgotten what you did for (or to) me.
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The Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands and particu-
larly its directors, Henk Wals and Lex Heerma van Voss, gave me time to
devote to this book and sometimes turned a blind eye if things took
slightly longer than anticipated. That, and a grant by the Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) allowed me to get the project
off the ground and, eventually, finished.

My Doktorväter, professors Klaas van Berkel and Frans van Lunteren,
gave me much more of their time than my achievements at the time
warranted. Frans in particular I want to thank for his extensive replies to
questions that an historian should really know by now. Many of my
friends and family tolerated my decade-long obsession with Diplodocus,
but none of them walked out. For that, I thank you, Jannie, Femke, Johan,
Pascal, Matthijs, Mark, Isabelle, Nils, Carien, Ernst, and anyone who now
feels rightfully offended for having been left out. 

I need to pay special tribute to my office roommate Huib Zuidervaart,
without whose incentive I might never have started this project at all.
But finally and most of all I need to thank my wife, Marieke van der Duin,
whose continual support gave and still gives me the sense of purpose to
complete this work. 

Piekebaas, this book is for you – of course.
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3. A note on names and classification 

In the Linnaean system of classification, an organism’s scientific name is
made up of two parts (binominal): e.g., Homo sapiens. The first of these
words denotes the genus to which the organism belongs, the lowest of
the super-specific classifications in the system; the second refers to the
species, the individual category of animals, which usually corresponds to
the colloquial collective categorization of the organism.

When talking about extinct animals by their scientific name, it has
become customary to use their generic (e.g., Tyrannosaurus) rather than
their specific (rex) name. There are some risks attached to this practice; to
give just one example, the present-day leopard, lion and tiger all belong to
the genus Panthera, yet we would never confuse one for the other. Like-
wise, to talk about Diplodocus means talking about a whole category of
animals. However, extinct genera are often defined much narrower in
range than those of extant animals, for a multitude of reasons.

The vernacular practice or referring to extinct animals by genus was
established more or less by practice: because many early dinosaur finds
were only known through a single (often fragmentary) specimen, and
also because many early paleontologists established the habit of “split-
ting”: they adorned each new find automatically with a new generic and
specific name. This tendency was almost carried into satire during the
“Bone Wars” that took place between Othniel Charles Marsh and Edward
Drinker Cope (and their assistants) in the 1870s, 1880s, and early 1890s.
These men tended to measure their success (or failure) in the number of
different taxa they discovered and described, which made taxonomic
fragmentation almost inevitable.1 In this book, I will be referring to
generic names unless the specific ones become relevant (e.g., Diplodocus
carnegii vs. Diplodocus hayi). Colloquial use of names of extinct dinosaurs
almost never includes their specific name, with a few particularly eye-
catching exceptions - Tyrannosaurus rex being the most famous.2

1. For a more extensive discussion of this episode see page 69 f.
2. And it needs to be said that Acrocanthosaurus atokensis rolls so easily off the

tongue after some practice that it would be a shame not to use it.
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Although Thomas Henry Huxley already published on the affinities of
dinosaurs to birds in 1870, the influential synthesis The Origin of Birds by
Gerhard Heilmann (1926) drew a clear line between the two groups.3

Moreover, it affirmed the view (pioneered by Harry Govier Seeley) that
Richard Owen’s Dinosauria (1843) was in fact a construct of two only
distantly related categories of animals, the Saurischia (‘lizard-hipped’
dinosaurs such as Tyrannosaurus and Diplodocus) and the Ornitischia
(‘bird-hipped’ dinosaurs like Triceratops or Iguanodon).4 Since the 1960s,
a number of new finds and re-evaluations of existing ones led to new
ideas about their relation. Today, the consensus view is very much that
birds are part of the Dinosauria. Consequently, modern literature usually
refers to ‘non-avian’ dinosaurs when talking about the extinct branches
of the family. 

However, as this work deals primarily with the first two decades of the
twentieth century, I shall be using the dominant scientific view vernacu-
lar of that period: “dinosaurs” always refers to “non-avian dinosaurs”, and
“dinosaurs” are regarded as a phylogenetically unified collection of
animals.

3. Thomas Henry Huxley (1870), “Further Evidence of the Affinity between the
Dinosaurian Reptiles and Birds,” Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ;
Gerhard Heilmann (1926). The Origin of Birds (London: H. F. & G. Witherby). For
Heilmann’s influence, see Ilja Nieuwland (2004), “Gerhard Heilmann and the
Artist’s Eye in Science, 1912-1927,” PalArch’s Journal of Vertebrate Palaeontology
3/2; Christopher Ries (2007), “Creating the Proavis: bird origins in the art and
science of Gerhard Heilmann 1913–1926,” Archives of Natural History 34;
Christopher Ries (2010), “Angels, Demons, Birds and Dinosaurs: Creativity,
Meaning and Truth in the Life, Art and Science of Gerhard Heilmann (1859–
1946),” Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 35.

4. One might object that any phylogenetic grouping is artificial. However, this was
certainly not the way in which early twentieth century scientists regarded it.
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4. A note on translation and transciption

In this book, I have mostly used the local, contemporary use names for
institutions and locales, unless this would cause undue confusion. So
instead of using, for instance, the widely applied “Humboldt Museum”,
I’ve gone with the German Museum für Naturkunde; likewise I’ve opted
for using “Breslau” instead of “Wrocław”. There is no historical revan-
chism here, just a desire to keep my wording as close as possible to that
used by my protagonists and sources. With most other cities I have used
the contemporary form. With regard to Russian spelling and transcrip-
tion, I have adhered to the common transcription to American English.
So “Чернышёв” becomes “Tchernyshev”. 

All translations from German, French, Dutch, and Spanish, unless
otherwise noted, are my own, and any mistakes made in them are there-
fore solely my responsibility.
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1. A convoluted dinosaur

At the end of January of 2015, British newspapers reported that the
skeleton of “Dippy”, a plaster cast of the sauropod dinosaur Diplodocus
carnegii that had dominated the central hall of London's Natural History
Museum (NHM) since 1979, was going to be replaced by the remains of a
blue whale, suspended from the ceiling of the hall.1 What was going to
happen to “Dippy” the Diplodocus initially remained unclear, and various
ideas circulated, including putting it in a glass case in front of the muse-
um – like the Brachiosaurus skeleton in front of Chicago's Field Museum –
or having it tour the United Kingdom. From the outset, reactions to the
museum's decision were mixed but outspoken, which explains why the
museum had evidently attempted to orchestrate the publication of the
plans as much as possible.2 One irate paleontologist even condemned the
replacement as “vandalism”. 3

The museum's public relations rhetoric centered on a desire to “stay
relevant”, and “move with the times”.4 As one commentator remarked,
that suggested that the story of mass extinction such as the one which

1. Kennedy, Maev (2015). “Dippy the Diplodocus is displaced from Natural History
Museum by blue whale.” The Guardian, 29 January 2015. The whale skeleton
had been in the museum's possession since it was acquired in 1893.

2. For the 'pro' camp, see Brusatte, Steve (2015). “Why I’m all for evicting Dippy
from the Natural History Museum.” The Guardian, 30 January 2015; for the
'against' faction, see Ben Miller (2015). “I Have Opinions About Dippy.” Extinct
Monsters 1 February: accessed 2 March 2015, http://extinctmonsters.net/
2015/02/01/i-have-opinions-about-dippy/; Niroot Puttapipat (2015). “‘It’s Your
Turn Now.’ Dippy and the Blue Whale.” Himmapaan 11 February: accessed 2
March 2015, https://himmapaan.wordpress.com/2015/02/11/its-your-turn-
now-dippy-and-the-blue-whale/; Brian Switek (2015). “Save Dippy?” Dinologue:
Paleo Today 9 February: accessed 2 March 2015, http://dinologue.com/
2015/02/save-dippy/. 

3. Michael P. Taylor (2015). “The Planned Vandalism of the Natural History
Museum: A Modest Proposal.” Sauropod Vertebra Picture of the Week 10 February:
accessed 2 March 2015, http://svpow.com/2015/02/10/the-planned-
vandalism-of-the-natural-history-museum-a-modest-proposal/.

4. Kennedy, “Dippy the Diplodocus is displaced from Natural History Museum by
blue whale.”.
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wiped out the dinosaurs was somehow no longer relevant.5 Perhaps the
most damning comment, however, was that Dippy was “just a copy”, as
opposed to the “real” whale skeleton. As biologist Ben Miller pointed out,
that statement showed some ignorance with regard to the importance of
casts in the everyday practice of both science and museum work.6 But the
message that was given to the public, and obviously used in favor of the
replacement, was that Dippy was nothing more than a “fake” – and
therefore worthless.7 A stance that is hard to reconcile with an emphasis
on visitor experience and emotion that museums have adopted over the
last decades.8

Alas, glory can be fleeting. It had not been that long ago that Dippy
was a source of pride to the museum. In 2010 it devoted a small book to
the history and biology of the animal, and when the BBC came by to make
a five-part documentary a year later, the animal's role was as central in
the first episode as it was in the main hall.9 Museum curator Paul Barrett
was seen to extoll on the animal’s educational and historical significance;
attention well warranted, because the cast, “real” or not, had been one of
the most important objects in the history of the museum – an impor-
tance to which the derogatory definition “just a copy” did little justice.10

But a planned refitting of the hall, and - as some suggested - a desire to

5. Taylor, “The Planned Vandalism of the Natural History Museum: A Modest
Proposal.”.

6. Ben Miller (2015). “Real or Cast? If Only It Were That Simple!” Extinct Monsters 5
March: accessed 5 March 2015, http://extinctmonsters.net/2015/03/04/real-
or-cast-if-only-it-were-that-simple/. Of course, since fossils are petrified
remains of animals, it may be argued that any fossil is “just a cast”.

7. Worse, the word 'fake' even implies malevolence, and a desire to deceive the
public. The Londonist, a tourist-oriented publication partially financed by the
Natural History Museum, even referred to it as “a glorified garden gnome.”
Brown, Matt (2015). “9 Reasons Why Dippy The Diplodocus Must Go.” The
Londonist, 2 February 2015.

8. A trend initiated by Pine & Gilmore’s The Experience Economy (Joseph Pine, and
James Gilmore (1999). The Experience Economy: Work Is Theatre & Every Business
a Stage (Boston: Harvard Business School Press)). Also see Elaine Heumann
Gurian (1999), “What Is the Object of This Exercise? A Meandering Exploration
of the Many Meanings of Objects in Museums,” Humanities Research 8, no. 1.

9. Paul Barrett, Polly Pary, and Sandra Chapman (2010). Dippy. The Tale of a
Museum Icon (London: Natural History Museum).

10. BBC (2011), “A Museum in a Modern World,” Museum of Life Episode 1.
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clear up floorspace for corporate events, had dealt a decisive blow to what
had been the museum’s pride until shortly before.11

What makes Dippy’s fate ironic was that it is the exact opposite of a
movement still going on elsewhere. When natural history museums
were outfitted with grand new buildings as part of the museum profes-
sionalization that took place during the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth century, large skeletons of whales had often starred as the main
attraction: a suitable way to impress new visitors. And probably no
display was more responsible for that than “Dippy” itself. Now, it seems,
it shall be the first victim of a new round of natural history museum
reforms.

But its fame will save the cast from the museum vaults for a while.
Instead, it is set to tour various British museums as a temporary exhibit.
After the tour, in all likelihood the plaster dinosaur will meet an inglori-
ous end in the basement of the museum, while a more weather-resistant
cast is planned to grace the garden in front of the museum.12 And yes,
that would mean that in this case, a cast is to be re-cast. What that means
for “authenticity” or “relevance” is anybody’s guess.

Like all museum objects, the famous Diplodocus cast is somewhat of a
paradox: its fixed state as well-preserved and motionless artifact in the
church-like setting of the Natural History Museum is at odds with the
many and different meanings that have been read (and written) into it. In
fact, Diplodocus carnegii’s seemingly static life has been rather turbulent.
To understand this dynamic, the social, medial, scientific and political
context of the plaster cast must be taken into account. “Dippy” has been
the centerpiece of the Natural History Museum since it was moved from
the Gallery of Reptiles (today’s insect section) to its central courtyard,
now renamed Hintze Hall. It is a plaster cast of a fossil from Pittsburgh,

11. See, for instance, Anon. (“Steerpike”) (2015). “Dippygate: Natural History
Museum’s Diplodocus sacrificed on the Commercial Altar.” The Spectator
accessed 18 February, 2015, http://blogs.spectator.co.uk/culturehousedaily/
2015/02/dippy-gate-natural-history-museums-beloved-diplodocus-sacrificed-
on-the-commercial-alter/ or Taylor, “The Planned Vandalism of the Natural
History Museum: A Modest Proposal.”. This motivation was confirmed to me in
private discussions with NHM staff.

12. Paul Barrett, pers.comm.
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and has been part of the museum since it was unveiled in the presence of
more than two hundred British worthies in April of 1905. 

The exchange of casts of fossils between museums was nothing new
by 1905; particularly natural history museums had long sought to com-
plete their fossil collections this way. After all, photographs or drawings
were of limited use in conveying the physical aspects of a fossil, and
traveling abroad to examine specimens remained a costly affair. For most
purposes of early 20th century paleontological research, casts would do
as well as the originals they were based on. Casts were also relatively
valueless – and financially, although not scientifically, worthless. If one
broke, a new one could be made, and they needn’t be subjected to the
same ethical and practical concerns that governed the treatment of
authentic fossils. For public display they were easier to work with, as
mounting them required far less care than original fossils needed to be
treated with. Art museums had long worked with casts of objects for
similar reasons. Lukas Rieppel describes casts as a “compromise medi-
um”, but this undersells their added value. It was exactly their lack of
value that made them uniquely valuable to museums in other respects.13

But Diplodocus was different for a number of reasons. First of all, it was
very big, and big was important in Europe during the Belle Epoque. In his
book The Vertigo Years (2008), Philipp Blom provides an overview of this
first decade and a half of the twentieth century, years that have often
been looked upon as little more than a prelude to the First World War.14

Blom defines it as a time of contrast, with horrific butchery in the Congo
and South Africa on the one hand, and great creativity and belief in a
better future. This was also a dynamic time, one in which the collapse of
many old ways became noticeable. American tycoons, wealthy beyond
belief, determined that birth no longer needed to determine one’s life and
future. Ever-increasing amounts of spare time created a true leisure
industry; and although one could devote one’s time on personal improve-
ment, there were also more than enough opportunities to engage in more
hedonistic activities, such as sports, concerts, or the cinema. The differ-

13. Lukas Rieppel (2015), “Plaster Cast Publishing in Nineteenth-Century
Paleontology,” History of Science 53, no. 4, 460.

14. Philipp Blom (2008). The Vertigo Years. Change and Culture in the West,
1900-1914 (London: Phoenix).
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ence between the two wasn’t always clear-cut, either: moving pictures
might provide education, while the new zoos that came into being after
1905 combined the public’s lust for sensation with education. At the
heart of everything was a scientific revolution that caused a paradigmat-
ic change in the western world view. The work of Rutherford, the Curies,
Einstein, Becquerel and Freud laid a new foundation for our understand-
ing of the world and of the human psyche. This was perhaps the last time
in human history in which unfettered trust in scientific method and
scientific advances could be considered commonplace, and one in which
the pursuit of scientific knowledge carried a prestige it never regained.
The establishment in 1901 of the Nobel Prizes marked the pinnacle of
that trend: not only did it try to give science and scientists public recog-
nition, it also came with substantial material rewards. 

And the public wanted to be told about it. Newspapers and illustrated
magazines did not only bring political news, but an increasing amount of
other information – and science turned out to be newsworthy as well.
The age’s lust for the gigantic, the outrageous and the sensational was
amply fed by the discovery of the remains of ever stranger animals in the
new world. Of course, dinosaurs had been around (under that name)
since the 1840s, but the American discoveries were bigger and bolder
than any before them. More importantly, they were being properly mar-
keted, and none more so than Diplodocus. Often described at the time as
the “largest animal ever to walk the earth”, its 26 meters dwarfed any-
thing available for museum display save for whale skeletons.15 It was also
a good deal larger than most dinosaurs uncovered up to that time. And
again: in the early 20th century, size was important. This was a time of
huge things: grand feats of engineering, gigantic military installations
and equipment, and big, bold ambition. Often, these carried nationalist
overtones, for instance when a new building needed to be compared to
other, preferably slightly less impressive, structures. And although this
has often been seen as an American trait, it is omnipresent in much of
western culture of the Belle Epoque. Germans celebrated their zeppelins,

15. A cast was also easier to maintain than the skeleton of a whale. For one, plaster
is considerably lighter than the massively heavy bones of a whale, which help
the animal to counteract its body’s buoyancy; for another, whale bones tend to
“leak” (excrete an oily fluid) for years after their preparation.
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the French the Eiffel Tower, the British their dreadnoughts and ocean
liners. Outgrowing the competition was seen to be important. On the
other hand, the Brontosaurus skeleton unveiled at the American Museum
in February of 1905 was almost as big as Diplodocus. As was another
Diplodocus donated by that museum to the Senckenberg Museum in
Frankfurt. 

Diplodocus’ scientific and entertainment value (and any combination
thereof) was still less important than its social and political associations,
which imbued the plaster cast, normally an object of very limited value,
with a different set of meanings that made it perhaps even more valuable
than some original fossils. As a gift from the Scottish-born American
tycoon Andrew Carnegie to King Edward VII the cast always carried
associations with those people and the worlds they represented: “high
politics” and tycoon entrepreneurism. At the time of the donation,
Carnegie, once the richest man in the world, had already spent a sizable
part of his fortune in pursuit of philanthropic causes. He could alternate-
ly be a figure of admiration, loathing and wonder, and that contributed to
interest in everything he did. In subsequent years, Carnegie would do-
nate another six copies of the dinosaur to museums throughout Europe,
and another one to the museum of La Plata in Argentina.16 Diplodocus
became, without question, the most watched dinosaur in the world and a
household name, at least for a while, in many European countries. It
exerted an influence on European culture that went far beyond that of
other dinosaurs. 

The discovery of a giant dinosaur by Carnegie’s natural history muse-
um in Pittsburgh was not unique, yet his Diplodocus gained unprecedent-
ed status because of the uses to which it was put and the channels that
were used to publicize it. For the press, both the animal itself and its
connection with high politics were ample justification to exhaust itself in
superlatives. What made it even more attractive was its ambivalence, an
imbued combination of awe and ridicule. Diplodocus itself, although big
and powerful, was also time and again emphasized as being a slow,
stupid and very extinct animal. The reception and valuation of the fossil
and its cast cannot be seen apart from developments taking place in the

16. Donations continued after Carnegie’s death, but with diminishing frequency
and without the same social significance.
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mass media – especially the way the press developed in different ways,
depending on national an geographical contexts.

The upheaval of the Belle Epoque was mirrored by turbulent develop-
ments in the press. The 1890s, often described as the “Gilded Age” of
newspaper journalism press, was followed by a period dominated by
mass publications in search for as large a readership as possible. Increas-
ingly, these sought to include a broader cultural experience: news mixed
with entertainment, gossip, prose, but also “useful” knowledge.17 But the
picture is by no means uniform: the press in the United Kingdom and
United States differed in important respects from various practices on
the European continent. Here, the “Yellow Press” that favored eye-catch-
ing headlines over factual reporting, set the tone around 1900. In France,
the press enjoyed a great deal of freedom, but it was sharply politicized
like so much of public life – a politicization that had been further cat-
alyzed by the Dreyfus Affair. Radicals were pitted agains clericals, con-
servatives against socialists, and the church against the state. Germany
was different from all because it remained so culturally fragmented
despite formal political unification. In effect, there was never a truly
national German newspaper. Some publications might have enjoyed such
a de facto status, such as the Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt in
economic reporting, or the Vossische Zeitung from Berlin in the field of
politics. But they remained fundamentally rooted in their local context. A
newspaper such as the Frankfurter still reads like a very provincial publi-
cation apart from its economic reporting. Political controversies were
traditionally avoided, even after censorship became more lax, leaving
room for other kinds on reporting, op-ed pieces, and feuilletons.18 Al-
though the impact of American journalism in Germany was not as pro-
found as in Great Britain, a gradual modernization of the press from the
1880s onwards shows unmistakeable signs of American influences. It
coincides with a massive rise in circulation: General-Anzeiger, newspa-
pers with mixed content, such as the Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger, could claim

17. Martin Conboy (2004). Journalism: A Critical History (New York: Sage), 150-152.
18. Ulrike Dulinski (2003). Sensationsjournalismus in Deutschland (Konstanz: UVK

Verlagsgesellschaft), 121.
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200,000 sold copies. Readership would be much larger, since newspaper
subscriptions were often shared.19 

If we look past these technologically more advanced countries, a very
different picture arises. The Austrian and Russian presses still existed
under the oversight of the censor, which made quick and accurate report-
ing quite difficult. Moreover their readership was much more socially and
economically restricted, and mostly urban.20 The forces of politics, sci-
ence, representation and media that shaped the biography of the casts
cannot be seen as separated and isolated objects of study. Diplodocus’
prominence in the public sphere, and implicitly, also its politics, bore
consequences for the treatment of the animal in scientific circles. Even
by early twentieth-century standards, it was not particularly interesting
from a scientific viewpoint since many other sauropods had been known
since the 1870s. But otherwise obscure deliberations gained far more
prominence now that they concerned a “famous citizen”. 

This history of the Diplodocus carnegii casts is therefore not merely a
chronological account of the whereabouts of a well-defined plaster
museum object. It also attempts to understand how Carnegie’s series of
casts – and the political gesture of his donations – turned that cast into a
contested and open-ended object that existed at the crossroads of several
interacting (social, political, cultural, scientific) domains. The Diplodocus
carnegii of this book can only be a construction; a way of understanding
smaller and larger groups of people making sense of their world and their
professions. They are the paleontologists; museum directors and cura-
tors; artists, and kings – but also “the public” in its various guises. And
one very rich man erecting, in the most literal sense, a temple to himself
and his world view.

Diplodocus carnegii as a convoluted and dynamic construction asks for
an approach that is interpretative rather than analytical or causal. To

19. Jürgen Wilke (2013). “Journalismus.” accessed 20 July 2016, http://ieg-ego.eu/
de/threads/europaeische-medien/journalismus/juergen-wilke-journalismus.

20. Josef Seethaler, and Gabriele Melischek (2008). “Die Zeitung im Habsburger
Vielvölkerstaat,” in 400 Jahre Zeitung. Die Entwicklung der Tagespress im
internationalen Kontext, ed. Martin Welke, and Jürgen Wilke (Bremen: Edition
Lumière).
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understand how the public perceived Diplodocus in the great natural
history museums – but also as images endlessly repeated in print,
photography and film, it is useful to understand it as a meme - a cultural
concept that is spread from person to person and gains reinforcement
through transmission, retention and repetition, eventually gaining
universal acceptance as part of a common cultural framework. The term
meme originates with Richard Dawkins’ book The Selfish Gene from 1976,
where Dawkins describes it as the cultural variety of the gene (the biolog-
ical unit of replication), with similar powers of self-perpetuation and
mutation.21 It is important to emphasize that, for instance, a picture of a
dinosaur is not a meme – but the idea of a dinosaur, with attached cultur-
al meanings, can be.22 A “general dinosaur idea” is shared by the masses
in order to understand not only life long gone, but also the world order at
hand. But the cogs of the ‘dinosaur idea’ also turn in other, less obvious
gears. It is seen to be a vehicle for cultural diplomacy and also as the
arena in which conflicting scientific paradigms clashed. All these aspects:
social, cultural, political, the museum and the scientific context, con-
struct the many faces of Diplodocus and its distinct agency in different
discourses. The Diplodocus carnegii in this book thus constitutes a net-
work of meanings and values, involving actors and practices that are
sometimes closely connected, and often worlds apart. 

The relationship between objects and people is one that has
received attention from a number of quarters in recent years, particularly
in the field of museum studies. Chris Gosden and Yvonne Marshall’s
concept of a “cultural object biography” attempts to investigate the
evolution of meaning attributed to material objects.23 Samuel Alberti has
elaborated upon this idea, pointing out how instrument historians have
used objects as primary sources.24 While this seems to be an attractive

21. Richard Dawkins (1976). The Selfish Gene (Oxford: Oxford University Press).
22. This is why what had become known as the “internet meme”, probably the most

often-used modern application of the word, is not a meme in Dawkins’ sense.
About what is and what is not a meme, and the history and development of the
idea, see Susan Blackmore (2000). The Meme Machine (Oxford: Oxford University
Press).

23. Chris Gosden, and Yvonne Marshall (1999), “The Cultural Biography of Objects,”
World Archaeology 31, no. 2.

24. Samuel J.M.M. Alberti (2005), “Objects and the Museum (Focus: Museums and
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concept to tie such an object to a wider narrative, the problem we face is
that there seems to be more than one, concurrent, evolution going on in
the case of Diplodocus. Also, these histories are hardly neatly deposited in
the object ‘as container of historical information’, but on the contrary:
these accounts have been in each other’s way, strengthening or obscuring
one another according to the different contexts in which the object has
functioned. We will see that Diplodocus’ meaning as a political object is
often more or less separated from its scientific significance, and both can
show development independent of one another, as we saw with “Dippy”
in London. 

The second objection to Alberti’s idea of an object biography as applied
to Diplodocus involves the issue of agency. Alberti is loath to attribute
“too much power to the things themselves […] material culture was acted
upon”. While Diplodocus remained as dead as it had been since the Juras-
sic, a case can be made for regarding the skeleton and its associated
parts – Carnegie and the involvement of the Carnegie Museum – as a node
in a network of meaning and influence or one complex “social object.” We
then see that the momentum of Diplodocus’s meanings and values are
stabilized and repeated in a powerful object, which has actually been
quite influential. In other words: it is impossible to see our object as
something distinct from its constituent parts, which makes a solely
object-centric approach problematic. 

This does not necessarily mean that we should dismiss the biographi-
cal idea altogether; after all, the element of agency in the connected
network could be taken into account sequentially. This seems to connect
to what Igor Kopytoff has named a (similar-sounding) “cultural biogra-
phy of things” as a way of mapping the underlying socio-cultural com-
plexity of a history such as that of Carnegie’s dinosaur.25 Where Kopytoff
and the followers of the biographical approach are often structuralist in
their object analyses, it is Clifford Geertz who introduces the more inter-
pretative or anthropological concept of a “thick description”. The concept
of thick description is fleshing out a term first coined by the philosopher

the History and the Science),” Isis 96, 560-561.
25. Igor Kopytoff (2011). “The Cultural Biography of Things: Commoditization as

Process,” in The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective, ed.
Arjun Appadurai (New York & Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 66.
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Gilbert Ryle. Geertz' mainly uses his model to move from “local truths to
general visions” or “wall-sized culturescapes” in describing ethnological
issues by integrating and specifying as many details and meanings as
possible.26 He characterizes its opposite, a “thin description” or a factual
description devoid of interpretation as an unsatisfying account which
often boils down to a systematization of earlier (and possibly prejudicial)
interpretations.27 In Geertz’ view, a continuing commentary and inter-
pretation can serve to penetrate the external significance of an object.
The advantage is twofold. First, such a commentary exposes the writer's
viewpoint and can be extracted from its subject. In addition, complex
structures of meaning require interpretation in and of itself, and for
knowledge to proceed the combination of such interpretations is crucial. 

An example of such a “thick description” applied to the history of
science is Klaus Hentschel’s treatment of the Einstein Tower in Pots-
dam.28 Hentschel incorporates various components in order to under-
stand a full narrative, and emphasizes that each is crucial to understand-
ing the whole picture. The same is the case here: in order to understand
the political dimensions of the gift, it is necessary to understand the
dinosaurs’ popular appeal. And to make sense of its political implications,
insight in the combination of its philanthropic and cultural dimensions
is important. The interconnected domains of study strengthen the
understanding of Diplodocus as a dynamic discursive object that stretch-
es far beyond that single stable plaster cast at the British temple dedicat-
ed to natural history. 

Of course there still must be concrete and well-defined questions that
this abstract and constructed Diplodocus can help us answer. Recent
scholarship has focused on the intense race to excavate large dinosaur
fossils that took place in America and the (sometimes unscrupulous)
competition between wealthy American museums and competitors. Yet
while critics acknowledge that a copy of Carnegie’s Diplodocus was the
first dinosaur skeleton seen by millions of people in Europe, there has

26. Clifford Geertz (1973). The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York:
Basic Books), 21.

27. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays, 15.
28. Klaus Hentschel (1997). The Einstein Tower. An Intertexture of Architecture,

Astronomy, and Relativity Theory (Stanford: Stanford University Press).
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been little attention to the specifics of its European reception and appro-
priation. Many questions remain unanswered. What brought Carnegie to
spending untold thousands in order to ply European heads of state with
plaster dinosaurs? Where did it fit in with his patchwork of philanthropic
enterprises? Biographers of Carnegie usually only mention the Diplodocus
campaign in passing; within the wider framework of Carnegie’s philan-
thropic empire, that is probably justified. However, as we will see there
was a definite purpose to the whole affair, and one that was frequently
misunderstood even by the protagonists of this story. 

Then our attentions must be directed to the other side of the ocean:
what made this animal and this cast so appealing to European audiences?
And what happened to the public’s understanding of the history of life
once one plaster dinosaur was followed by another, and then yet another,
until no less than seven of Carnegie’s behemoths filled natural history
museum halls on the continent? Behind these questions lies an imbal-
ance between the American paleontological history and its European
counterpart – the history of continental European paleontology still
being woefully underrepresented in the literature. In order to remedy
this imbalance, this contribution seeks to place paleontology inside a
wider, less exclusively US-centric historical framework, and to start
filling some of these obvious gaps. 

Even superficial inspection of the story of Diplodocus reveals a multitude
of actors and interests at work. Firstly, the motivator of the whole project,
Andrew Carnegie, determined the initial direction and scope of the
undertaking. Secondly, his natural museum in Pittsburgh worked basi-
cally as a contractor. However, as we shall see, Carnegie's interests were
not always those of the museum, or rather, the museum's interests
extended beyond the – for them – narrow agenda that Carnegie had
defined. Then there were Carnegie's “partners” in the project, the heads of
state he wished to influence, who sometimes had their own reasons to go
along with the donation and to present it in a certain way. These commu-
nicated with their domestic museums whose relationship with power
and empire might coincide with those of the other actors – or not. Sci-
entists working inside these museums displayed widely varying atti-
tudes towards the "gift" that was often foisted upon them without their
knowledge or consent. Once publicized, the printed press determined
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much of the response to the gifts by the final party, the public that came
to see the eventual mounted dinosaur and voiced its own opinion, either
explicitly (by visiting the museum) or implicitly (by allowing the
dinosaur to become a part of their common frame of reference, in
whichever form). The attitude of all these stakeholders to the donations
differed according to their own interests (in both the material and ideal-
istic sense). They interacted with each other, and were influenced by
reactions from either groups – or not. In the midst of these processes,
Diplodocus functioned as a substrate, but a very specific one. In order to
assess its significance, it is important to include all of these factors.

Encompassing the worlds of science, politics, enterprise and popular
culture in the period of 1902 until 1914, the Diplodocus cast as a discur-
sive object functions as node of those worlds. It incorporates the many
elements that made this time, its politics, its science and its public opin-
ion emphatically tangible. The history of that Diplodocus cast and its
brethren in museums across Europe and South America, is the subject of
this book. 

I shall treat Diplodocus’s story roughly chronologically (and conse-
quently also geographically), as a series of consecutive and comparative
case studies, in an attempt to point out the complex interplay of sepa-
rately motivated people and organizations. Also, it will help to explain
longer-term developments that might become more difficult to interpret
when part of a more thematic approach. 

If we were to apply the terminology of police procedural fiction, this
story contains a plot and several sub-plots. The main substance of this
book is about the way in which the plaster cast dinosaur, donated by an
American tycoon, was received in various museums and capitals in
Europe, and how it found its way into the scientific, popular and political
world of those countries. In the background of that narrative, related
stories play a role: the relation between this reception and the donor’s
intentions and motivations, or lack thereof, and the way in which these
objects were treated as scientific substrate. 

Chapter 1 deals with the history of Diplodocus’ discovery and sets out
the paleontological and social context that defined the reception of
dinosaurs in general and enabled this particular one to become such a
desirable object, both for its donator donating and the people that re-
ceived it. In chapter 2, we deal with Andrew Carnegie’s original donation
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to London, the motivations that provoked him to attach his name and
his fortune to this initiative, and the initial reception it received. Chap-
ters three to five treat the more profound reaction to Carnegie’s donations
in Germany and France, where Diplodocus arguably exercised its greatest
influence on popular and scholarly opinion. It also shows us, in the form
of the non-Carnegie Frankfurt Diplodocus, how the struggle between
competing American museums found its way towards European dona-
tions. Chapter four, which deals with the French cast, forms the best
example of the way in which Carnegie’s donation could have longer-
lasting cultural effects. In a (geographical) way the follow-up to chapter
3, chapter 5 also shows how Diplodocus’s fame made it a focal point for
scientific discussions and addresses the wider point of the relationship
between popular culture and the popular perception of scientific work. It
treats the scientific discussion that arose around the issue of the
dinosaur’s pose and mode of locomotion in life. Both the Berlin and
Frankfurt Diplodoci are of particular interest to this inquiry since they
stirred an international scientific debate on Diplodocus, where viewpoints
became framed as part of national and disciplinary traditions that did
not necessarily have a great deal to do with the animal itself. Early on,
someone emphasized that scientifically it was not the most interesting
animal in the world.29 But perhaps, that generic quality was part of its
appeal and allowed other meanings to dominate over its scientific signifi-
cance. This controversy played out over a number of years and involved
actors from various countries, and to pigeonhole this issue as part of one
particular donation would not do it justice. Elsewhere, however, I have
tied minor topical issues to the cases in which they occurred for the first
time, or where they appear to have been most significant. Not everything
is necessarily directly related to the Carnegie dinosaurs. Rather, I have
attempted to demonstrate the range and depth of the meme, and its
significance for popular and scientific culture.

In chapter 6, we conclude with the remainder of Carnegie’s Diplodocus
donations to various European powers and its diminishing impact. By
this time, extraordinary though the appearance of dinosaurs in muse-
ums might have remained, even such an extraordinary occurrence as the
unveiling of a huge, twenty-eight-metre dinosaur had become almost

29. To be exact, John Lubbock, Lord Avebury. See page 114. 
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routine. We shall look at one marked exception in the form of Spain and
assess Diplodocus’s march from the unique to the (relatively)
commonplace.
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2. Myth and science

Crowned heads of Europe
All make a royal fuss

Over Uncle Andy
And his old Diplodocus

“College Song”

The history of Diplodocus is also the history of myth-making in paleon-
tology. The song quoted above is first given as a “college song” by William
J. Holland, the director of Andrew Carnegie’s natural history museum, in
a memoir of his voyage to Argentina to set up a plaster skeleton of
Diplodocus, To the River Plate and Back.1 Since then, it has been diligently
copied in many, if not most, popular histories of the casts.2 However,
nowhere in the extensive catalogue of early twentieth-century college
song material do we encounter this song. And although it is entirely
possible that such a song would not be recorded in writing, we can also
not avoid the far more likely interpretation that it was made up by Hol-
land himself to provide some light entertainment in a rather fact-filled
narrative.

The point here, however, is how myths such as these can perpetuate
themselves in the history-writing of paleontology. The main reason
seems to be that by and large, there has been comparatively little ‘serious’
history-writing about the history of vertebrate paleontology at all. Most

1. William Jacob Holland (1913). To the River Plate and Back. The Narrative of a
Scientific Mission to South America, with Observations upon Things Seen and
Suggested (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons), 248.

2. E.g., Richard C Ryder (1988), “Dusting Off America’s First Dinosaur,” American
Heritage Magazine 39; Leonard Krishtalka (1988), “Body Double: Duplicating
Dinosaurs,” Carnegie Magazine ; Tom Rea (2001). Bone Wars. The Excavation and
Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh
Press); Helen J McGinnis (1982). Carnegie’s Dinosaurs (Pittsburgh: Carnegie
Museum of Natural History).
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historical descriptions are written in a different context, often as side
notes to more technical texts. This can become problematic for a number
of reasons. First of all, the focus of the writer’s interest is not in the
history, but in the technical side of the text. That means that he or she
will usually not study any historical sources, but rather rely on earlier
narratives. Myths are repeated, and a rather solidified, canonical view of
paleontology is created. 

Paleontology is the study of past life. As a discipline, it sits in-between
the analytical sciences and historical disciplines such as history itself,
archeology, and geology, with which it has historically been intertwined.
Its central task is the reconstruction of past life, mostly (but not exclu-
sively) using fossils as its source material. Paleontology was largely
shaped during the latter half of the eighteenth century, and named as a
discipline around 1825 by Georges Cuvier’s pupil Henri de Blainville.3 But
interest in fossils goes back much further. Those animals which we
nowadays call “mythical’”were an important part of human everyday
reality for the largest part of our history. Much of the base of this myth
was created by fossils, the petrified remains of animals and plants. But
the discovery of fossils also created curiosity. The Greek historian
Herodotus, writing in 500 BCE, already noticed “bones and spines in
innumerable quantities, heaped in mountains, large and small” in
Egypt – a possible reference to fossils.4 Fossils were commonly identified
as belonging to giants, unicorns and griffins, but also to historical figures
and (demi-)gods.5 In modern times, paleontology has often been linked to
debates around the age of the earth, the immutability of creation and the

3. Eric Buffetaut (1987). A Short History of Vertebrate Palaeontology (London etc.:
Croom Helm), 72. For the history of early paleontology, see also Martin J S
Rudwick (1974). The Meaning of Fossils. Episodes in the History of Palaeontology
(Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press)

4. Adrienne Mayor (2000). The First Fossil Hunters. Paleontology in Greek and Roman
Times (Princeton: Princeton University Press), 135.

5. For various treatments of this subject matter, see Othenio Abel (1923). Die
vorweltlichen Tiere in Märchen, Sage und Aberglauben (Karlsruhe: G. Braun);
Othenio Abel (1939). Vorzeitliche Tierreste im deutschen Mythus, Brauchtum und
Volksglauben (Jena: Gustav Fischer); Mayor, The First Fossil Hunters. Paleontology
in Greek and Roman Times; Adrienne Mayor (2005). Fossil Legends of the First
Americans (Princeton: Princeton University Press).
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development of life. The relationship between paleontology and Darwin’s
theory of evolution is still hotly debated, but it is difficult to give an
unequivocal answer since it has developed rather differently in different
countries and at various institutions.6 While some interaction between
paleontology and biological disciplines has always been present in the
Anglo-Saxon world, in the Germanic sphere paleontology tended to be
regarded as a sub-discipline of geology, both functionally and hierarchi-
cally. Consequently, developments in biology were not always seen as
relevant for their own field by paleontologists.7 Historically, paleontology
has always been something of a scientific “luxury item”, a field with few
immediate practical applications; and its heydays therefore tend to
coincide with times of economic prosperity, when “pure science” is
stimulated. Because of this, and the various problems in establishing
itself as a separated field, it took rather long to gain academic establish-
ment; even today, there are few chairs specifically dedicated to
paleontology. 

While other disciplines further diversified their methodology over the
final decades of the nineteenth century, paleontologists continued to
work in a way that differed little from the practices introduced by Cuvier
and Owen. Paleontology was still an activity in which experience, intu-
ition and, sometimes, educated guesswork played a large role. It was
therefore hardly surprising that many orthodoxies could be perpetuated
without much in-depth treatment – because authority still carried a lot
of weight, because priorities of the people working on fossils often lay
elsewhere, and because the number of active scholars was so limited in
absolute terms. It was not until the first decade of the twentieth century
that a more integrated view of the study of fossil life, that took in factors
such as ecology, was considered by people such as Otto Jaekel and Othe-
nio Abel. That does not mean that individual paleontologists did not

6. See particularly the work of Wolf-Ernst Reif: Wolf-Ernst Reif (1983),
“Evolutionary Theory in German Paleontology,” Dimensions of Darwinism ;
Wolf-Ernst Reif (1986), “The Search for a Macroevolutionary Theory in German
Paleontology,” Journal of the History of Biology 19. Prominent writers on
evolution such as Richard Dawkins have even denied the significance of the
fossil record, or paleontology, for evolutionary theory: Richard Dawkins (2010).
The Ancestor’s Tale: A Pilgrimage to the Dawn of Life (Hachette UK), 252.

7. See page 296 ff for a more extensive treatment of this topic.
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theorize; the Belgian Louis Dollo’s work on Iguanodon, and the inferences
he drew from this material, was crucial to Abel, for example. But for a
long time, such discussions suffered under a lack of finances and person-
nel, and organizational restraints. Many continued to regard themselves
primarily as “fossil hunters” or museum workers. It took until the 1970s
for paleontologists to move away from traditional comparative anatomy
into other methodologies derived from far more nested sister
disciplines.8

The flip side of that delay has been that for a long time, and in sharp
contrast to virtually every other discipline in the sciences, it remained
relatively accessible to amateurs and the wider public. Amateur involve-
ment has always played a large role in the field, and continues to do so
until this day. As a consequence, vertebrate paleontology has branded
itself as a discipline that originates in the pioneer-explorer spirit of the
American West. Today, the way in which the science is portrayed in news
media, but also by those that conduct it, is testimony to this view. It is, up
to a point, still considered to be a macho activity, one that takes hardships
in its stride, where people sacrifice themselves for science. Modern por-
trayals of paleontological work, such as the opening scenes of the 1991
Hollywood blockbuster Jurassic Park, differ little from the paintings that
Arthur Lakes created around 1880.9 This image of hardened warriors for
science has led to a – conscious and sub-conscious – identification with
seminal periods in the science’s history, and until a few years ago, any
superficial observer of the history of dinosaur paleontology might have
escaped with the idea that only two periods mattered: the discovery of
the first dinosaurs in the first half of the nineteenth century, and the
“Bone Wars” that shook American paleontology in the latter half of the
century. The extensive works of authors such as Adrian Desmond and
Martin Rudwick has tended to reinforce that impression; not so much by
what they wrote, but by their prominence in the historiography of pale-
ontology and the absence of other narratives.10 It is an impression that

8. Such as biogenetics, population genetics, ecology, physiology and phylogenetic
taxonomy.

9. See Peter Wood, et al. (1976). Life Before Man (Time Life Books Nederland),
81-83. 

10. See, for instance, Adrian Desmond (1975). The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A
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also lives on because of the longtime scarcity of original research and the
use of history by paleontologists by way of introduction for primarily
paleontological works, which tends to reproduce and thus reinforce
received and outdated narratives. Some works have appeared that attem-
pted to place paleontology inside a wider historical framework, but their
influence has been limited.11 Adrian Desmond’s The Hot-blooded
Dinosaurs gave a more complete account of the history of the study of
dinosaurs, but that served mainly as a prequel to his extensive – and only
half-successful – treatment of the 1970s “Dinosaur Revolution.”12 Other
general histories of paleontology that attempted to give a more balanced
picture have been few and far between, injected their own prejudice, or
were published in small circulation.13 Because of the dominance of Eng-
lish-language works, both works and sources in other languages tend to
get overlooked, affirming the old Anglo-centric perception. 

As I said, European continental paleontology has until now not re-
ceived anything near the attention it deserves. In addition, apart from a
few episodes most of the early and middle twentieth century has re-
mained uninvestigated until recently. Ronald Rainger’s work on the
development of paleontology at the American Museum had long stood

Revolution in Palaeontology (London: Blond & Briggs); Adrian Desmond (1982).
Archetypes and Ancestors. Palaeontogy in Victorian London 1850-1875 (London:
Blond & Briggs); Rudwick, The Meaning of Fossils. Episodes in the History of
Palaeontology; Martin J S Rudwick (1992), “Scenes from Deep Time. Early
Pictorial Representations of the Prehistoric World,” .

11. I want to mention Buffetaut, A Short History of Vertebrate Palaeontology; Edwin
H Colbert (1968). The Great Dinosaur Hunters and Their Discoveries (New York:
Dover). Buffetaut’s, a paleontologist himself, has written a very readable history,
even if it remains rather France-centric and focuses heavily on the late 18th and
early 19th centuries: post-1914 developments are treated in a mere eight pages
(out of 250). Colbert’s work, long the only serious work of reference with regard
to 20th century paleontology, is still a valuable resource but offers little in the
way of historical analysis.

12. Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology.
13. For instance, two books by Mireille Gayet and Pierre Babin were privately

published in French in the late 2000s, and were therefore hardly noticed by the
history of science community, even inside France. Claude Babin, and Mireille
Gayet (2009). Histoire pittoresque de la paléontologie (Paris: Ellipses); Mireille
Gayet, and Claude Babin (2007). Des paléontologues de A à Z (Paris: Ellipses).
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out as one of the few serious attempts in that direction.14 But in the last
decade or so, a few efforts have been made to rectify this situation. Histo-
rians of science such as Paul Brinkman, Chris Manias, and Lukas Rieppel
have accessed sources that have stayed under the radar for far too long.
Rather than indulge inclusively in the telling and re-telling of “grand
narratives”, they have focused on the details of paleontological explo-
ration, preparation, and presentation. Manias’ systematic exploration of
mammal paleontology in the middle of the twentieth century, and Paul
Brinkman’s almost obsessively fine-grained investigation of museum
work around 1900, have contributed greatly to our knowledge of how
professional practices were developed and extended.15 Brinkman’s thesis,
The Second American Jurassic Dinosaur Rush, has been criticized for its
emphasis on apparent minutiae, on what might almost be called the
banality of life in the museum and in the field around 1900. But the point

14. Ronald Rainger (1982). The Understanding of the Fossil Past: Paleontology and
Evolution Theory, 1850-1910 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press); Ronald
Rainger (1990), “Collectors and Entrepreneurs: Hatcher, Wortman, and the
Structure of American Vertebrate Paleontology Circa 1900,” Earth Sciences
History 9; Ronald Rainger (1991). An Agenda for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield
Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History,
1890-1935 (Tuscaloosa & London: The University of Alabama Press).

15. Paul D. Brinkman (2005), “Henry Fairfield Osborn and Jurassic Dinosaur
Reconnaisance in the San Juan Basin, along the Colorado-Utah Border,
1893-1900,” Earth Sciences History 24; Paul D. Brinkman (2006), “Bully for
Apatosaurus,” Endeavour 30; Paul D. Brinkman (2009), “Modernizing American
fossil preparation at the turn of the 20th century.,” Methods In Fossil Preparation:
Proceedings of the First Annual Fossil Preparation and Collections Symposium ; Paul
D. Brinkman (2010). The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905
(Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press); Paul D.The Second Jurassic
Dinosaur Rush and the Dawn of Dinomania Brinkman (2010), “The Second
Jurassic Dinosaur Rush and the Dawn of Dinomania,” Endeavour 34; Paul D.
Brinkman (2015), “The ‘Chicago Idea’: Patronage, Authority, and Scientific
Autonomy at the Field Columbian Museum, 1893–97,” Museum History Journal
8, no. 2; Chris Manias (2009), “The Race prussienne Controversy: Scientific
Internationalism and the Nation,” Isis 100; Chris Manias (2014), “Building
Baluchitherium and Indricotherium: Imperial and International Networks in
Early-Twentieth Century Paleontology.,” Journal for the History of Biology 24
December 2014; Chris Manias (2016), “The Lost Worlds of Messmore & Damon:
Science, Spectacle & Prehistoric Monsters in early-twentieth century America.,”
Endeavour July 29.
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is that as long as we lack the basic data to base meaningful interpretation
on, such attention to detail is precisely what makes this such an impor-
tant and relevant book.16 The downside is perhaps, that his obvious
sympathy for the fieldworkers prejudices him somewhat against the
administrators and financiers that made expeditions possible. Simulta-
neously, a flurry of popular works has been published that involve the
history of paleontology, and although some are very good, others contin-
ue to recycle the myths of yesteryear.17 

Fortunately, rather than restricting itself to a purely intra-scientic
view, almost all of these studies have taken a broader perspective, incor-
porating intellectual, philosophical, social and economic contexts that
helped to clarify not only developments in paleontology, but also be-
tween paleontology, other academic and museum disciplines, and the
outside world.18 One of the conclusions of this body of work has been
that in the long run, the perceived “golden age” of the 1870s and 1880s
might not have seemed as “golden” in hindsight. Certainly, the “Bone
Wars” between the Othniel Charles Marsh, a professor from Yale, and his
Philadelphian foe Edward Drinker Cope, provided paleontologists with
enormous quantities of source material. But the effort required to collect

16. Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905.
17. To name a few very competent efforts: Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and

Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur; Lowell Dingus, and Mark Norell (2010).
Barnum Brown. The Man who Discovered Tyrannosaurus Rex (Los Angeles:
University of California Press).

18. Ronald Rainger (1981), “The Continuation of the Morphological Tradition:
America Paleontology, 1880-1910,” Journal of the History of Biology 14; Rainger,
The Understanding of the Fossil Past: Paleontology and Evolution Theory,
1850-1910; Rainger, “Collectors and Entrepreneurs: Hatcher, Wortman, and the
Structure of American Vertebrate Paleontology Circa 1900”; Rainger, An Agenda
for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American
Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935; Ronald Rainger (1992), “The Rise and
Decline of a Science: Vertebrate Paleontology at Philadelphia’s Academy of
Natural Sciences, 1820-1900,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society
136, no. 1; Brinkman, “Bully for Apatosaurus”; Brinkman, The Second American
Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905; Brinkman, “The Second Jurassic Dinosaur
Rush and the Dawn of Dinomania”; Leonard Warren (1989). Joseph Leidy: The
Last Man Who Knew Everything (New Haven & London: Yale University Press);
Allen A. Debus, and Diane E. Debus (2002). Paleoimagery. The Evolution of
Dinosaurs in Art (Jefferson & London: McFarland)
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it went at the expense of other considerations.19 Also, the exclusive
attitude towards fossils displayed by Marsh and Cope effectively prevent-
ed detailed study – they simply didn’t have the time, while those that
might have were barred from working with their material. What re-
mained was the impression of an activity dominated by egomaniacs,
with little academic merit. 

Manias and others have shown how much paleontology depended on
the international exchange of objects. During the “Second Jurassic
Dinosaur Rush”, as Brinkman termed it, much changed in the organiza-
tion of virtually every aspect of paleontological work, including collect-
ing.20 Rather than relying on a system of commercial trade, or accepting
whatever was left by academic researchers, institutions increasingly
funded and organized their own expeditions. This was not a uniform
development, however. Factors such as the availability of remains and
the ease by which they could be recovered, the presence or absence of a
domestic infrastructure of collectors, and the availability of expertise all
played their part.21 More than any other institution, it was the large,
urban natural history museum that grew into the self-evident catalyst of

19. About the “Bone Wars”, see Mark Jaffe (2000). The Gilded Dinosaur: the Fossil War
between E.D. Cope and O.C. Marsh and the Rise of American Science (New York:
Crown); David Rains Wallace (1990). The Bonehunters’ Revenge: Dinosaurs, Greed,
and the Greatest Scientific Feud of the Gilded Age (Boston: Houghton Mifflin).

20. The term “second dinosaur rush” seems to have been coined by John S. McIntosh
in 1990 (John S McIntosh (1990), “The Second Jurassic Dinosaur Rush,” Earth
Sciences History 9). Ronald Rainger's work has further deepened our knowledge
of paleontology during this era, but usually casts a thematically wider (Rainger,
The Understanding of the Fossil Past: Paleontology and Evolution Theory,
1850-1910) or more biographically oriented (Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity.
Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American Museum of
Natural History, 1890-1935) net. But more than anyone, Paul Brinkman has
greatly expanded and systematized our knowledge of this period (see Brinkman,
The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905, but also Brinkman,
“Henry Fairfield Osborn and Jurassic Dinosaur Reconnaisance in the San Juan
Basin, along the Colorado-Utah Border, 1893-1900.”, Brinkman, “Bully for
Apatosaurus.” and Brinkman, “Modernizing American fossil preparation at the
turn of the 20th century.”).

21. For a discussion of these issues, see Manias, “Building Baluchitherium and
Indricotherium: Imperial and International Networks in Early-Twentieth
Century Paleontology.”.
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investigation, expedition, and exchange. Ronald Rainger, Carsten
Kretschmann, and Suzanne Köstering have dedicated books to explaining
the growth of these organizations in the United States and Germany,
respectively, while Lynn Nyhart has sought to explain how ideas about
the importance of knowledge about nature convinced society to support
them.22 According to Nyhart, it was the rise of the “biological perspec-
tive”, an essentially popular fascination with a dynamic nature which
was fed by popular publications and an attachment of natural knowledge
to the general ideal of Bildung, that made large-scale investments possible
and sustainable.

A more interesting approach, and one of greater relevance to this
story, has been taken by Paul Semonin, and concerns the identification of
dinosaurs with dominance.23 Semonin argues that commentators around
1900, inspired by social Darwinist ideas, typically use the language of
empire and autocratic rule to describe the dominance of these animals
over the rest of the natural world. This created a scientific dialectic that
matched social ideas that were in fashion at the time. Unfortunately,
while there is no scarcity of references to the “tyrants of the natural
world”, the equally frequent emphasis on the extinction and alleged
stupidity of these animals makes it difficult to take this as the dom-
inant – no pun intended – view. Taking a wider view, Bill Mitchell’s Last
Dinosaur Book looks to understand the interest in dinosaurs, which he
considers “out of proportion to their practical and scientific importance”,
as a cultural rather than scientific phenomenon.24 In doing so, he raises
valid points about our fascination with these creatures. But because of
Michell’s finalist approach, his book is not very useful to interpret histori-

22. Rainger, The Understanding of the Fossil Past: Paleontology and Evolution Theory,
1850-1910; Carsten Kretschmann (2006). Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische
Museen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts (Berlin: Akademie Verlag); Lynn K
Nyhart (2009). Modern Nature. The Rise of the Biological Perspective in Germany
(Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press); Sabine Köstering (2003). Natur
zum Anschauen: das Naturkundemuseum des deutschen Kaiserreichs 1871-1914
(Köln: Böhlau).

23. Paul Semonin (1997), “Empire and Extinction: the Dinosaur as a Metaphor for
Dominance in Prehistoric Nature,” Leonardo 30.

24. William J.T. Mitchell (1998). The Last Dinosaur Book. The Life and Times of a
Cultural Icon (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press).
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cal attitudes. On the contrary, there is a danger of missing how different-
ly earlier audiences perceived these animals, their world, and their sig-
nificance. He also overlooks the development of dinosaur paleontology
rather too easily. Mitchell’s book has in recent years been followed up by
the dissertation of Alexis Dworsky, which is marred somewhat by the
author’s infatuation with his own typology.25 While Dworsky is to be
commended for the wealth of cultural references he uncovers, his book
does suffer from the oversimplification necessary to fit his examples into
the desired narrative. The phases of dinosaur reception might not be as
clearly delineated as Dworsky would like, although he makes some valid
points about the way in which dinosaurs were perceived and found their
way into a common frame of reference.

This study is based on a diverse collection of primary sources, from
museum archives via scientific treatises to vintage newspapers. Newspa-
per research used to be a frustrating and very time-consuming effort.
Happily, in the last years a plethora of digitization and publication
projects have made these sources very easy to navigate; particularly the
French National Library’s Gallica site has been important in developing
these on-line resources. Other countries have followed suit, and sites
such as Chronicling America or the Spanish Hemerotéca Digital offer a very
research-friendly experience.26 Therefore, much of this book is based on
one of these resources. However, it is still impossible to rely entirely on
these services. First of all, not all digitized newspapers are publicly acces-
sible, while others can only be read after paying a subscription fee. Ill-
conceived interfaces can make research almost as time-intensive as going
through physical newspapers used to be.27 And among all the triumphal-
ism of national libraries’ publicity departments, it is particularly easy to
forget that substantial amounts of newspapers and magazines have
never been scanned and made available. To get an idea of newspaper
reporting in Germany, for instance, one remains still largely dependent

25. Alexis Dworsky (2011), “Dinosaurier! Die Kulturgeschichte,” .
26. Respectively, their URLs are http://gallica.bnf.fr; http:/

/chroniclingamerica.loc.gov; http://www.bne.es/es/Catalogos/
HemerotecaDigital/.

27. I’m particularly referring to the Austrian historical newspaper site http:/
/www.anno.at.
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on newspaper archives, a situation exacerbated by the historically regio-
nal character of the country, which makes it unlikely that a grand nation-
al project similar to Gallica shall ever get off the ground.

Finding primary sources inside natural history museums can be
problematic, too. While some institutions show interest in their heritage,
others have tended to neglect historical documentation to the point
where there conservation is now under threat. Again, digitization can
offer a way out. For this project, the Carnegie Museum’s “Diplodocus
Archive” has been tremendously useful. Yet, they provide only half a
picture without William Holland’s personal papers, which unfortunately
continue to crumble in the museum archives.28 Another consequence of
the low priority museums give to their archives is the absence of continu-
ity and the consequent drain of expertise. Having no one around with
any in-depth knowledge of an archive becomes particularly problematic
when there are no archival aids present. Often, it means that in practice,
it takes enormous amounts of effort to find relevant material, and even
sometimes that it is lost altogether. The exceptions unfortunately don’t
make up the risk of losing an important part of our scientific heritage
through neglect.

28. “CMNH Diplodocus Archive.” accessed 1 July 2016, http:/
/digitalcollections.library.cmu.edu/portal/
main.jsp?smd=2&nid=81125/81188.
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3. Sea Snakes and Concrete Contraptions

Image 2: Koch’s Hydrarchos harlani exhibit. Source: Koch, Albert C. (1845). 
Description of the Hydrarchos Harlani (Koch), a Gigantic Fossil Reptile 
lately Discovered by the Author in the State of Alabama. Second Edition. 
New York. 

Diplodocus was not the first creature from “before the flood” whose
mounted skeleton could be admired on the European continent. For one
thing, Louis Dollo’s Iguanodons (about which more below) in Brussels
preceded it by more than twenty years. But the most spectacular of
Diplodocus’s predecessors had without doubt been a creature that amazed
European audiences in the 1840 in much the same way as they would be
gripped by Diplodocus sixty years later.

That creation, for that is what it was, was Albert Carl Koch’s Hydrar-
chos harlani. Although Koch is usually being cast as one of the charlatans
of nineteenth-century American paleontology, his story is not quite as
one-dimensional as is often made out.29 Some of the confusion is due to

29. For the history of Albert Koch’s capers, see e.g. Lukas Rieppel (2015), “The
Hydrarchos Craze and the Decline and Fall of Commercial Natural History,”
Knowing Things. Circulations and Transitions of Objects in Natural History. Berlin,
23-24 March 2015. ; Paul Semonin (2000). American Monster. How the Nation’s
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Koch’s quite sincere first appearance on the stage of early paleontology,
and the fact that he was a genuinely devoted and knowledgeable collec-
tor. Having immigrated from Germany to the United States in 1826, he
initially attempted to earn a living as a museum and theatre director in
Alabama, and even published an (unsigned) article about human re-
mains that had been found together with fossil bones.30

Koch’s Hydrarchos, a huge composite that combined the remains of
several individuals of the Pleistocene whale Basilosaurus, has often been
simply dismissed as a “fraud”. Apart from the very clear objective to
generate profit, his objectives and intentions remain vague, but there is
reason to believe that he never intended to treat this as a scientific spec-
imen. Rather, it was the centerpiece of a very successful business enter-
prise that made clever use of a mix of sensationalism and the exploita-
tion of scientific plausibility - its embellishments served a very specific
but non-scientific purpose. Certainly the public, attracted to Koch’s
dragon-like chimaera, seemed to be unaffected by its lack of scientific
trustworthiness.

Koch had been up to this type of caper before. In 1841, he had unveiled
the remains of a truly colossal mastodon, an animal that the American
public had been obsessed with for some time. The size of this Missourium
theristocaulodon (“sickle-toothed animal from Missouri”) skeleton drew
large crowds to his museum and caused Koch to take the animal on tour
across the eastern seaboard of the United States. That placed it on view in
front of a far less gullible crowd, and the scientists visiting the exhibit in
Philadelphia soon realized that the skeleton owed as much to Koch’s
imagination and desire to scale up his find as to nature: the animal was in
fact a “common” (although still large) mastodon (Mammut americanum).

First Prehistoric Creature Became a Symbol of National Identity (New York &
London: New York University Press), Keith Thomson (2008). The Legacy of the
Mastodon. The Golden Age of Fossils in America (New Haven & London: Yale
University Press) and Brian Switek (2010). Written in Stone: Evolution, the Fossil
Record, and Our Place in Nature (New York: Bellevue Literary Press), 145-155.
Rieppel attempts to rehabilitate Koch to some extent by framing him as part of
the mid-nineteenth century German tradition of scholar/traders. It does not
make Hydrarchos any less of a fair show attraction, of course. 

30. Douglas E. Jones (1989), “Doctor Koch and His “Immense Antediluvian
Monsters”,” Alabama Heritage 12.
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Koch was widely criticized for his errors, but that did not prevent him
from taking an unredacted Missourium to be displayed in London’s Egypt-
ian Hall at the end of the same year.31 Here it was, predictably, criticized
by British scientists, but they also agreed that the basic material of the
animal still constituted a valuable specimen. After further tours
throughout Ireland and Germany, Koch was able to sell it, along with the
remainder of his fossils, to the British Museum (Natural History) for a
sizable sum in 1844. What will doubtlessly have helped add to Missouri-
um’s market value was the rising interest in “antediluvian” creatures
caused by the discovery and subsequent description of the first
dinosaurs.

The British interest in large reptiles had not passed Koch by, and once
back home he quickly set out on another venture. The results of this
expedition could be observed the next in year in New York and, if any-
thing, it was even more astonishing than his mastodon. Having scouring
several fossil sites in Alabama, Koch produced yet another marvel. This
time, he rearranged several bones of the Eocene whales Zeuglodon and
Zygorhiza (today known as Basilosaurus) in order to form an enormous
sea snake. The fossils had not been hard to come by; in some areas they
were so numerous that they were regarded as a nuisance, and an obstacle
for cultivation.32 Koch’s initial investment was therefore minimal, but the
return certainly was not. In July of 1845, Koch unveiled his 40-meter-
long monster in New York - almost doubling the original whale and made
up of the bones of at least five individuals.33 Koch remained, apparently
purposely, oblique about the precise nature of the beast in his exhibit,
although he regarded it as reptilian. He had named it Hydrarchos sillimani
in honor of a friend; when that friend objected, he thoughtfully renamed
it after the anatomist Richard Harlan, a supporter of Koch during the
Missourium affair who had very conveniently passed away since and was
therefore in no position to object. As for Koch’s visitors, their associations

31. Semonin, American Monster. How the Nation’s First Prehistoric Creature Became a
Symbol of National Identity, 383ff; Switek, Written in Stone: Evolution, the Fossil
Record, and Our Place in Nature, 145-6.

32. Switek, Written in Stone: Evolution, the Fossil Record, and Our Place in Nature,
147.

33. Buffetaut, A Short History of Vertebrate Palaeontology, 125.
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were very probably more biblical in character. Certainly, the press reports
had suggested as much, with much talk about the Leviathan and refer-
ences to the Ark.34 In a way, Koch exploited scripture as deftly as he did
science.

Although Koch’s construction survived its New York stint with his
reputation more or less intact, things went sour once it was exhibited in
Boston. Several Harvard scholars expressed doubts over its reptilian
kinship, but it was the British geologist Charles Lyell who hammered the
last scientific nails in its coffin when he determined the display to consist
of several individuals of fossil whale.35 But just as he had done with
Missourium, Koch shipped the snake across the Atlantic without chang-
ing a thing. London, Dresden and Berlin audiences were as riveted by the
beast as those in New York and Boston had been. The Prussian king
Frederick William IV was so impressed that he acquired the monster for
the museum of mineralogy (later part of the Museum für Naturkunde) in
Berlin. A mishap in the museum subsequently revealed that the animal
had a full mammalian inner ear (which evolved from the lower jaw bones
in reptiles), confirming Lyell’s suspicions about its affinities. Needless to
say, Koch came out of the deal with the Prussian king a good deal richer.36

The king’s curator, Johannes Müller, immediately attempted to recoup
some of the money by selling a large portion onward to the Teyler Muse-
um in Haarlem, the Netherlands.37 

Koch’s first appearance on the stage of paleontology was an earnest
one; but from his construction of Missourium onwards it would be a
mistake to consider Koch as a scientist in anything but (stage) name, or
Missourium and Hydrarchos as primarily scientific specimens. Everything
indicates that Koch’s agenda was a purely commercial one; specifically, he

34. Switek, Written in Stone: Evolution, the Fossil Record, and Our Place in Nature,
150-1.

35. Charles Lyell (1855). A Second Visit to the United States (London: John Murray),
74-75.

36. Jones, “Doctor Koch and His “Immense Antediluvian Monsters”.”
37. Reclassified as Zeuglodon bones, they were sold on to Teyler’s curator Jacob van

Breda through the fossil trader Adolf Krantz. Neither Krantz nor Breda ever
mention the Hydrarchos story, though. Archief Teylers Stichting, 1778-2000,
inv. 204: accounts. Teylers Museum, Haarlem.
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hoped to tap into existing sources of authority – be they biblical, popular
or scientific – in order to attract visitors to his attractions. 

As for those attractions themselves, they should be viewed as part of
the rich history of popular amusement. The line between ‘highbrow’ and
‘lowbrow’ science, art and related subjects could, at this time, not be
drawn as rigidly as it would in later years: Koch’s specimens were, after
all, examined and reviewed by professional scientists – insofar as one
could identify such a category in the 1840s. But at the same time, they
were part of the prominent nineteenth-century cultural tradition of,
often traveling, visual spectacles. Like Barnum’s circus in the United
States, the London Globe and the various panoramas that sought to
amaze and amuse the masses, Hydrarchos was primarily a fairground
attraction - and an immensely profitable one at that. Seen in this light,
Koch’s monstrosities already seem less outlandish than they might
appear otherwise.38 

The fact that many such spectacles proclaimed to contain scientific
content was hardly coincidental. It leant an authority to such exhibits
that, for instance, a circus could never aspire to obtain. Consequently,
their proprietors could hope to attract a “better” class of visitor - but in a
world of social aspiration it also made their attractions more alluring to
other social classes. As for Koch, he had chosen an eminently marketable
animal to imitate (quite openly) with Hydrarchos - the sea serpent, an
enigmatic marine creature that had been part of European popular
culture since ancient times.39 Wherever it came, posters expressly identi-
fied the fossil as such, and neatly played in to the “serpent craze” that
gripped both sides of the Atlantic at the time.40 

38. For various examples, see Joe Kember, John Plunkett, and Jill A Sullivan, eds.
(2012). Popular Exhibitions, Science, and Showmanship, 1840-1910 (London:
Pickering & Chatto).

39. Allen A Debus (2010). Prehistoric monsters. The Real and Imagines Creatures of the
Past that We Love to Fear (Jefferson, NC & London: McFarland & Company),
14-17; 

40. Martin Willis (2006). Mesmerists, Monsters, and Machines. Science Fiction and the
Cultures of Science in the Nineteenth Century (Kent, OH: Kent State University
Press), 144. Sightings of sea serpents had been common in European waters
since the 16th century, mingling with sightings of the infamous Kraken; but the
east coast of the United States and Canada possessed its own specimens;
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Albert Koch does command a certain respect for his audacity but also
for the astuteness with which he marketed his chimaeras at the heart of
American and European science, folklore, and entertainment. By the late
1850s, he had retired to Alabama, but the consequences of the Hydrar-
chos affair for dinosaur exhibits would prove to be longer-lasting than the
“doctor”. 

Image 3: “A Visit to the Antediluvian Reptiles at Sydenham—Master Tom 
Strongly Objects to Having His Mind Improved”, Punch, 28 (1854), [viii]. 
Drawing by John Leech.

The first time the public was exposed to dinosaurs in their full splendor -
if we exclude Alfred Koch’s phantasmagorical creations - was in 1854,
shortly after the Crystal Palace, center of the Great Exhibition that had
been held three years earlier, was relocated to the South London suburb
of Sydenham. 

particular notoriety was won by a surprisingly indiscreet sea reptile that kept
being spotted by travelers on the coast of Maine (see Junella Pusbach O’Neill
(2003). The Great New England Sea Serpent. A History of Unknown Creatures
Observed by Many Respectable Persons Between 1638 and the Present Day (New
York: Paraview)).
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During the first decades of the nineteenth century, fossil remains had
come to light that suggested Great Britain had once been inhabited by
huge reptiles. In 1842, Richard Owen created the reptilian order of the
Dinosauria (usually translated as “terrible reptiles”) to house the three
genera known at that time: Hylaeosaurus, Megalosaurus and Iguanodon.41

These remains caused as surge public interest that was later termed
“Dinomania”.42 In the Crystal Palace gardens, the sculptor Benjamin
Waterhouse Hawkins built up a “primeval garden” in which brick-and-
cement, life-size reconstructions could be seen of various extinct ani-
mals, from Irish elk, Megatherium, ichthyosaurs and pterodactyls
through their highlight: reconstructions of the enormous dinosaurs.
Hawkins had consulted with Owen when constructing the statues. As a
consequence, their portrayal bore the hallmarks of Owen’s vision on
extinct life. A vouched opponent of progressivist, evolutionary ideas, the
reconstructions downplayed any unique characteristics of the extinct
animals; Iguanodon and Megalosaurus looked like huge lizards, Hy-
laeosaurus most resembled a toad. Also, the animals were contained –
literally – within a biblical framework: the islands on which they stood
conjured up associations with the flood as did the language (“pre-
adamite”, “antediluvian”) in which they were described.43 That might
have made them more acceptable to Owen and others wary of evolution-
ist ideas, but in the long run it did not contribute to their longevity as
scientific representations. 

While the response to the Crystal Park reconstructions in learned
circles might not have been universally positive, that did not hinder the
public from visiting the statues in droves.44 After the opening by Queen

41. For the early history of the discovery and definition of dinosaurs in Victorian
London, see the work of Adrian Desmond, particularly Desmond, The Hot-
Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology; Desmond, Archetypes and
Ancestors. Palaeontogy in Victorian London 1850-1875.  Marshall offers 

42. Hugh Torrens (1993), “The Dinosaurs and Dinomania over 150 Years,” Modern
Geology 18.

43. Nancy Rose Marshall (2007), “”A Dim World, Where Monsters Dwell”: The
Spatial Time of the Sydenham Crystal Palace Dinosaur Park,” Victorian Studies
49, no. 2, 294.

44. Marshall, “”A Dim World, Where Monsters Dwell”: The Spatial Time of the
Sydenham Crystal Palace Dinosaur Park.”, 295-297.
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Victoria on June 10, 1854, forty thousand people converged on the park
on the first day alone.45 And while the exhibits showed countless more
extinct animals, it was the huge dinosaurs that drew most of the passing
Londoner’s attention, and which were cemented into the public imagina-
tion. The dinosaur models became the subject of newspapers cartoons
and artworks, and would prove to be a lasting template for how the
public came to perceive these animals. The Crystal Palace models also
proved to be particularly long-lived, not in the last place because they
were incorporated in popular works about the “antediluvian” world, such
as Louis Figuier’s The World before the Deluge (1863), Camille Flammari-
on’s The World Before Man’s Creation, and even much later volumes, until
well into the twentieth century.46 

Several works have represented the attention for the Crystal Palace
dinosaurs (the non-dinosaurs have often been neglected) as the start of
“dinomania”, the public obsession with extinct life, and mostly
dinosaurs.47 However, crediting the Crystal Palace models with single-
handedly causing a dinosaur craze may not be as obvious as we think.48

Here we are assisted by culturomics, the study of cultural and social
trends through the quantitative analysis of (usually digitized) texts. The
Google Books Ngram Viewer is an online tool introduced in December of
2010, which indicates the relative share of words used in books in the
Google Books repository. Although its systematic use can be considered

45. Deborah Cadbury (2000). Terrible Lizard. The First Dinosaur Hunters and the Birth
of a New Science (New York: John Macrae), 298-299; Desmond, The Hot-Blooded
Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology, 21.

46. Louis Figuier (1863). La terre avant le Déluge (Paris: Hachette); Camille
Flammarion (1886). Le Monde avant la création de l’homme : origines de la terre,
origines de la vie, origines de l’humanité (Paris: Flammarion). For a twentieth-
century example, see Wilhelm Bölsche (1902). Tiere der Urwelt. Mit Zeichnungen
von F. John (Wandsbek: Kakao Compagnie).

47. Torrens, “The Dinosaurs and Dinomania over 150 Years”; James A. Secord
(2004). “Monsters at the Crystal Palace,” in Models: the Third Dimension of
Science, ed. Soraya de Chadarevian, and Nick Hopwood (Stanford: Stanford
University Press);Mitchell, The Last Dinosaur Book. The Life and Times of a
Cultural Icon, 65-69.

48. See, for instance, Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in
Palaeontology;Cadbury, Terrible Lizard. The First Dinosaur Hunters and the Birth
of a New Science;Torrens, “The Dinosaurs and Dinomania over 150 Years.”
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as potentially problematic for a number of reasons,49 the frequency of
more complicated engrams such as dinosaur names can give us some
indication of their common application relative to each other, at least50.

Figure 1: Five popular dinosaur genera compared, 1820-2000. Source: 
Google Books Ngrams, Dataset 2011. Accessed 9 May 2015.

What becomes obvious is first of all that judging by this result, the cur-
rent dinosaur “craze” is dwarfed by Iguanodon mania in the 1840s and
1850s.51 However, local and cultural differences also come into play: in

49. Such as the oft-deplored quality of Google's optical character recognition, the
preselection of material first by the university libraries with which Google
cooperates in this project, and then by Google itself, the increasing (with time)
scarcity of non-English material in said libraries, and intrinsic issues relating to
the evolution of semantic meanings. For a more systematic analysis of the pros
and cons of culturomics and Google Books nGrams, see Jean-Baptiste Michel,
and Erez Liberman Aiden (2010), “Quantitative Analysis of Culture Using
Millions of Digitized Books,” Science 331, no. 6014.

50. Data used here and hereafter: Google Books Ngrams (http://books.google.com/
ngrams; Dataset 20090715). 'Ppb' stands for parts per billion, i.e. one ten
millionth of a percent or a billionth of total.

51. Of course, Iguanodon was one of only three animals to be included into the
Dinosauria when it was defined by Richard Owen in 1842 - so in fairness, we
should equate those three animals with all of the present-day dinosaurs.
However, even if we add generic terms such as ‘dinosaur’ we don’t arrive at the
same numbers.
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the case of Iguanodon, its fame is decidedly greater in the United King-
dom than in the United States. Numbers in French are initially much
lower still, but increase significantly after the discovery of a herd of
Iguanodon fossils in a coal mine in (French-speaking) Belgium in 1878.

Figure 2: Frequency of “Iguanodon” in several languages in 19th-
century publications. Source: Google Books Ngrams, Dataset 2011. 
Accessed 9 May 2015. 

Interestingly, the greatest number of published mentions of the animal
appears to have been published before rather than after the unveiling of
the statues in Crystal Park, suggesting that rather than the cause, the
construction of an Iguanodon model was the result of great public inter-
est in prehistoric animals in general and this one in particular. It did
probably help to sustain that interest, though. The plethora of books on
prehistoric animals on sale to the British public had created a market for
such spectacular reconstructions, one which the directors of the Crystal
Palace Park were only too happy to exploit.52 Hawkins’ unique contribu-
tion lay in the design of the animals. Because misconceived as they might

52. For an extensive treatment of these publications, see the work of Martin S.
Rudwick: Rudwick, The Meaning of Fossils. Episodes in the History of
Palaeontology; Rudwick, “Scenes from Deep Time. Early Pictorial
Representations of the Prehistoric World.”.
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appeared to later generations, the models were still a considerable im-
provement over the fantastic or incomplete efforts of previous artists.
With this in mind, it is hardly surprising that they came to function as a
template – at least in popular publications.

Even if the Crystal Palace dinosaurs did not in itself establish “dinoma-
nia”, it greatly helped to sustain it by mixing the desire for sensational-
ism with the virtue of scientific endorsement, as marketing for the park
often emphasized the role of the broadly-respected Richard Owen.53 The
park also established a yardstick for the popularization of dinosaurs, and
particularly the establishment of what we might term a “dinosaur
canon”.54 Yet the supply of sufficiently complete dinosaurs was limited,
even as late as 1900. Large, headline-filling dinosaurs such as Bron-
tosaurus and Diplodocus were quickly included, as was the fearsome
predator Tyrannosaurus briefly after its publication in 1905. 

But other choices were not quite as obvious. The huge flying reptile
Pteranodon, known since the 1880s but not a dinosaur despite being
related to and contemporary with them, was clearly evocative enough to
gain entry. But the pelycosaur therapsid Dimetrodon was about as closely
related to dinosaurs as man is, and predated the first dinosaurs by about
fifty million years; yet it quickly became an integral part of the “canon”
on the strength of its impressive array of incisors and the strange “sail”
on its back.55 Taken together, this representation was based far more on
tittilation than on scientific relevance and interest; it may be argued that
the interest for the Crystal Palace dinosaurs did not distinguish itself too
much from the attention that befell Hydrarchos. For instance, poor Iguan-
odon, although arguably a “core” dinosaur since Richard Owen defined
the order in 1842, quickly fell out of favor, maybe because it had become
established as the quintessential basal dinosaur and was not as suitable
to being described in the same superlatives as some of his kin. 

53. Secord, “Monsters at the Crystal Palace.”, 153-154.
54. For various examples, see Mitchell, The Last Dinosaur Book. The Life and Times of

a Cultural Icon and, in his wake, Dworsky, “Dinosaurier! Die Kulturgeschichte.”.
55. For more on Dimetrodon’s entry into the dinosaurian canon, see Kenneth D

Angielczyk (2009), “Dimetrodon Is not a Dinosaur: Using Tree Thinking to
Understand the Ancient Relatives of Mammals and their Evolution,” Evo Edu
Outreach 2.
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In the long term, the Crystal Palace dinosaurs proved to be a trouble-
some testimony to a time in which these animals were still largely un-
known. In his zeal to argue against Lamarck’s idea of progressive trans-
mutation, Owen (and in his wake, Hawkins) had relied entirely, and
rather too much perhaps, on the Cuvierian method of extrapolating an
animal’s anatomy from fragmentary remains through association with
other life forms.56 This was very well when comparing the bones of the
extinct New Zealand moa with those of an ostrich, but in cases where
very fragmentary remains of dubious quality belonged to hitherto un-
known animals, it turned out to be far less practical. As new discoveries
came in, it became obvious that creatures such as Iguanodon looked
nothing like the animals in Sydenham - and it led to the uncomfortable
suspicion that the other reconstructions might have been wide of the
mark too. 

But the Crystal Park models were meant to be both of educational
value and as a showcase for British scientific prowess.57 To have them
appear both incorrect and outdated was therefore a real problem, but
little was to be done except for demolishing the statues, since they could
hardly be adapted to newer scientific insights. And where the fact that
Hawkins’ images were being re-used ad infinitum might once have been a
source of pride, it now only emphasized just how much behind the times
they were. For instance, in 1911, the German popular science magazine
Die Umschau published an article that offered a comparison between
older and newer reconstructions.58 It used the Sydenham Iguanodon to
demonstrate how far the art of reconstructing past life had come since
the middle of the 19th century - and how much more convincing con-

56. Rudwick, The Meaning of Fossils. Episodes in the History of Palaeontology,
208-210; Warren D Allmon (2006), “The Pre-modern History of the Post-
Modern Dinosaur. Phases and Causes in Post-Darwinian Dinosaur Art,” Earth
Sciences History 25, 6-7.

57. Marshall, “”A Dim World, Where Monsters Dwell”: The Spatial Time of the
Sydenham Crystal Palace Dinosaur Park.”.

58. Hans Becker (1911), “Alte und neue Rekonstruktionen ausgestorbener Tiere,”
Die Umschau. Übersicht über die Fortschritte und Bewegungen auf dem
Gesamtgebiet der Wissenschaft und Technik, sowie ihrer Beziehungen zu Literatur
und Kunst XV, no. 49.
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temporary German efforts looked.59 Fourteen years later, Othenio Abel’s
manual of fossil reconstruction was even less kind to these behemoths
from the paleontological past.60 Hawkins’ reconstructions had become
the exemplification of obsolescence. Understandably, the experience of
the Crystal Palace dinosaurs made scientists wary of committing them-
selves to such life reconstructions, especially if they had to rely on frag-
mentary material. The prominent American paleontologist Othniel
Marsh never had life reconstructions made because he considered them
to be too speculative; his rival Edward Cope only consorted with an artist
near the end of his life. At that time, however, fossil discoveries had made
life reconstructions substantially less speculative.

Skeletal mounts, meanwhile, were a different thing. They had been
part of the exhibition tradition of museums for some time and, most
crucially, they could be re-mounted if new insights demanded so. The
first ‘real’ dinosaur could be observed from 1868 onwards in the building
of the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. This was an impor-
tant moment not only for the display of these animals; it also signaled a
permanent shift of emphasis in dinosaur paleontology, away from Great
Britain towards North America. It was no coincidence that this shift was
provoked by a new breed of scientist. A consummate professional, Joseph
Leidy was a far cry from the dilettantes that had been so instrumental in
getting serious research into fossils off the ground in Britain fifty years
earlier, or the scientist-trader that worked in Germany. He combined a
broad grasp of anatomy and medicine with a near-obsessive work ethic
and – at least as important – proximity to dinosaur fossils of a multitude
and quality not seen in the British isles.61 Although Leidy had been de-
scribing dinosaur remains throughout the late 1850s, it was in 1858
when he struck gold at Haddonfield in New Jersey, stumbling upon the
nearly complete skeleton of what he was to call Hadrosaurus foulkii.62 

59. Also see page 277.
60. Othenio Abel (1925). Geschichte und Methode der Rekonstruktion vorzeitlicher

Wirbeltiere (Jena: Gustav Fischer), 173.
61. For more information about Leidy, see Warren, Joseph Leidy: The Last Man Who

Knew Everything.
62. Robert McCracken Peck, Patricia Tyson Stroud, and Rosamond Wolff Purcell

(2012). A Glorious Enterprise : The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
and the Making of American Science (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
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Its publication, one year later, turned most of the assumptions that
had guided Owen and Hawkins in their reconstructions at Crystal Palace
Park on their head. Hadrosaurus possessed hind limbs that were so much
longer than the forelimbs that it made the elephantine, four-limbed gait,
like the one that Iguanodon and Megalosaurus had been adorned with in
Sydenham, highly improbable. Such doubt was further supported by the
affinities Leidy saw between his animal and Iguanodon – which implied
that these were similar animals in appearance as well.63

The collaboration between Leidy and Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins,
that would result in the public display of Hadrosaurus in Philadelphia,
was something of a coincidence. Hawkins, who had come to the United
States in March of 1868 in search of work as a reconstructor and lecturer,
was soon engaged to help erect a spectacular display of extinct life from
North America, to be housed in New York’s Central Park.64 Because in
New York he lacked any material to work from, Hawkins had no choice
but to travel to the closest institution that housed North American fossils
in any quantity, Leidy’s Academy in Philadelphia. Although the remains
of this Hadrosaurus foulkii were not complete, the large difference in size
between the animal’s legs and arms did seem to indicate that it had been
bipedal, and therefore not really comparable to his earlier work in Lon-
don. Instead of sculpting its life image, as he had done earlier, Hawkins
reconstructed the animal’s skeleton. However, the absence of
Hadrosaurus’ skull caused Hawkins – again – to turn to an extrapolated
iguana’s skull instead.

Hawkins had been forced to invent his method as he went along,
mainly because of the fragmentary nature of many of the fossils he had
to work with; even Hadrosaurus was far from complete. This changed
dramatically in 1878, when Belgian miners discovered a herd of Iguan-
odon fossils in a coal mine near the town of Bernissart, on the Belgian-
French border.65 Suddenly, instead of the usual jumble of fragments,

Press), 136 f. The skeleton was initially discovered by William Parker Foulke.
63. Joseph Leidy (1858), “[Remarks concerning Hadrosaurus],” Proceedings of the

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 10, 217.
64. Valerie Bramwell, and Robert M Peck (2008). All in the Bones. A Biography of

Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins (Philadelphia: Academy Publications), 40f.
65. Also see p. 85 ff.
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scholars could pick from literally dozens of nearly complete fossils. Many
of the Iguanodon remains were found as complete, articulated skeletons.
These close relatives of Hadrosaurus again proved that previous lizard-
like models had been incorrect and that these dinosaurs had adopted a
posture in life that had no parallel in extant nature. The chief excavators,
Louis Dollo and Lodewijk de Pauw, faced the task of erecting these in a
more or less lifelike position in the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural
Sciences in Brussels. Using an elaborate system of ropes, wooden beams,
and pulleys, the Iguanodon bones were hoisted up and then hammered
into place with wedges on an iron framework.66 In 1883, the first spec-
imen was unveiled to the public in a glass cage in Brussels and immedi-
ately drew international attention; it represented the last nail in the
coffin of Hawkins’s statues, but seemed to affirm much of his work on
Hadrosaurus. Dollo’s work was also important for their influence on fossil
preparation and exhibition. 

Whether Dollo’s work influenced later preparators is difficult to ascer-
tain, but considering the scarcity of publications about the mounting
techniques used, it is unlikely.67 Certainly those that have written about
preparation techniques have indicated no such relation; and Belgium was
as far away from the United States – where the large majority of large
dinosaur finds would occur in subsequent years – as the Belgian scientific
world was from the American.68 But the displays at Brussels did affirm
just how different these animals were from what had been on view in
London.

66. Louis François De Pauw (1902). Notes sur les fouilles du charbonnage de
Bernissart: découverte, solidification et montage des Iguanodons (Etterbeek: J. & P.
Jumpertz). Also see Pascal Godefroit, Johan Yans, and Pierre Bultynck (2012).
“Bernissart and the Iguanodons: Historical Perspectives and New
Investigations,” in Bernissart Dinosaurs and Early Cretaceous Terrestrial
Ecosystems, ed. Pascal Godefroit (Bloomington: Indiana University Press) and
David B. Norman (1987), “On the History of the Discovery of Fossils at
Bernissart in Belgium,” Archives of Natural History 14, no. 1.

67. It is perhaps revealing that Adam Hermann’s article on modern preparation
methods from 1909 does not mention Iguanodon at all. Adam Hermann (1909),
“Modern Laboratory Methods in Vertebrate Palaeontology,” Bulletin of the
American Museum of Natural History 26.

68. About preparation, see particularly Brinkman, “Modernizing American fossil
preparation at the turn of the 20th century.”.
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The combined experiences of the Crystal Park dinosaurs and Koch’s
exploitation of Hydrarchos made a couple of things clear. Firstly, it was
skeletal mounts rather than life reconstructions that provided the best
way to present extinct animals to the public without sacrificing scientific
accuracy. And secondly, it indicated that there remained a great deal of
interest in dinosaurs and other extinct creatures. In effect, it marked a
race for skeletal reconstructions of ever larger dinosaurs to display to an
eager public.
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4. Boo! Andrew Carnegie and the peering Brontosaurus

Image 4: Poster for the first edition of Camille Flammarion’s Le monde avant 
la création de l’homme (‘The world before man’s creation’), 1886.

Parisians that visited a newsstand or book store in the spring of 1886
were confronted with the frightening prospect of a dinosaurian intru-
sion into their sixth-floor apartments. It was introduced to them by a
poster that was part of the advertising campaign for Camille Flammari-
on’s new book (and newspaper serial) Le monde avant la création de
l’homme (‘The world before man’s creation’), and the whole approach of
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the publicity campaign turned out to be a good indication of the tone of
the book. 

Up to that point, Flammarion had mostly written about astronomical
matters, and gained a notoriety for combining scientific concepts with
more outlandish ideas, packaged in a form and style that was easily
understood by the average Frenchman. As a writer on science and natur-
al history, Flammarion has been compared to often influential populariz-
ers such as (the earlier) Louis Figuier and, in Germany, Wilhelm Bölsche.
But contrary to either of these, Flammarion chose to actively oppose,
rather than accommodate, the scientific establishment.69 This became
apparent both in the colorful prose in which Flammarion’s narratives
were cast, and in his choice of subject matter. Where the professional
pharmacist Figuier dismissed spiritism out of hand, for instance, Flam-
marion grasped on to the concept and did not shy away from defending it
in the face of academic ridicule.70

So while Flammarion’s book presented itself as a work of popular
science, it sought to awe its readers as much as inform them. And al-
though the rather overweight dinosaur here borrows heavily from the re-
constructions made about fifteen years earlier by Benjamin Waterhouse
Hawkins for the Crystal Palace exhibition, the image of a dinosaur stand-
ing next to a high building looking into its top floors would prove com-
pelling enough to last.

A pivotal element in the early portrayal of dinosaurs has always been
their size – and frequently little else. From the early days after their
discovery, they represented brute, dumb force and were in a way the
representatives of the uncontrollable forces of nature - not entire differ-
ent from the way in which the savage wildlife of Africa or many un-
known peoples were perceived.71 For the Victorian there was, of course,
always the comforting thought of their extinction, something many of
their contemporaries envisioned for extant African wildlife as well.

69. Robert Fox (2012). The Savant and the State. Science and Politics in Nineteenth-
Century France (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press), 202.

70. Fox, The Savant and the State. Science and Politics in Nineteenth-Century France,
201-205.

71. E.g., Semonin, “Empire and Extinction: the Dinosaur as a Metaphor for
Dominance in Prehistoric Nature”; Mitchell, The Last Dinosaur Book. The Life and
Times of a Cultural Icon, 145.
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Moreover, it was often argued, they appeared to have brought their
extinction upon themselves: their small brains impeded them from
competing successfully with the far smarter mammals. It represented a
valuable moral lesson that could be applied to all other aspects of society
- and was.72 

Image 5: Anon. “Most Colossal Animal Ever on Earth Just Found Out West.” 
The New York Journal and Advertiser, December 11 1898. “When it ate, it 
filled a stomach large enough to hold three elephants”. Source: Rea, Tom. Bone
Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur. 
Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2001.

But no one doubted the (literal) otherworldiness of these animals came
to light even more when they were placed in surroundings that were

72. A good example is in the attitude displayed towards the first gorilla, that “sinful
primate”, when it arrived in London in 1861. John Miller (2012).
“Representation, Race, and the Zoological Real in the Great Gorilla Controversy
of 1861,” in Popular Exhibitions, Science and Showmanship, 1840-1910, ed. Joe
Kember, John Plunkett, and Jill A Sullivan (London: Pickering & Chatto).
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familiar to us. The contrast between such huge, unwieldy and chaotic
animals, and our own comfortable and controlled surroundings would
increase our awe of them (and, of course, our fear). An entire sub-genre of
‘paleo-art’ was created to cash in on this confrontation of the ancient
with modern life. Predictably, modern life usually suffered the conse-
quences. This was, in essence, the artistic version of the ‘lost world’
novel, and the predecessor to a long-persisting meme in popular culture.

As we have seen, the device of emphasizing a dinosaur’s size by having
it look into the windows of a high-rise building therefore dates back to at
least 1886. However, the picture from 1898 above probably portrays its
most famous application – also because according to legend it sparked off
Andrew Carnegie’s interest in (and subsequent sponsoring of) the exca-
vation of dinosaurs in the American West.

On the front page of the December 11, 1898 issue of the New York
Journal and Advertiser a “Brontosaurus giganteus” is seen peeping into
the 11th floor of the New York Life building.73 The article is pervaded
by typically hysterical Hearstianisms and a general disregard for factual
accuracy. The skull, for instance, although portrayed as the plant-eat-
ing Brontosaurus, is in fact that of Ceratosaurus nasicornis, a predatory
dinosaur that was apparently deemed more impressive than the rather
undaunting (and speculative) Brontosaurus skull. The way in which the
cover artist for Flammarion’s book was copied by Hearst’s artist is some-
thing we see happening over and over with reconstructions of extinct
life. The practice of ‘citing’ especially foreign artwork flourished in the
absence of any meaningful copyright agreements between continental
European nations, the United Kingdom, and the United States.74

73. Anon. (1898). “Most Colossal Animal Ever on Earth Just Found Out West.” The
New York Journal and Advertiser, December 11 1898 The generic name
Brontosaurus has since been replaced by Apatosaurus on the ground of priority.

74. The Berne Convention of 1886 recognized international copyright, but while
the UK ratified it a year later, it took considerably longer to amend its
legislation. The United States did not ratify the Convention until 1989.
However, the Platt-Simmonds act of 1891 offered conditional protection of
foreign copyrights: but protected works needed to be registered and deposited
in the United States, and copyright could not be claimed by foreign parties but
only by their U.S. representatives when a work had been published. The Act was
amended throughout the twentieth century, but it made the enforcement of
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But as paleontology as a science matured and paleontologists began to
become much more wary about stirring up such sensationalist stories,
the attitude to extinct life within the press (and, henceforth, among the
public) remained much the same – arguably until the present day. For
example, Scientific American, never afraid to exploit a dinosaur, in No-
vember of 1914 reported extensively on the results of the Tendaguru
expedition that uncovered gigantic sauropod bones in German East
Africa.75 But the text of the publication is interestingly inconsistent. Its
title, ‘The Largest Known Dinosaur”, leaves little to the imagination, as
does the accompanying illustration of a huge sauropod stomping
through a busy street in New York. On the other hand, the text by
William Diller Matthew, a paleontologist from the American Museum of
Natural History, is much more restrained and even contradicts other
parts. And one can almost sense Matthew’s exasperation as he comments
upon the illustration:

If Gigantosaurus had lived in the twentieth century instead of many 
million years ago, if he had been a land animal instead of an aquatic 
creature, and if he could be made to walk up Broadway, New York, the 
effect would be that which we have shown.76

But even he could not resist the temptation to point out the animal’s
ability to look into people’s living-rooms, thus cementing one of the
ongoing themes in the popular depiction of dinosaurs.77

Matthew was not the only one to abuse this particular meme: later in
the same year, the Washington Herald, like Carnegie’s New York Herald &

foreign copyright, and hence also illustrations, extremely problematic before
the First World War. See S. Ricketson (1987). Berne Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works 1886–1987 (London: Kluwer) and particularly
Aubert J. Clark (1960). The Movement for International Copyright in Nineteenth-
Century America (Washington D.C.: Catholic University of America Press).

75. William Diller Matthew (1914), “The Largest Known Dinosaur. A Huge Extinct
Reptile from German East Africa, the Largest Known Quadruped,” Scientific
American CXI, referring to Wilhelm von Branca (1914), “Die Riesengrösse
sauropoder Dinosaurier vom Tendaguru, ihr Aussterben und die Bedingungen
ihrer Entstehung,” Archiv für Biontologie III. See also p. 291 f.

76. Matthew, “The Largest Known Dinosaur. A Huge Extinct Reptile from German
East Africa, the Largest Known Quadruped.”, 443. My emphasis.

77. See p. 33 f.
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Advertiser a Hearst publication, showed its readers the eventual conse-
quences of what Matthew’s Gigantosaurus might get up to: we see the
gigantic sauropod rearing over the sorry ruins of a house, fumes emanat-
ing from its nostrils, slime on its enormous feet. The Herald also tore at
the comforting certainty of the animal’s extinction by declaring in the
title that scientists were “going to search for a live one in Africa’s
swamps.”78 The remainder of the story illuminates other consequences
of the dinosaur’s confrontation with modern life:

Each of his feet could easily cover a street car and smash it and its passen-
gers to a state beyond recognition. […] And if he took it into his head to 
roll over on his back while the crowds were gazing in awe at him, there 
would be something more than a hundred people who would never know 
what had happened to them.79

It then proceeds to make the presence of surviving monsters plausible,
and calls in references to the “supposedly [sic] extinct brontosaurus and
diplodocus” to add further stimulus.

But what might have exasperated scientists worked to bring the industri-
alist Andrew Carnegie into the paleontological game. Little of this story
would have taken place if it had not been for Carnegie’s personality, and
more particularly his social and political aspirations. But in likelihood,
his actions upon looking at the peering Brontosaurus in the Herald &
Advertiser were of a more visceral kind. 

At one point probably the world’s richest man, he had risen from
humble beginnings to world fame in a classic rags-to-riches story.80

78. Also see p. 187 f.
79. Anon. (1914). “36 Feet of Neck on Shoulders 20 Feet High! That’s what the

Newest Found Gigantosaurus Has and Now the Scientists Are Going.” The
Washington Herald. Feature Section, December 27 1914.

80. Quite a few biographies of Carnegie have been written, in addition to an
autobiography (Andrew Carnegie (1920). Autobiography (Boston & New York:
Houghton Mifflin)). The most extensive biographies have been Joseph Frazier
Wall’s from 1970 (Joseph Frazier Wall (1970). Andrew Carnegie (New York:
Oxford University Press)) and David Nasaw’s (David Nasaw (2006). Andrew
Carnegie (New York: Penguin)). In addition, numerous smaller works (e.g., Peter
Krass (2002). Carnegie (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons); Raymond Lamont-
Brown (2005). Carnegie: the Richest Man in the World (Thrupp etc.: Sutton Pub.))
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Andrew Carnegie was born in Dunfermline in Scotland in 1835. When he
was 12 years old, his very poor family moved to Pennsylvania, and he had
to take on a multitude of jobs, moving from manual labor to more skilled
activities, such as sending and receiving telegraph messages. Within
years, he had progressed to managerial work, including responsibility for
the construction of telegraph lines and then railroad tracks. With money
saved from his growing income, Carnegie invested heavily in oil at a time
when it began to grow useful as a fuel, and was greatly helped by in-
creased demand because of the American Civil War. Through further
infrastructural investments (most notably bridge building) he gained
fortune that he eventually sank in the development of steelworks in his
home town of Pittsburgh. These brought him a huge fortune; when he
sold them to J.P. Morgan in 1900, they earned him the colossal sum of
225 million dollars.81 His entire fortune ran well over 350 million, most
of which in cash or bonds and therefore free to spend.82

about Carnegie have appeared, and even more that focus on his role role in
industry, politics, or philanthropy (e.g., Les Sandiford (2005). Meet You in Hell.
Andrew Carnegie, Henry Clay Frick, and the Bitter Partnership that Transformed
America (New York: Crown Publishers); Robert Jay Gangewere (2011). Palace of
Culture: Andrew Carnegie’s Museums and Library in Pittsburgh (Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press); Oriel Prizeman (2012). Philanthropy and Light :
Carnegie Libraries and the Advent of Transatlantic Standards for Public Space
(Farnham & Burlington: Ashgate); Quentin R. Skrabec (2012). The Carnegie Boys
: the Lieutenants of Andrew Carnegie that Changed America (Jefferson, N.C.:
McFarland & Co.)). My paragraphs on Carnegie are mainly based on Nasaw’s
biography, which I consider to be the most complete of these works, even if it
tries perhaps a bit too much to create its own myth of the “tycoon era” in
American economical history, and not all of its 800 pages are fully compelling. 

81. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 587. If we take the price of gold as a benchmark, that
translates to almost 20 billion euros in 2016. Source: http:/
/www.historicalstatistics.org/Currencyconverter.html. I shall be using this
method to recalculate sums of money below. Whether Carnegie was really the
“richest man on earth” as was touted at the time, if more difficult to establish as
not everyone’s fortunes would have been easy to calculate. The property
holdings of various royal houses or churches, for instance, would have been
hugely valuable. There is even some controversy as to the “net worth” of many
of Carnegie’s contemporary peers in American industry have been the source of
some controversy. Nasaw estimates the modern value of Carnegie’s share of the
U.S. Steel at 120 million dollars, which is probably excessive.

82. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 801. 
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Image 6: Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919) in 1908. Source: www.carnegie.org.

However, Carnegie was not the sort of sharkish industrialist that some-
one like William D. Rockefeller represented, and he began to plan his exit
from the business world fairly early, in the late 1860s.83 Already in those
years, he took regular trips to Europe and across the world in search of
self-improvement and learning, and of people who could help him
progress in those areas. It is easy to see this endeavor as part of an inferi-
ority complex originating in his humble roots. Early on, he showed
interest in the sciences, and in discussing them in public. Already in the
beginning of the 1880s he spoke out about the relationship between
science and religion and vented the radical viewpoint that there really
was no place for the latter in modern society any longer.84

Carnegie’s memories of his humble beginnings did not translate into
empathy for the lives of his workers. He remained almost totally insensi-
tive to their plight, and at times even seemed uneasy at being held re-
sponsible for them. When calamities occurred (such as the Johnstown
flood near Carnegie’s golf club, or the bloody repression of the strikes at
his steelworks in Homestead near Pittsburgh) he tended to stay away
from the fray and leave it to others. That did not mean he felt no social

83. Gangewere, Palace of Culture: Andrew Carnegie’s Museums and Library in
Pittsburgh, 3-4.

84. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 223.
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responsibility at all. However, it appears to have manifested itself largely
in the abstract. In the Gospel of Wealth (1889) he set to paper what he
considered to be the duty of anyone who had gained wealth: return it to
the society that had made it possible to gain a fortune in the first place.85

It was a public emanation of a more radical step that followed six years
later, when Carnegie announced his retirement from business and the
total dedication to philanthropic activities. 

Like his business ventures, Andrew Carnegie built his philanthropic
activities into a true empire, which always rested on a number of founda-
tions. First, there was the promotion of culture through various means:
founding or supporting museums, supporting the arts and, most fa-
mously, donating library buildings. Between 1883 and 1929, just over
2500 libraries were built; the majority (1687) in the United States, but
sizable quantities in England (133 and Canada, too (126). However, their
distribution remained limited to the English-speaking world (if we
include Quebec) until after the First World War.86 Carnegie would only
supply the building and some of the books; the community was then
expected to secure the upkeep of the library and provide it with further
books. The library initiative can be seen as an extension of Carnegie’s
own literary and scholarly ambitions. Seemingly something of an outlier
was formed by socially motivated initiatives such as the Hero Fund,
which awarded prizes to individuals who had shown particular courage
in emergencies, supported them if those acts of heroism had led to injury
or death, and even offered scholarships. This initiative had a more in-
ternational character, with similar funds set up in most west European
countries.87 

The line between commerce and philanthropy was not always clear-
cut, and his attitude not always consistent – or it seems on first inspec-
tion. For instance, while he donated music venues to Pittsburgh and

85. Andrew Carnegie (1889), “Wealth,” North American Review 148, no. CCCXCI.
86. For the Carnegie libraries, see Prizeman, Philanthropy and Light : Carnegie

Libraries and the Advent of Transatlantic Standards for Public Space. After the
First World War (and Andrew Carnegie’s death) three libraries were donated to
cities that had suffered particular cultural losses in the war: Leuven, Reims and
Belgrade.

87. For information about the Hero Fund, see Douglas R. Chambers (2004). A
Century of Heroes (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press).
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Braddock, a similar hall in New York (the famous Carnegie Hall), was
always supposed to give a return on investment.88 But in Carnegie’s
universe, philanthropy could, and perhaps should, always assist other
goals, be they commercial or political, and always personal. It is crucial to
remember, the words of the Gospel notwithstanding, that philanthropy
was never a goal unto itself but served to further Carnegie. And the only
way to make sense of all the various elements in Carnegie’s philanthropic
empire is through his biography.

By the last years of the nineteenth century, Carnegie had settled intel-
lectually. He regularly published in journals such as the North American
Journal and the American Review, was often asked for his opinion on
various matters – which he was only too pleased to give, whether asked
or not – and even found the political current, that had put the Republican
McKinley in the White House, going his way.89 This gave him the confi-
dence to pursue broader political ambitions, and he increasingly devoted
his time to the creation of an international system of arbitration for the
resolution of international conflict. In other words, he began to see his
destiny as the creator of a lasting world peace. It was here that he was
both helped and hindered by his conviction that his own route to success
was the prerequisite path. In a way, that had become clear in the Gospel of
Wealth, but he now applied it to the arena of international politics. With
tremendous energy he approached statesmen, presidents, kings and
emperors and tried to persuade them to support his plans for an interna-
tional tribunal. It was a role he wallowed in: as David Nasaw noted,
Carnegie was more drawn towards power than towards status, and one
can easily see how the distribution of libraries must have felt rather
unsatisfying to one of such huge ambitions.90 The irony of a peacemaker
that had largely built up his fortune because of wartime demands for his
products appears to have largely been lost on him.

A peace movement which supported both regulation of war and the
independent adjudication (or arbitration) of international conflicts, had
existed well before Carnegie professed interest in it. The slaughter of the
Crimean War and the Italian Wars of Independence had led to a wide-

88. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 357.
89. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 
90. See Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 408.
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spread belief that at least some of the circumstances of war needed to be
regulated. In 1863, the Red Cross was founded, to be followed by the first
Geneva Conventions a year later. Not only humanitarian considerations
led to a wish for regulation and arbitration; the spiraling costs of main-
taining huge armies and navies was at least as alarming a development
for many states. A Russian proposal for a peace conference was supported
(at least in public) by other governments, and the partakers of the The
Hague conference of 1899 agreed to the establishment of an internation-
al court of arbitration and a raft of other measures aimed at, to some
extent, curtailing the excesses of war.91 Unfortunately, all of these agree-
ments became void in the face of unspecified “necessities of war”, which
made them largely useless. The only concrete measure, therefore, re-
mained the creation of the court of arbitration, even if its jurisdiction
and powers were still up for discussion. Carnegie was approached by the
American diplomat Andrew Dickson White for the construction of a
venue in The Hague that should contain both the court and a library of
international law. Initially doubtful, he was eventually persuaded in
1902 to donate a substantial sum toward the construction of the “Peace
Palace”. Carnegie offered to contribute up a quarter million for the li-
brary, and volunteered to finance the rest of the building as well, on the
express condition that the Dutch government make a formal request for
it to him.92 

It does not require a cynic to see how Carnegie’s desire for peace min-
gled with his deep-seated wish to interact – and be seen to do so – with
the world’s most powerful people, to the extent that one cannot
meaningfully distinguish one from the other. By the admission of his
own Gospel, he saw himself as uniquely suitable to fulfill such a unique
task. By forcing the initiators of the Palace, via the Dutch government, to
appeal to his munificence, Carnegie had found a device through which

91. Robert S. Alexander (2012). Europe’s Uncertain Path 1814-1914: State Formation
and Civil Society (Malden etc.: John Wiley & Sons), 240-241. Other steps
included the prohibition of poison gas and looting, the safeguarding of
churches, schools, museums and hospitals, and the humane treatment of
prisoners of war.

92. Krass, Carnegie, 457. The final tally for the The Hague Peace Palace when it
opened in 1913 would be 1,5 million dollars, or around 80 million euros in
2015.
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the wish for his involvement by the nations of the world could be played
out as publicly as possible. 

At the next Peace Conference in 1907, he would play a much more
prominent role; by this time, he had made the quest for arbitration his
own, and had become publicly associated with it.93 During the entire
decade before the First World War, Carnegie’s life was mostly dedicated to
the plans for international arbitration. When the whole thing collapsed
on August 4, 1914, he took it predictably badly and suffered a serious
breakdown. As his wife noted:

[…] He completely changed. He became an old man overnight. The war 
practically destroyed him. Up to that time he had golfed, fished and 
swam every day – though he was 78; after that he never did any of these 
things. He became thin, so that his clothes hung loosely around him; his 
face became deeply indented; his zest for mere existence had gone”94

The hostilities did far worse than turn a plan into a failure. His plans, and
his endless (and sometimes exasperating) optimism about his own
abilities had all been part of the same parcel. To see the former fail took a
heavy toll on the latter, and he never really recuperated from it. With-
drawn from public life, and prevented first by war and then by his flailing
health from traveling to his beloved Scottish resort at Skibo, Andrew
Carnegie died in Lennox, Massachusetts on 11 August 1919.

Assessing Carnegie’s influence is a tricky affair. As tempting as it may
be to dismiss his peacemaking efforts as an abject failure, the peace
movement that he fronted exercised a fair deal of influence in its day.
Carnegie was recognized as its front man, and even if few heads of state
were inclined to follow his plans they did not feel they could ignore him
and his movement, either. Finally, his emphasis on the legal demarcation
of conflict contributed to various forms of international arbitration after
the horrors of the First World War demonstrated their necessity. As for
his other areas of philanthropy, it is important to emphasize how
unprecedented it was in sheer scale. Ironically, the disappearance of most
of his wealth proved to be the most effective way of conveying to the

93. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 683 ff.
94. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 789-790.
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public how immeasurably wealthy he really was, and he became a virtual
symbol of the American magnate.

But when he read the New York Journal and Advertiser on the morning of
December 11, 1898, his involvement with the arbitration movement and
his greatest fame as a philanthropist still needed to take shape. What did
take shape that very morning, and what was in turn molded itself by
Carnegie’s involvement, is what would become known as the “second
dinosaur rush”.95 

Sending the newspaper page to his natural history museum director,
William J. Holland, he included a hand-written note in pencil:

Dear Lord – can’t you buy this for Pittsburgh – try.96

95. See page 24.
96. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 41.

Background about this note is provided on p. 223n41.
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5. “Buy this for Pittsburgh”: Carnegie’s museum and 
its director

Image 7: William J. Holland (sitting in the foreground, facing right) in the 
Carnegie Museum's Taxidermy Lab; around 1906. Source: Anon. (1986). The 
Carnegie. Postcards from the Past. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Museum.

William Jacob Holland was an imposing figure, and he had set out to be.
Born on August 16, 1848 in Kingston, the capital of the British Crown
Colony of Jamaica, as the son of a missionary, his ambitions initially went
in the same direction. He graduated from Princeton Theological Semi-
nary in 1874, was ordained into the ministry and started as a pastor in
the Oakland district of Pittsburgh, which was then developing as an
academic center. In addition, he began to teach classical languages at the
Pennsylvania College for Women. Further developing his interest in the
sciences, he joined the Eclipse Expedition of 1887, a joint initiative of the
National Academy of Sciences and the Navy to explore Japan. A few years
later, in 1891, Holland became Chancellor of the Western University of
Pennsylvania, and oversaw significant changes and expansion. That post
also brought him into contact with other scientific interests, and gave
him the chance to further develop his love for lepidoptery. His marriage
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to a daughter of a prominent Pittsburgh family of industrialists further
enhanced his social status, as did his friendship with the most promi-
nent Pittsburgher of all, Andrew Carnegie. 

It was Holland who had to some extent inspired Carnegie’s idea of
building a complex of institutions in Pittsburgh. After the magnate had
already offered to build the city a new library in 1886, Holland advised
him to think on a grander scale. Carnegie wrote to the city mayor, offer-
ing a subsidy of a million dollars for a complex that, in addition to the
library, included conference rooms for a scientific society, and an art
gallery. The reaction to the proposal was not universally positive: some
accused him of wanting to build an edifice for himself. But once an idea
had formed itself in his head, Carnegie rarely let go of it. The museum
itself was something Carnegie saw as a returned favor to Pittsburgh, the
city that had made him what he was. In essence, a scaled-down version
of his philanthropic principles. He wanted to give the city this first exper-
iment in large-scale philanthropy.97 In 1895, not very long after the
publication of the Gospel, the new Carnegie Library was opened as its first
phase. It was followed by the Carnegie Institute a year later, and two
museums the year after that. They soon proved to be too modest for their
founder’s goals and their growing collections, and in 1907 a huge new
complex was opened in the suburb of Oakland, which encompassed
science (in the form of a natural history museum), art (an art museum),
music (a concert hall) and literature (the library). Few expenses were
spared in this new “temple of the people” and unsurprisingly, the build-
ing was erected on a skeleton of Carnegie steel.98 

The Carnegie Museum of Natural History (CMNH) started life as a
department of the Carnegie Institute in 1896. Its patron professed a solid
belief in the Darwinian theory of evolution and as a consequence, the
museum included evolution from the outset. As a friend and close ally of
Carnegie, a man of science, and a proven administrator, Holland became
the obvious choice to oversee the organization of the new institution.
The original brief of the museum had been to show the natural treasures

97. For the history of the Carnegie museums, see Gangewere, Palace of Culture:
Andrew Carnegie’s Museums and Library in Pittsburgh. 

98. For the history of the museum buildings, see Gangewere, Palace of Culture:
Andrew Carnegie’s Museums and Library in Pittsburgh, 25-62.
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of the Appalachian region, but Holland soon convinced Carnegie to
pursue a more ambitious goal.99 As David Nasaw noted, Carnegie wanted
his museum to have a “dinosaur or two” to affirm its position among the
most important museums of the world.100 But there were other reasons
why dinosaurs were attractive objects to acquire for such an institution.
Firstly, they fit in perfectly with Carnegie’s idea of nature as a cut-throat,
competitive surrounding, “red in tooth and claw”, in which obsolete
forms, however powerful, fell victim to extinction once they failed to
adapt to the circumstances. As such, it served as a warning from nature,
but also as a form of self-affirmation: after all, the richest man in the
world, who obtained that wealth by outperforming his competitors,
could thus be considered as the most successful human. 

Lastly, dinosaurs could be regarded as something akin to a monument
of nature. Like Europe had its cultural legacy as expressed in buildings,
literature and art, the United States could boast its own richness in the
shape of its nature. The vastness of the prairies and the Grand Canyon,
the monumentality of the Rockies and the “Wilderness Cathedral” of the
Sierra Nevada: all of these illustrated what was unique about the new
country: a scale of nature unknown to Europeans, which seemed to make
up for its cultural barenness and provided something of a substitute for
it.101 And in many ways it was better. Since the discovery of the new
world writers extolled about its breathtaking nature. And it translated
into unique forms of culture: literature and painting that had used these
uniquely American sceneries as their backdrops and, sometimes, their
actor. The Western, a literatary and theatrical genre that appeared in the
late nineteenth century, combined the vastness of the plains with a
mythical assemblage of stereotypes, each of which were shaped by their
surroundings: the frontiersman, the cowboy, the outlaw, and so on.
Eventually, the fossil digger would become one of them, a trope deftly
exploited by museums in search of a heroic backstory to their exhibits.

99. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 504-505.
100. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 505. 
101. For a survey of the impression these new lands left on its first European visitors,

see Steve Nicholls (2009). Paradise found: Nature in America at the time of
discovery (Chicago: University of Chicago Press), 
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Aimed at attracting a wide audience, Holland’s museum needed to put
together a collection that was both scientifically significant and appealed
to a broad audience. To do so would demand patience, inventiveness, and
a perpetual call on Andrew Carnegie’s well-filled coffers. But compared to
its sister institutions, it was not a particularly expensive museum, with
an annual budget of around 33,000 dollars, compared to 213,000 for the
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) and a massive 322,000
for the Smithsonian.102 And in the wider framework Carnegie’s philan-
thropic empire it did not take a very prominent place either if one looks
at the cost.103 But it is fair to say that its significance as a representation
of Carnegie’s ambitions was much greater than its financial share.

As a director, Holland could be opinionated, stubborn, imperious and
overbearing. He ran a tightly-organized museum and allowed few people,
aside from Carnegie and his adjutants, to influence museum decisions. In
combination with a well-developed sense for social hierarchy that creates
the image of a somewhat lonely figure. Although still on friendly terms
with Carnegie, he couldn’t be a true friend any longer as his employee.
The two still addressed one another with their honorary university titles:
“Lord Rector” for Carnegie, “Lord Chancellor” for Holland. But there was
no misunderstanding about who owed what to whom, and Holland
sometimes displays an almost painful deference. To assess his ability as a
scientist is more difficult. His prime interest was in entomology, particu-
larly lepidoptery. The Butterfly Book, published in 1898, turned out to be a
highly successful work, and it demonstrates a genuine love for the sub-
ject.104 On his travels, Holland would always look for butterflies and
attempt to collect some specimens for his - and the Carnegie Museum’s -

102. According to a comparison by William J. Holland, 15 July 1901. ACOA. The
statement is undated, but attached to a letter by Holland to Robert A. Franks,
Carnegie’s treasurer. The budget of the Field Columbian Museum in Chicago was
estimated at 120,000 dollar.

103. If one estimates Carnegie’s annual philanthropic expenditure at 8,75 million
dollars (350 million divided by forty years of activity), the 33,000 budget of the
museum represents 0,33 percent of that total. However, the new building,
opened in 1907, was not incuded in that sum. Based on Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie,
800-801. 

104. William J. Holland (1899). The Butterfly Book (New York: Doubleday, Page &
Company).
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collection. Also, if he had the opportunity he would try to visit entomo-
logical collections and congresses. Vertebrate paleontology was far more
of an acquired taste. He had initially delegated the co-ordination and
execution of paleontological expeditions to others, but in 1904 was
forced to assume responsibility for that part of the museum work too. He
never appears to have developed much enthusiasm for actual fieldwork,
but quickly made the field his own: his study of the cranium of
Diplodocus (1906) was his de facto admission exam in the paleontological
community and a remarkable achievement, even if it failed to mollify all
of his peers.105 Nonetheless, it gave him the confidence to take on the
authority of Marsh (and Osborn) when it came to the question which
type of skull needed to be attached to the headless dinosaur Bron-
tosaurus.106 In other matters, however, he felt far less sure of himself.

It is easy to hate Holland, or to poke fun at him, as some have done.107

He could be imperious to his underlings while demonstrating the most
craven sycophancy toward his employer, Andrew Carnegie. And he
clearly took the credit for some of the work done by others. Although it is
not always easy to distinguish between journalists’ fabrications and
those of others, Hollands claims of having personally discovered the first
Diplodocus remains in 1899, and the frequency with which they recur,
make it unlikely that he had no hand in this. He possessed a sharp tongue
and an even sharper pen, and his excitable temperament more than once
led to confrontations with others. In some cases, such as with his field
workers Jacob Wortman or Olof Petersen, he showed little consideration

105. William Jacob Holland (1906), “The Osteology of Diplodocus Marsh: With
Special Reference to the Restoration of the Skeleton of Diplodocus Carnegiei
Hatcher, Presented by Mr. Andrew Carnegie to the British Museum, May 12,
1905,” Memoirs of the Carnegie Museum 2. For the ensuing review and reaction,
see William Jacob Holland (1908), “Dr. O. P. Hay on the Skull of Diplodocus,”
Science 28; Oliver Perry Hay (1908), “Dr. W. J. Holland on the Skull of
Diplodocus,” Science 28.

106. Keith Parsons (2001). Drawing out Leviathan: Dinosaurs and the Science Wars
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press), 9-11.

107. Brinkman (Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905, p.
69) is particularly scathing about Holland; Rea displays more sympathy (Rea,
Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur).
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for his employees’ ambitions or feelings, treating them more like abstract
beings than persons. 

The other side of the coin is that despite appearances Holland was a
very able administrator and organizer. He might have been responsible
for Wortman’s exit from paleontology, and his tone might leave some-
thing to be desired, but Wortman was not an easy man to get along with
and at least partly forced the situation upon himself. When an employee
showed loyalty and ability – in that order – Holland could be generous,
even flowing with praise: his attitude towards his chief preparator and
longtime assistant, Arthur Coggeshall, is a case in point. And even his
subservience towards Carnegie knew its limits. When Carnegie suggest-
ed giving away the original of Diplodocus to Argentina in 1911, it earned
him a stern “no sirree!” from his director.108 He saw himself as the
main – and possibly only – representative of the museum and the defend-
er of its interests, and was genuinely committed to its wellbeing. He also
functioned as its spokesperson, and developed an easy relation with the
press.

Holland’s attitude toward his employees may look overbearing and
patronizing to our modern eyes, but it was not at all uncommon in sci-
ence around 1900 and some time thereafter. If anything, it represented a
marked improvement compared to the time of the “Bone Wars”. His
fieldworkers lost some autonomy, but they were paid in time. That they
were, was to a large extent thanks to Holland’s financial alertness. Fur-
thermore, Holland was no fool in spite of his incidental pomposity. He
spoke several languages, built up a respectable fortune through sensible
investments, and painted in his rare spare time. Having trained himself
as an entomologist, he had to acquaint himself with paleontology and
made a good job of it. The only people for which Holland never really
developed a “script” were his equals. He certainly showed himself at his
most uncertain when confronted with the likes of New York’s Henry
Fairfield Osborn, Paris’ Marcellin Boule or London’s Ray Lankester: people
his equal in social standing, but his unquestioned superiors as scientists.
When Holland was called out on his scientific achievements he showed

108. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 22 November 1911. CDDC. Holland’s
emphasis.
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himself at his most defensive; in such a situation, the Carnegie Museum
director turned out to be a formidable opponent, as we shall see below.

When he received Carnegie’s telegram urging him to find a dinosaur of
respectable proportions, Holland had just been made responsible for
fulfilling many ambitions without possessing much of a collection yet.
The acquisition of specimens suitable to illustrate natural history and
evolution required an active collection policy, both through purchasing
objects and sending out field expeditions. Holland immediately arranged
a meeting with William Harlow Reed, the prospector who had found the
colossal thighbone featured in the newspapers article in Wyoming, when
excavating for the American Museum.109 Holland and Reed struck up an
agreement that involved him prospecting in Wyoming with two new
employees of the Carnegie Museum that had also worked at the American
Museum, Jacob L. Wortman and Arthur Sterry Coggeshall. Soon Reed and
the others ran into trouble. The similarly independent-minded and
irascible Reed and Wortman got along at first, but after a while ruptures
appeared in their relationship. The first real crisis of faith ensued when
Reed had to confess that there was no “Most colossal animal ever”; all he
had found was one thighbone. Wortman came to regard Reed as an
amateur, while Reed more and more resented no longer having the
freedom he had enjoyed while working for Marsh. 

Having been active as a collector and excavator since the 1870s, Reed
had grown accustomed to a fairly large amount of autonomy despite
having little to show for in the way of academic training or recognition.
However, by the beginning of the new century he saw his role reduced to
that of an expendable hired hand, and under orders from museum-
appointed supervisors who could not always command his respect. This
caused all sorts of problems and quickly led to a deterioration of his
relations to the museum, ending up in his dismissal.110 

109. The excavation history of Diplodocus has been exhaustingly treated by Tom Rea
and Paul Brinkman. See Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew
Carnegie’s Dinosaur; Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush,
1895-1905. What I offer her is largely a synopsis of these works.

110. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,
142-143.
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Much had changed for fieldworkers and paleontologists since the days
of the “Bone Wars”. Contrary to the first “fossil rush” of the 1870s, 1880s
and 1890s, the reorganization of paleontology led to a new, much more
rigidly stratified world. In earlier periods, being in the field and away
from civilization so much of the time removed a great deal of social
division. In the end, everyone in an expedition had to make themselves
useful through manual labor: the parameters for defining social strata
were very different in the field. Certainly, scientists such as Cope and
Marsh could claim a uniquely elevated position, but below that things
were much more evened out. When excavating or prospecting, uneducat-
ed workers such as William Harlow Reed could confer on a more-or-less
equal footing with doctorate-holders such as Jacob Wortman because of
their superior experience. Social differences were never totally erased, of
course, but they could temporarily (which sometimes meant for long
stretches of time) be ignored for the purpose of operating an efficient
quarry.

In the situation that gradually became the norm after about 1895,
paleontological work became museum work to a larger extent than
before, and the number of tasks was greatly diversified. This led to field-
work becoming a relatively less crucial aspect. The collection of spec-
imens remained important, of course, but presentation was just as much.
Additionally, many of the tasks previously executed by or under the
supervision of field workers were relegated to the museum laboratories.
Such an institutionalized setting also allowed for a much more conven-
tional social relations. For fieldworkers that had previously enjoyed a
charmed position, this development could be difficult to swallow. Reed
was by no means the only person that had trouble with new social dis-
tinctions. Distinguished and even lauded scientists such as Jacob Wort-
man, Oliver Hay, and John Bell Hatcher frequently clashed with superiors
that they felt were far weaker scientists than them.111 What they did not
realize was that in this new, institution-dominated situation, scientific
ability frequently did not matter quite so much as social status and
organizing ability.

111. Rainger, “Collectors and Entrepreneurs: Hatcher, Wortman, and the Structure of
American Vertebrate Paleontology Circa 1900.”.
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Another illustration of changing social circumstances is the virtual
disappearance of women. As the science of paleontology slowly (very
slowly) professionalized, possibilities for women to become active partic-
ipants initially diminished rather than increased. As important as some-
one like Mary Anning might have been in the founding years of the
discipline, by 1900 such a role would have been pretty much impossi-
ble.112 Most of the few active women in paleontology seem to have been
the wives of fieldworkers, who accompanied their husbands on expedi-
tions or in the laboratory.113 Those that gained more prominence, such as
Elizabeth Agassiz, the wife of Harvard professor Louis Agassiz, were
expected to limit themselves to activities that did not reach beyond what
was considered proper for women: basic education and descriptive
work.114 In the words of Debra Lindsay, women were “immersed in a
community that formally excluded them.”115 But they were still active,
particularly in a science such as paleontology, where descriptive and
administrative work was very useful. 

The precise role of women would also depend on whatever was
deemed fitting for them in a given social context. Unschooled workers
such as William Harlow Reed might take their families into the field to
support the field workers; scholars like John Bell Hatcher or Jacob Wort-
man kept their wives at home to take care of the children; while the
scientific “aristocracy” of Ivy League professors and museum directors
might have their wives contribute to more scholarly work - although
rarely in a position where they might provide competition. Even though
the traditional view of the American West as exclusively a man’s domain

112. For the role of Anning, and other women, in early paleontology, see Lowell
Dingus (2012). The Dinosaur Hunters: The Extraordinary Story of the Men and
Women Who Discovered Prehistoric Life (Carlton Books) and, more recently, Susan
Turner, Cynthia V. Burek, and Richard T.J. Moody (2010), “Forgotten Women in
an Extinct Saurian (Man’s) World,” Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Saurians: A
Historical Perspective. Geological Society, London, Special Publications 343.

113. See Turner, Burek, and Moody, “Forgotten Women in an Extinct Saurian (Man’s)
World.” for a fairly comprehensive (but still quite brief) set of brief biographies
of women in paleontology.

114. Suzanne Le-May Sheffield (2006). Women and Science. Social Impact and
Interaction (Santa Barbara: Rutgers University Press), 72-73.

115. Le-May Sheffield, Women and Science. Social Impact and Interaction, 78.
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is gradually being dismantled, the demands of paleontological fieldwork
were not particularly favorable to female participation.116 Things might
have been slightly more comfortable in an institutional setting, but here
other factors, mostly social ones, helped to keep women out of positions
of much significance. The participation of women in science has been the
subject of a large body of historical work, but everywhere the tendency
appears to be the same: as science became more formal and therefore
more socially important, those few women actively participating in it
tended to lose their place to men.117 

More than anyone else, the American historian of science Paul
Brinkman has explored this transition from a situation in which indi-
vidual scientists called the shots, to a world in which large, urban institu-
tions set the parameters.118 No longer were the excavators funding their
own expeditions. In its place, a hierarchy came into being with the three
main elements we see represented in Pittsburgh: a wealthy benefactor
(Andrew Carnegie, James Pierpont Morgan, Marshall Field), an institution
headed by a director whose prime duty was as an administrator (William
Jacob Holland, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Frederick Skiff), and at the lower
end a multitude of professionals. To someone like Carnegie, funding a
museum was fundamentally a public relations exercise. That meant that
the modus operandi of someone like Cope, who had hoarded tons of fossils
away from public view because they were merely supposed to serve and
support his research purposes, was no longer acceptable. 

Museums such as the Carnegie Museum, the AMNH or Chicago’s Field
Columbian Museum maintained an ambivalent attitude towards sci-
entific research. As Lukas Rieppel’s study of dinosaur displays at the
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New York shows, they
were not primarily intended as research venues, but as a “means for
bourgeois financiers, merchants, and industrialists to convert some of

116. See, for instance, Cathy Luchetti, and Carol Olwell (2001). Women of the West
(New York & London: W.W. Norton & Co.) and Laura E. Woodworth-Ney (2008).
Women in the American West (Little Rock: ABC-CLIO).

117. The social mechanics of female exclusion and inclusion are descrived
extensively in Le-May Sheffield, Women and Science. Social Impact and
Interaction, particularly pages 58ff.

118. Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905; Brinkman,
“The Second Jurassic Dinosaur Rush and the Dawn of Dinomania.”.
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their considerable economic wealth into cultural capital.”119 But the value
of that cultural capital was simultaneously determined by the aura of
serious scientific research. In other words: they needed science to gain
social acceptability and allow their benefactors to “cash in” on that
cultural capital. 

What it also meant was that a different kind of competition arose:
rather than the clash of egos seen before, institutions engaged one anoth-
er in a an arms race of sorts, to impress the public with ever more impres-
sive mounted dinosaurs. It is this development – and its consequences –
that Brinkman and Rieppel explore, both in outline and in detail. We see
how people adjust to altering financial and social circumstances; how
they struggled with diminishing autonomy and increasing
professionalization. 

Casts of the now increasingly outdated and infamous Philadelphia
Hadrosaurus, iguana head included, were still circulating, among others
in Chicago’s Field Columbian Museum. But as much larger remains were
being unearthed, just putting up a copy of another institution’s fossil
became increasinly unsatisfying for these large, ambitious institutions.
The first to act was the AMNH, where the hind limbs of various dinosaurs
(including Brontosaurus, Allosaurus, and Diplodocus) were exhibited by
the late 1890s.120 This in turn provoked other museums to look for simi-
lar remains insofar they did not possess them already. 

And bigger was always better. The culture of the Belle Epoque is re-
splendent with the fascination of huge size, be it skyscrapers, bridges,
zeppelins or ocean liners. Large size was equalled with modernity, with
progress, and with importance. Nationalist competition was about who
owned the biggest guns, possessed the fastest and largest ships, and
could show the most monumental constructions. Covers of the popular
science magazine Scientific American often show comparisons of size,
with technological novelties being set against a background of recog-

119. Lukas Rieppel (2012), “Dinosaurs: Assembling an Icon of Science,” (Ph.D. Thesis
diss., Harvard University), 140.

120. For dinosaur exhibits at the AMNH, see Lukas Rieppel (2012), “Bringing
Dinosaurs Back to Life: Exhibiting Prehistory at the American Museum of
Natural History,” Isis 103, no. 3 and Rieppel, “Dinosaurs: Assembling an Icon of
Science.”.
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nized huge buildings such as the pyramids of Gizeh or the Cologne Cathe-
dral. One of Carnegie’s own moments of fame had been the completion of
the Eads Bridge that crossed the Mississippi near St. Louis - and he had
not forgotten the impression this feat had left on public opinion.121 

Carnegie’s wish for a large dinosaur, and the difficulties his expedition
was facing in fulfilling that desire, therefore represented two sides of the
same coin. Fortunately, despite tensions within the searching party, luck
was on their side, and in the early days of July 1899 they struck gold.
Coggeshall and the museum dated the discovery on July 4 to coincide
with the United States Independence Day, but there is some doubt
whether this was the case.122 However, it did allow them to market the
animal as the “Star Spangled Dinosaur”, which doubtlessly allowed for
some bending of the facts. What they uncovered was a huge skeleton,
partly weathered away but mostly intact. As they immediately realized, it
was exactly the thing Carnegie had set his heart on.

121. Skrabec, The Carnegie Boys : the Lieutenants of Andrew Carnegie that Changed
America, 37-40.

122. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,
87-91, places the discover on July 2nd.
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6. Diplodocus … carnegii

Image 8: Camp Carnegie, Sheep Creek, Wyoming in 1899. Crews from the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History and the Carnegie Museum met on the High Plains
during the quarrying of Diplodocus carnegii. Standing, left to right: William
Diller Mathew, Richard Swann Lull, Henry Fairfield Osborn, William Jacob
Holland, (unknown on wagon - possibly Willie Reed), Jacob Wortman (with pipe),
William Harlow Reed. Sitting left to right: Walter Granger, George Mellor, Ira

Schallenberger, Arthur Coggeshall.

The first discovery of the dinosaur Diplodocus took place as one of the
many results of the infamous “fossil feud” between Othniel Charles
Marsh and Edward Drinker Cope. It was this feud that determined much
of the way in which paleontology would be conducted over the next half-
century - certainly in the United States.123 The fossil of what was to
become the holotype of Diplodocus longus was discovered in 1877 by two
of Marsh’s associates, Benjamin Mudge and Samuel Wendell Williston.124

123. See p. 69 f.
124. See Colbert, The Great Dinosaur Hunters and Their Discoveries, 74-75, and Sven

Sachs (2001), “Diplodocus - Ein Sauropode aus dem Oberen Jura (Morrison-
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Mudge was an experienced geologist and paleontologist (and also a
lawyer) from Kansas city, while Williston would go on to become one of
the most important paleontologists of his generation. As usual in these
circumstances, the material was sent to Yale so that Marsh might de-
scribe and publish the specimen.125

The year was filled with discoveries of sauropods and other dinosaurs,
so it took Marsh some time to get to work on Mudge and Williston’s
material. He donned the animal with the name Diplodocus longus,
meaning “long double beam”. The meaning of the generic name is, un-
usually for Marsh, somewhat oblique to the uninitiated; it refers to a pair
of bony supports at the lower end of the animal’ s caudal (tail) vertebrae -
not to two purported ‘beams’ made up by the neck and the tail. This
misunderstanding is understandable considering the animal’s shape, and
the specific name longus - which obviously does refer to the length of the
whole animal and not the bony protrusions – does not make things
clearer. The specimen that Marsh based his description on was anything
but complete; in fact, he had little more than the tail to describe which
explains the choice of name. Happily, however, those ‘beams’ turned out
to be an important diagnostic feature of the animal. This made it possible
for Marsh to ascribe a second species to Diplodocus in 1884. Diplodocus
lacustris was based on remains from the Morrison formation of Colorado
but, like the first specimen, this animal was also far from complete.126

Diplodocus was what has become defined as a sauropod (“lizard-foot”)
dinosaur. It adhered pretty much to the standard sauropod model: a large
animal possessing a long neck, an even longer tail, massive hind legs and
much shorter front legs.127 Sauropods were the largest creatures ever to
walk around on earth, sometimes measuring over thirty meters in

Formation) Nordamerikas,” Natur und Museum 131.
125. Othniel Charles Marsh (1878), “Principal characters of American Jurassic

dinosaurs. Part I.,” American Journal of Science 3. Marsh was notoriously
reluctant to allow his subordinates to publish - not an entirely unsual attitude
in 19th-century science, though.

126. Othniel Charles Marsh (1884), “Principal Characters of American Jurassic
Dinosaurs. Part VII. On the Diplodocidae, a new Family of the Sauropoda,” The
American Journal of Science XXVII. Today, D. lacustris is considered a nomen
dubium, and most probably belongs to a juvenile specimen.

127. Although some sauropods such as Brachiosaurus reversed that formula.
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lenghth; modern estimates put their maximum body mass between 40
and 70 metric tons.128 What made it somewhat exceptional was that it
was very much elongated even by sauropod standards, with an exceptio-
nally long tail, achieving up to twenty-eight meters (in the case of
Diplodocus carnegii) in total body length.129 Compared to its relative
Apatosaurus (better known to many audiences, certainly in the early 20th
century, as Brontosaurus) it was a relatively lightly-built animal, and
modern estimates usually put it at under 20 metric tons.130 

By the time the Carnegie Diplodocus skeletons were unearthed in
Wyoming, much was already known about these animals due to the
work by Marsh and his associates. Unfortunately, Marsh never found the
time - or the inclination - to theorize much about sauropods. His descrip-
tion of Brontosaurus, published in 1883, is mostly an anatomical descrip-
tion. And although both Brontosaurus and Diplodocus are treated in the
Dinosaurs of America (1896), that work consists mainly of engravings of
the bones.131 Although this was by no means unusual for the time, the
general adoption of Marsh’s reconstruction would later give rise to accu-

128. Kristina Curry Rogers, and Jeffrey A Wilson (2005). The Sauropods: Evolution and
Palaeobiology (Berkeley: University of California Press), 6.

129. Although since D. carnegii’s days, even larger and longer specimens have been
found, including Diplodocus hallorum (=Seismosaurus halli) in 1991. See David D
Gillette (1994). Seismosaurus - The Earth Shaker (New York: Columbia University
Press).

130. I shall use the name Brontosaurus throughout this text as it was the moniker
most familiar to early 20th century audiences. As.a side note, the name
Brontosaurus appears to have been resurrected in modern times, even if the
name now applies to another animal. For further information on sauropods, see
Curry Rogers, and Wilson, The Sauropods: Evolution and Palaeobiology. Smaller
species such as D. longus are estimated at around 12 tons (John Foster (2007).
Jurassic West. The Dinosaurs of the Morrison Formation and their World
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press), 73. John R. Foster (2003),
“Paleoecological Analysis of the Vertebrate Fauna of the Morrison Formation
(Upper Jurassic), Rocky Mountain Region, U.S.A.,” New Mexico Museum of
Natural History and Science Bulletin 23 puts it at around 16 metric tons, with
other modern estimates not far off.

131. Othniel Charles Marsh (1896). Dinosaurs of North America (, 168-172
(Brontosaurus) and 175-181 (Diplodocus)
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sations of “slavish”, uncritical attitude on the part of American
paleontologists.132

The animal that Coggeshall, Reed and Wortman found on July 2, 3 or
4, 1899, was more complete than most sauropods found up to that date.
The dead animal had not been disturbed, since its skeleton remained
mostly intact and articulated. They immediately notified Holland by
telegram, who informed Carnegie in turn. Holland was quick to travel to
the site, by now dubbed “Camp Carnegie”; a party from the AMNH, who
worked close by at Como Bluff, also came to investigate the new find that
summer, headed by Osborn himself. After a few months’ work excavat-
ing the skeleton, it was shipped to Pittsburgh to undergo further prepara-
tion at the hands of Coggeshall and another preparator-cum-fieldworker,
Olaf Peterson. By that time, Holland had lost his expedition leader. Fight-
ing ostensibly over the taxonomic affinities of the new remains, Wort-
man had fallen out with Holland in early 1900, and the director had
subsequently demanded his resignation.133 

Within nine days, he was replaced by John Bell Hatcher, arguably a
more accomplished scientist and certainly a more able expedition leader
than Wortman had been.134 Like Reed, Hatcher had also been in the
service of Marsh during the “old days” of American paleontology, but
unlike him he found the transition less problematic. Although never at
ease with the bureaucrats in charge of the museum, he appreciated the
opportunities that the new state of affairs offered. Part of his grievances
against Marsh had been the impossibility to publish about his findings on
his own. Born in a farming family in Illinois in 1861, he was of a strongly
independent spirit, but much more conciliatory than Wortman. He
attempted to switch Marsh’ employ for the newly formed Department of
Vertebrate Paleontology (DVP) at the New York AMNH in 1890, but was
unable to negotiate a contract. Three years later he did manage to secure

132. A rather unfair accusation. See 419 ff.
133. For this episode, see Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew

Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 121-122.
134. For biograpical information on Hatcher, see Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity.

Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American Museum of
Natural History, 1890-1935; Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur
rush, 1895-1905. Lowell Dingus shall be publishing a biography of Hatcher in
2018.
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an appointment at Princeton, and was responsible for the conduct of
three expeditions to find fossils in Patagonia. Eventually, this position
also offered him too little opportunities to develop himself as a scientific
researcher. Despite being responsible for a large family and possessing
few financial resources he quit his job in November of 1899. Soon after,
he was recruited by Holland.

The next summer, Hatcher joined Coggeshall and Peterson, his broth-
er-in-law, in Camp Carnegie. Soon a second skeleton was found, slightly
smaller than the first. However, a conflict over the ownership of the
skeletons with the University of Wyoming in which Reed played a dubi-
ous role, and his refusal to submit to CMNH hierarchy, led to his dismissal
in June of 1900.135 A third and fourth set of remains, one including the
posterior section of the all-important skull, was to follow in 1903, when
William Utterback, another collector in the service of the Carnegie Muse-
um, stumbled upon it in the north of Wyoming. When Hatcher set about
publishing the description of the new animal, he only had the first two
skeletons at his disposal. By 15 May 1901 his description, the first of the
Carnegie Museum’s Memoirs, was ready to be printed.136

Some 90 pages in length (including illustrations), Hatcher’s mono-
graph was by far the most extensive description of a sauropod published
up to that point.137 It was, however, not the first one. Two years previous-
ly Henry Fairfield Osborn, the director of the AMNH’s Department of
Vertebrate Paleontology, had published a description of an incomplete
specimen of Diplodocus (D. longus) that appears to have served as a
template for Hatcher’s work.138 Osborn disagreed with Marsh about the
length of the animal, putting it at approximately 60 feet (20 meters).139

135. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur had
described the legal and personal wranglings over the Diplodocus remains in
detail. Since it is not directly relevant to our story here, I have not included it.

136. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 15 May 1901. ACOA.
137. John Bell Hatcher (1901), “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology, Taxonomy, and

Probable Habits, With a Restoration of the Skeleton,” Memoirs of the Carnegie
Museum 1.

138. Henry Fairfield Osborn (1899), “A Skeleton of Diplodocus,” Memoirs of the
American Museum of Natural History I, no. V. The DVP’s specimen consisted of a
number of dorsal (back) and caudal (tail) vertebrae, parts of the pelvis and a
skull.
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Osborn’s monograph did not merely treat anatomy; he allowed for some
speculation about the living animal, regarding it as an aquatic, but “long-
limbed and agile” dinosaur that used its tail for defense on land and for
propulsion when immersed in water.140 

Hatcher had often vented his frustration at his lack of publishing
opportunities, so a lot was at stake when he published his first major
description. Also, as the first volume of its Memoirs, the museum wanted
it to be something of a showpiece, and made it possible to include a large
number of (expensive) etched plates. The result was an excellent essay,
which combined the Carnegie Museum’s results with Osborn’s earlier
description, and remarked how:

Happily, […] in the preserved and recovered remains of these various 
skeletons different parts of the frame are represented; so that by com-
bining all, we are enabled to study the restored skeleton almost in its 
entirety, though still incomplete, in at least one important character, to 
wit, the fore feet. 

Because of this completeness, Hatcher was able to include a complete
skeletal reconstruction of the animal with his description by making use
of Marsh’s (for the skull) and Osborn’s work.141 The only real point of
speculation concerned the hands of the animal: Hatcher assumed it to
have had three claws on its middle “fingers”.142 Like Osborn had done,
Hatcher closed his monograph with a description of the animal’s proba-
ble habits, and he largely agreed with Osborn, although he was less
inclined to see the animal as agile. He did, however, speculate upon the
living environment of the animal, and imagined it as an inhabitant of
shallow lakes, where it fed upon the “tender, succulent aquatic and semi-

139. It needs to be said that as a student of Cope, Osborn was naturally inclined to be
skeptical towards anything Marsh had done. See Rainger, An Agenda for
Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American
Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 35-37, 242-243.

140. Osborn, “A Skeleton of Diplodocus.”, 213-214.
141. Hatcher, “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology, Taxonomy, and Probable Habits,

With a Restoration of the Skeleton.”, Plate XIII. The skull was based on Marsh,
Dinosaurs of North America, 175.

142. See page 80 for a picture of Hatcher’s reconstruction. The plate was prepared by
Rudolf Weber or W.J. Carpenter (Hatcher, “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology,
Taxonomy, and Probable Habits, With a Restoration of the Skeleton.”, 4).
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aquatic plants”. But it needed inexhaustible amounts of it; the animals,
Hatcher stated, would be “remarkably ill adapted for maintaining them-
selves amidst varying conditions.”143

Later that year, after a partial Brontosaurus had been brought in by the
Carnegie crew, Hatcher revised his viewpoint slightly when he described
that specimen’s forelimbs. Contrary to what he had thought, the animal’s
inner toe appeared to be the only one bearing a claw, which led Hatcher
to assume that Diplodocus’s supposed claws were place on its inside
“fingers” (what is known as a entaxonic arrangement). It was this
arrangement that would eventually find its way into the Carnegie
Diplodocus. 

To his delight, Holland could report to Carnegie that Hatcher had
decided to name the dinosaur Diplodocus carnegii in honor of their spon-
sor. Although Hatcher, as the descriptor, was formally responsible for the
name, it is likely that his director had a hand in it. It was a calculated
move to further commit their benefactor to supporting the museum and
its expeditions:

We have called our Diplodocus Diplodocus carnegii, in honor of yourself.
It is unmistakably different in some respects from the species called 
longus by Marsh. It is a bigger beast. The publication of this Memoir I 
think is going to make a sensation in the scientific world - at least among 
paleontologists. I am having a proof of the drawing of our restoration 
framed and shall forward it to you at Skibo.144

Carnegie was delighted. And by the end of the summer, Carnegie’s
“namesake” was hanging on a wall of his Scottish castle.

143. Hatcher, “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology, Taxonomy, and Probable Habits,
With a Restoration of the Skeleton.”, 60.

144. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 15 May 1901. ACOA.
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II. LONDON
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1. Hunger

Diplodocus stood on his polished stand
And Dr. Holland with hat in hand

Addressed him in manner suave and bland
“Friend of ages past again I see”
“Restored as in life your effigy”

The Diplodocus gave a grunt
And looked around with a vacant stare
“That I find myself thus standing here,”

“Friend up on this island of polished wood,”
“and nothing to eat in the way of food”

“where are the … of early greens?”
“the young asparagus tender and tall?”

“[…]”
“my ribs are […] and loudly call”

“for a hearty breakfast of nice little prawns”
“For which any […] gapes and yawns”

“Is this your hospitality fine”
“To ask me off empty boards to dine?”
“Go fetch me a bucket of water clear”

“and a …, while I’m waiting here”
“what is the use of a neck so long”
“with never a note of a […] song”

“To cheer one up after weeks of […]”
“and only the […]”

“Kindly step in and the vacancy fill”
And Dr. Holland said “I will,”

“Or if you think me a bit too Yankee, […]”
“You’d better try Director Lankester”

“He is plumper than I, and fitter to stand”
Said the Diplodocus,

“I’ll take the two!”
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Picked up in the Gallery of Reptiles
British Museum, May 16, 1905.

Unsigned, possibly by Charles Edward Fagan,
Secretary of the British Museum (Natural History)
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2. Skibo 1902: His Majesty notices a drawing

Image 9: Hatcher’s reconstruction of Diplodocus carnegii as it was on display 
at Skibo Castle. From Hatcher, 1901, #2734.

The British King Edward, or “Bertie” to his all too many friends, had
gained something of a reputation well before he succeeded his mother
Victoria in 1901, but it was not one that comforted many of his future
subjects. Generally known to be a womanizer, a gambler and layabout,
the crown prince did not give much hope even to the most ardent royalist
that he would fill his mother's shoes with much dignity. An institution
onto herself, Queen Victoria had reigned since 1841; but in the years
since the passing of her husband, Albert, she had become more and more
of a recluse - a fact that didn't always sit well with the citizens of the isles,
whose status they felt required a more extravert form of monarchy.145 As
a king, however, Edward turned out to be something of a surprise, maybe
exactly because the expectations had been rather low. A particular and
unexpected triumph was his royal visit to France, which laid the basis for
the Entente Cordiale that would prove so useful to Great Britain in subse-
quent years. That didn’t mean that Bertie had changed his daily habits or
his preferences too much, and the king remained as fond of shooting
massive numbers of grouse or any other animal that dared present itself
in the king’s sights, eating heartily or entertaining his mistress as the
crown prince had been. To show such self-indulgence in London would
have been impractical and unwise for various reasons, not least a public
morality that hadn’t quite outgrown the Victorian ideal. 

145. For the biography of Edward VII, see Jane Ridley (2013). The Heir Apparent: A
Life of Edward VII, the Playboy Prince (New York: Random House).
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As a visitor, though, Bertie was quite a special case. Not only because
of his status, but possibly even more so because of the huge requirements
that a visit entailed. His Majesty's requirements were beyond royal, and
required the more wealthy of his subjects to keep a constant and large
stock of food and other goods in order to anticipate the possibility of an
unexpected royal visit. Once arrived, Edward expected no fewer than
twelve courses of the most exquisite nourishment, and they were regu-
larly followed by large-scale hunting parties, at which gamekeepers made
sure that the king could hardly miss the thousands of fowl that were
unlucky enough to be driven into his sights.146

Unlike some of the king's less tolerant subjects, Carnegie had no prob-
lems adjusting to Edward's excessive demands when a telegram arrived
somewhere during the first half of October 1902. It turned the Carnegie
household at Skibo upside down. King Edward VII resided as a guest of
the Duke of Sunderland at his estate, Dunrobin Castle, some 25 kilome-
ters from Skibo. and the telegram announced how the king had decided
on an unscheduled visit to the industrialist.147 Carnegie’s “official” biogra-
pher, Burton Hendrick, writes that:

At the moment Carnegie was enjoying his daily siesta and the news, when 
he was awakened, rather startled him. He jumped up, however, and pre-
pared to give an appropriate welcome. Glancing out the window, the 
King’s motor was visible proceeding up the driveway, and Carnegie, clad 
in his informal togs, met His Majesty at the doorway. The piper had bare-
ly time to get into his Highland garb, and the organist, who had been in 
the swimming pool, just managed to scramble into his clothes and strike 
up ‘God Save the King’ as the royal guest appeared.”148

Carnegie’s daughter Margaret later recalled how the monarch had al-
lowed her to present the queen with roses and him with “a rosebud “for
your ownself” which he put in his buttonhole.”149 The King, who planned
on re-fitting Buckingham Palace after the long neglect his mother had
subjected it to, wished to inspect the modern amenities Skibo had to

146. Blom, The Vertigo Years. Change and Culture in the West, 1900-1914, 64.
147. Lamont-Brown, Carnegie: the Richest Man in the World, 305-306.
148. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 615.
149. Thornhill, John (2014). “The Story of Skibo, Andrew Carnegie’s Scottish Estate.”

Financial Times, 19 September 2014.
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offer, and Carnegie dutifully showed him round. Afterwards, the men
withdrew to Carnegie’s study for port and cigars. During the conversa-
tion, the framed etching of the Diplodocus skeleton caught Edward’s eye.
A few years later, Holland reproduced the ensuing exchange between the
men as follows:

“What is this, Mr. Carnegie?” he said. “Ah!” replied Mr. Carnegie, “a 
namesake of mine, one of the biggest quadrupeds which ever walked the 
earth.” The King, who, as the Prince of Wales, had long served as a mem-
ber of the Board of Trustees of the British Museum at once replied: “We 
must have one of these in the British Museum. Do not fail to secure us a 
specimen.”150

Of course, Holland had not been present at the meeting, and the report
appears to owe as much to his imagination as to the reality of the conver-
sation. The royal visit was one of the social highlights of Carnegie’s life,
and the crown on his desire to achieve social recognition among the
powerful. In subsequent years, he would mention it so often that some of
his acquaintances didn’t think they could “stand the King Edward visit
again”.151 That he was able to nonchalantly reply to the monarch’s request
for such a gift provided a dramatic finishing touch. It is not certain how
seriously Edward took Carnegie’s offer; before his visit he had enjoyed the
habitual heavy lunch and a liberal helping of drink, and the monarch
might just have been making conversation. The American, however, was
committed to the idea of donating a Diplodocus from the moment the
King showed interest. On October 2, Carnegie informed the director of
his natural history museum, William Holland, with a less prosaic “The
King was attracted to the Diplodocus when here", and instructed him to
find another specimen.152 

Both Holland’s more extensive version of the discussion between
Carnegie and Edward, and the decision to settle for a copy instead of an
original, appear to have taken shape during a conversation between him
and his employer in late December, after Carnegie had returned to the

150. Holland, To the River Plate and Back. The Narrative of a Scientific Mission to South
America, with Observations upon Things Seen and Suggested, 84.

151. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 409. The acquiantance in question was Samuel
Clemens (Mark Twain).

152. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 164.
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United States. Holland fully knew that Carnegie somewhat overestimat-
ed the chances of finding another Diplodocus, let alone a nearly complete
one, and felt compelled to inform him of the fact, the more so to avoid the
risk that the original would end up overseas. On the last day of 1902
Holland wrote a letter to the director of the British Museum of Natural
History in Kensington, London, E. Ray Lankester. In it, he detailed both
the king’s request and Carnegie’s commitment to donating a cast to the
museum. It contains the first “canonical” version of the story about the
king’s interest in the dinosaurs, one which would be recycled by the
museum on numerous occasions.153 Holland enthusiastically sold the
idea of the cast, emphasizing how “the whole [was] to be executed in the
very highest style of art and so prepared as to be capable of being easily
mounted and displayed”. When Arthur Smith Woodward, the museum’s
Keeper of Geology, forwarded Holland’s letter to the trustees, he added
the condition that the cast be erected in the public galleries. This was an
addition; while doubtlessly Carnegie’s intention, Holland had not ex-
pressly mentioned it.154

Lankester wasted no time in expressing his enthusiasm for the pro-
posal. Never missing a chance to please his employer, Holland immedi-
ately informed Carnegie upon receiving Lankester’s positive reply, but
also immediately warned him that the process would be expensive.
Moreover, making a complete cast was deemed impossible. Because of
their fragile and complicated nature some vertebrae would need to be
modeled by a sculptor, which would drive up the expenses even further.
As a quid pro quo for these costs, however, Holland suggested that from
those molds “an indefinite number reproductions” could be made in
future to be given away to:

gratify the scientific acquisitiveness of such men as the Kaiser and the 
Czar, the President of the French Republic, the King of Belgium, et id 

153. William J. Holland to E. Ray Lankester, 31 December 1902. Natural History
Museum London, Archives, Directorate reports and letters, DF1000/80.

154. Arthur Smith Woodward to the Trustees of the British Museum (Natural
History), 20 January 1903. Natural History Museum London, Archives,
Directorate reports and letters, DF1000/80.
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omne genus. And I want to say that such gifts ought to bring a royal re-
turn, more than a “thank you”.155 

Carnegie had doubtlessly acted on impulse when he offered a cast of the
dinosaur to the British king. Just the fact that he could provide favor to
such a guest, like friends would do among one another, provided ample
motivation. But Holland’s suggestion of producing multiple copies of the
Diplodocus, all to be gratefully received by the mighty of the world,
opened up a world of opportunities to Carnegie. The core part of his
modus operandi was the importance of personal interaction, in particular
between himself and the potentate he sought to sway in favor of his
plans for conflict arbitration. What better way to arrive on speaking
terms with such people then by providing them with such a gift: not only
was it an impressive object in itself, but one washed in the aura of sci-
entific endeavor that might be used to its advantage by Carnegie and its
recipients alike. It might not have been the most important means
through which he approached the heads of state he wished to influence,
but it would become one of the trading cards he used to do so. By Septem-
ber of 1903, Holland’s suggestion to Carnegie had become Carnegie’s
suggestion to Holland, and multiple copies of Diplodocus were in the
process of being made.156 

155. William Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 31 January 1903. ACOA. Holland’s
emphasis (The Latin portion translates as “and all of that sort”).

156. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 29 September 1903. ACOA.
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3. From Belgium

Image 10: Iguanodon in the Brussels Museum of Natural History. Source: 
Bitard, A. (1888). “Animaux fossiles: L’Iguanodon.” La Science illustrée. 
Journal hebdomadaire 1, no. 1 : 105..

The idea of donating dinosaur casts was not necessarily original for
Holland, however; and neither was the Diplodocus donation campaign
unique at the time. 

Although Hadrosaurus had shown a glimpse of just how radically
different dinosaurs were from extant life, much about these animal
remained unknown due to the fact that the overwhelming majority of
the available remains was made up of such fragmentary material. This
changed rather dramatically after 1878, when miners in the southern
Belgian town of Bernissart uncovered the remains of what looked like a
whole herd of Iguanodons, the same animals as those discovered by
Gideon Mantell sixty years before. As a consequence, the scant remains
available to scientists up to that point were replaced by a wealth of infor-
mation. More than anyone else, it was the French-born paleontologist
Louis Dollo who was responsible for disseminating this information to
the scientific world. 
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In many ways, the quiet Dollo was the antithesis of Cope and Marsh.
Rather than obsessing about accumulating huge numbers of new fossils
and subsequent new species, his strength lay in the depth and detail in
which he was able to study his animals.157 Originally from Brittany, Dollo
had come to Belgium in order to work in the mining industry. His pas-
sion for paleontology landed him a job at the Royal Institute of Natural
Sciences in Brussels in 1882, just as laboratory work on the Iguanodon
skeletons was beginning. He spent much of the remainder of his career
working on the animals, investigating the fossils in detail. Dollo never
wrote a large-scale work about Iguanodon (or any other subject, for that
matter), preferring instead to publish short, concise notes on individual
aspects of their physiology and environment.158

Dollo might have been something of a recluse, but he corresponded
extensively with colleagues around the world. Together with the Austri-
an Othenio Abel he was also responsible for the concept of paleobiology:
a more integral approach to extinct life that looked at ecosystems of the
past rather than focusing exclusively on the anatomy of individual
organisms. Dollo’s access to the Bernissart material – which included
many other organisms next to the Iguanodon fossils – made him one of
the first (and few) people that could successfully apply such an ap-
proach.159 He was also one of the few paleontologists to whole-heartedly
and openly support Darwin’s theory of evolution, in a time in which most
of his colleagues preferred to eschew the issue.160

157. For Dollo’s biography, see Hans-Dieter Sues (2012), “European Dinosaur Hunters
of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries,” The Complete Dinosaur. 2nd Edition
; Othenio Abel (1931), “Louis Dollo 7. Dezember 1857 - 19. April 1931. Ein
Rückblick und Abschied,” Palaeobiologica IV; Victor Emile van Straelen (1933).
Louis Dollo : Notice biographique avec liste bibliographique (Brussels: Institute
Royale des Sciences Naturelles).

158. Sues, “European Dinosaur Hunters of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.”,
55.

159. On the history of paleobiology, see David Sepkoski (2009). “The Emergence of
Paleobiology,” in The Paleobiological Revolution : Essays on the Growth of Modern
Paleontology, ed. David Sepkoski, and Michael Ruse (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press).

160. Stephen Jay Gould (1970), “Dollo on Dollo’s Law: Irreversibility and the Status of
Evolutionary Laws.,” Journal of the History of Biology 3; Reif, “The Search for a
Macroevolutionary Theory in German Paleontology.”, 92. Also see p. 69 f.
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The exhumation and preparation of the Iguanodon fossils from the
mine shaft in Bernissart was not unproblematic, not in the last place
because once exposed to oxygen, they would quickly disintegrate because
of their high pyrite content. To solve this problem, the fossils were en-
cased in plaster before being brought to ground level. Upon arrival at the
museum, a mixture of hot glue, alcohol and arsenic was applied quickly
to the bones. The arsenic was supposed to eliminate the pyrite
problem.161 

It was a process of continuous improvisation and invention, as was
mounting the prepared bones for displays. Dollo and his chief preparator
De Pauw wanted to both show free-standing mounted skeletons and
examples of the animals as found in situ. Securing the bones on the frame
was more complicated than with the bones of large mammals, where the
bones might be attached to the frame using bolts in holes drilled into the
bone itself. Quite apart from the wish to keep the fossil material intact,
fossilized bones were often too fragile to be mounted this way. A few
years earlier, De Pauw had been sent to study skeletal mounting tech-
niques at the British Museum of Natural History, and these helped him
and Dollo to devise a stable iron frame for the first Iguanodon. Having a
bipedal animal instead of a quadrupedal one greatly complicated matters
but even so, the result was impressive, and it reduced the visible presence
of the frame to the unavoidable minimum.162 In preparing the mount, the
workmen at the museum worked from Dollo’s conviction that the ani-
mals had stood in an upright-kangaroo-like fashion, like Hawkins’ and
Leidy’s Hadrosaurus in Philadelphia. A photograph made of the work in
the St. George’s Chapel church in Brussels shows, how skeletons of an
emu and a kangaroo were used as example, just as Hawkins had done.163

A life-size drawing served as a template for the mount; using ropes and
pulleys, the bones would be hoisted up and attached to a steel armature
using metal bands.164 It was an effective way of securing the various

161. Norman, “On the History of the Discovery of Fossils at Bernissart in Belgium.”,
71. It didn’t.

162. De Pauw, Notes sur les fouilles du charbonnage de Bernissart: découverte,
solidification et montage des Iguanodons describes the process in detail. 

163. Francine Marin, and Pierre Bultynck (1990). The Iguanodons of Bernissart
(Bruxelles: Institut Royal des Sciences Naturelles de Belgique), 23.

164. Kenneth Carpenter (2012), “Dinosaurs as Museum Exhibits,” The Complete
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parts, although it later turned out that taking the mounts apart again
was near impossible without damaging the fossils. 

The first complete, mounted Iguanodon skeleton was unveiled to the
public in 1883. It was some years after the Philadelphia Hadrosaurus, but
considering that that exhibit missed an original head, it can be said that
the Iguanodons in Brussels were the first complete dinosaur skeletons on
display.165 By the end of 1883, six Iguanodons had been mounted this way
and positioned in their own glass cage in the courtyard of the Brussels
natural history museum. 

As they gained public fame over subsequent years, Dollo began to look
for ways to exploit his collection of unique dinosaurs to his museum’s
advantage. Apart from these new discoveries, the richness of the collec-
tions in Brussels wasn’t very impressive, and Dollo and his museum
director Paul Van Beneden saw a good opportunity to use the by now
established tradition of swapping material among institutions. Interest
for copies of partial and entire skeletons (predictably) turned out to be
very high, and by the turn of the century, casts of Iguanodon bernissarten-
sis graced the halls of museums in London (1895), Cambridge and Oxford
(both 1896), and Paris (1898).166 The interest of British institutions in
acquiring a copy was to be expected considering that the first fossils of
the animal had been discovered in England, and had been crucial in the
recognition of dinosaurs as a separate group of animals. But the British
material was very fragmentary, and

although three entire wall-cases and two table-cases are devoted to the 
exhibition in the British Museum (Natural History) of the remains of the 
Iguanodon from British localities, they nevertheless fail to impress one 
with the same degree of interest which is felt in the presence of the huge 

Dinosaur. 2nd Edition , 295-296. 
165. Anon. (1883), “The Bernissart Iguanodon,” Scientific American 1883. Note the

largely fictitious illustration of the display.
166. The Cambridge Iguanodon wasn’t set up before 1910, after a new building had

been opened (see Leslie F. Noe, and Sarah Finney (2007), “Dismantling, Painting
and Re-Erection of an Historical Cast of the Dinosaur Iguanodon in the
Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge,” NatSCA News 14). Due to the situation of the
sources in Brussels, the history, extent and method of these exchanges are quite
difficult to track down.
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skeleton which now forms so conspicuous an object in the central floor-
space of the Reptile Gallery.167

In some instances, such as in Cambridge, the cast was presented as a
personal gift from the Belgian King Leopold II, rather than as an object of
exchange.168 The amount of publicity these casts received varied. For
instance, the Cambridge cast, its triumphant arrival notwithstanding,
would not be mounted for display for another thirteen years.169 In Paris,
on the other hand, Iguanodon was the first dinosaur on display and was
promoted as one of the main attractions of the newly-opened Galerie
d’anatomie comparée. 

The knowledge gained in Brussels, often through trial and error, was
quite valuable and unique, and Dollo would probe from time to time at
other institutions whether they had began preparing their own casts.
However, trade secrets were not easily gathered. In one letter to Arthur
Smith Woodward at the British Museum, for instance, Dollo adopted a
very secretive tone in his enquiries into the practices at other muse-
ums.170 In itself, Dollo was therefore hardly proposing anything sensatio-
nal when he wrote to Hatcher in December of 1901, asking for a plaster
duplicate of Diplodocus.171 What was exceptional, however, were the
implications of Dollo’s request. Although the Bernissart Iguanodons were
big, and casting them required substantial skill, copying an entire, 28-
meter sauropod was something else again. 

167. Arthur Smith Woodward (1895), “I.—Note on the Reconstruction of Iguanodon
in the British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road,” Geological Magazine
32, no. 7, 290.

168. See Sidney F. Harmer (1897), “On the Casts of Iguanodon Bernissartensis,
Boulenger, Recently Presented to the Museum of Zoology by H. M. The King of
the Belgians,” Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society IX. 

169. Noe, and Finney, “Dismantling, Painting and Re-Erection of an Historical Cast of
the Dinosaur Iguanodon in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge.”, 43-44.

170. Louis Dollo to Arthur Smith Woodward, 24 October 1901. BMNH, DF100/31.
Unfortunately, Smith Woodward’s reply is not available.

171. Louis Dollo to John Bell Hatcher, 11 December 1901. CMNH Big Bone Room
Archives. Also see Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew
Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 161-162. The ever-correct Dollo addressed Hatcher as ‘my
colleague’ (ma confrère) which shows his unfamiliarity with Hatcher’s work).
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As Holland (clearly briefed by Hatcher)172 immediately pointed out to
Carnegie, the cost would be prohibitive - rather than addressing the issue
of size, Holland expressed concern because of the complexity of
Diplodocus’s bones, “with all its peculiar little delicate processes and
depressions in the bones.”173 He immediately estimated the cost at be-
tween seven and eight thousand dollars, before concluding that “we
cannot do it.”174 Interestingly, Holland’s reaction to a request from Yale
for casts of the hind legs of Brontosaurus was much more favorable. This
would not involve casting those difficult vertebrae, which would require
twenty- to thirty-piece moulds. And although Holland “endeavoured to
do something for them”, the Brussels museum would “have to wait a-
while. There is other important business ahead of us.” The copied bones
sent to Yale would soon be included in the Peabody Museum’s display of
the hind part of Brontosaurus, the first sauropod to be publicly displayed -
although only in part.

A potential gift to the Belgians would remain undiscussed until Sep-
tember of 1903, when Holland suggested to Carnegie that more than one
of the “surplus” copies made in addition to the one intended for London
could be made to be given away. He had just returned from a mission in
Brussels to acquire the sizeable fossil collection of Baron Ernest de Bayet,
and after meeting with Dollo he had been received by the King of the
Belgians, Leopold II. Never one to walk away from a royal encounter
unimpressed, it prompted him to propose the exchange of a cast of
Diplodocus to Carnegie. In Holland’s mind it could take place in exchange
for a stuffed Okapi, which was not represented in any U.S. museum, and a
cast – or better still an original – of one of the museum’s Iguanodons.175

However, as would become increasingly clear, something so mundane as
an exchange of fossils was not entirely the sort of quid pro quo Carnegie
had in mind for his dinosaurs. 

172. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,
162-163.

173. William Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 23 December 1901. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

174. Ibid.
175. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 29 September 1903. ACOA.
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Dollo and the Belgian King were not the only persons showing interest
in a Diplodocus cast. A few months later Holland was met by an unwel-
come bit of correspondence, addressed to Carnegie, from Marcellin Boule,
one of France’s leading paleontologists and keeper of the chair of paleon-
tology at the Muséum d’histoire naturelle in Paris. On behalf of his muse-
um, Boule inquired whether he might obtain a plaster copy as part of a
swap of fossils and casts. Although Boule confessed that he had little
material suitable for a swap, he tried to entice the Pittsburghers into
donating a surplus copy of Diplodocus by pointing out how the Paris
museum “offered peculiar advantages from an educational standpoint”
to remedy the “meagre representation of American fossils in continental
museums” to an international audience.176 Clearly, someone had been
talking about the surplus copies, and Holland exhausted himself with
apologies when sending the letter onward to Carnegie. The need for
secrecy had evidently not been expressed clearly enough, and Hatcher
had been in correspondence with Boule, planting the idea of the swap.177

In his reply to Boule, Holland regretted his employee’s indiscretion but
denied that a second copy was being prepared. Any decision about future
casts would be Carnegie’s alone; however, he implied that in the future,
some arrangement might be made.178 If Holland intended to keep the
existence of multiple casts a secret, he was not successful: by October of
the next year, the Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette reported how “the institute is
preparing to make other facsimiles. Send in your orders early”.179

That no deal was made with the Belgians tells us something about
Carnegie’s future use of the Diplodocus casts. While Holland might have
described the Belgian king as a “jolly good fellow”, Leopold’s reputation
was coming increasingly under fire. It had never been great; rumors
about the king’s liaisons with prostitutes - many of them underage - and
a succession of mistresses had been circling for some time.180 But nothing
could compare to the reports from the Congo (a stretch of land the size of

176. Marcellin Boule to Andrew Carnegie (sent to CMNH), 12 December 1903. ACOA.
177. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 167.
178. William J. Holland to Marcellin Boule, 13 January 1904. ACOA.
179. Anon. (1904). “Factory to Make the Diplodocus.” Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette, 16

October 1904.
180. Adam Hochschild (1999). King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror, and

Heroism in Colonial Africa (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), 95-96.
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Western Europe that was Leopold’s personal property) that increasingly
found their way to the press in the first years of the twentieth century.
First through the indefatigable efforts of the Irish journalist Edward Dene
Morel, and then in a British government report drafted by Roger Case-
ment (1904), an increasingly indignant public took notice of horrendous
atrocities committed against the indigenous peoples of the Congo. That
indignation was probably enforced by Leopold’s infamy, but also by the
fact that Britain’s reputation as a colonial power had itself suffered badly
because of the excesses that took place during both Boer Wars. While
there can be no doubt that Leopold brought everything onto himself
through a thoroughly inhumane regime in his colony and his astounding
mismanagement of public relations, he was also a very welcome scape-
goat for the British.181

Whatever the causes, the effect on public opinion – and by extension,
on Carnegie, was profound. Being associated with a figure that was
quickly turning into an international pariah was anything but appealing
to a philanthrope seeking to make a difference in international politics
through goodwill.182 Whatever the initial intentions, the Belgian
Diplodocus was never mentioned again.

181. Hochschild, King Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror, and Heroism in
Colonial Africa. On the other hand, as Hochschild demonstrates, Leopold also
had the Boer Wars to thank for long deflecting attention away from Morel’s
persisting criticisms of his practices in the Congo (ibid., 186-187).

182. With regard to the Congo question, see Blom, The Vertigo Years. Change and
Culture in the West, 1900-1914, 92ff.
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4. A small dinosaur in a large hall. From Pittsburgh 
to London, 1904

Image 11: Diplodocus cast for London in the Pittsburgh Exposition Society 
Hall, probably 1 July 1904. Source: 1986, #60556.

Among the natural history museums in Europe, the British Museum
(Natural History) that was to house the first Diplodocus was perhaps the
most prestigious. Its monumental premises in South Kensington, de-
signed by Alfred Waterhouse, were the most spacious of any in the world
at the time of its opening in 1881.183 But even by the standards of 1903 it
could hold its own among its sister institutions. Moreover, it could look
back on an illustrious scientific history. The new museum building had
mainly been the brainchild and accomplishment of Richard Owen, a

183. Mark Girouard (1981). Alfred Waterhouse and the Natural History Museum (New
Haven & London: Yale University Press).
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brilliant naturalist whose reputation has suffered rather badly because of
his opposition to evolutionism and the way in which he used his position
to challenge others, never seemingly shying away from a personal
vendetta.184 Owen attached great value to popularization, and his desire
to show the entirety of creation to the public explains the building’s
enormous size.185 Nothing in the museum should be inaccessible to a
public eager to be educated. In this, he differed from his director of zoolo-
gy, John Edward Gray. According to Gray, museums needed to pay far
more attention to public education and the bafflingly huge and complex
exhibits in the South Kensington confused rather than enlightened
visitors. It was still fundamentally a collection aimed at researchers.
Predictably, his attempts to establish a separation between the public
spaces and exhibit, and the depots in which researchers could work, were
mostly blocked by Owen. In the end, Gray was allowed to set up a few
experimental displays, which proved to be highly successful.186

Owen’s successor, William Henry Flower, proved to be more receptive
to Gray’s ideas. His adoption in the late 1880s of what became known as
the “New Museum Idea” meant, as Gray had already predicted, a whole-
sale reorganization of the museum spaces. The several functions of the
museum, such as research and education, were separated under the same
roof. Rather than an integral, encyclopedic representation of nature, the
public spaces showed a selection of objects made by the staff. This also
meant that the objects themselves became more important, as they
became representations of an educational outline of nature museum
staff wanted to carry across, rather than the anonymous part of a whole -
they went from toto pro parte to pars pro toto. As a consequence, the
significance of these choices needed to be explained to visitors, who no
longer required the same degree of advance knowledge researchers
possessed. 

184. Kevin Padian has re-assessed Owen’s reputation: Kevin Padian (1997), “The
Rehabilitation of Sir Richard Owen,” BioScience 47.

185. Ellinoor Bergvelt, Debora J Meijers, and Mieke Rijnders (1993). Verzamelen: van
rariteitenkabinet tot kunstmuseum (Open universiteit), 272-275.

186. Bergvelt, Meijers, and Rijnders, Verzamelen: van rariteitenkabinet tot
kunstmuseum, 274.
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Flower’s successful model was quickly adopted all over Europe and in
the United States. A good illustration for the swiftness with which it
overtook the museum world is the case of the Museum für Naturkunde in
Berlin. Designed in the early 1880s, it had been planned as an integrative
display on the Owenian model. However, when it opened its doors in
1889 the new director, Karl Moebius, had made sure that the “New Muse-
um Idea” was adopted – insofar possible – throughout the building.187 

Of course, if one wanted to lure visitors with a select number of ob-
jects, these objects needed to be interesting enough to do so. In natural
history museums, this provoked a search for large, impressive specimens
with which to awe the public. This was what also provoked much of the
“Second dinosaur rush” that brought so many dinosaurs to the halls of
American museums. European museums, not having the luxury of
finding dinosaurs in their back yards, answered by showing the fossils of
large whales. This was the case in London, where the central hall was
filled with the skeleton of a sperm whale and a handful of small exhibits
by 1895.188 But despite its extensive collections the museum lacked real
“magnets” to draw in audiences that came to see museums as venues for
entertainment as well as education. A malicious observer might state
that museums were to some extent returning to the world of Hydrarchos.
Such a desire to acquire eye-catching displays may go a long way to
explain the eagerness with which the BMNH director reacted to
Carnegie’s and Holland’s proposal. In fact, he spoke before his turn, as he
had not yet secured the support of the museum’s trustees. By March 14,
1903, that hurdle had also been taken.189 

It didn’t take long for Holland to release the news to the world; by the
end of March, the first newspapers reports appeared in the USA, begin-

187. Sabine Köstering (2011). “Ein “Musteranstalt naturkundlicher Belehrung”:
Museumsreform im Berliner Naturkundemuseum 1810 bis 1910,” in Klasse,
Ordnung, Art - 200 Jahre Museum fur Naturkunde Berlin, ed. Ferdinand
Damaschun, et al. (Berlin: Basilisken-Presse), 38-39; Nyhart, Modern Nature. The
Rise of the Biological Perspective in Germany, 223-236.

188. Casson Mann (2014). “A History in Pictures: The Museum’s Hintze Hall.”
accessed 3 May 2016, http://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/museum-history-
hintze-hall.html.

189. William Holland to E. Ray Lankester, 14 March 1903. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks / BMNH, Directorate reports and letters: DF 1000/80.
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ning in Pittsburgh and the eastern seaboard. By early April it had reached
the United Kingdom, and in the subsequent months it reverberated
around the globe.190 The fact that not much was yet known about the
donation did not prevent the papers from providing details, among
others improving its name into Diplodocus magnificentissimus carnegien-
sis. The cast was optimistically expected to sail from New York that very
month.191 From the beginning, the story of Edward’s meeting with
Carnegie was incorporated into the story, complete with dialogue.192

Its director since 1898, by 1903 Ray Lankester (he never used his first
name, Edwin) had become the public symbol of the BM(NH).193 He always
remained a contentious figure, not in the last place because of his politi-
cal convictions. Lankester’s father had been deeply involved with the
Radical movement, and the young Ray inherited most of his preferences.
One of Lankester’s acquaintances was Karl Marx, then in London and in
the twilight of his life. Both men found they had much in common, both
on a personal and a political level. Lankester took great interest in Marx’
writings, and was among the few people that were invited to the philoso-
pher’s funeral in March of 1883.194 Lankester’s surprisingly (and to some
alarmingly) indiscriminate and tolerant attitude with regard to personal
relations made it possible for him to be on friendly terms with both Karl
Marx and Andrew Carnegie. In fact, Lankester appears to have been
rather fond of Carnegie, whose energy and superficial egalitarianism he
admired. The men shared an admiration for Abraham Lincoln, and

190. E.g., Anon. (1903). “King Wanted a Diplodocus.” The Sun (USA), 27 March 1903;
Anon. (1903). “Prehistoric Pet. Mr. Carnegie’s Gift to King Edward.” The Poverty
Bay Herald (NZ) Supplement, May 28 1903; Anon. (1903). “Prehistoric Pet. Mr.
Carnegie’s Gift to King Edward.” The Daily Express, 8 April 1903; Anon. (1903).
“The “Cuss Carnegie”.” The Westminster Gazette, 11 April 1903; Anon. (1903).
“The Skeleton of the Gigantic Fossil Reptile, Known in Scientific Circles as
Diplodocus Magnifficentimus Carnegiensis. Which Mr. Carnegie Has Just
Presented to the King.” Daily Express (London), 15 April 1903.

191. Anon., “Prehistoric Pet. Mr. Carnegie’s Gift to King Edward.”.
192. E.g., Anon. (1903). “King Expressed Want; Carnegie Ordered It.” Pittsburgh

Weekly Gazette, 27 March 1903; Anon., “King Wanted a Diplodocus.”.
193. For biographical information on Lankester, see Joseph Lester (1995). E. Ray

Lankester and the Making of Modern British Biology (London: British Society for
the History of Science).190.

194. Lester, E. Ray Lankester and the Making of Modern British Biology, 187.
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Carnegie appreciated the director’s single-mindedness and his outspoken
nature. On a number of occasions, Lankester spent time at Skibo.195

Lankester’s attitude towards real ‘toffs’ and less enlightened capital-
ists, meanwhile, was much less ambivalent and did not seem to mellow
with age. His social background and left-of-centre politics had never
played well with England’s upper classes, and the mistrust was recipro-
cated. When he gave a talk on “Nature and Man” in 1905, his notes make
his attitude clear:

The country is bloodsucked and absolutely ruled; first by the Church, then
by the King, then by the “governing class”, and now by this new terror the 
capitalist … Asses like the King and his ministers, whether Conservative 
or Liberal, must hate science, because it inevitably will abolish them and 
their likes.196

His appointment to the directorship had not come easily. His uncompro-
mising insistence on autonomy of the museum from the administration
of the British Museum, and his enduring rants against politicians’ miser-
liness when it came to expenditures for science, made it possible for his
chief adversary, the British Museum’s librarian Edward Maunde Thomp-
son, to exploit a legal loophole in 1907 and force Lankester into retire-
ment at age sixty.197 The ensuing uproar in the press demonstrated just
how much of a beloved public figure he was.

As a scientist, Lankester remained a firm supporter of Weismann, and
firmly opposed to neo-Lamarckian views. And like most prominent
naturalists and certainly paleontologists at his time, he was a supporter
of orthogenesis, the belief that evolution moves in unilinear fashion and
can also produce “degenerative” trends if it “misdirects” for some reason,
which inevitably leads to extinction.198 It was not uncommon for the
gigantic size of dinosaurs to be interpreted as an example of such an

195. Lester, E. Ray Lankester and the Making of Modern British Biology, 190.
196. Quoted in Lester, E. Ray Lankester and the Making of Modern British Biology, 190.
197.
198. Allen A Debus (2006). Dinosaurs in Fantastic Fiction. A Thematic Survey

(Jefferson & London: McFarland), 49; Eve-Marie Engels, and Thomas F. Glick,
eds. (2008). The Reception of Charles Darwin in Europe (New York: Continuum),
18-20. For Lankester’s own take, see E. Ray Lankester (1880). Degeneration: A
Chapter in Darwinism (London: Macmillan and Company).
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evolutionary “misfire”.199 This meant that for Lankester, the Diplodocus
specimen was not merely something for the masses to gawk at; it could
actually be useful in illustrating a central point of evolutionary theory. In
1903 the museum already mounted some British sauropod remains, but
these, although large, were very fragmentary and far less suited to serve
an educational purpose.200

Even though Lankester and Holland had corresponded before, Holland
was better acquainted with the BMNH’s keeper of geology (and paleontol-
ogy), Arthur Smith Woodward. It was with Woodward and his assistant,
Charles Fagan, that he arranged most of the practical details regarding
the donation. Woodward’s reputation has suffered after his death, be-
cause of his involvement in the notorious Piltdown hoax; but as so often,
that ignores his other accomplishments, notably the pivotal role he had
played for years in the organization of the museum, and his contribu-
tions to the study of virtually every kind of fossil tetrapod, in particular
fossil fish.201 Like Lankester, he was a supporter of the idea of ontogenetic
evolution.

Holland and Smith Woodward had always been on friendly terms, and
Holland even met him while returning from Belgium in July of 1903 to
discuss the possible placement of the cast. That turned out to be less
straightforward than had originally been thought. In June of 1904, Smith
Woodward had to report to Lankester that the envisioned placement in
the Gallery of Ancient reptiles was problematic because it was too small.
Instead, he suggested, the animal might better be placed in the Gallery of
Recent Reptiles. The posture of the cast was also a matter of debate;
Hatcher suggested to Smith Woodward that the neck and tail should be

199. Another ontogenetic explanation for the extinction of dinosaurs was their
alleged (increasing) stupidity.

200. Anon. (1903). “A Sixty-Foot Reptile. The Cetiosaurus Leedsi. South Kensington’s
New Resident.” The Daily Graphic, 11 April 1903.

201. Angela C. Milner, and Paul M. Barrett (2015), “Smith Woodward’s Contribution
on Fossil Tetrapods,” Geological Society, London, Special Publications
430;Christopher Dean, Isabelle De Groote, and Chris Stringer (2015), “Arthur
Smith Woodward and His Involvement in the Study of Human Evolution,”
Geological Society, London, Special Publications 430. For Woodward’s biography,
also see C Forster Cooper (1945), “Arthur Smith Woodward. 1864-1944,”
Obituary Notices of Fellows of the Royal Society 5.
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placed higher than they were in his reconstruction in order to “look
better”.202 

Meanwhile, it had been left to Holland and (mostly) Hatcher to organize
the casting, setting up and initial “test” mounting of the specimen. Much
of the work fell upon Arthur Coggeshall, Hatcher’s chief preparator. A
crew of plasterers was employed, under the direction of Serafino Agosti-
ni.203 Most of them had previously been involved in casting works of arts,
a field dominated by Italian workers, while Agostini himself had been
employed at the American Museum in New York.204 

While similar, casting bones required different skills and here Agostini
and his men were trained by Arthur Coggeshall. Recently hired away
from the American Museum in New York in 1899, together with Wort-
man, he had become Hatcher’s chief preparator. After Wortman quit and
left paleontology altogether, Coggeshall remained on; by 1908 he was
one of the most senior and highest-paid members of the CMNH’s paleon-
tology department.205 Compared to either Wortman or Hatcher, Cogge-
shall appears to been far more of an introvert, and proved less bent on
asserting himself than either of them. Of course, that would have been
unusual for a preparator at this time; technical staff were not expect to
contribute to publications or represent the institution they worked in.
The fact that people like Hatcher were allowed to publish was a step up
from the situation during the Bone Wars, when senior paleontologists
such as Marsh and Cope had routinely forbidden their subordinates from
doing so. That had been the cause of much frustration on the part of
junior workers.206 After the trouble with Wortman, Holland seems to

202. John Bell Hatcher to Arthur Smith Woodward, 28 April 1904. Natural History
Museum, London, Archives, Correspondence paleontology Dept., DF100/36.

203. Arthur Sterry Coggeshall (1951), “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty,” Carnegie Magazine
25. 

204. See William Holland to Henry Fairfield Osborn, 19 June 1906. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

205. William J. Holland to Franks, 21 December 1908. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
Holland gives 1800 dollars per annum as Coggeshall’s salary, compared to 2000
for Peterson, 1020 for Agostini, and 1400 for 

206. See, for instance, Jaffe, The Gilded Dinosaur: the Fossil War between E.D. Cope and
O.C. Marsh and the Rise of American Science, 271-275 and (about Hatcher
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have been genuinely pleased by his preparator’s unassuming loyalty. He
praised him for “[with] great ingenuity [devising] a system of steel sup-
ports conforming themselves to all the sinuosities and rugosities of the
under surface of the vertebrae”. The frame on which the skeleton was
mounted thus remained as inconspicuous as possible.207 

Together with colleagues such as the Field Museum’s Elmer Riggs, the
AMNH’s Adam Hermann, Coggeshall was responsible for many innova-
tions, both in preparing and displaying dinosaurs in museums.208 No one
had had much experience with mounting technique, since the previous
generation of paleontologists had been mostly disinterested in present-
ing dinosaurs to the public in the form of mounts. Hermann discussed
various ways of mounting large skeletons in a paper from 1909. It reveals
some details of the way in which Coggeshall devised the steel frame:

In a skeleton of a large dinosaur, Diplodocus, which is mounted in the 
Carnegie Museum at Pittsburgh, the backbone is supported in the above 
manner; but the castings were made in sections of about six feet each to 
make up for the shrinkage. The casts were first made in plaster and then 
cast in steel and the sections spliced together, an operation which can be 
easily accomplished with iron or steel, but not with soft metal.209

But although Hermann considered Coggeshall’s work a “neat” style and
suitable for very large dinosaurs, the disadvantage was that the frame
obstructed the view of the underside of the vertebral column.210 Once the
vertebrae were in place, supplemental rods of steel were attached to the
backbone to support the ribs, tail and neck. The whole structure was
hoisted up to be put on “stilts” that supported the legs, and a rod to
support the long neck. The structure could be easily taken apart and put

himself) 340-341.
207. William Jacob Holland (1907), “Tenth Annual Report of the Director,” Archives

of the Carnegie Museum ofNatural History . Also see Rieppel, “Bringing Dinosaurs
Back to Life: Exhibiting Prehistory at the American Museum of Natural
History.”, 481-482.

208. For a more elaborate treatment of this matter, see Brinkman, “Modernizing
American fossil preparation at the turn of the 20th century”; Brinkman, The
Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905. 

209. Hermann, “Modern Laboratory Methods in Vertebrate Palaeontology.”, 312.
210. Hermann, “Modern Laboratory Methods in Vertebrate Palaeontology.”, 323-324.
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together, which made the construction process abroad a relatively simple
affair. 

Coggeshall’s methodical approach to the casting and mounting of
Diplodocus was probably in no small degree responsible for the relative
ease with which the Carnegie staff were able to mount casts all over the
world. In fact, there is no evidence that the method adopted for the
London cast ever needed to be significantly altered. Holland was not
blind to these accomplishments. Holland’s recognition of Coggeshall’s
value to the museum is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that in 1909,
he allowed him to (also) become Curator of Public Education, a career
shift that opened up the way to later senior museum posts in St. Paul,
Springfield and Santa Barbara. 

Much of the first half of 1904 was spent finishing the casts and setting up
sections of it. A problem remained that not all the parts that had been
recovered from Wyoming could be moulded; parts of the forelimbs had
to be sculpted because of the quality of the bones, the vertebrae were too
complex to be moulded at all, and the lacking skull had to be acquired, as
a cast, from the AMNH in New York. By late June, the first cast, intended
for London’s museum, was ready to face a “test” mounting. But finding a
place to put up the cast was a tall order. The old Carnegie Museum was
not large enough to house it, even if everything else was moved out of the
building – hardly a very practical idea. Neither was the cellar of the new
building, where much of the work had taken place, very suited. In the
end, the trustees of the Western Pennsylvania Exposition Society agreed
to let Holland and Hatcher have their exhibition hall, provided he remove
the skeleton by the first of July. That meant that the cast had to be disas-
sembled almost immediately after being built up.211 On June 29, it was
unveiled to an invited party; on the following day it could be admired by
the people of Pittsburgh before being taken down again on Saturday, July
2st. The hall was not an ideal location: as one newspaper noted, its large
size made the dinosaur look far less impressive than it might otherwise

211. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 10 June 1904. ACOA.
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have been.212 It also had to make do with an improvised, “roughly mod-
eled” skull, as the cast from the AMNH did not arrive until much later.213

Still, it was the first fully mounted sauropod – even if it was a cast – to
be on public display, well before the American Museum would be able to
unveil its Brontosaurus, which it eventually did in February of 1905. The
feeling of competition with the American Museum of Natural History
also meant that Holland was particularly proud that he had set up the
animal before that institution would unveil its Brontosaurus early in the
next year. In a letter to Carnegie, he took pleasure to denigrate the
AMNH’s efforts, calling it a “an object in plaster of Paris”, and remarking
casually that “we have enough material to set up a skeleton of Bron-
tosaurus also”.214 

Other events were quick to overshadow any triumphal feelings that
Holland might have nurtured. Hatcher had complained about his health
for some time and although Holland had tried to send him home on a
number of occasions, he refused to do so and even locked himself in his
office to continue working.215 His doctor, however, diagnosed him with
typhoid fever and sent him to Mercy hospital in an ambulance. When
Holland visited him there on Saturday, 2 July, the doctor told him that
the situation was not serious enough to warrant a delay in his plans to
travel to St. Louis; only a day later, Hatcher died. Holland returned on 6
July from his trip to find his head of paleontology already buried, and
immediately decided to replace Hatcher himself, at least for the time
being – but he would never get around to finding a replacement. Carnegie
lost no time in supporting him in the decision: 

212. Insider”, (Anon.) “The (1904). “Old Diplodocus.” Pittsburgh Dispatch, July 1
1904.

213. W.J. Holland to E. Ray Lankester, 14 July 1904, ACOA. Osborn promised Holland
to send him the skull on Friday, July 1st; but it appears not to have been received
in Pittsburgh until after the Exposition Society showing. See Henry Fairfield
Osborn to William J. Holland, 29 June 1904. AMNH, DVP General Corr., Box 44,
Fol. 13. 

214. Holland to Carnegie, 10 June 1904. ACOA.
215. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 175;

Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905, 198.
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“when the flag drops from one, another steps forward and takes it up, 
and so the good work goes on”.216 

A touch too glib, perhaps, to sound very sincere about the loss of Hatcher.
While Holland was shocked by the sudden demise of his most important
researcher, the practical side of the project appears not to have been too
badly affected by Hatcher’s death. Virtually all the work had been done,
and what was left could be handled by Coggeshall and his staff. He seems
to have been more worried about the consequences of Hatcher’s family
losing their breadwinner.217 Typically, he seems to have been less con-
cerned with their emotional wellbeing, and urged Peterson, Hatcher’s
brother-in-law, to remain in the field.218

The skull remained a problem. Osborn’s cast of the AMNH Diplodocus
cranium had arrived in the early days of July, but the result appears not to
have pleased Holland very much. In the end, he left the choice for either
the AMNH skull cast, or a reconstruction of his own concoction, to
Lankester. Of course some pride was at work here; Diplodocus was meant
as a poster child for the Carnegie Museum, too, and attaching an “alien”
skull to it would always have been unsatisfactory from the Pittsburghers’
perspective. Lankester wisely opted for Holland’s own reconstruction.219

That composite skull – Holland combined the posterior part of a skull
found by Utterback with information gained from another skull in the
U.S. National Museum – brought the total number of fossil specimens
which made up the cast to five. Two years later, Holland was to use the
skull as his entry exam into the paleontological community. In at least
one case, the museum had an “update” of the skull delivered to the recipi-
ent of a cast.220

216. Carnegie to Holland, 11 July 1904. Quoted in Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and
Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 175

217. Holland to Carnegie, 9 July 1904. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
218. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 177.
219. Robert Shaw (1905), “A Prehistoric Monster: the Diplodocus,” The American

Monthly Illustrated Review of Reviews XXXII, 111: “The skull is a reproduction
based upon the first skull, discovered by Professor Marsh, and a second skull
obtained by the Carnegie Museum in 1902.”

220. Holland, “The Osteology of Diplodocus Marsh: With Special Reference to the
Restoration of the Skeleton of Diplodocus Carnegiei Hatcher, Presented by Mr.
Andrew Carnegie to the British Museum, May 12, 1905.”. The skull in question
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Holland’s initial plan had been to unveil the British Diplodocus at a
ceremony in October of 1904. As Lankester informed him, from August
until October most “well-to-do folk” would be on holiday in the country
and abroad, and it would be impossible to assure a “representative meet-
ing of the Trustees”, let alone the king.221 Better to keep the cast “under
drapery” and present it in April or May of the next year. 

In September, the New York Times reported that the AMNH was about
to reveal its own sauropod mount, a Brontosaurus, that winter. That
proved to be somewhat optimistic (it was eventually unveiled in Febru-
ary of 1905), but it made clear that the Carnegie Museum had some
domestic competition when it came to sensational dinosaurs.222 If Hol-
land had calculated to pip the American Museum to the post of erecting
the first full mount of a sauropod it failed, but we have no evidence that it
played a role. Holland put a brave face on it when he broke the news to
Carnegie: 

“We would be quite certain of having His Majesty the King on hand, and 
you will get a whole lot more of fun out of the adventure than would be 
the case if I were simply to go over now, when all London is forsaken - no-
body at home - and undertake to set the thing up and then walk off”

After this, there was no hurry to get the cast sent to London. On Decem-
ber 3, the cases left Pittsburgh to make their way to the British Museum,
and Fagan reported their safe arrival on January 11 despite a slight
mishap involving four boxes accidentally being sent to Southampton.223 

Only the base on which the fossil was to stand now needed to be
completed, and the task was delegated to local workmen – a practice that
was to become the norm – that would also be paid by Carnegie. Estimates

went to Madrid in 1935, after Holland’s death: Adán Pérez-Garcia, and B Sánchez
Chillón (2009), “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN: primer esqueleto de
dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.,” Revista Española de Paleontologiá 24, 145.

221. E. Ray Lankester to William Holland, 1 July 1904. NHM, Directorate outgoing
letters, DF 1001/29.

222. Anon. (1904). “Restoring a Reptile of Seven Million Years Ago.” The New York
Times, 18 September 1904.

223. William J. Holland to E. Ray Lankester, 28 November 1904. NHM, Directorate
reports and letters, DF1000/83; Charles E. Fagan to William J. Holland, 11
January 1905. NHM, Directorate outgoing letters, DF1001/30.
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of the total cost of casting and mounting a Carnegie Diplodocus in the
press always varied wildly. The first, off-the-cuff estimate Holland gave
to Carnegie (in 1901) was seven to eight thousand dollars. Later esti-
mates, particularly those in the press, greatly inflate this amount in
keeping with the perception of Carnegie’s wealth or generosity. A figure
commonly circulated in the British press was 2500 pounds, or around
twelve thousand dollars.224 When the French press wrote about the
Diplodocus to Paris in 1908, a figure of around a hundred thousand dol-
lars was not uncommon.225 By 1912, the German paleontologist Eberhard
Fraas came up with a more modest estimate of forty thousand dollars for
the entire operation.226 

That is considerably too generous still. The tally for the London
Diplodocus came to 8558 dollars in February of 1905, but that was for the
production of the moulds and the casting of the first five copies, and
excluding the base and the cost of transport and travel. In 1907, when
working on further copies of Diplodocus for Paris and Berlin, Holland
estimated the total cost for setting up two casts at just under five thou-
sand dollars, including his own and Coggeshall’s expenses, and the costs
of the bases.227 Of course, that didn’t include the making of the casts
themselves. If we include what we know about the length and cost of the
casting process, and material costs, a “guesstimate” of between four
thousand and four and a half thousand dollars per cast for the first five
casts is probably in the right ball park.228 In 1911, Holland estimated the

224. E.g., Anon. (1905). “A Big Skeleton.” The Sydney Morning Herald (Australia), 22
July 1905; Anon. (1905). “A Monstrous Eft.” The Saturday Review of Politics,
Literature, Science and Art, 13 May 1905.

225. A newspaper report by Jean Roland (Roland, Jean (1908). “Le Diplodocus.” Le
Libre penseur du Centre et de l’Ouest. Journal anticlérical de défense socialiste,
républicaine et laïque, 15 May 1908) mentions 500,000 francs, a common figure
to circulate at the time. This amounts to 100,000 contemporary dollars or
around five million euros in 2015.

226. Anon. (1912). “Om voorwereldlijke dieren ten toon te stellen.” Algemeen
Handelsblad, 2 January 1912.

227. William J. Holland to R.A. Franks, 23 March 1908. Figures taken from a
typescript estimate of the costs for the Berlin and Paris Diplodocus by Holland
attached to this letter. CDDC.
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average cost of the six copies sent off until then at 5860 dollars (“that
covers everything”), but this probably includes other expenses, too.229 By
way of comparison, the composite cast/fossil wall mount that was pre-
pared at the AMNH in New York and shipped to Frankfurt in 1906/7 cost
around 1500 dollars at the time.230 But that involved far less work, and
contained less material, than the Pittsburgh cast – being an essentially
two-dimensional affair. Also, travel and residence expenses (around 1700
dollars for Coggeshall and Holland) were not included. The Carnegie
Museum never released figures, and Holland would not be specific about
the cost of the operation apart from stating that it involved a “great
expense”. Of course, when Carnegie’s munificence was estimated to reach
well into the hundred thousand dollar range, he did not bother to contra-
dict these reports either. There is also some evidence that beside the
complete casts, Holland had a few individual bones cast for exchange
purposes. In March of 1905, for instance, he sent two reproduced hind
legs of the dinosaur to the University of Glasgow, claiming they repre-
sented a value of 100 pounds.231

In February, the unveiling of the AMNH Brontosaurus as the center-
piece of their new dinosaur hall briefly eclipsed any news of the Carnegie
Museum’s activities, at least in the United States. Despite Holland’s assur-
ances to the contrary in his letters to Carnegie, the New York Bron-
tosaurus mount was an impressive achievement, which had demanded a
great deal of research.232 And while it contained more than enough plas-
ter itself, most of the skeleton on display consisted of original fossils. The
museum made a point of being the first to present such a dinosaur to the
public; clearly the short sojourn of Diplodocus in the Pittsburgh hall had
escaped their notice, or they had chosen to ignore it.233 William Diller

Andrew Carnegie, 8 February 1905. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks. 5000 Dollars
in 1908 amounts to around 250,000 euros in 2015. 

229. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 25 November 1911. ACOA.
230. Or around 75,000 euros in 2015. For the Frankfurt Diplodocus, see page 140 ff.
231. William J. Holland to S. Graham, 5 March 1905. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
232. Rieppel, “Bringing Dinosaurs Back to Life: Exhibiting Prehistory at the American

Museum of Natural History.”, 470.
233. Beasley, Walter L. (1905). “The Giant Brontosaurus in Central Park. A Mammoth

Native of Wyoming of some Odd Million Years Ago, 67 Feet long with a Stomach
Cavity as Big as the Kitchen of a Harlem Flat.” Los Angeles Herald, 2 April 1905.
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Matthew even stated that “no museum [had] ever before attempted to
mount so large a fossil skeleton.”234 However, the technical accomplish-
ment notwithstanding, in terms of publicity it remained essentially a
local affair, without the international beau monde associations that
Carnegie’s gift conjured up.

The gift to London hadn’t gone unnoticed in the paleontological
community either. The artist Charles Knight, who mostly worked for
Osborn, inquired whether the Pittsburghers could use his model of
Diplodocus. As Holland informed him, Hatcher and he had already
produced a model, and one “more nearly like the beast than any other
model ever made, and our data are more complete than those in the
possession of any other institution.”235 The recipient of this jibe, Osborn,
attempted to benefit more directly from the situation by writing to
Smith Woodward with the proposal to supply a cast of the AMNH
Allosaurus specimen, suggesting how magnificent it might look next to
the Diplodocus.236 But perhaps the most outrageous attempt to profit off
the donation was made by William Harlow Reed, who attempted to sell a
few bits and pieces of various dinosaurs, particularly Morosaurus and
Diplodocus, to the British Museum.237 

The main reason for postponing the unveiling had been to guarantee
the presence of Edward VII so desired by Carnegie. With a date of May
12th now set, Lankester began to inform on behalf of the museum’s
Trustees if His Majesty might deign to give an appearance.238 Although he
sold the occasion as best he could (“a very remarkable feature in the
museum”) he was to be disappointed; a terse reply from Lord Knollys,

234. Brinkman, “The Second Jurassic Dinosaur Rush and the Dawn of Dinomania.”,
107.

235. William J. Holland to Charles Knight, 6 February 1905. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

236. “It would make a fine companion piece to your Diplodocus skeleton”. Henry
Fairfield Osborn to Arthur Smith Woodward, 12 April 1905. NHM, Directorate
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Boule did not.

237. William Harlow Reed to Arthur Smith Woodward, 1 February 1905. NHM,
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238. E. Ray Lankester to Baron Francis Knollys, 28 February 1903. NHM, Directorate
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Edward’s private secretary, informed him that that the king could “hard-
ly undertake to perform the ceremony.”239 Despite Knollys’ assurance that
Edward was “sure that the skeleton must be a very interesting one, and
he [was] very glad to hear that Mr. Carnegie [was] going to present it to
the British Museum”, this represented a considerable setback. But not an
insurmountable one; although it might look odd, for Carnegie the impor-
tant part of giving the dinosaur copy to the English monarch had been
personally offering it to him, and being able to make that event known to
the public. It affirmed a bond between both men, and Carnegie’s impor-
tance on the world stage. While Edward’s presence at the unveiling
would have provided the icing on an already tasty cake, it was not essen-
tial. In future, Carnegie would seldom insist at being present at unveil-
ings and presentations. But he would always insist that the donation was
made as a form of personal arrangement between him and a given head
of state, and that such an arrangement was communicated to the outside
world.

For some time, the Prince of Wales was suggested as a possible substi-
tute for Edward. In the end, a replacement, although hardly as exalted,
was found in John Lubbock, Lord Avebury, one of the Trustees of the
museum. Avebury, whose ideas about arbitration coincided with
Carnegie’s, had been in correspondence with him since 1902.240 Newspa-
pers first reported the donation in early 1903, and attention for the
announcement of the donation had been truly international. Not only
the press in the United States and the United Kingdom expressed an
interest, but also newspapers in British dominions such as Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, and even outside the English-speaking
world. Events such as the “trial mounting” in Pittsburgh naturally helped
to generate additional attention.241 But as the ceremony in the British

239. Baron Francis Knollys to E. Ray Lankester, 3 March 1903. NHM, Directorate
outgoing letters, DF1001/27.
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Museum neared, interest in the press grew markedly. Their attitude in
both the U.S. and Britain was generally positive; never more so than in
The Daily News of May 8, in which Carnegie himself receive the moniker
of a “new Diplodocus”:

Diplodocus enriched the world with Diplodocus beef; Mr. Carnegie fulfils 
the same purpose of an accumulator, and leaves to mankind not flesh, 
but the food of thought and of every refining and civilizing movement. He
is our new Diplodocus!242

Image 12: 1. Anon. (1905). “Mr. Carnegie’s Gift of the Skeleton of a 70-Foot 
Diplodocus to the King and what May Come of it if it Sets a Fashion.” The 
Sketch, 12 April, 1905; 2. Anon. (1905). ““Diplodocus Carnegii”. Dr. W.J. 
Holland Setting Up the Dinosaurian Reptile at the Natural History Museum, 
South Kensington.” The Daily Telegraph, 8 May, 1905

242. (“W.B.H.”), Anon. (1905). “The Old Diplodocus and the New.” The Daily News, 8
May 1905. The pacifism of The Daily News was mostly dictated by the religious
principles of its owner, the quaker George Cadbury. See Joel H. Wiener (2011).
The Americanization of the British Press, 1830s-1914: Speed in the Age of
Transatlantic Journalism (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan), 215.
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Being a pacifist publication, of course, the News was as sympathetic
towards Carnegie’s political goals as to his paleontological ones. But not
every article was so gushing, and some seemed not to appreciate the
solemn nature of the occasion. The society magazine The Sketch pub-
lished a cartoon, the first of many in the British press, in which the
Carnegie Museum’s “gift” was mocked as the possible cause of a
“Diplodocus craze”. The less upper class-oriented Daily Telegraph, one of
the largest London newspapers, went with an engraving of the construc-
tion of Diplodocus, which featured Holland in an almost heroic position.

Carnegie’s director appears to have had the time of his life in London,
regaling the press with tales of his hardships of digging dinosaurs along
the American frontier. And while he might not have claimed to have
personally discovered Diplodocus, as some newspapers reported, he
(again) also didn’t object too loudly to these reports. 

Holland’s projection of the rough frontiersman image appears to have
particularly fascinated the metropolitan journalists, and he received at
least as much attention as the cast did.243 American newspapers similarly
followed the exploits of their countryman abroad. In addition to talking
to journalists, Holland also appears to have had plenty of time to study
the British Museum entomological collections. The museum’s Assistant
Keeper of entomology, George Hampson, allowed him to work the muse-
um’s collections, and fellow lepidoptery enthusiast Frederick DuCane
Godman even gave him some butterfly specimens for his own muse-
um.244 All this testifies to the lack of drama involved in the mounting of
the cast itself. It might also suggest that Coggeshall did most of the actual
work. Coggeshall’s (admittedly rather imprecise) memoirs suggest so: 

I handled the work of mounting “Dippy” with the assistance of members 
of the staff of the British Museum, while Dr. Holland did the ambassador-

243. The entomologist Raymond Burr later described Holland as “ in the eyes of an
Englishman, a typical Yankee”. Malcolm Burr (1956), “Memories of a Naturalist
VII,” The Entomologist’s Record and Journal of Variation 68, 188.

244. Anon. (1905). “Gift to King by Carnegie.” San Francisco Call, 20 April 1905;
Anon. (1905). “Dr. Holland Arrives Home. In Return for Diplodocus British Will
Present Gift to Museum Here.” Pittsburgh Daily Post, 5 june 1905.
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ial work in arranging for the grand opening where Dippy would be the 
“admired of all admirers”.245

Whatever the case, by the first days of May, the London Diplodocus was
ready to receive its baptism.

245. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”, 276.
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5. May 12, 1905: Welcome colossal stranger!

Image 13: London, 12 May 1905, 3 PM. Lord Avebury speaking. Source: 
Archives Natural History Museum, London.

Just before one o’clock on May 12th, 1905, a large gathering could be
observed shoveling into the Hall of Reptiles in London’s natural history
museum in South Kensington. The gallery wasn’t the largest space in the
monumental building, but it was also hardly the smallest. But now, filled
with a hundred people in addition to the object they had come for, it
looked positively cramped.246

The list of attendants, published the next year in the Annals of the
Carnegie Museum, gives no fewer than 237 names, many of them distin-
guished.247 There are representatives of power and learning: members of
parliament, lords, privy councillors, scientists and journalists. Politicians
and scientists appear to have been evenly matched. The latter category
included the zoologist Walter Rothschild, the physicist Lord Kelvin, the
chemist William Crookes, the astronomer Robert Ball and the physician

246. NHM, Photography collection 173/805-807.
247. William Jacob Holland (1905), “XI. The Presentation of a Reproduction of

Diplodocus carnegiei to the Trustees of the British Museum,” Annals of the
Carnegie Museum III, 
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William Church. Of the prominent politicians listed in the newspaper
reports, most appear to have been favorable to Carnegie’s cause: Joseph
Chamberlain, James Bryce, Lord Windsor (the Earl of Plymouth), John
Morley, the American ambassador Joseph Choate, and of course Ave-
bury.248 The line between politician and scientist was not always clear:
Rothschild and Crookes were as active in politics as they were in academ-
ic matters. Among the attendants, no great number of paleontologists:
apart from employees of the museums in London and Pittsburgh, only
the Hungarian dinosaur expert Franz Nopsca is listed.249 For most of the
audience, this was mostly a society occasion – and the general light-
footed nature of the occasion testified to that feeling.

These people had come to witness the handing over of the remains of
an already famous animal. Famous because of its size, because of its age,
but perhaps mostly because of its associations with two of the richest
and most powerful men on earth. Among those present, some had mixed
feelings about the occasion. Certainly, a skeleton of this size had never
been presented before to anyone. On the other hand, the event also
marked the pre-eminence of American science in a field that the British
had helped to shape, and had dominated for years. Where once the world
was amazed because of British “antediluvian” creatures, now the Ameri-
can dinosaurs inspired awe among the public. This transitional motif
remained present throughout the proceedings. As the ceremony started,
Lankester rose to read out a telegram sent by Lord Knollys, expressing the
King’s gratitude for Carnegie’s donation. As the director explained, the
animal was placed in the Gallery of small Reptiles rather than the Gallery
of Palaeontology, because that space had already been filled with British
dinosaurs. Moreover, he claimed, the Americans have “merely completed
and perfected work begun in this country, for it was by Englishmen that
the bones of these reptiles [have] been first described.”250

248. These lists of attendants were reproduced in many newspapers, e.g. Anon.
(1905). “The Diplodocus at S. Kensington. Interesting Ceremony this
Afternoon.” The Westminster Gazette, 12 May 1905.

249. Another “expert” present was Charles Dawson, the Sussex physician who would
play a large role in the Piltdown Man hoax after 1912. Also, the reverend H.N.
Hutchinson, who later occupied himself with Diplodocus (see page 337)
attended the ceremony. 

250. Anon. (1905). “Presentation of Diplodocus to England.” The Daily Telegraph, May
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Next was Carnegie, whose short speech expectedly showed ambition.
He emphasized the debt owed by American museums to the British
Museum, the “parent institution of all”. Also, he showed generosity
towards Holland: 

He it was who conducted the first party to the Far West and organized vic-
tory. Success follows him wherever he goes.251

The first part of Carnegie’s address was dedicated to Diplodocus’ discovery
and the story of how the cast arrived in London. He emphasized how the
cases were not going home empty, but instead filled with duplicates from
the British Museum, the symbol of “an alliance for peace” in which “we
are to enrich each other without in the least depleting ourselves”.252 The
last, and most important paragraphs of Carnegie’s text were dedicated to
his quest for peace, and the hope that one day the United Kingdom and
United States should be united again. Especially those lines would find a
grateful audience among the journalists in the room.

Lord Avebury accepted Carnegie’s gift on behalf of the museum’s
trustees. Like Lankester, his address walked a fine line between gratitude
for Carnegie and a certain ambivalence towards his gift. While praising
the condition of the cast, Avebury commented on its alleged stupidity
and pointed out the vulgarity of its appeal:

The size of the animal does not indeed necessarily add much to the inter-
est […] Still, size appeals to the imagination, and I do not doubt that this 
specimen will excite the admiration and wonder of all who see it.253

Avebury finally introduced Holland, who told the audience about the
discovery of Diplodocus. After having effusively praised Carnegie he also
lamented the decease of Hatcher due to the “hardships and exposures of
those expeditions”. Not untrue perhaps, but these words also contributed
to Holland’s own, already established frontier image in the British press.

13 1905.
251. Holland, “XI. The Presentation of a Reproduction of Diplodocus carnegiei to the

Trustees of the British Museum.”.
252. Holland, “XI. The Presentation of a Reproduction of Diplodocus carnegiei to the

Trustees of the British Museum.”.
253. Holland, “XI. The Presentation of a Reproduction of Diplodocus carnegiei to the

Trustees of the British Museum.”, 448.
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After two further, brief and more light-hearted speeches – one by the
former Scottish Secretary and Carnegie’s correspondent, Sir George
Trevelyan, the other by the geologist Archibald Geikie – the meeting
came to a close and the attendants dispersed. Following the presentation
in South Kensington, many of the dignitaries present, including
Lankester and Carnegie, proceeded to Lankester’s house at Thurloe Place
for lunch.254 

Carnegie had good reason to regard this as a moment of triumph. It
hardly seems to have mattered that the animal was being placed in the
Gallery of Reptiles rather than the Gallery of Palaeontology, or that
Lankester and Avebury had been more than a little condescending. The
aim of bringing him in contact with people of power, and to give him a
public forum in which to express the ideas he wanted to convey to them,
had been achieved. Trevelyan’s speech had lauded his “self-denial, thrift,
and diligence” and so helped further cement his reputation as a self-
effacing philanthropist.

Furthermore, the event was reported in virtually every English and
most American newspapers and every single one of them seemed glow-
ing about Carnegie’s munificence, if perhaps not so much about its object.
Like Lankester, some in the press demonstrated a feeling of ambivalence
towards the donation. In The Saturday Review's words, it showed how
“[the] greatest museum in the world, the treasure-house of the richest
nation, must needs go a-begging.”255 After all, in Cetiosaurus the country
had a perfectly good dinosaur of its own making and only slightly small-
er than the American gift. The Westminster Gazette and Country Life
similarly pointed out that America had “no monopoly” on big fossils.
Rather than Carnegie, The Saturday Review chose to praise Edward VII,

who begs for gifts like these, and that the practical business man who 
knows how best to use enormous wealth should so bountifully assist a sci-
ence which brings no immediate tangible return.256 

254. See Lester, E. Ray Lankester and the Making of Modern British Biology, 51.
255. Anon., “A Monstrous Eft.”.
256. Anon. (1905). “Concerning Dragons.” The Westminster Gazette, 15 May 1905; W

P Pycraft (1905), “The Passing of the Dragons,” Country Life XVII.
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That aspect of “uselessness” of both the cast and paleontology in general
was used by other newspapers, too, in words that sought to diminish the
importance of the donation. But national pride could be emboldened as
well as hurt. The Sphere emphasized how the London museum now
housed “the largest and most perfect skeleton mounted anywhere in the
world”. Others focused on Carnegie’s words about the debt owed by
American museums to the British Museum.257 Moreover, the fact that his
dinosaur had entered the museum under the monarch’s patronage did
prevent an overly critical attitude. Mostly, the dinosaur was regarded as a
fitting metaphor for its country of origin: a “big thing from the land of
big things”.258 Its frequently-mentioned hugeness, and its tiny brain,
played into existing negative stereotypes of the United States and
Americans.

It also introduced a comical touch. Not everyone took the pandemoni-
um that developed around the plaster dinosaur entirely seriously. To
some extent, neither did the speakers at the unveiling ceremony: it was
never an occasion of the scientific “high table”, but remained an informal
affair in which more than one speaker allowed themselves a joke. This
probably helped to make Diplodocus not only the darling of journalists,
but also of cartoonists that used its associations to their advantage. Dim-
wittedness, slowness and extinction were properties that proved to be
very suited to deliver satirical commentary on current events and the
persons involved with them. In one such cartoon, prime minister Arthur
Balfour was portrayed as the Sticktolocus balfourii, his competitor Joseph
Chamberlain in another as the Protectionocus-pocus brummagemii. The
implication on both cases was clear: the prime minister’s support of
slavery practices involving Chinese laborers in South Africa, or Chamber-
lain’s attitude to protectionism, were outdated and heading for extinc-
tion.259 Other commentaries focused on the Diplodocus itself: Punch

257. Anon. (1905). “Diplodocus Carnegii. Letter from the King.” The Standard, 13
May 1905.

258. Andrews, C W (1905). “A Huge Extinct Monster.” The Graphic, 13 May 1905.
259. Considering their respective political color, it had to be one or the other.

Balfour’s cabinet went extinct in December of that year. Anon. (1905).
“Elongated and Fossilised. The Sticktolocus Balfourii.” The Westminster Gazette,
16 May 1905; Anon. (1905). “Cartoon of the Day: A Great Prehistoric Relic.” The
Morning Leader, 15 May 1905.
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found it fitting for Great Britain to send a cast of Ray Lankester in return,
while Scraps explored ways of making the skeleton more “useful” to the
museum by having it function as a wardrobe.260

Image 14: Cartoons inspired by the Diplodocus unveiling. Clockwise, from top 
left: Westminster Gazette, The Morning Leader, Scraps, and Punch.

American newspapers proved similarly keen to highlight their compatri-
ots’ moment in the British limelight, although the absence of royalty was
met with disapproval. Particularly the claim by the prominent entomolo-
gist William Lucas Distant, that it had been the “zoological event of the
year”, was eagerly included.261 While the British press had not obscured

260. Anon. (1905). “Quite Unique; or, Welcoming the Diplodocus Carnegii.” Punch, or
the London Charivari, 24 May 1905; Anon. (1905). “How the Diplodocus skeleton
might be made useful as well as ornamental.” Scraps, June 3 1905.

261. Anon. (1905). “Andrew Carnegie’s Great Snake Formally Given to King Edward.”
The Constitution (Atlanta), 14 May 1905
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that Carnegie’s gift consisted of a copy rather than an original fossil, the
fact had not been emphasized either, or used to diminish its importance.
Elsewhere, that was not always the case. Particularly New York newspa-
pers stressed this element, no doubt also to contrast Carnegie’s cast with
the original Brontosaurus recently unveiled at the AMNH.262 The New York
Times’ headline even spoke of an “imitation dinosaur”. 

As an object of scientific discussion, Diplodocus seems not to have
made a great impression in the English capital apart from one exception
that we shall discuss below.263 It certainly did not provide an impetus for
the study of sauropods in the British isles. Significantly, when Lankester’s
popular book Extinct Animals was published later in the same year it
omitted any mention of Diplodocus. The book proved influential, not in
the last place because it inspired Arthur Conan Doyle to write his adven-
ture yarn The Lost World (1912), which used it as substrate in much the
same way in which Verne had abused Flammarion’s work for Journey to
the Centre of the Earth. Lankester’s fame made him an understandable
real-world version of Doyle’s Professor Challenger for those who looked at
it as a roman à clef, even if such a connection was contradicted by the
author himself.264

The public’s response turned out to be less equivocal, and a day after
the “opening” of the exhibit they entered the museum in droves. With
some pride, Coggeshall would later claim that more visitors had come to
watch Diplodocus than had ever before visited the museum after its
opening day in 1881.265 The Spanish King Alfonso XIII, in London for a
state visit, proved to be so impressed that he later acquired his own
plaster copy.266 In most aspects the legacy of the Diplodocus ceremony
proved fleeting. Over the years, however, Diplodocus gradually evolved
into a true symbol for the museum itself, and was relocated a number of
times to increasingly more prominent locations within the building: in

262. Anon. (1905). “Set Up Carnegie Diplodocus.” The Sun (New York), 11 June
1905;(“R.W.W.”), Anon. (1905). “Mr. Carnegie’s Imitation Dinosaur “Makes a Hit”
in England.” The New York Times, 1905.

263. See page 246 ff.
264. Challenger, a brusque, uncourteous but brilliant zoologist, is The Lost World’s

main character. See p. 187f for more on this novel.
265. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”.
266. Anon. (1905). “King of Spain.” The Times, 8 June 1905.
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1931 to the reptile gallery and finally, in 1979, to the Central Hall (now
Hintze Hall). In 2010, the museum published a booklet proclaiming
“Dippy” to be its “icon”.267 But fortunes can be fickle: by 2014, “Dippy”
had to go.

There is no doubt that for Carnegie, the presentation of his first
Diplodocus proved to be an almost total success in spite of Edward’s
absence. Possessing four more skeletons to hand out to prospective –
political – “friends”, he could now replicate this outcome to serve his
political purposes. Although it did not seem to interest him at the time,
that decision would also have cultural and scientific consequences.

One such cultural effect was literary. Soon after the London unveiling,
we can observe the establishment of Diplodocus as a minor literary meme
in which it functions mainly as a metaphor for all that is ancient and
extinct. Among the numerous newspaper articles, we find a poem by
Arnold Guiterman. Over the next years, the Diplodocus entered both
British and American written works. In the August of 1908, briefly after
two more casts had been placed by Holland and Coggeshall in European
museums, American newspapers ran a short comical story, The
Diplodocus, written by Emerson Hough, an author with a reputation for
writing mainly western and historical yarns.268 The story’s two protagon-
ists attempt to create a Diplodocus by combining various parts of other
animals. As one of them states: “if a skeleton is worth [30,000 to 50,000
dollars], the real thing is worth a million”. Their attempts to “raise a herd
of them for eggsport trade” does, of course, come to nothing, and the
Diplodocus turns out to be a far more dangerous foe than they anticipat-
ed. Interestingly, during the next months the same story appeared under
a different name, that of the playwright Porter Emerson Browne.269

Browne, although Hough’s junior by more than twenty years, was an
accomplished author in his own right at this time. Why they should

267. Barrett, Pary, and Chapman, Dippy. The Tale of a Museum Icon.
268. E.g., Hough, Emerson (1908). “The Diplodocus.” The Washington Post, 6

December 1908. For biographical information on Hough, see Delbert E. Wylder
(1981). Emerson Hough (Boston: Twayne).

269. Brown, Porter Emerson (1908). “The Diplodocus.” New Broadway Magazine,
August 19 1908. The story appeared in the Los Angeles Herald on September 6.
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share authorship remains a mystery.270 But the Diplodocus’s literary
reputation extended further in the English-speaking world and found its
way into more serious literature. John Kendrick Bangs’ Autobiography of
Metuselah (1909) uses the animal as a symbol of the old world, whose
extinction makes way for a new.271 And when Edgar Rice Burroughs
published his adventure tales The Land that Time Forgot and The People
that Time Forgot (both 1918) Carnegie’s dinosaur was an obvious part of
the prehistoric menagerie on the forgotten island.272 In The People, Bur-
roughs even referred to it as the “live thing from the crude restorations of
Hatcher and Holland”. A more metaphoric use was made by the Canadian
writer Stephen Leacock (1914) or the Irishmen Bram Stoker (1911) or
James Joyce, whose Ulysses used the “ancient greek consuls” “Diplodocus
and Ichthyosauros [sic]” as symbols of the ancient.273 

But it did not only symbolize the ancient and obsolete; it also became
the antithesis of culture, a metaphor for the uncontrollable powers of
nature let loose on an unsuspecting humanity. Hough’s Frankensteinian
creature turns out to be an uncontrollable threat. There are a number of
instances in which sauropods are explicitly pitted agains civilization,
much as was the case in Flammarion’s peeping dinosaur and the “Bron-
tosaurus” that provoked Carnegie into getting involved with the
Diplodocus trade. 

Newspapers took up such ideas and mingled them with already exist-
ing memes. In 1906, an April fools’ joke in the Chicago Daily Tribune had
“Chicago invaded by hordes of Prehistoric” and the city “left in ruins”
after being trampled by hordes of slobbering dinosaurs.274 An illustration
showed fighting dinosaurs climbing crumbling skyscrapers in what

270. The Hough articles mention that copyright lies with one Thomas McKee.
271. John Kendrick Bangs (1909). The Autobiography of Metuselah (New York: Dodge

& Co.), 48; 148-150.
272. Edgar Rice Burroughs (1918). The Land that Time Forgot (New York: A. C.

McClurg); Edgar Rice Burroughs (1918). The People That Time Forgot (New York:
A. C. McClurg).

273. James Joyce (1922). Ulysses (Dijon: Darantière). Stephen Leacock (1914).
Arcadian Adventures with the Idle Rich (New York: John Lane); Bram Stoker
(1911). The Lair of the White Worm (.

274. Anon. (1906). “Chicago Invaded by Hordes of Prehistoric Monsters Dealing
Death and Destruction.” Chicago Daily Tribune, April 1 1906.
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amounted to a premonition of the 1933 classic King Kong. Similarly, after
the discovery of huge dinosaurs in the German East African colony,
Scientific American imagined the beast to be let loose on the citizens of
New York. The text of its caption illustrates the ambivalence of the au-
thor of the accompanying text, William Diller Matthew:

If Gigantosaurus had lived in the twentieth century instead of many 
million years ago, if he had been a land animal instead of an aquatic 
creature, and if he could be made to walk up Broadway, New York, the 
effect would be that which we have shown. […] The picture is intended to 
show how enormous Gigantosaurus was, and is not to be regarded as a 
representation of his habits. 275 

The article was taken over dutifully in other newspapers, but without
Matthew’s last sentence.276 Not to be outdone, the Washington Herald
later that year followed up with an even more imposing illustration,
showing a sauropod standing on top of the fuming remains of a house.277

The title left little to the imagination, too.

Image 15: Prehistory 3 - Mankind 0. Sources (left to right): 1. Anon. (1906). 
“Chicago Invaded by Hordes of Prehistoric Monsters Dealing Death and 
Destruction.” Chicago Daily Tribune, April 1, 1906; 2. Matthew, William 
Diller (1914). “The Largest Known Dinosaur. A Huge Extinct Reptile from 

275. Matthew, “The Largest Known Dinosaur. A Huge Extinct Reptile from German
East Africa, the Largest Known Quadruped.”.

276. E.g., Anon. (1914). “Monster Skeleton of Huge Extinct Reptile Discovered in
German East Africa.” The Washington Post, December 6 1914

277. Anon., “36 Feet of Neck on Shoulders 20 Feet High! That’s what the Newest
Found Gigantosaurus Has and Now the Scientists Are Going.”.
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German East Africa, the Largest Known Quadruped.” Scientific American 
CXI : 443; 3. Anon. (1914). “36 Feet of Neck on Shoulders 20 Feet High! 
That’s what the Newest Found Gigantosaurus Has and Now the Scientists Are 
Going.” The Washington Herald. Feature Section, December 27, 1914.

Yet it is unlikely that Diplodocus, or Brontosaurus, or sauropods, or even
dinosaurs in general, would have turned into such a pervasive element of
popular and highbrow culture had not subsequent events continually
reminded their purveyors of the creative possibilities that these creatures
offered. 
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III. GERMANY
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1. Die Wanderjahre

Das Wandern ist des Müllers Lust
Doch nicht des Dichters Wille.

Der Müller wandert zielbewußt,
Der Dichter sitzt gern stille.

Der Dichter ist nicht gern gehetzt,
Das überläßt er andern,

Und dennoch muß der Heine jetzt
Vom Achilleion wandern

Doch der moderne Ahasver
Darf sich doch nicht beklagen,

Denn der ihn von sich weißt, auch der
Muß gleiches Schicksal tragen.

Er weilt nicht lange hier und dort,
Muß immer weiter wandern

Die Menschen treibt es heute fort
Von eimen Ort zum andern

Der Virchow auch, o welche Pein,
Der war nicht bodenständig.
Er wanderte aus Schivelbein,

Solange er lebendig.
Auch nach dem Tode duldet’s ihn

Nicht mal in seinem Grabe.
Man jagt sein Standbild aus Berlin;

Er greift zum Wanderstabe.
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Auch ein viel älterer Herr noch muß
Den Wanderburschen spielen

Er ist genannt Diplodocus,
Und zählt zu den Fossilien.

Herr Carnegie verpackt ihn froh
In riesengroße Archen.

Und schickt als ein Geschenk ihn so
An mehrere Monarchen.278

Die größten Menschen, das ist klar,
Und auch die größten Viecher
Sind auf der Walze immerdar,

Das lehren uns die Bücher.
Das lit der reine Dauerritt,

zu ihm muß man sich drillen.
Da trabt man hopp, hopp, hopp, teils mit

Teils ohne seinen willen.

Das Wandern ist des Müllers Lust,
Das Wandern ohne Ende.

Na, und vom Müller lernten’s just
Dann auch die anderen Stände.

Der Vater sagt zum Sohne: Hör’s,
Das Wandern ist jetzt Mode.

Wir steh’n im Zeichen des Verkehrs,
Vor und auch nach dem Tode.279

278. Translation: “Also a much older gent has to play the wandering friend. he goes
by the name of Diplodocus, and is counted among the fossils. Mr. Carnegie
wraps him up in gigantic crates, and so sends him as a gift to multiple
monarchs”

279. From Anon. (1908), “Die Wanderjahre,” Kladderadatsch 61.
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2. Trouble in Bremen

Image 16: Städtisches Museum, Bremen. Source: Old postcard of about 1910. 
Author’s collection.

Briefly after the ceremony in London, an event took place that can give us
some idea in which direction the Diplodocus campaign was heading. This
time the venue was not a major museum, but rather a small but upcom-
ing provincial port town.

In 1900, Bremen possessed about 160,000 inhabitants. Of course, this
paled in comparison to nearby Hamburg’s 800,000 or Berlin’s two
million. But the city had only recently made the transition from a pre-
dominantly trade-based economy to an industrial one, and the rise in
population was meteoric. Five years later the figure had multiplied to
220,000, and in 1925 its population would be nearly double that of the
number at the beginning of the century. This caused all sorts of logistical
problems, but it also meant the city had to be prepared to spend substan-
tial sums of money in an attempt to live up to the German standard for
large cities: among these new acquisitions were roads, parks, and muse-
ums. But despite this desire for recognition, the atmosphere remained a
practical and commercial one - far from the more academic ambitions of
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cities such as Berlin or Frankfurt. In that sense, one could even compare
it to Pittsburgh. 

The shape of the new Städtische Museum für Natur-, Völker- und Han-
delskunde (City Museum for Nature, Ethnography and Commerce), which
opened its doors in January of 1896, played into that sentiment. Like
others of its kind, it partly served to house older collections that had been
the city’s property since the 1870s but had led a difficult life up to that
point. But its setup, and its thematic combination, was something that
was uniquely suited to a boom town like Bremen.280

The director of the new institution, the zoologist Hugo Schauinsland
(1857-1937) had shown himself both an excellent scientist and perhaps
even a better organizer. Born in East Prussia, Schauinsland had attended
university in Königsberg before moving to his first position in Munich.281

From here he went to Bremen, where he organized a highly successful
exhibition of German salt- and sweet-water fishes at the behest of the
German Fishing Association – a part of the Northwest German Industry
Fair in 1890. Due to its success, the exhibit had to be prolonged for more
than five years, but when the idea arose to continue it in a more perma-
nent location, Schauinsland pleaded to merge it with the city’s already-
existing natural history and commerce collections. This way, science
might be used to enhance interest in trade and commerce - not an unim-
portant consideration for such an economic boom town. 

Throughout the effort to raise money for a new museum building, this
combination of idealism and practicality was continually emphasized. In
addition to preserving the city’s collections, the museum was to ‘raise
knowledge of the goods and products’, which will ‘immediately promote
[trade], the lifeline of our community’.282 Schauinsland even explicitly
stated that ‘in a city like Bremen, the scientific side must not be
overemphasized’.283 As a consequence, throughout the museum a divi-

280. Nyhart, Modern Nature. The Rise of the Biological Perspective in Germany,
206-207.

281. Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19.
Jahrhunderts, 64-65.

282. Christoph Papendieck to the Bremen City Senate, 6 April 1891; quoted in
Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19.
Jahrhunderts, 65. My translation.

283. Hans Schauinsland to the Bremen City Senate, 8 October 1891; cited in Nyhart,
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sion was made between exhibits of a scientific nature and ones with
broader, popular appeal. But the overwhelming raison d’etre of the muse-
um was usefulness: to prepare “Bremen’s sons for world trade”, and to
provide a scientific background to commercial knowledge and knowl-
edge-gathering.284

The setup was ambitious, and so was the building. The public reaction
also proved overwhelming: by 1900, the museum performed very satis-
factorily with around 100,000 visitors a year, about mid-table among its
sisters institutions in Germany. But ten years later, it succeeded in draw-
ing more visitors than any other natural history museum in Germany,
and twice as many as the second-best, Hamburg’s natural history muse-
um.285 But as the collections grew and visitor numbers increased, the
building soon proved to be far too small for its purposes; already five
years after the opening, plans needed to be made to extend the premises. 

Considering these issues, the museum board might have been slightly
alarmed at the letter Schauinsland addressed to Andrew Carnegie on July
10, 1905.286 As usual, Schauinsland had planned well: his letter came
accompanied by an endorsement from the U.S. consul in Bremen, Henry
W. Diederich. Both letters asserted that since Carnegie had had further
copies of Diplodocus made beside the one recently presented to the British
Museum in London, he might consider donating one of these casts to the
new Bremen museum. Schauinsland’s request may have been provoked
by reports in the American press about the “Diplodocus factory” that was
working in Pittsburgh.287 Diederich emphasized the ‘enterprising and
progressive public spirit’ of the city in the apparent hope to appeal to
Carnegie in his own words, before pointing out (falsely, it needs to be
said) the museum’s limited means.288 Likewise, the quite clearly coached
Schauinsland laid out the virtues of his museum, ‘whose sole object is to
raise the scientific standard of the people’. He also stressed that many of

Modern Nature. The Rise of the Biological Perspective in Germany, 261.
284. Hans Schauinsland (1904) as quoted in Nyhart, Modern Nature. The Rise of the

Biological Perspective in Germany, 263.
285. For exact figures, see Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen

im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts.
286. Hugo Schauinsland to Andrew Carnegie, 10 July 1905. ACOA.
287. Anon., “Factory to Make the Diplodocus.”. Also see page 91.
288. Henry W. Diederich to Andrew Carnegie, 13 July 1905. ACOA.
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the visitors of the museum and the people that passed through Bremen
were Americans, before closing off with an appeal to Carnegie’s ‘high
interest in all public institutions’.289 

It was all worded very carefully, but to no avail. The only significant
(and quite final) response was a coolly worded reply from James Bertram,
Carnegie’s Scottish private secretary, flatly (and clearly untruthfully)
denying that any casts apart from the British Museum one had been
made or were being prepared.290 If Carnegie and Bertram were surprised
and embarrassed by the request, Holland certainly was. Schauinsland’s
statement that he had “been informed that casts of this extraordinary
reptile [had] been made” were particularly alarming and sounded like a
repetition of what happened when Boule wrote his request for a cast in
January of the year before. In fact, it is likely that Schauinsland’s asser-
tion was based on rumors that had reached him from Paris. 

From Schauinsland’s perspective, the request was not an unreasonable
one, and must have seemed like a unique opportunity to draw even more
visitors to his already-flourishing museum. But this episode also shows
how he and (perhaps more damningly) Diederich totally misjudged
Carnegie’s motives and priorities. All of the arguments the pair men-
tioned were good ones, and not coincidentally reiterated motives that
Carnegie himself had used when talking about his many donations.
Schauinsland’s museum, the way in which it had been conceived and the
way it had been financed through partnerships between government,
science and industry, would normally not have failed to attract
Carnegie’s interest and admiration.

But it did not seem to matter in this instance. The Diplodocus cam-
paign had become a means to reach heads of state, not provincial muse-
um directors. If there was to be a German Diplodocus, it was going to be
presented to Emperor Wilhelm II, and put on show in Berlin. Schauins-
land and Diederich’s mistake – if you could call it that – was his failure to
appreciate Carnegie’s motives; but in the next few years, Carnegie and
Holland would see to it that few would miss it.

Some years later, Schauinsland and Holland met in person in Boston
and discussed Diplodocus, and seem to have gotten on rather well. But

289. Hugo Schauinsland to Andrew Carnegie, 10 July 1905. ACOA.
290. James Bertram to Hugo H. Schauinsland, 20 July 1905. ACOA
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when Carnegie decided to give a cast to Germany in 1907 (and to its
emperor, to be placed in the capital), Holland was quick to notify
Schauinsland of the fact - also to prevent that further embarrassment
over the affair might arise when Schauinsland would read about the
donation in the newspapers.291 

291. William J. Holland to Hans Schauinsland, September 25, 1907. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks. Holland alludes to a meeting in Boston, but not about what exactly
was discussed regarding Diplodocus.
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3. Pittsburgh, 1907: ‘Founder’s Day’

Image 17: Gallery of Vertebrate Paleontology on opening, in the Carnegie 
Museum of Natural History.292

The original Diplodocus bones from which the London copy had been cast
were finally unveiled on April 11, 1907 as part of the opening of the new
Carnegie Museum complex in Pittsburgh. 

The building, set up in grandiose neo-renaissance style and totally
dominating its surroundings, combined Carnegie’s natural history muse-
um with an equally lavish art museum, a library, and a large music hall.
The new natural history museum was an immense improvement over its
predecessor; it finally offered enough exhibit space and enough place to
work for preparators, scientists, and other staff. 

The opening festivities formed the biggest social event the city of
Pittsburgh had ever seen, with almost one hundred and fifty dignitaries
from forty-five countries attending.293 They also brought Andrew
Carnegie to the city for the first time in six years.294 The guest list reads

292. Source: Trustees of the Carnegie Institute. Memorial of the Celebration of the
Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, P.A., April 11, 12, 13, 1907. Pittsburgh: 1907.

293. Trustees of the Carnegie Institute (1907). Memorial of the Celebration of the
Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, P.A., April 11, 12, 13, 1907 (Pittsburgh: Carnegie
Museum of Natural History).

294. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 563.
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like a directory of famous names from high politics and high culture of
the time. It was heavy on diplomats and politicians, many of them sup-
porters of Carnegie’s thoughts on international arbitration and law. In
fact, the ceremony had been planned to take place one week before the
national arbitration conference in New York, to allow the invited to
attend both.295 But artists and writers were also well-represented, includ-
ing figures such as the writers Rudyard Kipling and Maurice Maeterlinck,
the theologian Adolf Harnack and the composers Edward Elgar and Jules
Massenet. By comparison, the field of science remained somewhat under-
represented, and consisted mostly of representatives of sister
institutions.296 

No expenses were spared: Carnegie took care of the guests’ travel
expenses, and they were treated to a lavish, three-day program consisting
of music performances (with Elgar conducting one of his own works), a
tour around Pittsburgh by motorcar, a boat ride on the Monongahela and
Ohio rivers, a visit to Carnegie’s steel mills, a multitude of speeches and
an endless stream of exorbitant dinners. 

The appearance of so many influential diplomats turned the festivities
into a political event of the first order, and predictably nationalist rivalry
started to flare up. This even reached both houses of the British parlia-
ment when it turned out that the British ambassador to Washington had
declined to go. Members of parliament raised questions asking the gov-
ernment to explain Britain’s political underrepresentation at the event –
particularly in light of the heavy German delegation.297 The Secretary to
the Treasury, Walter Runciman, downplayed its significance in the
House of Commons by stating that ‘neither the German, Austro-Hungari-
an, French, nor Russian Embassies were represented at Pittsburg’ – a

295. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 562.
296. It needs to be added that many of the purported ‘scientists’ also (and sometimes

primarily) served as politicians. Of the Portuguese delegation, for example, two
of the three scholars mentioned had served as ministers, and a third (Teófilo
Braga) would in 1910 become the country’s second president. This makes the
proportion of political figures even higher.

297. Parliamentary Debates, HC Deb 22 April 1907 vol 172 cc1411-2. (http:/
/hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1907/apr/22/the-carnegie-
celebrations-at-pittsburgh), Retrieved April 2, 2012.
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blatant falsehood.298 This, and the government’s more circumspect reply
to a similar question in the House of Lords, indicated that Britain had
somewhat underestimated the significance of the event - something
which was gleefully pointed out in several Pittsburgh newspapers.299

Apart from nationalist sentiments, the absence of the ambassador was of
course particularly painful in view of Carnegie’s recent donation of a
Diplodocus to the British museum.

For Pittsburgh, it was a highly important occasion as well. Never
before had the city received so many foreign dignitaries. But while the
press remained highly interested in their opinions and movements about
town, criticisms could also be heard that for such an important Ameri-
can event, surprisingly few Americans could be heard. The Pittsburgh
Leader noticed, for instance, how Booker T. Washington’s address was
given little prominence, and regretted that all these guests would be
unable to hear someone from the hosting nation: 

Not a single address was made on what is considered of national Ameri-
can importance by a leading exponent of American thought, and the one 
subject that would have been of tremendous importance, especially to for-
eign visitors, could have been dealt with by the one man in whom all were 
deeply interested.300

Several readers’ letters also complained about the exclusiveness of the
festivities, leading to accusations that the ‘clique’ presiding over the
Carnegie Institute was trying to create a ‘reign of educational autocracy’.
Other reports speculated about ‘bad blood’ between the board of trustees
of the library and the museums. Of course, the Leader took care to
emphasize that Carnegie himself was not implicated in this regrettable
practice.301 

298. Ibid. The ambassador, James Bryce, would be forced to visit the museum four
years later to make up for his absence.

299. Anon. (1907). “British People Sore Because Outshone by Germans in
Pittsburgh.” Pittsburgh Dispatch, April 23 1907; Anon. (1907). “Founder’s Day
Taken Up in Parliament.” Pittsburgh Post, April 23 1907; Anon. (1907). “Our
Thanks to the Kaiser.” Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph, April 24 1907.

300. Anon. (1907). “To Spend 10,000,000.” Pittsburgh Leader, April 14 1907.
301. Ibid.; Anon. (1907). “Criticizes Managers.” Pittsburgh Leader, April 14 1907;

Anon. (1907). “Trouble between two Boards of Trustees.” Pittsburgh Leader,
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But whatever resentments might be levied against Carnegie’s under-
lings, the foreign guests, and Carnegie’s new museum itself, were pre-
sented in a much more favorable light. Almost jubilant pieces reported
how much the guests had enjoyed the festivities, and how: 

One and all [they] seemed to realize that the almost constant round of en-
tertainment in which they had been participating for three days was at 
an end, and they found no pleasure in the thought.302

One of the foreigners quoted in praise of the city was Gustaf von Dick-
huth-Harrach, who must have been in particularly good spirits since he
had just been promoted to the rank of Oberst (colonel) and given a com-
mission in Danzig on the day he was being interviewed (April 14).303

Interestingly, Dickhuth penned down his Pittsburgh experiences in the
prestigious literary journal Deutsche Rundschau the following year.304

While he wrote in glowing words about the “truly maginificent” new
museum and library, he was less complimentary about Carnegie, “[who]
had not cared about the execution [of the museum]”, and his enthusiasm
for the city the Scotsman had helped create appeared to have diminished:

The railroad descends from the western mountain slope, and from the 
valley a sea of dark red flames lights up. It looks like a gruesome vision 
from Dante’s Divine Comedy. […] Should a naïve imagination portray 
the entrance to hell on earth, he would come up with what could be seen 
here.305

April 18 1907. This sounds like an example of the ‘emperor is of good will but
surrounded by evil advisers’ school of thought.

302. Anon. (1907). “Pittsburgh Was Gracious Host. The Carnegie Guests Highly
Pleased With Reception Given Them by the City.” Pittsburgh Press, April 14 1907.

303. Günter Wegner (1990). Stellenbesetzung der deutschen Heere, 1815–1939
(Osnabrück: Biblio-Verlag), 220. Dickhuth, fundamentally a career soldier and
diplomat, is mentioned as a ‘lecturer in military matters to the royal household’
in the published guest list – another sign of the Trustees making the list look
richer in scientists than it actually was. Institute, Memorial of the Celebration of
the Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, P.A., April 11, 12, 13, 1907, 18. Also see
chapter I.13.

304. Gustaf Dickhuth (1908), “Amerikanische Reisebilder (V-VII),” Deutsche
Rundschau 134.

305. Dickhuth, “Amerikanische Reisebilder (V-VII).”.
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Because of the political element, all the beau monde present, and the
sheer scale of the whole thing, Diplodocus’s role in the proceedings was
not as prominent as it might have otherwise been. To most visitors, it
looked like merely one – albeit a prominent one – of the many elements of
the impressive new museum. 

According to the official version of events – which is the only one we
have – somewhere on Friday, April 12, the German Theodor von Möller
and the Frenchman Paul Doumer met personally with Carnegie.306 Al-
though formally without official capacity in this particular period, both
men were high-ranking officials. Von Möller’s background was in indus-
try, somewhat unusual for a representative of the German Empire, most
of whom were drafted from the military. Although he had lost his seat in
the German parliament to a socialist months before, his ardent support
of emperor Wilhelm's colonial policies had gained him the trust of the
emperor and the government. Moreover, he seemed like the ideal figure
to represent the empire in a meeting with a fellow industrialist. Von
Möller’s brief was twofold: to offer to Carnegie a gift of a large collection
of books, maps, photographs and other cultural items from Ger-
many – and to ask, on the emperor’s behalf, for a copy of Carnegie’s
Diplodocus similar to the one unveiled in London. 

Paul Doumer put in a similar request. Doumer, a career diplomat,
already had a distinguished career behind him as the governor of French
Indochina and chairman of the French House of Representatives, and a
presidential candidate who would eventually go on to become President
of France in 1931.307 A member of parliament at the time and a former
governor of French Indochina, he was also closely tied to big business,

306. Institute, Memorial of the Celebration of the Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, P.A.,
April 11, 12, 13, 1907.

307. In that capacity he would also be assassinated, less than a year after taking
office. For details regarding Doumer's life, see Jacques Chauvin (1994). Paul
Doumer, le président assasiné (Paris: Les Editions du Panthéon) and, regarding
Doumer's time as governor in Indochina and his character ("workaholic,
ambitious, energetic, and highly competent"), Pierre Brocheux, et al. (2009).
Indochina: An Ambiguous Colonization, 1858-1954 (Berkeley: University of
California Press).
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particularly the mining and railway industries – an interest that made
him an ideal discussion partner for Carnegie and his people.308 

The choice for these people was hardly coincidental. Their formal,
mandate-free status, meant that they would be able to probe Carnegie
without having to resort to any sort of formal request. To Carnegie, their
unquestionable diplomatic weight demonstrated the value of these ‘gifts’
in creating – personal – political goodwill from the heads of state of two
of the most prominent European nations. 

Early the following day, with the opening festivities still in full swing,
an exhausted Carnegie returned to New York in order to open the Nation-
al Arbitration Conference. He left it to Holland to bring the news of the
gifts of the two casts to Berlin and Paris to the assembled guests. Signifi-
cantly, Holland acknowledged the German copy to be a quid pro quo for
Wilhelm’s donations to the Carnegie Institute; a telegram by the German
emperor thanking Carnegie was read out. In the case of the French repli-
ca, Carnegie could allow his magnanimity to shine without impediment.
Of course, Holland took care that the news was distributed to the press,
and took the opportunity to suggest that no German or French museum
would be large enough to hold the beast – contrary, of course, to the
splendid new complex in Pittsburgh.309 

The plug wasn’t necessary: the museum proved to be a roaring success
from the outset. About twenty-five thousand people gathered in the
complex on the first Sunday of opening, and it was estimated that in June
1907, more than fourteen thousand people entered the museum on one
afternoon alone.310 That amount of visitors took its toll on the museum

308. Doumer was a shareholder and would later (1911) become the president of the
Union des industries métallurgiques et minières and the Compagnie générale
d’électricité. Brocheux, et al., Indochina: An Ambiguous Colonization, 1858-1954,
39.

309. Anon. (1907). “Is Ready to Ship Diplodocus Casts. But Dr. Holland Is Wondering
Where Germany and France Will Place Carnegie’s Gifts.” Pittsburgh Chronicle-
Telegraph, April 18 1907.

310. Anon. (1907). “Squirt Tobacco at Venus’ Feet.” Pittsburgh Leader, April 23 1907;
Anon. (1907). “Traces of Crowd Removed. Cleaners at Carnegie Institute Have
Difficulty in Removing Stains of Tobacco Juice.” Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph,
April 23 1907. See also William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, June 10, 1907.
CMNH, Holland Letterbooks. 
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building and its collection. The floors of the museum were permanently
covered in tobacco spat out by the multitudes.311 Furthermore, the often
unprotected specimens proved vulnerable to the hot and humid Pitts-
burgh summer, combined with an unpredictable but over-active heating
installation and the combined effort of the city’s insect population.312

Image 18: Members of the American Association of Museums Assembled 
Around the Skeleton of Diplodocus Carnegii in the Carnegie Museum, June 5, 
1907. Note that the museum building itself has been retouched out. 313 
Source: Bumpus, Hermon C., etc. (1908). Proceedings of the American 
Association of Museums. Records of the Meeting Held at the Museum of 
the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 4-6, 1907. 
Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute. 

In that same month, the second meeting of the American Association of
Museums took place at the Carnegie Museum, a welcome piece of peer
recognition – particularly since the opening meeting of the association
had been held at the American Museum of Natural History in New York.
As was usual at such occasions, the assembled members had their photo
taken; once in front of the museum, and again next to the museum’s

311. Anon., “Traces of Crowd Removed. Cleaners at Carnegie Institute Have Difficulty
in Removing Stains of Tobacco Juice.”.

312. Anon. (1907). “Making Models of Diplodocus. Reproductions Destined for
Germany and France Nearly Ready for Shipment.” Pittsburgh Chronicle-
Telegraph, July 12 1907; Anon. (1907). “Museum was Hottest Place in America.
Steam Turned On in Midsummer and the Diplodocus nearly Melted Under 110
Degrees.” Pittsburgh Press, July 24 1907.

313. Source: Hermon C. Bumpus, etc. (1908). Proceedings of the American Association
of Museums. Records of the Meeting Held at the Museum of the Carnegie Institute,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June 4-6, 1907 (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute)
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prize, the – original – skeleton of Diplodocus carnegii. And the museum
proved interesting enough for a large delegation of the International
Zoological Congress to make the trip from Boston in September.While
Diplodocus had been forced to play second fiddle during the dedication of
the building, soon after it started to be noticed a little bit more. Particu-
larly the fact that foreign governments and prestigious institutions were
so eager to obtain a copy of the fossil hit a nerve in a city that still
suffered from something of an inferiority complex, particularly when it
came to science and culture. And nothing had made more of an impres-
sion – and was more often reported – than the fact that Wilhelm II, the
head of state of one of the main European powers, had gone to the trouble
of sending a telegram in gratitude for the donation.314 The local press,
and in particular the Carnegie-friendly Pittsburgh Post, published a long
series of articles in which “Andy’s dinosaur” was continually brought to
the fore. As a consequence, the animal became increasingly identified
with the museum itself to the point where one could wonder whether it
contained anything else.315 Similarly, for the Pittsburgh press Diplodocus
began to grow into the yardstick for ‘bigness’ in extinct (and sometimes
extant) animals – something that would become a much wider phenome-
non later on. New acquisitions by the museum were set off against the
large sauropod.316 In an age in which size truly mattered, being the
biggest was important – as we saw, it was one of the motivations for
Carnegie to get into paleontology in the first place. 

But Carnegie’s main agenda remained political, and it was here that
the dinosaur proved to be of use. The events in Pittsburgh marked the
beginning of the Diplodocus donations as a conscious campaign to raise
goodwill on behalf of Carnegie’s international arbitration policies. Per-
haps the most significant practical aspect was that virtually every muse-
um director and diplomat that Carnegie and Holland would hereafter
come into contact with during further Diplodocus donations, was present

314. Particularly in view of the absence of an official representation by the British, of
course.

315. E.g., Cleveland, Jean (1907). “Sketches of Curiosities Now on Exhibition at
Carnegie Museum. The Wonderful Dinosaur.” Pittsburgh Post, June 16 1907

316. Anon. (1907). “Big as Diplodocus? “Rats” Says Dr. Holland.” Pittsburgh Post, May
12 1907.
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at the Pittsburgh ceremony. From now on, Holland would talk to ac-
quaintances instead of strangers.
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4. A Party in Frankfurt-am-Main

Image 19: Diplodocus longus in the Lichthof of the new Senckenberg 
Museum, late summer 1907. Photo Archive Senckenberg Museum.

But already, wheels were set in motion that would cast sand into the
publicity surrounding Carnegie and Holland’s smoothly operating
dinosaur-copying machine. In this case, the rivalry between Carnegie
Museum’s and the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in New
York was to become a part of Diplodocus’ history. While Holland’s forces
worked to finish Carnegie’s promises to the President of France and the
German Kaiser, the American Museum shipped nothing less than an
original Diplodocus to Frankfurt’s Senckenberg Museum.317 

It hardly bears much explanation that in Pittsburgh, people were not
amused - William Holland in particular. After London and Pittsburgh,
Holland had assumed something which amounted to intellectual owner-
ship of the animal: he had overseen the setup of three skeletons (twice in
Pittsburgh and once in London). Adding to that, he had sought to com-
pensate his lack of professional standing training by publishing a mono-
graph on the subject, and knew little shyness when asked to give his
opinion about the animal.318 What made the situation even more difficult

317. Most of these were ‘spares’ from the AMNH’s expeditions to Wyoming in the
1890s.

318. Holland, “The Osteology of Diplodocus Marsh: With Special Reference to the
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for Holland was that it involved the AMNH”s Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology (DVP) and in particular the figure of Henry Fairfield Os-
born. The directors of the Carnegie museum and the DVP might have had
a lot in common, but their relation always remained strained. Holland’s
lack of comfort when dealing with Osborn and the AMNH in general is
indicated by the inconsistency of his attitude towards them, alternating
deference, hostility and bonhomie. Osborn, rather than to answer in
kind, appears to have kept the same cold distance to his colleague in
Pittsburgh that he did to most other people – except possibly for a few
occasions in which the two men fought over a particularly valuable
employee, as was the case with Wortman and Hatcher.319

As we saw with Holland’s comments about the Osborn’s Brontosaurus,
a sense of competition was always present when he spoke about the
AMNH. But it appears that their relation gradually worsened after about
1905. Writing in late 1904, Holland could still attempt to involve Osborn
in collegial gossip. For instance, when Olof Petersen threatened to leave
the Carnegie Museum for the Smithsonian in 1904, Holland showed an
astounding lack of discretion discussing his employee with his equal,
Osborn: 

It is a great mistake for anybody to suppose that Mr. Peterson will be able 
- unless he applies himself very strenuously to the study of the English 
language - to do much the way of the literature of paleontology, as I 
doubt whether he will find good-nature people in Washington who will be 
ready to write his articles for him.320

That did not last. In March of 1906, Holland clearly showed his dis-
pleasure in the face of allegations made by Osborn that Hatcher’s
Diplodocus monograph from 1901 had largely been based on AMNH
material, and that he had been shown insufficient gratitude. Holland
summarily admonished his colleague to ‘look the matter up’ and ‘exam-

Restoration of the Skeleton of Diplodocus Carnegiei Hatcher, Presented by Mr.
Andrew Carnegie to the British Museum, May 12, 1905.”.

319. The relation between both men is extensively treated in Rea, Bone Wars. The
Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur and Brinkman, The
Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905.

320. William J. Holland to Henry F. Osborn, November 25, 1904. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.
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ine the facts thoroughly’ to ‘discover that [he had been] mistaken’.321 A
week later, he partially backtracked, admitted that the reconstruction of
the pelvis and the skull was partly done on the basis of AMNH material,
and apologized for ‘unintentionally [doing] injustice to your skull’.322 He
could, however, not resist the temptation to have a go at Adam Her-
mann’s allegedly-doubtful reconstruction of Diplodocus’s skull. It marked
the cold-war atmosphere that existed for some time between both insti-
tutions, but also the apparently increasing inferiority complex on the
Pittsburghers’ part.

In correspondence with others, and most importantly Carnegie, Hol-
land could be even more disparaging about the work being done at the
DVP, and not infrequently portrayed Osborn as a borderline inept sci-
entist. Writing to Carnegie in June of 1904, he litters his criticism of the
AMNH’s upcoming Brontosaurus mount with suggestive stabs at the
DVP’s competence: 

When we get our Brontosaurus it will be a very different looking thing 
from the caricature which one of these days you may see mounted at the 
American Museum.323

Holland indicated to Carnegie that the DVP lacked the material for a full
mount and accused Osborn of compensating with his imagination for
what he did not possess in fossil material, “a very dangerous thing to do
in science”.324 A year later, he promises Carnegie that the museum: 

shall be very soon to restore [Brontosaurus] in better form and I believe 
more in accordance with the truth than has been done by Mr. Osborn in 
New York.325

321. William J. Holland to Henry F. Osborn, March 1, 1906. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

322. William J. Holland to Henry F. Osborn, March 8, 1906. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

323. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, June 10, 1904. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

324. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, June 10, 1904. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

325. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, July 18, 1905. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.
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Predictably, Holland’s opinion of the New York Diplodocus would not turn
out to be much more favorable. 

While Osborn and Holland enjoyed their spat about who owed grati-
tude to whom for what in Hatcher’s Diplodocus reconstruction, the
American Museum had been working for at least three months on their
own Diplodocus mount, which was to be donated to the Senckenbergische
Gesellschaft in Frankfurt. The idea to provide a significant gift to the new
building of the Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt was hatched in late
1905 in the minds of Morris Ketchum Jesup, a retired banker and the
president of the American Museum, and the financier Jacob Heinrich
Schiff, an immigrant from Frankfurt. This collusion on the part of two
such established citizens shows us something about the way the New
York museum worked. Rather than a top-down organization such as the
Carnegie Museum, where final responsibility, and the final say, always lay
with its benefactor, the AMNH seemed much more of a community
undertaking - even if many members of that community had a lot in
common with Andrew Carnegie.326 

Jacob Heinrich Schiff was a fairly typical example of a New York
financier-turned philanthropist. He had been born in 1847 in Frankfurt
as the son of a reasonably well-to-do Jewish stockbroker in the service of
the Rothschild family.327 1865 Saw the family emigrating to the United
States, and the young Jacob formed his own brokerage firm two years
later. He made his fortune as a partner of the banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb
& Co. in New York from 1875 onwards. His familiarity with German
industry and capital allowed him to act as an intermediary between both
nations and economies, and the firm was predominantly active in the
financing of railway projects. By the beginning of the twentieth century,
Schiff 's level-headed management and the predominant position of
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. had persuaded railway companies to substitute a sys-

326. For the inner workings of the AMNH, see Douglas Preston (1993). Dinosaurs in
the Attic (Kindle Edition) (New York: St. Martin’s Griffin) and, more recently,
Rieppel, “Dinosaurs: Assembling an Icon of Science.”.

327. Schiff 's biography here is based on Jacob Henry Schiff, and Cyrus Adler (1928).
Jacob H. Schiff; his Life and Letters. (New York: Doubleday) and Anon. (1906).
“Schiff,” in Jewish Encyclopedia (New York: Funk & Wagnalls).
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tem of mediation for the previous race-to-the-bottom competition
practices. 

Much like Carnegie and Jesup, Schiff started to become interested in
philanthropy at the height of his business career, apparently motivated
by more or less the same principles Carnegie had set out in his Gospel of
Wealth.328 Schiff dabbled in the usual philanthropic fields of education
and art, but perhaps even more than Carnegie, Schiff 's actions as a phil-
anthropist were to a large degree coupled with his personal history.
Important among his interests was the plight of Jewish immigrants, in
particular those that had escaped persecution in Russia. Not all projects
yielded positive results, however: ambitious plans to create a new class of
Jewish farmers in the newly opened American west came to little.329 

Additionally, he remained particularly close to the city of his birth,
Frankfurt, supporting various exchange projects both with money and
personal effort. In early 1902, Schiff had mediated between the American
Museum and the Senckenbergische Gesellschaft in Frankfurt during
negotiations to display part of the famous Frankfurt Herbarium Sencken-
bergiana in New York; the donation of Diplodocus was therefore a fitting
quid pro quo. Considering Schiff 's closeness to Carnegie's ideals, perhaps
it was not so unfitting that he should have come up with a very similar
sort of gift the Scotsman had already promised to other European
museums.

The Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt could trace its origin back to
1821, when the Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellschaft had
erected a first natural cabinet.330 As an initiative of the citizenry, this
cabinet was open to the public from the beginning - something of an
anomaly in a time where most such cabinets in Germany were still part

328. Gerald Sorin (1997). Tradition Transformed: The Jewish Experience in America
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press), 59.

329. Sorin, Tradition Transformed: The Jewish Experience in America, 58-60.
330. Wilhelm Schäfer, and Waldemar Kramer (1967). Geschichte des Senckenberg-

Museums im Grundriß / Chronik der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden
Gesellschaft 1817-1966 (Frankfurt am Main: Waldemar Kramer Verlag);
Wilhelm Schöndube, and Joachim Steinbacher (1967), “Aus der 150-jährigen
Geschichte der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Frankfurt
am Main,” Natur und Museum 97.
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of aristocratic courts.331 As an institution of scientific endeavor, the
museum proved to be highly successful and quickly ascended to a place
among the top institutions of Germany. By the end of the nineteenth
century, the Senckenberg was among the few institutions in Germany
that was able to rival the Berlin Museum für Naturkunde in terms of
scientific pre-eminence, and far surpassed it in visitor numbers.332 A
privately funded, society-backed and public-oriented institution, the
Senckenberg was the perfect antithesis of the Berlin museum. However,
being a Prussian museum (the Kingdom of Hessen had been made part of
the Prussian Kingdom in 1815) put it at a distinct disadvantage in rela-
tion to the competition from Berlin. Its prestige, unfortunately, was not
mirrored in real estate: the old premises had by now become wholly
unsuitable to house the ever-expanding collection, and something of a
safety hazard. Such cramped quarters made it difficult for the society to
fulfill its scientific functions, but also its educational mission. In terms of
visitors, the Senckenberg came in at a lowly 20,000 visitors per year,
which put it in the lower category of German natural history museums
in terms of visitor attendance, and far below the numbers achieved by its
sister institutions in Bremen, Hamburg or Berlin.333

It required a coup by the neurologist August Knoblauch, the museum's
director since 1899, to persuade the city of Frankfurt to back the building
of a new museum complex. A prestigious prize contest for a new muse-
um was set up, headed by Paul Wallot, the architect that had gained fame
(and some notoriety) as the creator of the new (1896) Reichstag building
in Berlin. Only when a definitive choice had been made did Knoblauch

331. See Köstering, Natur zum Anschauen: das Naturkundemuseum des deutschen
Kaiserreichs 1871-1914, 283-291 and Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich.
Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts.

332. Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19.
Jahrhunderts, 128-130. Kretschmann quotes visitor numbers around 60,000 for
the MfN (1905) and 75,000 for the Senckenberg (1907). Compared to the
Hamburg Natural History Museum (125,000) in the same period, that was still
not much to write home about. The museum in the Altona suburb of Hamburg
was Germany's most popular at this time, drawing in around 180,000 visitors
per year.

333. Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19.
Jahrhunderts, 128-130.
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request permission and funds from the city, offering the – very valu-
able – site of the old museum in exchange. A public campaign to raise
money for the new building drew money from many sections of the
Frankfurt citizenry, with benefactors including the Schiff family's erst-
while employers, the Rothschilds.334 Building began in 1904, with the
official opening of the building slated for late 1907. 

The opening of such a grand building required a grand gesture, and
through the aid of Schiff, Knoblauch found his way to Morris Jesup,
president of the AMNH and as much a part of New York’s entrepreneurial
aristocracy as Schiff himself. Like Schiff, Jesup had amassed his fortune
in the railway industry. He had been president of the museum since
1881, and it had taken up all of his time since 1883.335 During his tenure,
the museum began to undertake ever more ambitious expeditions to
augment the collections, supported by a growing influx of money
through endowments.

In late October of 1905, Schiff first approached Jesup about a possible
gift to the Senckenberg's new quarters, via Hermon Carey Bumpus, the
American Museum's Director of operations.336 Although we can't exactly
trace the process through which the president came up with the sugges-
tion to donate some of the museum's Diplodocus remains, it is very likely
that it originated with Osborn,337 perhaps after an exchange of views
with the German geologist Fritz Drevermann, who had recently been
appointed in Frankfurt to oversee the scientific furnishing of the new
museum.338 This was exactly the sort (and scale) of donation Schiff and
the Senckenberg had been aiming for; some of their elation about the size

334. Schöndube, and Steinbacher, “Aus der 150-jährigen Geschichte der
Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Frankfurt am Main.”,
454-455. It is important to stress the civic role here. The Senckenberg was not a
state institution, but one kept afloat by the citizens of Frankfurt, and it was
proud of it.

335. For Jesup's biography, see Preston, Dinosaurs in the Attic (Kindle Edition), 31-34.
336. Bumpus to Schiff, 30 October 1905. AMCA, Inv. 61.
337. Holland certainly seems to have thought so, as well. See William J. Holland to

Arthur Poynton, 3 April 1914. ACOA.
338. Sabine Theodora Ruh (2002). Dr. Fritz Ernst Drevermann, Professor für Geologie

und erfolgreicher Museumswissenschaftler: die Entwicklung vom Geologen zum
Museumswissenschaftler; museologisches Schaffen (Frankfurt am Main:
Universitätsbibliothek), 26.
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of the gift can be gathered from the letter , and they lost no time in re-
turning letters in which the Senckenberg's director, August Jassoy, show-
ered his American counterpart with compliments and a membership of
the Senckenberg society.339 For Drevermann, this was also a very fortu-
itous development - the new museum would now receive a truly impres-
sive centerpiece. 

Friedrich Ernst (‘Fritz’) Drevermann was born in 1875 as the oldest
son of Ernst Drevermann, a scion of an industrial family that was mainly
active as the producer of steel tools.340 During his studies of geology in
Bonn, Marburg and Berlin he appears to have shown an aversion to
philosophy, preferring observation to experiment.341 As a child of a
family of some means and reputation, he became active as a member of a
Burschenschaft (student fraternity), taking part in the tradition of duel-
ing and ending up with the Schmiß (scar) to prove it. Drevermann’s life
was not one of indulgence, however. Like most of his class, he was raised
with an awareness of social responsibility: towards the Fatherland (he
served as an army geologist in the First World War) but also in support of
various charitable causes.342 In 1905, Drevermann found an appointment
as an assistant in the geology department of the Senckenberg Museum,
and immediately showed that he did not consider himself to be a mere
employee. Only weeks into the job, he made himself unpopular by writ-
ing a scathing critique of the plans for the new museum, and demanded a

339. Jassoy to Jesup, 20 February 1906. AMNH, inv. 61. Jesup accepted the offer.
340. Most of Drevermann’s biography here is based on Rudolf Richter (1932), “Fritz

Drevermann, 15.2.1875-16.3.1932,” Natur und Museum 62, no. 5 and
particularly Ruh, Dr. Fritz Ernst Drevermann, Professor für Geologie und
erfolgreicher Museumswissenschaftler: die Entwicklung vom Geologen zum
Museumswissenschaftler; museologisches Schaffen.

341. Although this observation (made by Richter, “Fritz Drevermann,
15.2.1875-16.3.1932.”, 142) needs to be treated with some circumspection.
Drevermann’s obituary was published in mid-May of 1932, at a time in which a
more “Völkische” approach of natural history was becoming commonplace.

342. Ruh, Dr. Fritz Ernst Drevermann, Professor für Geologie und erfolgreicher
Museumswissenschaftler: die Entwicklung vom Geologen zum
Museumswissenschaftler; museologisches Schaffen, 10-12. Drevermann was a co-
founder of the Rotary Club of Frankfurt, for instance, and he was active in the
Society for Trade, Industry and Sciences (Gesellschaft für Handel, Industrie und
Wissenschaften).
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total overhaul.343 Although his superior, Friedrich Kinkelin, was not
amused by Drevermann’s unsolicited criticism, Knoblauch gave him the
chance to formulate an alternative, more progressive plan. Drevermann
spent subsequent years corresponding with European museums about
how to lay out and set up the exhibition rooms of the new building.
Opinionated but inexperienced, he had to work more or less from
scratch.344 However, he pulled this off with such success that the muse-
um created the new post of curator of paleontology for him in 1910.345 In
the short term, however, what concerned him was that the Senckenberg
had large collections but no real prize possessions. This phenomenon was
not uncommon in such institutions, where a more encyclopedic ideal
long required the collection of complete sequences of organisms rather
than eye-catching highlights. Drevermann’s critique of the initial plan for
the new museum had revolved around the absence of exhibits that might
appeal to a wider audience. The dinosaur would go a long way, of course,
but he nevertheless kept trying to exchange large parts of the collections
for a few large pieces that might capture the public’s imagination.346 

The Diplodocus the AMNH offered to donate to the Senckenberg con-
sisted of a limited number of bones, gathered during AMNH’s Wyoming
expedition of 1899, which by no means made up a complete skeleton.347

If the Senckenberg had hoped to display anything as grand as the skele-

343. Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im Grundriß / Chronik
der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 1817-1966, 393. 

344. E.g., Drevermann to Arthur Smith Woodward, 19 March 1906, or Drevermann
to Francis Arthur Bather, 7 May and 14 June 1906. BMNH DF100/40. In this
letter to his colleague from the British Museum (Natural History), Drevermann
ask for advice about how to display the “many inconspicuous objects as
favorable as possible”, and confesses to be “yet unsure, how to solve the question
of labeling”. Many of the detailed questions Drevermann puts to his colleagues
are astoundingly basic. But Drevermann clearly disagrees with the “zoological
order” used in Berlin (Drevermann to Bather, 14 June 1906).

345. Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im Grundriß / Chronik
der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 1817-1966, 393 ff.

346. Drevermann to Bumpus, 17 March 1903. AMNH, inv. 61.
347. Later examination has shown that not even all the bones in the original

skeleton were Diplodocus, with bits of its close relatives Apatosaurus and
Barosaurus mixed in. See Sachs, “Diplodocus - Ein Sauropode aus dem Oberen
Jura (Morrison-Formation) Nordamerikas.”, 140.
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ton that had been the talk of London in 1905, these hopes were soon
dashed. Already in April, Bumpus had to tell Jassoy that the condition of
the bones was such, that the museum had decided to mount it as a ‘bas-
relief’ or ‘wall-mount’, in which one side of the animal’s fossilized bones
would be exposed against a flat surface. This solution had been worked
out by the AMNH’s preparators Otto and Charles Falkenbach, together
with the paleontologist William Diller Matthew, to make the most of the
limited material in their possession.348 However, Bumpus was careful to
point out that this needn’t detract much from the total impression the
exhibit would make on visitors: 

The animal is so large that the backing can be trimmed away, leaving am-
ple passage for visitors under, in front of, and at the back of the body.349

Besides, as Matthew indicated, it might “give a better appearance from
the back” than an ordinary mount of an incomplete skeleton would.350

The New Yorkers were clearly aware of the importance of the skeleton’s
presentation as part of the new museum’s hall. If the Frankfurters were
disappointed by the proposal, they kept it to themselves. For the AMNH,
the problems of presentation, construction and transport were solved by
encasing the bones in a framework of wooden and plaster boxes – twen-
ty-three in total, weighing 7.3 metric tons.351 Missing bones, mainly in
the tail and neck, were drawn in to create the illusion of a complete
skeleton. That also made final assembly much easier because it entailed
little more than stacking the boxes in the right order.

As the work steadily progressed over the course of 1906, Schiff and
Jesup regularly showed their interest in the project – Jesup not in the last
place because he was supposed to pick up the bill at the end. But in finan-
cial terms, the New York Diplodocus did not even come close to Carnegie’s
gift to London. That had set the Pittsburgh millionaire back around eight
thousand dollars; Osborn’s estimate was that the DVP would be able to

348. Walter L. Beasley (1907), “An American Dinosaur for Germany,” The World
Today August, 846.

349. Bumpus to Jassoy, 4 April 1906. AMNH, inv. 61.
350. Sketch of the exhibit by Otto or Charles Falkenbach for Bumpus, sent along with

the letter of Bumpus to Jassoy of April 4, 1906. Date unknown, but made no
later than March of 1906. AMNH, inv. 61.

351. Bumpus to Jassoy, 5 February 1907. AMNH, inv. 61.
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keep expenditure at around 1500 dollars.352 Being able to work with
‘ready’ material and not having to produce molds for a cast made a big
difference, of course.

In December, Bumpus was able to report to Jesup that the work might
take up another three months or so, which ensured that the “package”
would be ready in time for the opening of the Frankfurt museum. By
early April 1907, the work had been completed, and later that month the
result was presented to Schiff – and nearly ninety people he brought
along – for inspection.353 All was now ready to ship the animal across the
Atlantic – and to go public.

The donation was well advertised in the daily and the illustrated press
on both sides of the Atlantic. Walter Beasley, a journalist with long-
standing links to the American Museum, was responsible for much of
them, writing long pieces for both The World Today and Scientific Ameri-
can – the latter of which was translated and re-published in Germany.354

Beasley might not have intended to play down the significance of
Carnegie’s donation to London, but by emphasizing it was an original,
and by not mentioning the London Diplodocus at all, that was the effect.
The New York Tribune even had the temerity to call it ‘the first Diplodocus

352. Excluding shipping and the construction of the base, which would have made
the difference even greater. Based on estimates by William Holland and Henry
Fairfield Osborn, respectively. Osborn’s preparator Adam Herrmann was even
more conservative, and estimated the project could be realized for just over
1100 dollars. Osborn disagreed. Holland to Carnegie, 23 December 1902. CMNH,
Holland Letterbooks; Osborn to Bumpus, 10 October 1906. AMNH, inv. 61;
Memo by Adam Herrmann to Osborn, 10 October 1906. AMNH, inv. 61.

353. “Invited to view Diplodocus (to be sent to Frankfurt), April 27, 1907 (Saturday,
4:30 to 5:30).”. AMNH, inv. 61.

354. Beasley, “An American Dinosaur for Germany”; Walter L. Beasley (1907),
“Diplodocus: the Greatest of all Earthly Creatures,” Scientific American June 15;
Walter L. Beasley (1907), “Der für Deutschland bestimmte große amerikanische
Dinosaurus,” Über Land und Meer 1907. For Beasley’s connection to the AMNH,
also see Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate
Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 98 and
Allmon, “The Pre-modern History of the Post-Modern Dinosaur. Phases and
Causes in Post-Darwinian Dinosaur Art.”, 20.
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to visit Europe’.355 Press attention was not restricted to the United States
and Germany, however; reports found their way across the globe.356

If we can gather anything from Holland’s later writing on the subject,
the shock of seeing the first reports about the New York/Frankfurt
Diplodocus in the press was a nasty one. In November of the previous
year, Osborn had suggested to swap some parts of the AMNH’s Allosaurus
for apparently superfluous bits of Diplodocus that were held in Pitts-
burgh.357 Holland had been sympathetic and had honored Osborn’s
request, but whether much of that goodwill remained when he found out
his bones had found their way into someone else’s gift is rather doubtful -
particularly when that other was Osborn.358

By late May of 1907, after Carnegie’s offer of another German
Diplodocus replica, this time to Berlin, had been accepted, Holland saw
himself forced to raise the point of the Frankfurt Diplodocus in his corre-
spondence with the German minister of state Theodor von Müller. He
tried to make the best of it, contrasting as much as he could the poverty
of the AMNH’s efforts with Carnegie’s munificence:

I am informed that a fragmentary half-relief of a very much smaller 
specimen of the the Diplodocus has been presented by Mr. Moris K. Jesup 
of New York to the Senckenberg Museum at Frankfurt. […] It does not be-
gin to show the anatomy of the great beast as correctly a the specimen 
which we have offered to His Majesty, nor is the restoration nearly as cost-
ly a gift as that which is tendered by Mr. Carnegie.359 

Twenty-four crates containing the object of discontent had meanwhile
arrived in Frankfurt on June 18, ready to be erected. But when Harry F.
Beers, who had been sent ahead to assemble the display, opened the boxes
in July, two of them turned out to have been damaged in transport:

355. Anon. (1907). “A Gift Diplodocus. To Be Presented to a European Museum by
Morris K. Jesup.” New York Tribune, April 21 1907.

356. E.g., Anon. (1907). “He Travels in Sections. A Diplodocus, Who Weighs Tons,
Goes in Twenty-Five Pieces.” Victoria Daily Colonist, June 15 1907; Anon. (1907).
“‘n Presentje.” Het Nieuws van den dag voor Nederlandsch-Indië, November 11
1907.

357. Holland to Osborn, 19 November 1906. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
358. And they had. See Osborn to Jesup, 22 May 1907. AMNH, inv. 61.
359. Holland to Theodor von Möller, 24 May 1907. CDDC.
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specifically, a number of vertebrae belonging to the animal’s long neck
had been shattered.360 Beers, mindful of the looming deadline but unsure
what to do since he could not count on much help from the Senckenberg,
wrote to Bumpus for assistance. In the end, it was the drawings from
Hatcher’s 1901 monograph that eventually allowed him to reconstruct
the vertebrae from the shards.361 By the end of July, the work had been
done, and the dinosaur from New York graced the new building’s central
courtyard – although the Carnegie Museum had, unwittingly, con-
tributed to it as well. 

The Frankfurt Diplodocus was unveiled in a festive ceremony on Sun-
day, October 13, 1907, as part of the opening of the new museum build-
ing. Bumpus was among the invited as a representative of Jesup, and
spoke about the similarities between the AMNH and the Senckenberg,
presenting them both as shining examples of the fruits of collaboration
between scientists and businessmen. Seen in this light, the existence and
extinction of Diplodocus also presented a moral tale, since it represented:

one of nature’s final efforts towards the establishment of physical su-
premacy. For many millions of years after the age of these gigantic rep-
tiles, nature has pursued a different ideal until it is our good fortune to 
live at a time when right and justice prevail over brute force.362

Frankfurt had tipped the capital to the post, even if the display left some-
thing to be desired and their Diplodocus longus turned out to be quite a bit
smaller than the one prepared for Berlin. But the Frankfurters did not
seem to care; in their masses they flocked to gawk at the museum’s new
acquisition, taking the number of visitors to over 80,000 for the year –
more than four times what it had been at the old Senckenberg museum
in 1907.363 The wall mount, or rather the question what it was supposed

360. Harry F. Beers to Bumpus, 10 July 1907. AMNH, inv. 61.
361. Hatcher, “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology, Taxonomy, and Probable Habits,

With a Restoration of the Skeleton.”. See Beers to Bumpus, 23 July 1907. AMNH,
inv. 61.

362. “Address of Professor Hermon C. Bumpus representing Mr. Morris K. Jesup”.
Undated. AMNH, inv. 61.

363. For visitor numbers, see Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische
Museen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts, 129. Although it is probably not
fair to attribute this increase entirely to Diplodocus, the dinosaur must take a
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to show, proved confusing to some among the audience. Many appeared
to think that it had been prepared to suggest the condition of the fossil
upon discovery - which had never been the intention of the AMNH.364

The Frankfurt press covered the festivities extensively.365 Interest
outside of the city, on the other hand, remained minimal. Press outside of
the city hardly covered it at all, and even the dinosaur from New York
failed to make a national impact in Germany, apart from a few pages in
the illustrated press.366 Considering the presence of so many magazines
wholly or partially devoted to science, and the general interest in sci-
entific material in the country, that might seem surprising – until one
realizes that the Frankfurters predominantly marketed the festivities as a
social occasion. Most of the papers’ attention went to the various digni-
taries and celebrities: the German Kultusminister Ludwig Holle and the
Princess Karl Friedrich von Hessen, who jointly performed the actual
opening representing the emperor and empress367, various generals,
administrators, and of course the representatives of the American Muse-
um. Diplodocus, as it might have been, was at best mentioned in passing.

For the new museum, the fossil was a source of pride from the begin-
ning. In 1911, Drevermann took to the Frankfurter Zeitung und Handels-
blatt – one of the few newspapers with national distribution in Germany,
but with firm ties to its home base – in order to emphasize the superiority

good chunk of the credit because of its extensive advertisement.
364. See for instance Anon. (1909). “Der falsch rekonstruierte Diplodocus.”

Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt, August 20 1909, which takes this
viewpoint as obvious.

365. E.g., Anon. (1907). “Die Einweihung des Senckenbergischen Museums.”
Frankfurter Nachrichten, 14 October 1907; Anon. (1907). “Eröffnung des neuen
Senckenbergischen Museums.” Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt, 14 October
1907; Anon. (1907). “Feier zur Eröffnung des neuerbauten Museums der
Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft.” Intelligenz-Blatt der Stadt
Frankfurt a.M. (Frankfurter Journal), October 14 1907.

366. The Leipzig-based Illustrirte Zeitung was one of the few to honor the occasion
with more than a token mention. See Oskar Meyer-Elbing (1907), “Das
neuerbaute Museum der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu
Frankfurt a. M.,” Illustrirte Zeitung 3363.

367. But not the imperial couple themselves, as the museum had hoped. See Jassoy to
Bumpus, 22 January 1907 and undated (prob. early March 1907). AMNH, Inv.
61. 
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of ‘his’ original over the copies doled out by Carnegie. Somewhat smugly,
he contrasted the difficulties of putting the plaster Diplodocuses in
existing museums with the magnificent place their dinosaur had re-
ceived in the new hall, and how:

since then, the Frankfurt museum has been the leading museum not only 
in Germany, but on the entire European mainland, with regard to its mul-
titude of dinosaurs.368

It was a firm boast, but a justified one. After 1907, the Senckenberg
quickly managed to acquire more dinosaurs. Among them a were set of
Triceratops skulls and a sensational Trachodon “mummy” with some
preserved skin remains. These, and others, were typically donated to the
museum through wealthy patrons, such as the industrialist and chemist
Arthur von Weinberg (Trachodon), or the merchant Otto Braunfels
(Triceratops).369 This practice gave the museum far more financial lever-
age than their colleagues in Berlin, who relied mostly on funds from the
state (mostly via the university).370 Contrary to Berlin, however, Frank-
furt did not organize its own field expeditions, remaining reliant on
fossils traders for new acquisitions.

By the beginning of 1914, the museum had apparently begun to feel
that the criticism directed at its wall mount was not entirely unjustified.
Moreover, it seems that the structure had started to crumble.371 But the
main problem was that both for research purposes and as a public dis-
play, the wall mount would no longer do. All other Diplodocuses on the
continent, a total of seven at that time, were full, three-dimensional
mounts; and the Frankfurt specimen somewhat paled in comparison. 

368. Drevermann, Fritz (1911). “Deutsche Dinosaurier.” Frankfurter Zeitung und
Handelsblatt, 11 April 1911 (my translation). Interestingly, Drevermann gets
the chronology of the donations wrong, placing the Carnegie donation before
the one from New York, rather than after.

369. Schöndube, and Steinbacher, “Aus der 150-jährigen Geschichte der
Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft zu Frankfurt am Main.”,
459. Also see Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im
Grundriß / Chronik der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft
1817-1966.

370. The important exception was the Tendaguru expedition, which was to a large
extent financed by private money. See chapter V.5.

371. Joachim Scholz, Senckenbergische Gesellschaft, Pers. comm., 2010.
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The problem was how to erect a fully mounted skeleton out of a scat-
tering of bones. To the museum, the most obvious course was to request
an exchange of material from the Carnegie Museum in Pittsburgh, the
institution housing the largest collection of Diplodocus bones, and the
most experienced at casting them. Apparently aware that the matter
might be somewhat sensitive, the initiative was taken to have Arthur von
Weinberg, the director of the Senckenberg Society and therefore the
highest authority within the museum as well, write a letter to Andrew
Carnegie directly, instead of allowing to let Drevermann approach Hol-
land as a colleague. Inevitably, the letter wound up on Holland’s desk
when Carnegie’s personal secretary, John Poynton, asked for his opinion. 

Holland’s lengthy reply to Poynton made clear that seven years’ time
had hardly softened his opinion about the Frankfurt Diplodocus. It was,
he wrote “something which he had never ceased to think of.”372 The letter
then followed by providing the history of the matter to Poynton; the
words recall much of the Holland’s original frustration:

[…] Dr. Henry F. Osborn of the American Museum in New York, not to be 
outdone in good works, conceived the idea that he too ought to set up a 
Diplodocus somewhere on the other side. He had some fragments of a 
small specimen of Diplodocus longus, a somewhat diminutive species […].
With the help of the fragments he had, good and far as they went, and 
with knowledge of the subject derived from the publications in part of the 
Carnegie Museum, […] he contrived to get together what is known as a 
“slab-mount” or “wall-mount”, showing in relief one side of the small an-
imal the restoration of which he essayed. I […] have seen it in Frankfort. 
It is not an imposing affair, in fact is execrably mounted, and has never 
attracted any attention, except locally in Frankfort. Osborn at the time, 
because he had incorporated in the thing a few of the real bones tried to 
assume a patronising air, and condescendingly informed me that the 
American Museum “only gave away real things”. […] Oh yes! I remember 
all about the “Frankfort Diplodocus”.373

To Holland, the American Museum’s intervention in matters Diplodocus
was evidently motivated by jealousy:

372. William J. Holland to Arthur Poynton, 3 April 1914. ACOA.
373. William J. Holland to Arthur Poynton, 3 April 1914. ACOA.
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Some men who had been accustomed to think of themselves as the sole oc-
cupants of this particular scientific field, were spurred to a great deal of 
activity, lest their hardly won laurels should be taken from them.374

‘Some men’ of course refers solely to Osborn. In fact, Holland does not
even provide a clear advice about how to reply to the request from Frank-
furt, so concerned is he to contrast this ‘example of what not to do’ with
the eminent efforts made at his own museum. He makes sure to set off
the ‘local’ attention for the Frankfurt Diplodocus against the success of
the Carnegie casts in St. Petersburg and Madrid, before adding a hand-
written postscript: “That Frankfort crowd is a very smooth bunch.”375

Mostly, the letter is further evidence of Holland’s sense of inferiority
and his resentment when confronted with the AMNH – and with Osborn
in particular. Holland’s direct communication with Osborn would never
reflect these sentiments; rather, one gets the sense that he felt deeply
uncertain when writing to Osborn – but he would rarely leave the safe
confines of cool civility, just as Osborn would always reply in the same
style. However, it is clear from his writing to others that Holland regard-
ed the AMNH’s actions as a decidedly underhand attempt to cash in on
the efforts of the Carnegie Museum – and one can hardly fault him for
doing so. Poynton, obviously having taken the hint, replied to Weinberg
that Carnegie would refrain from providing Frankfurt with a Diplodocus
since the museum in Berlin already possessed one of his casts.376 Essen-
tially the same answer as had been given to Bremen in 1905, this forced
deference to the capital must particularly have stung the Frankfurters. 

More importantly, it left their problem unresolved, which it would
remain for the foreseeable future as war, scarcity of resources, and politi-
cal chaos intervened. The wall mount was disassembled in 1918, ostensi-
bly to save it from damage through airplane attacks on the museum.377

Drevermann again took up the task after the end of the war, together

374. William J. Holland to Arthur Poynton, 3 April 1914. ACOA.
375. William J. Holland to Arthur Poynton, 3 April 1914. ACOA.
376. John A. Poynton to Arthur Weinberg, 22 April 1914. ACOA.
377. Anon. (1919), “Museumsbericht über die Jahre 1917 und 1918: Geologisch-

palaeontologische Sammlung,” Bericht der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden
Gesellschaft in Frankfurt am Main 49.
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with preparator Christian Strunz.378 The work took several years, and
when it was finished in 1925, the Frankfurt dinosaur had been removed
from its wooden boxes and given a three-dimensional mount. Supple-
menting the original bones were additions from New York (some from
the same quarry the fossil in the wall mount had come from) and the U.S.
National Museum of Natural History in Washington.379 Some parts of the
original donation from New York had in fact disappeared from the new
mount. The skull and atlas (the first cervical vertebra, with which the
skull connects), for instance, had been replaced by pieces from the Smith-
sonian. Moreover, some bones of dubious provenance should, in hind-
sight, probably be attributed to Diplodocus's relative Barosaurus.380

Drevermann's reconstruction differed in important respects from
Hatcher and Holland's, and looked nothing like the 'kit' which the Ameri-
can Museum had sent to Frankfurt. It gave the animal a very narrow gait
in its front limbs and a very wide one in its hind quarters, with both the
elbows and knees bent outward. The tail, rather than continuing the
downward line of the back as it did in the Carnegie's reconstructions, was
bent upwards because Drevermann had discovered that the fused sacral
vertebrae made such a solution unavoidable.381 In order to make the tail
touch the ground, the animal’s back had to curve upward, which meant
that the front legs could only reach the ground when the scapulae were
placed almost vertically in order to lengthen these limbs. The neck was
given something of a swan-like, s-shaped curve.

378. For more about Strunz, see p. 340 f.
379. After the last reconstruction of the animal was put together in 1969, an

unknown museum worker briefly jotted down the history of the fossil. This
paper, along with a drawing based on Abel's reconstruction from 1910 (Othenio
Abel (1910), “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus,” Abhandlungen der K.K.
Zoologisch-botanischen Gesellschaft in Wien 5) now resides in the fossil workshop
of the Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt. Unfortunately, it is not entirely
consistent with the paper by Thomas Keller about the new mount (Thomas
Keller (1973), “Diplodocus – Fossil und Leiche,” Natur und Museum 103). As
Keller notes, the origin of some of the pieces, particularly some of the tail
vertebrae, are not traceable.

380. Keller, “Diplodocus – Fossil und Leiche.”, 333. 
381. Christian Strunz (1936), “Unsere Donner-Echse (Diplodocus) in neuer Haltung,”

Natur und Volk 66, 372.
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Image 20: The Senckenberg Diplodocus longus in Drevermann's 
reconstruction, after 1924 and before 1934. Photo Archive Senckenberg 
Museum.

Drevermann's Diplodocus did not survive its creator by much. In 1935,
three years after his death, the Senckenberg decided to re-mount its main
attraction once more. While it is not entirely clear what provoked this
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decision, preparator Christian Strunz would claim it was mainly thanks
to scientific considerations that the massive operation was undertaken.
And Strunz made some radical and unorthodox choices. Because these
choices can best be properly understood from a different, specifically
German perspective, we shall come back to his reconstruction more
extensively later.382 

A final re-mount was undertaken in 1969 which proved, in its own
way, to be as radical as Strunz's work from the 1930s. Drevermann's
typical upward turn of the tail was reinstated, but for the remainder the
reconstruction reflected the beginning of what the American paleontolo-
gist Robert Bakker would later describe as the 'dinosaur renaissance': a
sharp departure away from the idea of slow, dull-witted, aquatic
sauropods.383 The Senckenberg's Diplodocus had become an almost agile
dinosaur, neck and tail stretched out from a torso that was nimbly trot-
ting forward.384 For the time, this was not an uncontroversial choice: new
insights in the biomechanics and metabolism of dinosaurs were begin-
ning to gain traction in the late 1960s, but in many museums and among
many scientists more conservative opinions prevailed.385 

But let us return to the animal's first appearance in Frankfurt in 1907.
One can hardly blame Holland for not being amused. Osborn must have
been aware that a donation of a Diplodocus, and one that was, as he
emphasized several times, an original instead of merely a cast, would not
go down well in Pittsburgh. The central question is whether we are
seeing a conscious provocation on the part of the New Yorkers, or a form
of disinterest. As for Jesup or Schiff, it is probably fair to say that they
didn't give the matter much thought after it had been decided to donate
the Diplodocus remains. Osborn's suggestion offered a quick solution to
their problem, and that was the end of the matter. As for Osborn himself,
his motivations seem to be more complex. Holland and he maintained
strained relations, and it seems clear that the DVP's director had little
time for his counterpart. Whether that proves any malevolence is anoth-

382. See Chapter V.4.
383. Robert T. Bakker (1975), “Dinosaur Renaissance,” Scientific American 232.
384. Keller, “Diplodocus – Fossil und Leiche.”.
385. For a good discussion about dinosaur paleontology in this period, see Desmond,

The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology.
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er matter, but weight of the evidence, circumstantial though it may be in
this case, is certainly against Osborn.
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5. “The only peaceful monarch”. Andrew and the 
Kaiser

Image 21: Wilhelm II visiting an Ethiopian tribe in the ‘Völkerschau’ at 
Hagenbeck's new Zoo near Hamburg, 1909. Source: Bundesarchiv, Bildbank, 
Bild 183-R52035. 

The special position of Germany in this story has something to do with
the special relation that Carnegie felt existed between him and one of the
most enigmatic figures of modern European history. With a reputation
that never quite recovered from the intense hatred created by the propa-
ganda machines of the First World War, the German emperor Wilhelm II
was broadly regarded as the symbol of his country, with all its contrasts:
modern and technocratic, but also irresponsibly impulsive, authoritarian
and inflexible. As subsequent research has shown, however, the emperor
was a far more complex figure than this caricature suggests. Far from the
all-powerful autocrat that the French and British presses would later
make him out to be, the checks on imperial power were determined both
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by the political context in which he had to work, and Wilhelm's own
personality.386 

Around 1900, Wilhelm’s Germany was generally regarded as a world-
leading nation in industry and, often by association, science. And in
most of Europe and in the United States, the fruits of science were wel-
comed as support to national development, as the ultimate manifesta-
tion of the national identity, or simply as a boost to national self-esteem
and self-assertion.387 The German Kaiser Wilhelm Institute may serve as
an indicator of this phenomenon:

Just like the Großstaat and Großindustrie, Großwissenschaft has shown 
itself to be an indispensable element of our cultural development, of 
which the Academies are or should be the legitimate guardians.388

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Germans had much to be proud
of. The situation at mid-century had been radically different. The pan-
ning of German engineering at the International Exhibition of 1874 in
Philadelphia sent shockwaves through the new country, and initiated a
host of initiatives to bring it up to par with the rest of the world. It is
important to emphasize that despite constant references to a Humboldt-
ian academic ideal, this new German science was primarily there to be
practical. More specifically, it was there to serve the needs of industries
and, in a larger context, German unification. Indeed, the role of the state

386. Thomas A. Kohut (1991). Wilhelm II and the Germans. A Study in Leadership
(Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press); Katharine A. Lerman (2004).
“The Kaiser’s Elite? Wilhelm II and the Berlin Administration, 1890–1914,” in
The Kaiser. New Research on Wilhelm II’s role in Imperial Germany, ed. Annika
Mombauer, and Wilhelm Deist (Cambridge, etc.: Cambridge University Press);
Annika Mombauer, and Wilhelm Deist (2003). The Kaiser: new research on
Wilhelm II’s role in imperial Germany (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press);
John Röhl (1996). The Kaiser and His Court: Wilhelm II and the Government of
Germany (Cambridge University Press); Röhl, Wilhelm II. Into the Abyss of War
and Exile, 1900-1941.

387. Elisabeth Crawford (1992). Nationalism and Internationalism in Science,
1880-1939 : Four Studies of the Nobel Population (Cambridge etc.: Cambridge
University Press), 32 f.

388. Brigitte Schroeder-Gudehus (1978). Les scientifiques et la paix : la communauté
scientifique internationale au cours des années 20 (Montréal: Presses de
l’Université de Montréal), 12. 
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in the promotion of technical education and general education in Ger-
many has been described as nothing ‘less than a large-scale subsidisation
of the infrastructure necessary for the development of German
capitalism’.389

However, although the German state played an important part in the
setup of new scientific infrastructure, much of the resources were pro-
vided by private means. The Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gesellschaft, an institution
founded in 1911 with private capital, was to be the crowning point of
this development. The insight that German science was supposed to lay
ground for German industry and thereby for the German nation could all
too easily lead to the conclusion that it therefore occupied itself only
with applied science, but ironically enough the opposite was closer to the
truth. Both scholars and civilians placed great emphasis upon a disinter-
ested, ‘pure’ attitude towards science, unencumbered by the everyday
demands of profitability. Research into ideas received far greater recogni-
tion, among the public as well as the scientific community, than research
into the application of those ideas. And although state-funded science
could be highly esteemed as contributor to the creation of High Culture,
it was not necessarily always produce what was needed by the industries.

German scholarship had largely reasserted itself well before the 1870s.
Although it was regarded second-rate around 1800, by the second third
of the century the situation had become very different. Chemists such as
Julius Liebig, and physicists like Hermann Helmholtz had given a new
impetus to scientific research.390 At the centre of their method was the
experiment: systematized, reproducible and quantifiable, and therefore
made applicable to other disciplines. One very important factor was a
superior system for taking measurements, which made it possible to go
beyond that what was directly visible, and to enhance observation by
making use of thermal or chemical means, such as infra-red light. The
next table gives some idea of the rewards reaped by Germany in the
international ‘scientific arms race’:

389.  Feldman 1990, 87-88.
390. Thomas Nipperdey (1992). Deutsche Geschichte 1866-1918. (München: C.H.

Beck), 490f.
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Table 1: Discoveries in optics, electricity, magnetism and heat. 
German French & English

1806-1815 26 34

1816-1825 34 175
1826-1835 64 125
1836-1845 108 206
1846-1855 189 269
1856-1865 231 201
1866-1870 136 91

Share of German scientists set against those from France and England. 
Source: Nipperdey, Deutsche Geschichte 1866-1918., 494.

The list shows much the same image when applied to medicine: from
1830 onwards, no single nation could boast more discoveries in that field
than Germany.391 

It is rather typical of a newly founded nation, then, that despite these
achievements it should take such offense at being criticized abroad. The
problem was that the échec at Philadelphia had pointed out that although
German method in itself was sound, its precision technology was any-
thing but. Over the following twenty-five years, it recuperated to such an
extent that apart from supplying the home market it became a leading
manufacturer of precision instruments. Much of this turnaround was
due to privately funded institutions, like the Physikalisch-Technische
Reichsanstalt, which laid the groundwork for a number of technological
breakthroughs within the German optical and electrical industries.392 By

391. Despite the obvious fact that in 1830, Germany was not yet a single nation. The
presentation of such figures does present potential problems, certainly when
applied in such an anachronistic setting. Whereas German nationalism and
national sentiment were indisputable quantities by the 1830s, it remains to be
seen whether the idea of competing scientific nationalism was as relevant as it
was forty years later. 

392. David Cahan (1985), “The Institutional Revolution in German Physics,
1865-1914,” Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 15, no. 2, 26-38. The
Reichsanstalt would later become Berlin’s Technical University.
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the turn of the century, Germany was unquestionably the world leader in
the manufacture of optical instruments.393 

It is important to point out that these private institutions were always
meant to supplement and assist university research, never to replace it or
perform research entirely independently. The German universities re-
mained on the forefront of scientific innovation. As a consequence, they
attracted an unprecedented share of foreign students: around eight
percent of the total number.394

The Dutch historian Bastiaan Willink has made some attempts to
quantify the relative status of scientific nations by counting their num-
bers in reference works on the history of science.395 This has led him to
the surprising conclusion of a steady decline of German science after
1880. However, his figures do show once more the degree to which
German science dominated over that of France and the United Kingdom
around 1900, with Germans getting mentioned more often than sci-
entists from the other two nations put together.396 Such a “decline”, if
there was one, was surely relative rather than absolute. By the time the
First World War erupted, Germany had become the unquestionable
leader of a number of other industries and had overtaken British eco-
nomic supremacy, competing with the United Kingdom for political
spheres of interest, and even, albeit not always wholeheartedly, for
colonial possessions outside of Europe. Most of this economic upsurge
had been due to the development of science-based industries: steel,

393. Cahan, “The Institutional Revolution in German Physics, 1865-1914.”, 32.
394. Crawford, Nationalism and Internationalism in Science, 1880-1939 : Four Studies

of the Nobel Population, 33.
395. Especially Pogendorff ’s Biographisch-Literarisches Handwörterbuch and the

Dictionary of Scientific Biography. Bastiaan Willink (1996), “On the Structure of
a Scientific Golden Age Social Change, University Investments and Germany’s
Discontinuous Rise to 19th Century Scientific Hegemony,” Berichte zur
Wissenschaftsgeschichte 19, no. 1.

396. Willink, “On the Structure of a Scientific Golden Age Social Change, University
Investments and Germany’s Discontinuous Rise to 19th Century Scientific
Hegemony.”, 37 (table 3). Surprisingly enough, Germany’s climb to hegemony
appears to be non-linear, with minor slumps around 1850 and around 1870.
Especially the second one is difficult to explain, particularly since Willink fails
to specify his analytical method. 
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chemical, electrical and precision-technical and clearly underlined the
importance of scientific activity.397

In France, Great Britain, and the United States, German science was
regarded with envy. The use of science as a tool for nationalism was
seldom more clearly demonstrated than by the flag-waving opening of a
new German university in the recently annexed city of Strasbourg (or
rather Straßburg) in 1871. The university was set up with sufficient
funds to build an impressive array of laboratories, a thorn in the side of
the French.398 Quite apart from the insult of Germany blowing its horn in
what was regarded as a part of France, the French could not really com-
pete with German science or engineering. As an industrial nation, the
Germans had overtaken France by 1880, and the challenge was clearly
felt. Science had become a totem for the nation.

In Germany, the initiative for innovation in science had mainly come
through the financial backing of wealthy industrialists, either in the
form of an investment or a trust fund. The attitude of the state, and of
the royals in particular, had traditionally been ambivalent. A typical
episode took place in 1877, after the second specimen of the extinct bird
Archaeopteryx, an apparent intermediary form between birds and rep-
tiles, was found in Southern Bavaria. The first specimen of the animal
had been found in 1861, but was purchased by the British Museum and
had thus been lost to Germany.399 Pleas to the Germany emperor Wilhelm
I – Wilhelm II’s grandfather – to acquire this new, even more valuable
fossil on behalf of Germany fell upon deaf ears, and provoked a furious
reaction from the socialist zoologist Carl Vogt:

Ah! if, instead of a bird, a petrified cannon or gun had been concerned!400

In the end, the fossil was bought by the Berlin Museum für Naturkunde
after a scientifically more aware German citizen, the industrialist Werner
von Siemens, coughed up the 20,000 goldmarks requested by Häberlein.

397. Cahan, “The Institutional Revolution in German Physics, 1865-1914.”, 25.
398. Crawford, Nationalism and Internationalism in Science, 1880-1939 : Four Studies

of the Nobel Population, 33-34.
399. Of course, there was no Germany for things to be lost to at this time. Post-1871

hindsight, however, put it as such.
400. Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology, 137-138.
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Like his grandfather, Wilhelm rarely showed much inclination to
discuss scientific matters, let alone engage in scientific activity itself. It
would have been an unusual area of interest for a Prussian crown prince.
But such disinterest predominantly concerned scientific knowledge
itself: Wilhelm was well aware of the use science could have as a tool: in
support of the empire (hence the demonstration in Strasbourg) and of
industry, to organize knowledge, and to influence public opinion. For the
emperor, it was worthwhile to be identified with the scientific sphere and
all the associations of modernism and progress that came with it. Wil-
helm professed to regard himself as a ‘modern man’, which implied an
interest in discovery and invention.401 A certain scientific expansionism
became a hallmark of the regime, and while the German empire and its
institutions remained as disinterested in the details of the work done by
its scientists as they had always been, it was certainly providing the
infrastructure to make it possible. Significantly, Wilhelm invested into
the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt that the same Werner von
Siemens had helped create. No longer were the Reich’s political elite and
its science-conscious entrepreneurs one another’s opposites.

By 1900, Germany was also a literate nation, and one in which public
interest in science was broadening. Newspapers, illustrated journals, but
also popular works of reference such as Meyer's Konversations-Lexikon
often circulated well over two hundred thousand copies and were read by
many more.402 Scientific news and background information could be
found in the pages of newspapers and the illustrated press, and in spe-
cialized publications aimed at a wide audience. To be seen as a patron of
such a laudable activity became important for any German politician,
and the head of state was no exception. 

For Carnegie, it made sense to win favor with the emperor by giving
him the opportunity to demonstrate his fondness for scientific endeavor;
particularly if it involved such a large and expensive object. But costly

401. Lamar Cecil (1996). Wilhelm II. Volume Two: Emperor and Exile, 1900-1941
(Raleigh: The University of North Carolina Press), 59-60. Also see the emperor’s
memoirs: Wilhelm II of Hohenzollern (1922). The Kaiser’s Memoirs (New York
and London: Harper & Brothers). 

402. Alfred Kelly (1981). The Descent of Darwin : The Popularization of Darwinism in
Germany, 1860-1914 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press).
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though the undertaking might be, the Scotsman felt there was a lot at
stake as well: nothing less than the establishment of a system to secure
world peace.

In a speech at the University of St. Andrews in 1902, Carnegie had
already elaborated on the crucial role that he saw for Germany in the
global balance of power. Great Britain, even with its empire, would never
be able to sustain its position alongside a German Empire that was quick-
ly catching up with it in terms of military power, and had already sur-
passed it in such crucial areas as industry and science.403 From that time
onward, the esteem in which Carnegie held the young, energetic German
emperor only increased, as did the role he envisaged for him on the world
stage. Nothing can better express the Scotsman’s inflated expectations
than a letter he wrote to Wilhelm in January of 1907, in which he put
himself in the emperor’s place:

God has seen fit to place me [Andrew Carnegie as Kaiser] in command of 
the greatest military power ever known. For what end? Surely for good 
and not for evil; surely for peace and not for war. […] I become the peace-
maker of the world – the curse of centuries lifted at a single stroke. Alone, 
I did it.404

No known reply from Wilhelm is known, but six months later Carnegie
was invited to join the emperor at the Kiel regatta. And even though he
was not able to discuss much with the emperor amidst the pandemoni-
um of the event, he came away with even higher expectations.405 To
Carnegie, any attempt to establish peace should involve Germany’s ruler. 

With that in mind, the Diplodocus sent to Berlin was, to Carnegie, even
more important than the donation to the British Museum. In this case,
unfortunately, Diplodocus did not bring the success it should have done.
The problem was that for the Kaiser, 1908 turned out to be a turning
point in his reign – and not for altogether positive reasons. To begin with,
in the autumn of that year, the affair around Wilhelm’s confidant Eulen-
burg cast a very unfavorable and public light on one of the emperor’s

403. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 626.
404. Andrew Carnegie to Wilhelm II, 19 January 1907. Quoted in Nasaw, Andrew

Carnegie, 691.
405. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 690-691.
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immediate circles of friends and advisers.406 But an even more significant
calamity erupted in October, when a breathtakingly indiscrete interview
with the Kaiser in the London newspaper Daily Telegraph was pub-
lished.407 Among its many salacious highlights, it had the Kaiser proclaim
he had always supported the British in their hour of need whilst the
German people cared nothing for them, that the buildup of the German
fleet was directed at Far East interests rather than against any European
power, and that Russia and France had been attempting to exploit the
Boer Wars in order to cause embarrassment to the British. 

It could be argued that, for a change, Wilhelm wasn’t chiefly to blame
for the most far-reaching public relations debacle of his reign. For
starters, the interview consisted mostly of a summary of private talks
between the emperor and the British colonel Edward Stuart-Worley,
written down by the journalist Harold Spencer.408 About a year later,
these notes were subsequently worked into an interview which was then
sent to the Emperor with the request to approved it for publication in the
London Daily Telegraph. 

A comedy of errors now ensued. Wilhelm, apparently only having
glanced at it, sent the text to his Reich chancellor, Prince Bernhard von
Bülow, for approval. He, however, was on holiday, as was his press secre-
tary. Even today, it remains unclear whether any of them ever saw the
text prior to publication, and a junior official at the Auswärtiges Amt
eventually released it for publication.409 At the end of October, this back-

406. See Chapter IV.6.
407. Spencer, Harold (1908). “The Interview of the Emperor Wilhelm II.” Daily

Telegraph, October 28 1908.
408. For details on the Daily Telegraph Affair, see Peter Winzer (2002). Das

Kaiserreich am Abgrund. Die Daily Telegraph-Affäre und das Hale-Interview von
1908 (Stuttgart: Steiner), Röhl, Wilhelm II. Into the Abyss of War and Exile,
1900-1941, 706- and Alexander König (2009). Wie mächtig war der Kaiser?
Kaiser Wilhelm II zwischen Königsmechanismus und Polykratie von 1908 bis 1914
(Stuttgart: Franz Steiner Verlag), 33ff.

409. Modern studies are not united on this point. Winzer and Röhl believe that Von
Bülow must have seen the text, whereas König remains uncertain. He discusses
three possible scenarios, including one in which Von Bülow consciously used
the interview and its foreseeable backlash to curb the Kaiser’s stream of
unpredictable outpourings. See Winzer, Das Kaiserreich am Abgrund. Die Daily
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story became known and Bülow tendered his resignation, only to be
refused by Wilhelm.

The immediate consequence of the interview was a souring of diplo-
matic relations with Russia, France, and Japan. But while the United
Kingdom reacted with equanimity, the backlash in Germany itself was
more severe, and much more damaging to Wilhelm’s power and influ-
ence. Politicians from across the political spectrum were aghast at the
emperor’s indiscretion, with many initially believing it to be a forgery.410

All of Wilhelm’s old blunders were discussed once more, and the emper-
or’s judgment was openly called into question. Worse still, the entire top
echelon of government had shown its ineptitude by approving such an
inflammatory and indiscrete text for publication. Everyone had found
something to object to in the interview: the conservative right deemed it
far too anglophile while the left found alarmingly anti-democratic senti-
ments in Wilhelm’s words. And everyone agreed that it should never
have seen print. 

It was the first time the emperor had suffered such unanimous con-
demnation. But it got even worse when, in early November, it turned out
that he had given a second interview, this time a real one, to the Ameri-
can Century Magazine. And even though the German government was
able to suppress this publication through the payment of a considerable
sum of money, most of its content reached another publication, the
American newspaper The World. Anyone’s remaining belief in Wilhelm’s
good judgment was sorely tested: contrary to the Daily Telegraph inter-
view, the emperor now criticized the British and praised the Americans.
In the words of a German newspaper, ‘a suppressed interview with the
Kaiser is always something gained’.411 

Wilhelm, by now in a state of depression that would haunt him for a
while to come, was forced to refrain from further unprepared declara-

Abyss of War and Exile, 1900-1941, and König, Wie mächtig war der Kaiser?
Kaiser Wilhelm II zwischen Königsmechanismus und Polykratie von 1908 bis 1914,
34.

410. König, Wie mächtig war der Kaiser? Kaiser Wilhelm II zwischen
Königsmechanismus und Polykratie von 1908 bis 1914, 35.

411. König, Wie mächtig war der Kaiser? Kaiser Wilhelm II zwischen
Königsmechanismus und Polykratie von 1908 bis 1914, 37-38; Röhl, Wilhelm II.
Into the Abyss of War and Exile, 1900-1941, 736-738.
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tions regarding policy matters in public. There is little doubt that the
matter greatly damaged Wilhelm’s reputation in Germany: directly,
because he was seen to have blundered and had conceded that point by
agreeing to act with more restraint in the future; and indirectly, because
he was faced with an emboldened parliament that used the emperor’s
moment of weakness to shore up its own power. 1908 Became Wilhelm’s
annus horribilis: the self-assured, energetic and bold Kaiser of years past
largely disappeared after this episode; and for the first time, his abdica-
tion now seemed a real possibility.412 

For Carnegie’s plans with Wilhelm it did not bode well, either. Firstly,
the Eulenburg and Daily Telegraph affairs meant that his “ally” in Berlin
had other things to worry about than the gift from Pittsburgh. And
secondly, that ally was going to be far less useful now that he had been so
severely curtailed and, at least in the short term, intimidated. Carnegie,
to his moral but perhaps not political credit, leapt to the Kaiser’s defense
and wrote to Theodore Roosevelt that it would doubtlessly “all blow
over.”413 It quite evidently did not.

Carnegie’s faith in the good will of the German emperor appears to
have withstood these setbacks intact, but his majesty himself appeared
to somewhat less forthcoming - chit-chat at the Kiel regatta was certain-
ly a thing of the past. When Theodore Roosevelt – now able to go where
he pleased after his presidency – visited Berlin the next year, his talks
with the Kaiser revealed that although both thought a war between
Germany and the United Kingdom would be an ‘unspeakable calamity’,
neither held Carnegie’s ideas or movement in very high regard.414 More-
over, Wilhelm intimated to Roosevelt that he was not able to stop Ger-
many’s naval buildup even if he wished to do so; the combined power of
the press, public opinion and the military was far too great for him to
withstand.

412. Martin Kohlrausch (2005). Der Monarch im Skandal. Die Logik der Massenmedien
und die Transformation der wilhelminischen Monarchie (Berlin: Akademie Verlag),
292.
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Such unkind words, of course, never reached Carnegie.415 In the years
that followed, he would never lose confidence that the Kaiser would
some day take on the key role Carnegie had reserved for him and be
instrumental in establishing a lasting peace. True to form and tradition,
he attempted to ply the emperor with gifts. In late 1910, Carnegie donat-
ed one and a quarter million dollars for the establishment of a German
branch of his Hero Fund; the Kaiser was to determine which Germans’
heroics were worthy of recognition, with the only proviso that military
actions could not be taken into consideration.416 

But never did Carnegie laud Wilhelm more publicly (and loudly) than
in article that appeared in The New York Times of June 8, 1913. Titled
"Kaiser Wilhelm II: Peacemaker" and occupying a full, seven-column
illustrated page, Carnegie’s piece listed the main biographical facts of
Wilhelm’s life, and raised his many accomplishments as a farmer, sport-
sman and family man, while – predictably – omitting most of his military
career. Of course, it centered on the Kaiser’s part on the world stage and
his alleged reputation as a man of peace, and closed with a paean devoted
to the Peacemaker:

The civilized world this day bows reverently before you, Peace preserving 
Emperor of Germany, and offers its thanks and congratulations. We are 
all your admiring loving de[b]tors. May it be your favor[e]d lot long to be 
spared and pass in venerable old age into the dim beyond, revered of all 
men, your hands still unstained.417

On June 19, Carnegie and his wife attended the silver jubilee of the
Kaiser’s reign. It was to be the last meeting the two men had, and they
briefly exchanged pleasantries after the celebratory dinner – after which

415. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 738.
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Carnegie sat, symbolically, with his back to the imperial couple and the
assembled royal guests.418

The general breakdown that Carnegie suffered after the commence-
ment of hostilities in 1914, and subsequent retreat into (still quite lavish)
reclusiveness, also ended his contact with Germany and its head of state.
Two years later, he would be unable to even re-visit Skibo because of the
naval war that had been unleashed. Soon, British and American newspa-
pers would make Wilhelm the symbol of all that was detestable about
Prussia and the German Empire – something that can hardly have by-
passed Carnegie. His inability to influence German policy must have been
one of the most jarring aspects of the failure of arbitration. True to char-
acter, he had shown nearly inexhaustible confidence in the good will of
the Kaiser – and, by extension, in his own judgment of him. In face of
much evidence to the contrary he had defended the monarch’s honorable
intentions, tried to ply him with a sizable gift and attempted to involve
him in the most ambitious project of his lifetime. That he could have
been so wrong about a man that had become the mortal enemy of both
his adoptive and his birth nation, must have affected him badly.

418. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 773. 
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6. Dining at the Adlon: the Berlin Diplodocus

Image 22: William Holland and Arthur Coggeshall overseeing the 
construction of the Diplodocus carnegii cast in the Berlin museum. Source: 
Anon. (1986). The Carnegie. Postcards from the Past (Pittsburgh: Carnegie 
Museum). 

It is difficult to determine with any degree of certainty to which extent
Frankfurt’s scoop, of acquiring the first German Diplodocus, influenced
the lack of pomp and circumstance that surrounded the presentation of
Carnegie’s donation to Germany, and its emperor, just over half a year
later.419 

Given Carnegie’s attitude toward the German emperor, one might
reasonably have expected a maybe even more elaborate presentation
than the one in London. However, as soon as it turned out that Carnegie
would in all likelihood be unable to visit Germany in the spring of 1908,
such an event was off the calendar. Instead, the Scotsman preferred
another visit to the Kiel sailing week in late June, when he could be more
assured of the Kaiser’s personal appearance; Edward VII’s no-show at the

419. Or, in a perhaps more accurate order, The German Emperor and his people.
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London unveiling was still a fresh memory. To be sure of the emperor’s
good will, Carnegie also pledged to donate a new library to Berlin. As it
turned out, the Kaiser would not dignify the gift with a personal visit
until several years later, which left the German donation without an
official unveiling of any kind. Predictably, its profile as a public relations
object suffered somewhat as press coverage remained minimal.

Newspapers started reporting about the donation in April of 1907,
after the opening of the Pittsburgh museum.420 However, the Germans
appeared to be unable to reach agreement on where to place Carnegie’s
gift. In late May, when communications with the French were already
under way, Holland started to become impatient and wrote to Von Möller,
Wilhelm’s envoy to the festivities at Pittsburgh, urging him (and the
German authorities) to decide where to put the skeleton. Embarrassingly,
Holland also needed to address the issue of the Diplodocus given to the
Senckenberg Museum by the AMNH, but he was very careful to empha-
size the difference in quality and, above all, cost between the cast pre-
sented to the Kaiser and the ‘fragmentary’, ‘very much smaller’ spec-
imen. The emphasis on the expense made by Carnegie is important for a
number of reasons. Not that Holland had a definite way of knowing
much about the cost the AMNH had endured for their mount, but for him
it must have stood to reason that is was significantly less. For Carnegie it
remained crucial to leave no doubt with the Germans as to the financial
effort he was prepared to make.

It was left until February of 1908 before Holland would start worrying
about the in situ installation of the Berlin and Paris casts - a sign that the
experiences in London had left him confident about which contingencies
to expect. On the same day, he wrote to both August Brauer and Edmond
Perrier (the directors of the Berlin and Paris museums, respectively),
urging them to supply the requirements for shipping, and offering a
timeframe for the construction of the casts. Interestingly, the prepara-
tions for the Paris casts seem to have been far more advanced at this
point. Holland was already in communication with both an architect

420. Eg., Anon. (1907). “The Precious Diplodocus.” The Washington Post, April 15
1907; Anon. (1907). “One of those nice Diplodocuses for Emperor William from
Carnegie.” Fort Wayne Daily News, May 15 1907.
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connected to the Jardin des Plantes, and with its chief paleontologist,
Marcellin Boule, and was discussing specifics with both.421 

In his letter to Brauer, Holland also offers us a glimpse of the proce-
dure, devised by Coggeshall, involved with building up a Diplodocus cast:

We first instal [sic] the vertebrae and the legs minus the feet, then the tops
[of the wooden base] are put in position, and we then adjust the feet to the
bases.422

He omitted this description in the letter to Perrier, presumably because
he expected to deal with Boule when it came to technical details. Further-
more, he explained to both directors, it would require three to four weeks
of ‘rapid work with assistance’ to set up the specimen. By now, the work
had become a bit more streamlined than it had been in the case of the
London museum. It had to be; setting up two of the beasts, traveling
through Europe, and co-ordinating the shipment of two specimens to
far-away museums was no small undertaking.

The director of the Royal Zoological Museum in Berlin was the first to
write back, in February. The zoologist August Brauer, who served as
director of the zoological museum in Berlin from 1906 to 1914, had
mainly established himself as an ichthyologist, working aboard the
steamer Valdivia when it undertook a maritime expedition around the
Bismarck Islands in 1898-1899. From the outset of his tenure as director,
he had sought to extend the collections of the museum. Because of the
growth of the collections, and because he anticipated that more space
would be needed to house future acquisitions, Brauer worked with Pruss-
ian culture minister Friedrich Althoff to acquire new premises for the
museum as part of a wider effort to set up a ‘German Oxford’ in the
suburb of Dahlem, around the botanical gardens there.423 This tied in
perfectly with a plan laid out in February of 1907 by Wilhelm Bode, the

421. William J. Holland to Edmond Perrier, February 7, 1908. CDDC; William J.
Holland to August Brauer, February 7, 1908. CDDC (translation: February 7,
1908. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks); William J. Holland to XXX Blavette,
February 5, 1908. CDDC; William J. Holland to Marcellin Boule, February 6,
1908. CDDC and BMNH.

422. William J. Holland to August Brauer, February 7, 1908. CDDC.
423. Ernst Vanhöffen (1919), “Zur Erinnerung an August Brauer,” Mitteilungen des

Zoologischen Museums zu Berlin 9.
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head of Berlin’s art museums. Bode stressed the limitations of the current
buildings used to house the royal art collections – some of which had
only opened a few years before – and also argued for the construction of
new buildings in Dahlem.424 

The building that Holland was to set up Diplodocus in, was not without
its problems. The most important issue was that the Museum für
Naturkunde only existed in name and as an administrative layer. The
practice was that it contained three strictly separated institutions:
Brauer’s zoological museum, the mineralogical collections, and the
geological-paleontological museum headed by Wilhelm von Branca (born
Wilhelm Branco). These three operated more or less independently from
one another, each with their own staff, managing their own collections,
and liaising independently with the Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität. It
might appear as strange that Diplodocus was offered to the zoological
rather than the geological-paleontological one; but there really was no
alternative. Space in the museum building was strictly allocated, and the
zoological museum's rooms included the central hall or Lichthof, the
largest by far and the only one that could easily house a 28-meter
skeleton.425

Coggeshall certainly thought little of the place, although it needs to be
said that he penned down his opinion forty-five years and two world
wars later, and it reflects a somewhat clichéd attitude:

This Museum proved to be one of the poorest and least interesting of any 
on the continent, mainly because the exhibits were built and installed by 
old army sergeants who had never been trained in the work.426

For the purpose of Brauer’s campaign to acquire support for a new build-
ing, the skeleton of Diplodocus could hardly have arrived at a better time.
The first (roofed) courtyard of the museum was taken up with the huge
whale skeletons, along with some models. To create space for Carnegie’s
“little gift” to the emperor, a temporary shed needed to be built in the

424. Wilhelm von Bode (1930). “Denkschrift betreffend Erweiterungs- und
Neubauten bei den Köninglichen Museen in Berlin, Februar 1907,” in Mein Leben
(Berlin: Hermann Reckendorf)

425. Köstering, “Ein “Musteranstalt naturkundlicher Belehrung”: Museumsreform
im Berliner Naturkundemuseum 1810 bis 1910.”.

426. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”, 277.
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museum’s second (uncovered) courtyard.427 Of course one needed to
humor the head of state, but with skeletons being stored in every avail-
able space in the museum, Brauer could safely demonstrate the necessity
of a new house for his collections.

In their race for the first Carnegie Diplodocus, the Germans had beaten
the French to the post. Brauer’s response suggested that Holland should
start his work in Berlin in late April and explicitly asked him to first
attend to his museum.428 It would be tempting to see Brauer’s sense of
urgency as a nationalistically inspired attempt to thwart the oft-reviled
neighbor, but little in his letter (or subsequent ones) gives ground to such
an interpretation. A perhaps more likely (or at least ulterior) motive lies
in his campaign to find his museum new quarters in the upscale suburb
of Dahlem. To establish the new building, Brauer had tied his fate to that
of the dictatorial Prussian culture minister Friedrich Althoff.429 The way
in which he single-handedly brought the Prussian universities entirely
under the influence of the Prussian bureaucracy had come under increas-
ing criticism - and Althoff ’s abrasive brand of diplomacy did not help.430

Unfortunately for Brauer, Althoff wasn’t in great health; he had long
suffered from heart problems, and would die in October of 1908. It must
have been clear to Brauer that his plans had a far smaller chance of suc-
cess without a figure such as the minister to support them - or worse,
that they might suffer from a post-Althoffian political backlash. 

The French reply came in early March, but since it did not provide any
sort of time frame (to his evident annoyance) Holland had little choice
but to “cut the Gordian knot” in the Germans’ favor.431 He also promised

427. When the erection of more dinosaur skeletons demanded the removal of all
whales from the Lichthof in the early 1930s, the courtyard was transformed
into an – untypically modernist – whale hall. Unfortunately, this room and
many of its exhibit did not survive the bombing of World War Two.

428. August Brauer to William J. Holland, February 24, 1908. CDDC.
429. A not entirely accurate translation of ‘Kultus’. Althoff ’s main interest was in fact

in higher education. See Hubert Laitko (1991). “Friedrich Althoff und die
Wissenschaft in Berlin. Konturen einer Strategie,” in Wissenschaftsgeschichte
und Wissenschaftspolitik im Industriezeitalter: das” System Althoff” in historischer
Perspektive, ed. Berhard vom Brocke (Hildesheim: A. Lax).

430. Laitko, “Friedrich Althoff und die Wissenschaft in Berlin. Konturen einer
Strategie.”.

431. William J. Holland to August Brauer, March 6, 1908. CDDC (German & English),
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the French to appear in Paris around May 19, which left him with a very
tight schedule in the German capital. From Holland’s correspondence, it
is clear that he looked forward to his stay in Paris much more than the
did to the one in Berlin. There is also a noticeable difference of tone
between Holland’s dealings with his French and German counterparts.
With the Germans, he always appears to be somewhat apprehensive,
perhaps even slightly intimidated. And while he had been in contact with
Marcellin Boule for some time, the people at the zoological museum in
Berlin were much less well-known to him.

The thirty-four crates, containing 18,5 cubic meters of copied
Diplodocus, were shipped in mid-March, and arrived in Bremerhaven on
the North German Lloyd steamer Main on April 2nd. Holland and Cogge-
shall set sail on the luxurious Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse five days later,
arriving in Berlin on April 14. As had been the case in London, the wood-
en bases and other elements that supported the skeleton needed to be
manufactured by local parties, but, as had been the case in London, these
were paid for by Carnegie.

Shortly before setting off for Germany, Holland tried once more to
convince Carnegie to attend either of the upcoming presentations:

Will you not yourself, in case you can do so, be present at either one or the 
other of the occasions, when the gifts are turned over? It would delight me
to efface myself completely to have you, the real donor, on hand. It would 
relieve me from all embarrassments to merrily stand by and to watch the 
fun. I am not an adept in the usages of courts as you are, and in public 
functions I am the […] novice, although I have attended many. If possible,
try to be with me on at least one of these occasions432

In a letter that is more stern in tone than is usual for him, Holland also
implores Carnegie to share his travel plans with him, so that he may at
least be able to relay the inescapable congratulations to his employer.
This demonstration of earnestness might have had something to do with
Holland’s wish not to have to pay for the trip to Germany himself. Al-
though Holland was certainly anything but destitute, he confided to

CMNH, Holland Letterbooks (English typescript).
432. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, March 22, 1908. ACOA. Hand-written

letter.
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Carnegie’s treasurer, Robert A. Franks, that his financial situation was
‘not entirely comfortable’ due to disappointing stock revenue.433 Included
in the five thousand dollars Holland requested from Franks was the sum
required to get Coggeshall’s across the ocean. As a laborer, Coggeshall
would not have been expected to pay for his own fare - which was an
unaffordable one on his salary, in any case. 

Once in Berlin, the work appears to have proceeded according to plan.
After hours, however, Holland was extensively fêted by the local beau-
monde, dining with famous scientists such as the physician Gustav
Fritsch and (perhaps more dauntingly) the geologist Wilhelm von Bran-
ca.434 On May 5, he treated the prestigious Gesellschaft Naturforschender
Freunde zu Berlin (“Berlin Society of Friends of Nature Research”) to a talk
about the work of the Carnegie Museum.435 The popular illustrated maga-
zine Die Woche (‘The Week’), whose editor also requested a photo shoot of
Holland beside the animal (which were never published in the maga-
zine), translated his talk to the Gesellschaft for publication.436 Remarkably
enough, it made almost no mention of Diplodocus. It did, however, treat
the museum’s other activities extensively. The tone of the article is remi-
niscent of Beasley’s contributions to Scientific American (which were
often translated for Die Woche), continually emphasizing the exceptional
size of the animals but also romanticizing the demanding life of the men
who dug up these remains. One photograph shows a party of Carnegie
workers beside a number of bones packed in plaster encasements, anoth-
er compares the huge skull of Triceratops to a grown man.437 These and
other photographs and drawings found their way into numerous Ger-

433. William J. Holland to Robert A. Franks, March 23, 1908. CDDC. 
434. On April 24 and May 6, respectively. Wilhelm Branca to William J. Holland, May

1st, 1908; Gustav Fritsch to William J. Holland, date unknown. CDDC.
435. MFN, Bestand: GNF, Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin. Protokolle

der Geschäftssitzungen. Außerordentliche Sitzung am 5. Mai 1908. This is
probably the same lecture he gave in London before the unveiling. Also see
Holland to Marcellin Boule, March 6, 1908. CDDC / CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.

436. This photograph (Fig. IV.7) was apparently never published in Die Woche.
However, it appeared as a pen drawing in the Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger (and
perhaps other newspapers). See Anon. (1908). “Der Diplodocus Carnegiei. Ein
Geschenk für den deutschen Kaiser.” Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger, May 10 1908.

437. William Jacob Holland (1908), “Die paläontologischen Forschungen des
Carnegieinstituts,” Die Woche 1908.
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man publications throughout the 20th century, both attributed and not.
The satirical weekly Kladderadatsch made mention of the ‘wandering
friend’ Diplodocus, but also noted how it acted as a vehicle for Carnegie to
further his relations with the ‘crowned heads’.438

Coggeshall enjoyed himself somewhat less than Holland when he was
arrested and interrogated by the German secret police, which had gotten
suspicious after he had checked into an hotel close to the German Foreign
Office.439 Coggeshall’s version of events suggests that some confusion was
created due to the combination of his English name and the Germans’
over-zealous hunt for English spies. According to him, the ‘somewhat
stiff ’ German officers promptly offered their apologies when he bran-
dished a card, signed by the emperor and explaining his function in
German.440

By this time, it had become evident that Carnegie’s decision not to be
present at the Berlin unveilings would be final. However, briefly before
his departure he had indicated he might be able to attend the unveiling in
Paris.441 On May 11, the German plans for presenting the animal to the
Emperor were still unclear, and Holland suggested traveling back from
Paris to Berlin in the first week of June to organize a possible event.442

Soon it turned out that would not be necessary; instead of making a
presence in the museum, the Emperor would receive Holland at the Royal
palace, where both he and Coggeshall were given decorations.443 Gratify-
ing though this might have been for both Americans, it turned what
might have been a grand unveiling into something of an anticlimax. 

For various reasons, the Germans remained unwilling to host any
celebrations in Diplodocus’s presence. As we have seen, the emperor
himself had other things to worry about.444 In compensation for the lack
of an official unveiling, a dinner in honor of both Carnegie and Holland
(but in absence of the former) was organized by the authorities on the

438. Anon., “Die Wanderjahre.”. See chapter IV.1.
439. The German military secret service from 1889 to 1918 was the Abteilung IIIb,

which handled espionage matters, among others. 
440. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”.
441. William J. Holland to Edmond Perrier, May 5, 1908. CDDC
442. William J. Holland to (probably) Von Möller, May 11, 1908. CDDC.
443. Anon. (1908). “Aus der Reichshauptstadt.” Tägliche Rundschau, May 2 1908.
444. See p. 168 f.
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evening of May 13, in the brand-new and exceptionally sumptuous Hotel
Adlon - one of the Emperor’s favorite haunts.445 A series of no fewer than
82 academic and political dignitaries, among them Von Brauer, Fritsch,
Wilhelm Von Branca, Otto Jaekel and minister Von Möller, extolled the
virtues of Carnegie’s contributions to science. Significantly, Holland’s
speech emphasized America’s debt to German science, and continued to
carry his employer’s torch, emphasizing how international co-operation
might lead to world peace.446 However, he also took the opportunity to
partly re-write history, and to claim that it was he who personally dis-
covered the Diplodocus skeleton.447

This congregation of dignitaries might have achieved some press
coverage, but the limelight that had shone so strongly upon the London
Diplodocus, remained absent in Berlin. As a consequence, it continued to
lack the sort of public appeal that his predecessor and successor enjoyed.
Frankfurt’s scoop might have been a factor. But in marketing, you do
need a bit of luck, as well. And luck was something that was conspicu-
ously absent in the Kaiser’s life in May of 1908. Even so, it was a consid-
erably better month for him than it was for Philipp, Prince of Eulenburg-
Hertefeld, a successful diplomat and a personal friend of the Emperor. In
1906, the left-wing newspaper magnate Maximilian Harden used his
magazine Die Zukunft (“The Future”) to accuse Eulenburg, and others
within the intimate circle of the Emperor, of homosexuality. Coming a
few years after the revelation that the Empire’s richest man, Friedrich
Alfred Krupp, had been keeping a string of young male lovers, these
accusations found fertile ground among a disapproving public. Particu-
larly the implication that such a Kamarilla of homosexuals had a secret,
occult agenda to dismantle the virile, expansionist policies of the Empire,
was broadly seen as damaging to both the country and the Kaiser person-

445. Anon. (1908). “Vermischtes.” Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt, May 15
1908; “Carnegie won’t be there”, New York Times, 10 May 1908. Rea suggests that
the Kaiser might have inspected the animal on the morning of May 11, but
considering the monarch’s visit to Karlsruhe on that day that is unlikely to have
happened. Rea 2001, 200; “Das Kaiserpaar in Karlsruhe”, Frankfurter Zeitung, 12
May 1908.

446. Anon. (1908). “Zu Ehren von Dr. W.J. Holland.” Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger, May 14
1908; Anon., “Aus der Reichshauptstadt.”.

447. Holland, notes for speech at the Adlon dinner, May 11, 1908. CDDC.
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ally.448 Eulenburg’s disapproval of Germany’s naval race with Great
Britain was construed as evidence for such a movement - even if Eulen-
burg remained strongly in favour of territorial expansion.449 

Wilhelm’s reaction did little to alleviate matters. First forcing his
friends to face their accuser in open court, he then personally intervened
to overturn the verdicts once they had been found guilty. The series of
scandalous trials seemed endless and led to real doubts about the stabili-
ty of the monarchy.450 In late April of 1908, Eulenburg was arrested for
perjury in earlier trials; his own trial started on May 7 and would drag on
until the end of June, when it was suspended because of the prince’s poor
health. By then, however, Eulenburg’s sexual liaisons with other men had
been clearly established in court. This had arguably been the most dam-
aging scandal in the history of the Kaiserreich, and one in which the
emperor himself had been touched. In hindsight, Wilhelm’s reticence
about unveiling things in public might have been understandable. 

The Eulenburg case totally dominated the newspapers in the first half
of 1908, and what little press attention was left in May went to the unex-
pected collapse of the new concert hall in the city of Görlitz, which
claimed five lives and left eleven people injured. The famous architect
Bernhard Sehring – responsible for some of Berlin’s most prominent
theatres and museum buildings – soon faced indictment on charges of
negligence, promising yet another spectacular celebrity trial. Together,
these events succeeded pretty well in relegating Diplodocus to the inside
pages (at best). 

The Berlin Diplodocus therefore never really caught on as a publicity
magnet. The lack of a proper ceremony doubtlessly contributed to that,
but the placement of the animal in the museum’s Lichthof hardly helped.
In London, the dinosaur could dominate its relatively small gallery; in
Pittsburgh, it was the spaciousness of the new museum that allowed

448. See Norman Domeier (2010). Der Eulenburg-Skandal. Eine politische
Kulturgeschichte des Kaiserreichs (Frankfurt am Main: Campus Verlag),
particularly 31ff.

449. John Röhl (1973). 1914: Delusion or Design? (New York: Elek), 57f.
450. See Röhl, Wilhelm II. Into the Abyss of War and Exile, 1900-1941, 589-623. for an

extensive discussion of the Eulenburg affair. 
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people to get a proper perspective of the enormous animal. The situation
in Berlin, however, was very different. Two whale skeletons had been
removed to make place for Diplodocus, but several of them were still left
in the same hall. Whatever claim the dinosaur might have had at being
the biggest of its kind, it could not match the size of the three whales that
continued to dominate the space. It stood – literally – thrust to the side,
almost as an afterthought.

Image 23: Lichthof of the Museum für Naturkunde (1930). The situation is 
roughly identical to the situation of 1908, with the exception of the two 
dinosaur skeletons (Dicraeosaurus and Kentrosaurus) to the left, both of 
which were added in 1930. Source: Museum für Naturkunde, Historische 
Bild- u. Schriftgutsammlungen. 

After the dinner at the Adlon, business in Berlin seemed to be finished.
On May 19, Holland finally set off for Paris. The experience there, it
turned out, would be rather different. Official German recognition for
Holland’s part in the proceedings took form some time later, and it is not
entirely unlikely that this occurred in reaction to similar French honors
that had been bestowed upon the Pittsburgh party in June. Well after
both Holland and Coggeshall returned home, on July 24 1908, a package
arrived in Pittsburgh containing the insignia for the Prussian Order of
the Crown (Preußische Königliche Kronenorde) and a letter by Holle ex-
plaining how Holland might now call himself a knight. Coggeshall also
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received a distinction, although it is unclear which one.451 No time was
lost in notifying the press; in the ensuing interview Holland explained
how, as an American democrat, he could only wear the ‘gorgeous in-
signia’ among friends, and then proceeded to emphasize at length how
rare it was that an American would receive such a distinction.452 

As for the Berlin Diplodocus, it spent the subsequent century mostly
unaltered on the western side of the Lichthof. Over the next thirty years
the whale skeletons it shared the hall with were gradually replaced by
more dinosaurs, some of them sauropods, that had been harvested at the
Tendaguru quarry in German East Africa.453 The first of these was the
skeleton of the (relatively) short-necked Dicraeosaurus hansemanni in
1930. But this, and Diplodocus itself, were dwarfed by Brachiosaurus
brancai, Tendaguru’s biggest prize, when it was unveiled amidst national
socialist triumphalism on 26 November, 1937.454 The Museum für
Naturkunde’s large dinosaurs survived World War Two in storage, con-
trary to most of the building, only to be put up in a different country, the
German Democratic Republic, after the war. Here it stayed, unaltered,
until well after German unification. 

Almost a century after it erection, in 2005, Carnegie’s cast was taken
apart again when the courtyard and its displays underwent a reconstruc-
tion. While the hall was taken care of by the builders, its most prominent
displays, Diplodocus included, could briefly be admired at Berlin’s new
Hauptbahnhof, or main railway station.455 But a return of Andrew

451. The Preußischen Königlichen Kronenordens was an order in four classes that
could be bestowed on the personal discretion of the Prussian King (who was
also the German Emperor). It is impossible to ascertain which class Holland
received; it is however unlikely to have been the first. Coggeshall’s order is more
of a mystery: Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”, 278.

452. Anon. (1908). “Dr. Holland Knighted by Emperor of Germany. Few Yankees so
Honored.” Pittsburgh Chronicle-Telegraph, July 25 1908; Anon. (1908). “Dr.
Holland Honored by German Emperor. Receives Insignia of Royal Prussian
Order of Knight of the Crown.” Pittsburgh Post, July 25 1908.

453. See page 291 ff.
454. Anon. (1938), “Kleine Nachrichten: Brachiosaurus brancai im Geologisch-

Paläontologischen Museum der Universität Berlin,” Geologische Rundschau 29;
Werner Janensch (1938), “Vom Urweltriesen Brachiosaurus,” Aus der Natur 76.

455. Schmid, Eva Dorothée (2007). “Museum zeigt Saurierskelett. Ein Dino im
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Carnegie’s gift to the the museum’s renovated displays was not self-
evident. As Ferdinand Damaschun, a member of the museum’s decora-
tion committee, explained, the original idea had been to only display
original fossils in the central courtyard.456 In the end, the cast’s historical
pedigree, and its familiarity to audiences, proved to be more decisive. But
when the Lichthof opened again in July of 2007 it showed Diplodocus an
updated, more dynamic position, on an island in the middle of the hall
together with its “siblings” Dicraeosaurus and Brachiosaurus.457 It is,
probably, the most up-to-date Diplodocus carnegii on view today.

Hauptbahnhof.” Berliner Zeitung, 12 April 2007; Falkner, Markus (2007).
“Saurier im Hauptbahnhof zu bewundern.” Die Welt, 17 April 2007.

456. Ferdinand Damaschun, pers. comm., 24 March, 2015.
457. Following the generally accepted re-naming of the Berlin Brachiosaurus to

Giraffatitan in 2009 (Michael P. Taylor (2009), “A Re-evaluation of
Brachiosaurus altithorax Riggs 1903 (Dinosauria, Sauropod) and its generic
separation from Giraffatitan brancai (Janensch 1914).,” Journal of Vertebrate
Paleontology 29), the museum decided that while the animal was would be
named Giraffatitan brancai, the museum display continued to be named
Brachiosaurus (Ferdinand Damaschun, pers. comm., 24 March, 2015). This
confusing decision is illustrative of the difficulties involved in adjust museum
information to reflect current scientific developments.
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7. “It is Alive and May Be Captured”. The hunt for living
dinosaurs

Image 24: The 'monster of Partridge Creek'. Source: Dupuy, Georges. “The 
Monster of Partridge Creek.” The Strand Magazine 36 (1908): 73–79.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World (1912) is a strange but highly
successful amalgam of adventure story and science novel, and probably
his best-known work next to the Sherlock Holmes canon. It has given rise
to numerous film adaptations, including the first appearance of ‘living’
dinosaurs on celluloid in 1925.

Doyle was probably inspired to write the novel after having enjoyed a
lunch at the Royal Society in 1910, together with Robert Peary, who had
just returned from his quest to discover the North Pole. In his speech,
Doyle contemplated, in the light of the activities of Peary and others,
whether there was any unknown part of the world left for writers of
adventure stories to draw their inspiration from. Coupled with Doyle’s
admiration for adventurists and his interest in paleontology, The Lost
World was his answer to this question.458

458. Russell Miller (2008). The Adventures of Arthur Conan Doyle. A Biography (New
York: St. Martin’s Press), 301f.
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The Lost World revolves around the attempts of its four protagonists
(the narrator, Edward Malone, the scientists Edward Challenger and
Summerlee, and the adventurer and big-game hunter Lord John Roxton)
to access a near-inaccessible plateau in the Amazon forest, which turns
out to be occupied with all sorts of animals that are extinct elsewhere.459 

Doyle was well aware of the necessity of tying his adventure romp to a
central figure of Holmesian dimensions, and Professor Edward Chal-
lenger more than fitted the bill. Ostensibly based on one of Doyle’s teach-
ers at the Edinburgh University, outwardly Challenger is the sort of
detached, larger-than-life figure that had been haunting popular fiction
since Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, or the modern Prometheus. This is no
mad scientist of the Faust or Moreau type, however: Challenger is por-
trayed as a decent and sensitive man, although one susceptible to irratio-
nal action. He is also the target of some of Doyle’s humor, for instance
when he is crowned as king by the apes who see a certain likeness in him.

But the more serious focus of the story is on the figure of Lord John
Roxton, a big game hunter cum human rights activist allegedly modeled
after the diplomat Roger Casement. It is he who compensates for both
scientists’ lack of restraint and practicality and for Malone’s youth, and it
is also he who demands most of the readers’ admiration. The jocularity
which surrounds Challenger, Summerlee, and Malone, is conspicuously
absent in Doyle’s treatment of Roxton. For Doyle, he is the embodiment of
the lone hero, the risk-taker that shuns no danger to gain knowledge,
without losing his moral compass. The role of Roxton is among a number
strangely anti-intellectual currents in the novel, such as Doyle’s obvious
disdain for the tendency of scientists to quarrel over apparent minutiae –
something reflected both in the various discussions between the two
professors, and Challenger’s reception among his peers.

Traceable influences in The Lost World are many: Verne, Wells,
Stephenson and Defoe all left their mark on Doyle. But most of his infor-
mation about prehistoric animals is clearly shaped by Edward Ray
Lankester’s Extinct Animals from 1905; some of the illustrations are
directly lifted from the book and amended for the purpose. Lankester felt
flattered by Doyle’s use of his work, and even suggested a possible sequel

459. Anon. (1901). “Public Library Board.” The Register (Australia), 21 September
1901
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to him.460 Both men were to meet on a number of occasions after that,
not so much to mull over The Lost World but to discuss the sensational
discovery of allegedly (and later discredited) human remains at Piltdown,
something for which Doyle himself has sometimes (albeit unconvincing-
ly) been forwarded as the culprit.461

One sign of Lankester’s influence is in the choice of animals that
inhabit the plateau on which Challenger and his party are marooned: we
encounter an unnamed sauropod and carnivorous dinosaur, but also
some better-known animals, such as the best-known British dinosaur of
all, Iguanodon: 

"Iguanodons," said Summerlee. "You'll find their footmarks all over the 
Hastings sands, in Kent, and in Sussex. The South of England was alive 
with them when there was plenty of good lush green-stuff to keep them 
going. Conditions have changed, and the beasts died. Here it seems that 
the conditions have not changed, and the beasts have lived."462

Note the perpetuation of the notion that these animals are unintelligent
behemoths at the mercy of their environs, doomed to extinction even
here if the circumstances would change even a little. 

Some parts of The Lost World will sit uneasily with modern audiences.
Among the more disturbing events in the book is the genocide of a race of
“ape-men” by a tribe of Indians, with the assistance of the story’s protag-
onists.463 Also, the casualness with which Roxton single-handedly deci-
mates wildlife on the plateau is unlikely to endear present-day readers.
However, for Doyle this is a way to explain his thoughts (his, certainly
not Lankester’s) about extinction and evolution. This episode, and others,
infuse the story with a more moralist component that goes back to the
early Victorian days of Hawkins’ Book of Great Sea-Dragons. One example

460. Miller, The Adventures of Arthur Conan Doyle. A Biography, 305.
461. Regarding specific accusations, see Ilja Nieuwland (1998), “‘The earliest

Englishman’: de vervalsing van Piltdown,” Groniek 142 and Ian Langham
(1984), “Sherlock Holmes, Circumstantial Evidence and Piltdown Man,” Physical
Anthropology News Spring 1984. 

462. Arthur Conan Doyle (1912). The Lost World (New York: L.L. Burt Co.), 164.
463. Unsurprisingly, this is an aspect that is usually overlooked in modern film

adaptations.
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is the description of the “pterosaur swamp” that the travelers encounter
early on at the plateau:

“It was a weird place in itself, but its occupants made it seem like a scene 
from the Seven Circles of Dante. […] From this crawling flapping mass of 
obscene reptilian life came the shocking clamor which filled the air and 
the mephitic, horrible, musty odor which turned us sick. But above, 
perched each upon its own stone, tall, gray, and withered, more like dead 
and dried specimens than actual living creatures, sat the horrible males, 
absolutely motionless save for the rolling of their red eyes or an occasion-
al snap of their rat-trap beaks as a dragon-fly went past them.”464

Doyle, who had thusfar kept his interest in spiritualism out of most of his
prose, would go on to use the figure of Challenger to advance a more
openly spiritualist agenda. Stories such as The Poison Belt (1913) and
even more so The Land of Mist (1926) explicitly deal with the afterlife.
The Lost World, on the other hand, is still fairly “clean” in its portrayal of
science, even if it is placed within Doyle’s largely conventional moral
framework.465 

The whole idea of dinosaurs being alive in some distant part of the
now almost-conquered earth was certainly not exclusively Doyle’s. Three
years before Doyle started work on The Lost World, the famous German
animal trader Carl Hagenbeck had announced plans to start combing the
jungles of southern Africa for dinosaurs. And even he was hardly the first
to do so. Starting in the eighteenth century, several travelers had provid-
ed (unsubstantiated) reports of encounters with mysterious, often very
large creatures in jungles throughout the southern hemisphere.

One of such figures, and another candidate for inclusion in the pot-
pourri of inspirers for Professor Edward Challenger’s character traits, was
the British explorer Percy Fawcett. He in fact claimed to have given Conan
Doyle the idea for the isolated plateau that was the locus for his “Lost
World.”466 He stands in a long line of explorers that played out a heated

464. Doyle, The Lost World, 166-167.
465. In Challenger’s final two (short) adventures, As the World Screamed (1928) and

The Disintegration Machine (1929), there are few traces of spiritualism; these are
basically moralist stories.

466. P.H. Fawcett (1953). Exploration Fawcett. By Lt.-Col. P.H. Fawcett DSO, FRGS.
Arranged from his Manuscripts, Letters, Log-Books, and Records by Brian Fawcett
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competition with one another, mostly subsidized by the upcoming
newspapers presses of the United Kingdom and the United States.467 To
many, the explorer was the hero of the modern age, leading a self-effac-
ing and often highly dangerous quest to bring far-away peoples and
terrains closer to civilization. And the more inhospitable the terrain, the
greater the gains - not only in terms of status for the explorer himself,
but also in revenue for their sponsoring newspapers. The element of
competition further served to enhance the lure, as Doyle’s table compan-
ion Robert Peary should have been able to testify.

Fawcett has mainly become known for his expedition to find the
legendary ‘lost city of Z’ in the Amazonian jungle in 1925, and his subse-
quent mysterious disappearance.468 Fawcett’s earliest exposure to the
Amazon took place in 1906, during a Royal Geographic Society expedi-
tion to mark the border between Brazil and Peru in which he was in-
volved as a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Royal Engineer Corps. It was a
perilous journey, in which Fawcett had to contend with an unforgiving
jungle, indigenous tribes, and the possibility of running into one of the
many armed gangs hired by rubber barons to supply them with (involun-
tary) labor.469 During that work, Fawcett claimed, he had seen animals of
unheard-of dimensions, such as a very large, more than 65-foot anacon-
da, and:

“an animal he believed might be Diplodocus, the eighty-foot reptile of 
twenty-five tons. This animal he though might still be in existence as it 
was an eater of aquatic plants, which grow profusely in this region. The 
Diplodocus story is confirmed by many of the tribes east of the 
Ucayali”.470 

(London: Hutchinson), 122.
467. See Beau Riffenburgh (1993). The Myth of the Explorer. The Press, Sensationalism,

and Geographical Discovery (London & New York: Belhaven Press).
468. For more information on Fawcett and his probable fate, see David Grann (2009).

De verloren stad Z. Het verhaal van een man en zijn dodelijke obsessie (Amsterdam:
De Bezige Bij).

469. The many excesses of the rubber companies’ practices were reported by the
British diplomat Roger Casement to the British goverment; Doyle’s John Roxton
- allegedly based on Casement - was also portrayed as a fighter for the rights of
the Amazon indians, albeit a somewhat more belligerent one than Casement. 

470. Leonard F. Clark (2001). The Rivers Ran East (San Francisco: Travelers’ Tales), xvi
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But overall, Fawcett remained vague. In 1953, a collection of his notes
from forty years earlier was worked into a story and published by his son
Brian; it was clearly meant to convey a sense of mystery and awe to the
reader.471 He also reiterated a type of romantic speculation that we see
crop up time and again in other authors, including Doyle: 

“Mightn’t there be a few giant monsters, remnants of an extinct species, 
still living out their lives in the security of the vast unexplored swamp ar-
eas? In the Madidi, in Bolivia, enormous tracks have been found, and In-
dians there talk of a huge creature described at times half submerged in 
the swamps.”472

But the whole phenomenon of the explorer was in essence romantic and,
to some degree, anti-scientific. In 1869, James Gordon Bennett jr., propri-
etor of the New York Herald, had urged Henry Morton Stanley to find
David Livingstone in the Congo. The narrative that Stanley (and his
successors) was to supply to Bennett’s press stayed well away not only
from scientific language, but also from the whole idea of scientific
progress. Instead, it emphasized the mystery and calamity of the un-
known, blank spaces on the map.473 And it was exactly this sentiment
that also pervades Doyle’s Lost World. Even with Doyle, romanticism
loses out against the new world. There is no room for Doyle’s explorers in
a modern society; The Lost World pitches the four adventurers against the
scientific establishment, the romanticism of exploration against cool
scientific authority and, quintessentially, the old versus the modern. 

But even more than South America, it was Africa which came to be
considered as a likely source for extinct or other hitherto-undiscovered
animals, even large ones. As late as 1901, the world was astounded by the
discovery of the Okapi, a relative of giraffes that had first been spotted in
by Henry Morton in Stanley in 1883 but remained elusive for twenty

and 41.
471. Chapter titles such as ‘River of Evil’ and ‘Poisoned Hell’ further emphasize the

point. Fawcett, Exploration Fawcett. By Lt.-Col. P.H. Fawcett DSO, FRGS. Arranged
from his Manuscripts, Letters, Log-Books, and Records by Brian Fawcett.

472. Fawcett, Exploration Fawcett. By Lt.-Col. P.H. Fawcett DSO, FRGS. Arranged from
his Manuscripts, Letters, Log-Books, and Records by Brian Fawcett, 113.

473. Riffenburgh, The Myth of the Explorer. The Press, Sensationalism, and
Geographical Discovery, 196-198.
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years afterwards. Even more promising bounties seemed to be in store.
As early as 1776, the abbé Lievain Bonaventure Proyart, a French missio-
nary working along the Congo river, reported having seen gigantic foot-
steps (possibly fossil trackways). Throughout the nineteenth century,
indigenous legends of this Mokele-mbembe, as the locals were reported to
call it, were brought to Europe. This was said to be a giant animal whose
description somewhat resembled the big sauropod dinosaurs that were
being uncovered in the American West from the 1870s onwards. That is
to say, it could resemble it provided the right stories from the Congo River
basin were picked.474 Unfortunately, the Congolese stories were far from
unanimous in their description of the creature, not even agreeing on its
physical form (or whether it had one). The possible existence of a living
sauropod in the African interior turned out to be a magnet to explorers;
and to some adventurous souls, the discovery of the remains of dinosaurs
at Tendaguru in 1907 only seemed to make such a presence more likely.
The fact that around that time the Congo became a byword for the bar-
barism of “dark Africa” due to other circumstances, probably helped to
create an atmosphere in which the occurrence of primeval life in the
region appeared likely to contemporary western audiences.475

And not all of them thought of tropical climes; in the spring of 1908,
Hugh Grosvenor, 2nd Duke of Westminster and something of an adven-
ture fanatic, set up an expedition to hunt for carnivorous dinosaurs
north of the Arctic Circle. In April of that year, the French journalist
Georges Dupuy had published a story about his encounter with the
‘Monster of Partridge Creek’, an Alaskan ‘Keratosaurus’ in the French
popular magazine Je Sais Tout (later serialized in English, in The Strand
Magazine).476 That drew the attention of both Grosvenor and the press.
Ceratosaurus, a genus of carnivorous dinosaurs, had been well-known
since the late nineteenth century through a description published by O.C.

474. This has given rise to an entire sub-genre of cryptozoological literature. See
Marc Miller (1991), “Dinosaur Hunting in the Congo,” World Explorer Magazine
1, no. 1, David Hatcher Childress (2001). “Are Dinosaurs Extinct? (1992),” in Far
Out Adventures. The Best of World Explorer Magazine (Kempton: Adventures
Unlimited Press).

475. Also see page 91.
476. Georges Dupuy (1908), “Le monstre de Partridge Creek,” Je Sais Tout 39; Georges

Dupuy (1908), “The Monster of Partridge Creek,” The Strand Magazine 36.
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Marsh. However, the newspapers opened up all registers of purple prose
when they imbued an already-respectable dinosaur with a “mouth filled
with blood-stained slime”, “red-eyes flamed in the twilight” and the
ability to carry away moose in its jaws.477 The expedition planned to
bring back the animal alive and exploit it in spectacles. Predictably, a real,
living Ceratosaurus never materialized. 

However, the tropics remained the most promising place to look for
oversized reptilians. It was the German animal dealer and circus owner,
Carl Hagenbeck, whose search for living dinosaurs was to make the
biggest impact on the world. In early 1909, he announced his plans to set
up an expedition to bring back a dinosaur, a sauropod, from the interior
of Africa. His timing was impeccable. A few months earlier, he had con-
tracted the sculptor Josef Pallenberg to design several large sculptures of
dinosaurs for his new zoo in Stellingen, near Hamburg.478 Hagenbeck had
been convinced of the survival of prehistoric creatures in the interior of
Africa for some time; he attached particular value to cave paintings or
purported dinosaurs that he saw while in Rhodesia.479 As his attempts at
catching such a creature had not been successful in the past, he decided
on the next best thing: a set of sculptures that were scheduled to be
presented to the public in 1909 as an extension of his recently-opened
zoo. Around the same time, Hagenbeck’s memoirs, Von Tieren und
Menschen (translated as Beasts and Men), were to appear and contained
references to animals assumed to be extinct, both from African natives
and European travelers.480 Both these events required suitable advertising
and, as we shall also see on other occasions, Hagenbeck turned out to be
something of a marketing genius.

The press coverage the expedition received was extensive, even if it
remains unclear whether an expedition set up specifically to find a living
sauropod ever took place; after all, Hagenbeck often sent out crews into

477. Paris”), Anon. (”An American in (1908). “The Keratosaurus of the Arctic Circle. It
is Alive and May Be Captured.” Pittsburgh Dispatch, May 17 1908.

478. See chapter V.9.
479. Haug von Kuenheim (2007). Carl Hagenbeck (Hamburg: Ellert & Richter), 167.
480. Carl Hagenbeck (1909). Von Tieren und Menschen (Berlin: Vita) (English: Carl

Hagenbeck (1912). Beasts and Men. Being Carl Hagenbeck’s Experiences for Half a
Century among Wilde Animals (London etc.: Longmans, Green and Co.)). Of
course, European travelers were assumed to be a far more reliable source. 
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the jungle to acquire animals for his company. But Hagenbeck, enthusias-
tically aided by a press again grateful for such sensational news, wasn’t
afraid to milk the story for all it was worth. Early in 1910, and signifi-
cantly shortly after the publication of the English translation of Von
Tieren und Menschen, a number of newspapers reported that a living
sauropod had indeed been discovered in Rhodesia. Asked for a comment,
the American Museum’s William Diller Matthew lent credibility to such
claims by stating that he could not rule out the continued existence of
prehistoric animals, although he thought it highly unlikely that this
would prove to be a dinosaur.481 

If Hagenbeck’s aim had been to promote his book and his new attrac-
tions - and it probably was - he had cause to congratulate himself. At
home as well as abroad, both became in their own way best-sellers. But
now that he had let the prehistoric cat out of the bag, others were willing
to try their luck where they thought the famous German animal-trader
to have failed. 

One such person was Charles Brooks from Johannesburg, South Africa,
who was widely reported in mid-1910 as a supporter of Hagenbeck’s
claims about African dinosaurs. Even better, Brooks claimed to have seen
these animals themselves, but his descriptions were slightly more fanci-
ful than Hagenbeck’s; he spoke of a giant elephant, a unicorn and a drag-
on - the latter of which was supposed to represent Hagenbeck’s
“Diplodocus”.482 Citing patriotic reasons, Brooks did not wish to leave
these animals to the Germans, and intended to set up his own expedition
to hunt them down. Articles in the papers carried his appeal to the
British government to supply funding for the search.483 After this mo-

481. E.g., Anon. (1910). “A Giant Dinosaur Still Alive? “Not Impossible That Some
Type of Prehistoric Monster May Have Survived” Says Professor Matthew of
American Museum of Natural History (New York), Commenting on the Strange
News from South Africa.” The Spokane Press, 16 January 1910.

482. See for instance Anon. (1910). “Hunting the Dinosaurs. Pygmies Describe
Monster Animals in African Jungle that Resemble Prehistoric Creatures.” The
Washington Post, July 24 1910, Anon. (1911), “Extinct Monsters,” The
Marlborough Express (NZ) , and Anon. (1910). “”Extinct” Monsters in Africa.
Thrilling Hunting Expedition.” Manawatu Standard (New Zealand), 9 August
1910.

483. E.g., Anon. (1910). “Explorer Seeks Big Diplodocus. Mammals still Inhabit
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ment in the spotlight, however, nothing seems to have come of these
plans.

Many have continued to do so throughout the twentieth and twenty-
first centuries. Their agendas became more varied over time, however.
From adventurer’s tales and interesting but generally unverifiable ac-
counts by colonial officials, stories about dinosaurs came into play as
ammunition for a number of scientifically disestablishmentarianist
groups. Such an episode where the continued existence of dinosaurs to
the present day has been argued both by cryptozoologists and creation-
ists, is Samuel Hubbard Jr.’s ‘Dinosaur’ painting. In 1924, an expedition
led by Grand Canyon explorer and writer Hubbard Jr. shot a number of
photographs in the Havasupai Canyon in Arizona; most of his material
contained alleged proof of the existence of human giants in very old
geological strata.484 But to Hubbard, one painting provided evidence for
the coexistence of dinosaurs and men. An outline of a creature in the rock
seemed to bear resemblance to the painting Charles Knight prepared for
the Scientific American issue dedicated to the unveiling of the Frankfurt
Diplodocus in 1907. It was a very specific comparison: Knight had placed
his Diplodocus upright, on its hind legs, a decidedly unorthodox decision
that he nor anyone else repeated. It may not have been an entirely new
idea, but it also wasn’t one that had been used widely.485 Knight’s paint-
ing was re-used and amended a number of times after that, for instance
when The Mentor used it to compare Diplodocus’s size to a human in
1922.486 

African Swamps, He Hears. Asks Great Britain’s Aid.” New Ulm Review, Octover
26 1910.

484. Anon. (1924), “On the Lookout. The Hubbard Discovery,” Theosophy 12, no. 8. He
visited the canyon on two occasions, in 1896 (Hubbard, Samuel J. (1896).
“Giant’s Footprints. Chicagoesque Tracks in the Old Red Sandstone. Alleged
Proof that Men Twenty Feet Tall Lived in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado
Indian Dead Long Time Ago.” Los Angeles Times, 2 October 1896) and 1924.
Accurate information on the Hubbard finds is difficult to get since most of it has
been used without naming sources in propagandist publications. 

485. A New York Tribune article about the the donation to London from 1903 already
depicted a tail-sitting Diplodocus (albeit aquatic): Anon. (1903). “The Diplodocus
carneggii.” New York Tribune, July 5 1903

486. Anon. (1922), “The Largest and Smallest Animal; How Man Would Have Looked
Beside a Dinosaur,” The Mentor 10.
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A number of (mainly religious) publications immediately reproduced
Hubbard’s material and drew their conclusions, usually to the detriment
of Darwin’s theory of evolution. Most of them did not fail to notice the
‘evasive’ reaction by scientists such as the Smithsonian’s Charles Gilmore
(who had participated in Hubbards’s journey) and Henry Fairfield Os-
born; again these living dinosaurs were used as ammunition against the
scientific establishment.

This attention wasn’t exclusively American, either. In 1925, for in-
stance, a number of Spanish publications reported extensively about
Hubbard’s find, and not wholly coincidentally used the ‘Diplodocus’ to
emphasize the points of human-dinosaurian coexistence and question-
able dating methods that were being used in the service of evolution.487

One of these was La Esfera, a staunchly orthodox Roman Catholic publi-
cation, which generally adopted an – albeit ambiguous – creationist
stance. But despite its agenda, even La Esfera’s writer is not entirely
convinced of the Diplodocian identification of the cave painting, which
could “just as well be that of a mammal of this era or the next, or maybe
simply a fantasy by the old inscriber of the rock”.488 For La Esfera, that
does not change the outcome: in both cases it proves the presence of
incontrovertible evidence in favor of the cohabitation of extinct animals
and man, and therefore against the theory evolution and established
views of the age of the earth. Clearly, the anti-intellectualism of the
American publications is just as prevalent here.

487. Anon. (“D.R.”) (1925), “Un grabado de hace doce milliones de años,” La Esfera
XII. A report was published in a number of other magazines and newspapers as
well. See also Adán Pérez-Garcia (2010), “Paleocriptozoología en la prensa
Española anterior a la Guerra Civil: Los grandes saurios terrestres,” Cidaris 30,
240.

488. (“D.R.”), “Un grabado de hace doce milliones de años.”. My translation.
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8. The zoo dinosaur

Image 25: Construction of the Stellingen Diplodocus, late 1908. Josef 
Pallenberg (with pipe) standing on top of scaffolding, next to the neck. Source:
Mückler, H. Rudolf (1983). Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine 
Kunst, seine Tiere. Recklinghausen: Aurel Bongers, 11.

Few expressions have been abused more abundantly than ‘revolutionary’.
But even by the strictest of definitions, that was exactly what the
opening in 1907 of Carl Hagenbeck’s zoo at Stellingen, near Hamburg,
meant, and it is difficult to exaggerate its impact in the world of zoologi-
cal gardens. ‘Hagenbeck’, as it became known, was a radical game-chang-
er: zoos that had been famed before instantly looked old-fashioned and
obsolete after.

The zoo’s biggest asset was, by all accounts, Carl Hagenbeck himself.
Having long ago achieved fame for his activities as an animal trader and
showman, Hagenbeck’s skill in marketing his zoo was almost as impres-
sive as the way he conceived the new park. Born as the son of a fishmon-
ger who dabbled in animal exhibits, Hagenbeck became a famous animal
trader, supplying animals to virtually every zoo in Europe and quite a few
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in the United States.489 In addition to being a dealer, in the 1870s Hagen-
beck also began exhibiting animals and “savage” peoples in traveling
shows and circuses. The success of these exhibits made Hagenbeck a
wealthy man, and his name became synonymous with the animal trade
in general. It is important to realize how little Hagenbeck left to chance.
Everything in his life and business was carefully orchestrated and orga-
nized; even his personal appearance was modeled after that of Abraham
Lincoln in order to create an impression of humility and virtue.490 How-
ever, not every undertaking by Hagenbeck proved to be an instant suc-
cess. A scheme to breed ostriches in large quantities, in which he also
involved the German emperor, turned out to be a costly fiasco.491

However, the success of the animal exhibits was such, that he began to
consider setting up a permanent animal park around 1900. It was going
to be different from traditional zoos, however. In 1896, Hagenbeck had
patented his ‘Panorama of Natural Science’.492 Experience had learnt him
that relatively minor height differences would prevent most animals
from escaping. This allowed for the construction of landscapes where
animals would seemingly live together, but which were separated by
shallow moats. Individual components of the Hagenbeck’s concept had
been around for much longer: Carl Hazelius’ pioneering open air museum
at Skansen (Stockholm) contained a small zoological garden where nordic
animals could walk freely in a field (although the wolves were confined to
caves), and decorative landscapes were used before in zoological gardens.
But Hagenbeck’s total was much more than the sum of its parts. He had
acquired a relative small plot near Hamburg’s suburb of Stellingen in
1902, and started to develop it into a new zoo. 

489. For Hagenbeck’s biography, see Lothar Dittrich, and Annelore Rieke-Müller
(1998). Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und Schaustellungen im
Deutschen Kaiserreich (Frankfurt a.M. etc.: Peter Lang); Herman Reichenbach
(1980), “Carl Hagenbeck’s Tierpark and Modern Zoological Gardens,” Journal of
the Society for the Bibliography of Natural History 9, no. 4.

490. Eric Ames (2008). Carl Hagenbeck’s Empire of Entertainments (Seattle: University
of Washington Press), 13.

491. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 209-213.

492. Eric Baratay, and Elisabeth Hardouin-Fugier (1998). Zoo. A History of Zoological
Gardens in the West (London: Reaktion), 238.
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The design of the park was left to the Swiss artist Urs Eggenschwyler,
who conceived a Freigelände, a free range in which animals could, insofar
possible, live together. The landscapes were constructed out of wood and
iron, and covered with plaster. In addition, he bought up superfluous
basalt blocks from Hamburg’s harbor; the transport of these blocks was
done with elephants, which gave Hagenbeck (another) good opportunity
to do some marketing.493 The restricted size of the zoo meant that
Eggenschwyler had to use certain optical tricks to give the appearance of
more space: the “rock landscape”, for instance, used a steep incline for
this purpose. The Freigelände was Hagenbeck’s party piece, but not all
animals could be kept this way. As in other zoos, most large predators
were confined to often very small cages, and birds of prey had to be
shackled.494

The park opened on 7 May 1907, and the immersive effects of the zoo’s
five panoramas proved to be an instant attraction. More than 800,000
people flocked to Stellingen in its first half-year, and the illustrated press
devoted lengthy articles to the Hagenbeck’s “animal paradise”.495 Hagen-
beck deftly publicized the new attractions in the zoo, showing his skills
at getting (and keeping) a story in the newspapers. 

As could be expected from him, the idea of the zoo relied heavily on
showmanship: barriers were made as much invisible as possible without
endangering the public or tempting the animals to escape. This “momen-
tary feeling of having inadvertently trespassed” supplied visitors with a
thrill they had been unaccustomed to.496 The German emperor was so
enthusiastic about the park on his first visit in 1908, that he returned
many times afterwards.497 But not everyone adjusted comfortably; in one
famous instance, Thomas Alva Edison was taken aback when he: 

493. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 200.

494. Baratay, and Hardouin-Fugier, Zoo. A History of Zoological Gardens in the West,
240-241.

495. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 233-236.

496. Ames, Carl Hagenbeck’s Empire of Entertainments, 184. 
497. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und

Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 233-239.
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[…] walked around a group of trees, to suddenly confront a lion face-to-
face, with nothing, apparently, to separate them. It scared the daylights 
out of the old inventor.498

Of course, along with innovation – and success – came criticism. Part of it
was directed towards the whole concept of the Stellingen zoo. Zoo direc-
tors such as Heck (Berlin) and Hornaday (Bronx) considered it an affront
to the scientific and educational value of zoos: it was impossible for the
visitor no learn anything about classification, and the animals them-
selves could not be observed in anatomical detail from that great a dis-
tance. Vincennes zoo director Bourdelle had no problems with the moat,
but he did criticize the use of what he considered to be mysticism in the
rock and polar landscapes. Finally, it was hardly surprising that Hagen-
beck’s continuing taste for the dramatic was, at least among zoo profes-
sionals, universally condemned.499

After 1907, Hagenbeck kept searching for useful additions. For this
purpose, he acquired a plot of land next to the original zoo, which was
connected to it by a bridge. The main attraction of this part of the park,
opened in 1909, was the Völkerschau: a series of displays events involving
indigenous peoples from German, but also other countries’ colonies. The
other consisted of a “prehistoric park” made up not of mounted skele-
tons, but life-size reconstructions of dinosaurs and other prehistoric
animals. 

Hagenbeck was hardly the first to come up with such an idea, of
course. The Crystal Palace sculptures, although by now regarded as
quaint relics of an uniformed past, had been around for over sixty years.
But the first life-size sculpture of a dinosaur in a zoo was probably an
Iguanodon that had been standing for a few years in the grounds of
Copenhagen zoo. This sculpture, a somewhat clumsy affair that was
fashioned out of wood and plaster by the sculptress Alexis Møller, had
been unveiled and widely publicized in 1901. It did not survive for long:

498. Quoted in Ames, Carl Hagenbeck’s Empire of Entertainments, 184. 
499. Baratay, and Hardouin-Fugier, Zoo. A History of Zoological Gardens in the West,

242; Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 244-246. That did not prevent both
the Bronx and Berlin zoos from moving toward’s Hagenbeck’s model after the
First World War.
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in 1903 it suffered a structural collapse. But the friendship between the
Copenhagen zoo director, Julius Schiøtt, and Hagenbeck makes it plausi-
ble that Hagenbeck got the idea for his prehistoric sculptures from the
successful – in terms of its initial publicity-generating ability, at least –
Danish example.500

The choice of who to ask to construct a prehistoric landscape seemed
obvious. When he was looking for a talented artist to provide animal
sculptures for the monumental entrance to his new zoo, Hagenbeck had
turned to the twenty-six-year-old Josef Pallenberg, and the result had
been most successful. In Pallenberg, Hagenbeck had found as much an
obsessive as himself. Josef Pallenberg entered the art academy of Düs-
seldorf in 1899, but this proved to be an unlucky choice. At the time,
Düsseldorf was totally dominated by the steel works of the Mannesmann
brothers. As a consequence, the mood at the art school could, predictably,
be classified as firmly proletarian. Pallenberg, on the other hand, came
from a rather apolitical, middle-class background and failed to fit in at
the school politically or socially.501 In addition, the young Josef’s lack of
political engagement, his interest in natural themes and his almost
obsessive eye for detail did little to endear him to either his fellow stu-
dents or his teachers. The detail in his sculptures was such that he was
even accused of simply casting live animals.502 In turn, he accused his
teachers of simply not understanding animals. Pallenberg, of course, did:
he kept a regular menagerie at home, partly as subject matter for his
drawings and sculptures, but also much because he liked their company. 

But Pallenberg’s naturalism, unfashionable as it might be in the eyes of
the avant-garde, made him a sought-after artist for anyone looking for
depictions and particularly sculptures of animals. Soon after he had left
the Düsseldorf academy, the Berlin zoo employed him to adorn its direc-
tor’s room with models of animals. It was in Berlin that the young sculp-

500. Rikke Schmidt Kjærgaard (2009). “Electric Adventures and Natural Wonders:
Exhibitions, Museums and Scientific Gardens in Nineteenth-Century Denmark,”
in Popularizing Science and Technology in the European Periphery: 1800-2000, ed.
Faidra Papanelopoulou, Agustí Nieto i Galán, and Enrique Perdiguero Ashgate
Publishing), 150.

501. H. Rudolf Mückler (1983). Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine Kunst,
seine Tiere (Recklinghausen: Aurel Bongers), 8, 15.

502. Mückler, Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine Kunst, seine Tiere, 8.
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tor made the acquaintance of Carl Hagenbeck, and was commissioned to
help with the gate of the Stellingen zoo.503 Hagenbeck was obviously
satisfied with the result, and when it came to finding a sculptor to pro-
vide him with statues of extinct fauna, Pallenberg seemed like the obvi-
ous choice. 

In early 1908, he was commissioned to sculpt the statues for Hagen-
beck’s prehistoric park. After a tour of the eastern United States, in which
he was able to see some models and skeleton mounts, he returned to
Hamburg and set to work. The better part of the following year went into
building the models, which were constructed out of a frame of wood and
iron, covered by concrete. Although the zoo provided some help, most of
it came down to Pallenberg and his younger brother Christian. By the
autumn of 1909, the work had been finished, and Hagenbeck was able to
open a new part of his zoo that contained both the Urzeitpark and the
Völkerschau. Both features turned out to be an instant success, both in the
press attention and the attendance they generated.504 The opening fur-
thermore more or less coincided with the publication of Hagenbeck’s
memoirs, Von Tieren und Menschen.505 That work contained a tantalizing
reference to the possibility of dinosaurs still being alive in Africa; Hagen-
beck’s alleged intention to send out an expedition to catch one of these
was certain to generate even more publicity for his prehistoric
sculptures.506

503. Mückler, Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine Kunst, seine Tiere, 12.
504. E.g., Eberhard Fraas (1910), “Aus der Saurierwelt der Urzeit,” Kolonie und Heimat

in Wort und Bild 4, Anon. (1909). “Stone Representations of Monsters that Once
Inhabited the Earth.” The Washington Post, October 17 1909; Anon., “A Giant
Dinosaur Still Alive? “Not Impossible That Some Type of Prehistoric Monster
May Have Survived” Says Professor Matthew of American Museum of Natural
History (New York), Commenting on the Strange News from South Africa”;
Anon. (1910). “When the Giant Dinosaur Walked Down Broadway.” New York
Times, December 25 1910.

505. Hagenbeck, Von Tieren und Menschen. It was translated into English in 1910 as
Hagenbeck, Beasts and Men. Being Carl Hagenbeck’s Experiences for Half a Century
among Wilde Animals.

506. Hagenbeck, Von Tieren und Menschen. For Hagenbeck’s dinosaur-catching plans,
see, for instance, Anon., “A Giant Dinosaur Still Alive? “Not Impossible That
Some Type of Prehistoric Monster May Have Survived” Says Professor Matthew
of American Museum of Natural History (New York), Commenting on the
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To give an idea of how much of a success Hagenbeck’s park became, we
need only look at the visitor numbers. Where Germany’s major natural
history museums were struggling to admit more than 80-100.000 people
a year around 1910, “Hagenbeck”’s tally came to well over a million.507

Even Schauinsland’s Museum für Natur-, Völker- und Handelskunde, one
of Germany’s most successful natural history museums, did not quite
reach a quarter of that number. If we look at Hagenbeck’s closest com-
petitors as a zoo, the numbers are no less impressive: the old, far more
extensive Hamburg zoo struggled to find half as many visitors.508 It is
hardly surprising that faced with such competition, the old city zoo had
to close its doors in 1921.509 

It is more difficult to determine how much of the zoo’s success can be
attributed to the Urzeitpark. Visitor number rose by about 50,000 from
1908 to 1909, the year the park opened - a significantly larger year-to-
year rise than usual.510 However, at least part of this rise can be put down
to the introduction of the Völkerschauen in the same year. 

Strange News from South Africa.”, Anon., “When the Giant Dinosaur Walked
Down Broadway.”.

507. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 205-206. For museum visitor
numbers, see Köstering, Natur zum Anschauen: das Naturkundemuseum des
deutschen Kaiserreichs 1871-1914, 245ff and Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich.
Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts, 126ff.

508. Herman Reichenbach (1996). “A Tale of Two Zoos: The Hamburg Zoological
Garden and Carl Hagenbeck’s Tierpark,” in New Worlds, New Animals: From
Menagerie to Zoological Park in the Nineteenth Century, ed. R.J. Hoage, and
William A. Deiss (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press), 52.

509. Reichenbach, “A Tale of Two Zoos: The Hamburg Zoological Garden and Carl
Hagenbeck’s Tierpark.”. Not only Hagenbeck was to blame, of course; the
aftermath of the First World War played an important part. But the zoo had
already been in trouble before the war.

510. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 205. The only larger rise was from
1907, the opening year, to 1908 (around 800,000 to 950,000), but the park was
only opened midway through 1907 and much of that year’s attendance can be
attributed to its novelty factor.
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Image 26: The left part Hagenbeck's dinosaur menagerie after completion, 
1909. From left to right: Dimetrodon ( foreground), Diplodocus, a 
Labyrinthodont (submerged), a family of three Triceratops, and an 
Ichthyosaur (submerged).511

Diplodocus had become the impressive centerpiece of the Urtierpark at
Stellingen. In addition, Pallenberg constructed several other creatures:
big ones such as a display of a Ceratosaurus attacking a Stegosaurus, and
various smaller exhibits such as the – German – first bird, Archaeopteryx.
He drew upon a number of sources: the Allosaurus and the Triceratops
ensemble were clearly influenced by paintings and mounts that he must
have seen when in New York; the Iguanodon is likely to have been in-
spired by the sculpture from Copenhagen.512 The choice for these specific
animals was hardly coincidental: Hagenbeck used animals whose names

511. Source: Fraas, “Aus der Saurierwelt der Urzeit.”
512. Casper Andersen, and Hans H. Hjermitslev (2009), “Directing Public Interest:

Danish Newspaper Science 1900-1903,” Centaurus 51, 143–167, 159. The
Allosaurus is very similar to the Charles Knight painting of the animal
chomping on a prey’s backbone. The Stegosaurus that is being attacked by
Ceratosaurus is reminiscent of a papier maché reconstruction made by the
Michigan papier maché works that was placed in the United States Natural
History Museum in Washington, D.C. in 1904.
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had a ring of familiarity for the educated public: Iguanodon, which had
been around for nearly a century, of course deserved a place, and the fin-
backed Pelycosaurs were already a familiar sight, as was Archaeopteryx.
But with its recently-gained notoriety, Diplodocus would always be the
focus of attention. 

The shape in which Pallenberg had chosen to sculpt the animal was
also telling. Publicity around the opening of the prehistoric landscape
emphasized how he had modeled his dinosaur after a Diplodocus at the
American Museum in New York.513 But since the AMNH did not possess a
mounted Diplodocus skeleton, he must have been referring to Charles
Knight’s painting and model on display in the museum.514 Indeed, there
are many similarities between Knight’s and Pallenberg’s models, with
their downward-pointed necks and slightly curled tails. Where the two
depart is in that Pallenberg’s version looks almost obese next to Knight’s
elegant animal. The sculpture also bears resemblances to the AMNH
Brontosaurus – especially posture – and to the Frankfurt Diplodocus. It is
far less similar to the Carnegie mount in Berlin. 

The amount of favorable publicity around the project brought Pallen-
berg almost as much fame as it had Hagenbeck. As a consequence, Pallen-
berg was soon sounded out about a new project in Argentina. The city of
La Plata had been founded in 1882 as the new, planned capital for the
province of Buenos Aires, housing provincial institutions, a new univer-
sity and several cultural institutions. The city was built according to a
strict grid around a central common area. Its natural history museum
now approached Pallenberg with a tantalizing request to design an entire
landscape of prehistoric animals to be placed in the city. He was invited
for talks to the museum and began drawing up several ideas for models.
Unfortunately, lack of money quickly brought the plans to an end.515 For
Pallenberg, this was his first and last major undertaking as a sculptor of
life-size prehistoric creatures – he would keep sculpting animals for the

513. Modern works have perpetuated this confusion, e.g. Matthias Gretzschel, Klaus
Gille, and Michael Zapf (2009). Hagenbeck. Ein zoologisches Paradies: Hundert
Jahre Tierpark in Stellingen (Hamburg: Edition Temmen), 60.

514. Richard Milner (2011). Charles R. Knight. The Artist Who Saw through Time (New
York: Abrams), 105.

515. Mückler, Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine Kunst, seine Tiere, 13.
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rest of his life, and often at the request of zoological gardens – but the
museum remained looking for spectacular additions. However, it would
have to wait for another few years before its wishes were granted.
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IV. PARIS

“Go Diplodocussing and get a ribbon of the Legion of Honor”

Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, June 16, 1908
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1. Visite au Diplodocus

Lorsque l'on apprit à Monsieur Fallières
Qu'il était venu de l'autre hémisphère

Un très grand fossile antédiluvien,
Y n' répondit rien, rien. rien.

Mais en entendant nommer ce fossile,
Le diplodocus. - « Quel nom difficile!

» Fit le président, répétez-le-moi.
» Le diplod…., Quoi' quoi? quoi?

» J'suis tout d' mêm' curieux d' fair' la connaissance
» D'un particulier de cette importance.

» C'est au Muséum qu'il est descendu
» Ce dopli, dilpo, dilcu ?

» Demain, j'irai voir sans faste et sans pose
» Au Jardin des Plantes, ce diplodo … chose,

» Enfin, je m' comprends, sacré nom d'un chien.
» Ce diplodo … bien! bien! bien!

» Prévenez sans faut' ce fossil' notoire,
» Dont je n' garde pas l' nom dans ma mémoire.

» A pein' l'ai-j'trouvé, qu'il faut que je l' perde
» Ce diplo di… Zut! zut! zut!

Bref au Muséum, Fallièr's se présente.
Puis à l'animal dit d'un' voix tonnante:
» M'sieu Poilodicus, je vous salue bien.

» L'autre ne dit rien, rien, rien!

» La libre Amérique, continue Fallières,
» La Paix, le Progrés, la Franc' toute entière …

» A ces mots vibrants, l'énorme saurien,
Ne réplique rien, rien. rien!
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F'allièr's dépité se dit : « C'est étrange,
» Voilà un salaud pour qui je m' dérange,

» A qui j' dis des chos's qui sont mêm’ très bien
» Et qui n' répond rien, rien, rien!

Alors il demande à son secrétaire:
« Le diplo … machin, qu'a-t-il donc à s'taire ?

Ramondou lui dit : « D'mandez au gardien.
» Moi, je n'en sais rien, rien, rien! »

L' gardien survenant dit: « Moi, je préjuge
» Que, comme il est mort depuis le déluge,

» ça doit êtr' pour çà que le paroissien
» Ne vous répond rien, rien, rien!

» Merci, répondit Fallièr's, d'un ton calme,
» Au 14 juillet, vous aurez les palmes. »

Mais l'autre éclata comme un coup d' canon
Et s'écria; « Non! non! non! »

» Bien, fit l' Président, puisque çà vous choque,
» Je vais les coller à ce diplodoque.

» S'il n'est pas content, je suis sûr du moins
» Qu'il ne dira rien, rien, rien! »

Chanson by Georges Baltha (Balthasar Joseph Glaser), ca. 1908, to be sung
to the tune of N'y repondit rien.1

1. Georges Baltha (1908). Visite au Diplodocus (Paris: La Lune Rousse)
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2. To France

Image 27: “Au souvenir de mon voyage en Europe, 1908”. Watercolor drawing
by William J. Holland, sent to Paris. Paris, Archives Muséum National 
d’histoire Naturelle.

Holland and Coggeshall had found their reception in Berlin somewhat
underwhelming, Paris was to offer the other extreme. The way in which
they and their dinosaur were invited in the French capital, made a great
impression on Holland and easily offset the mixed feelings about Berlin.
Also, it marked the beginning of what can only be described as a
Diplodocus craze.

As we saw, the preparations for the shipment and placement of the
copies in Paris and Berlin went hand in hand.2 The overtures to Carnegie,
of course, had been parallel as well. The offer to the French president was
sent on April 12, 1907, after the overtures had been made by the French
member of parliament (and future French president), Paul Doumer.3 Even
though the Muséum d’Histoire Naturelle, part of the Jardin des Plantes,
would have been the obvious place to house the beast, Holland apparent-

2. See page 174 ff.
3. William J. Holland to Paul Doumer, April 12, 1908. ACOA. 
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ly felt sufficiently insecure about the question of location to raise it with
Doumer again, not-so-subtly referring to Boule’s ill-fated earlier attempt
from 1903 to get a cast for the Muséum.4 The hint did not go unnoticed,
and by the beginning of June the matter had been settled, with Holland
immediately setting out to make arrangements by writing to the director
of the Muséum, Edmond Perrier.5 These arrangements were fundamental-
ly the same ones that had been followed in London and which he was to
propose to Berlin: Carnegie was to pay for everything, but the base for the
exhibit should be manufactured by local laborers. 

The Galerie de paléontologie et d’anatomie comparée of Paris’s National
Museum of Natural History (Muséum Nationale de l’Histoire Naturelle)
was opened in the old Jardin des Plantes, the royal gardens, in 1898 in
anticipation of the Exposition Universelle of 1900. Although completed
only a few years after the Berlin museum, it was an entirely different
building. But despite its smaller size, it was no less impressive in the way
it presented its collections. Divided among two levels, Ferdinand Dutert’s
building presented zoology on the lower and paleontology on the top
floor of the building.6 The exhibits were largely the brainchild of the
geologist and paleontolgist Jean Albert Gaudry. It included anthropologi-
cal objects and was carefully constructed along teleological evolutionary
lines. Upon entering the building, visitors were confronted with a wax
model of a skinless man at the head of creation. Mounted skeletons of
everything from cats to whales were positioned behind him in develop-
mental order.7 However, it was the top floor, containing the paleontologi-
cal collections, that drew most of the people who came to see its extinct

4. William J. Holland to Paul Doumer, May 26, 1907. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
Also in CDDC. Holland refers to Boule’s letter of 1903.

5. Jules Jusserand to William J. Holland, June 13-15, 1907. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

6. For the history of the museum, see Edmond Perrier (1918). II. Le Muséum
National d’Histoire Naturelle (Paris: Armand Colin). The paleontological hall
opened in the same year as the paleontological part of the Museum für
Naturkunde, though.

7. About Gaudry, see Chris Manias (2014). “Prehistory and Palaeontology in
France, 1900-40,” in France in an Era of a Global War, 1914-1945, ed. Ludivine
Broch, and Alison Carrol (London: Palgrave MacMillan), 178. The displays have
changed little since. Today, Gaudry’s exhibits are basically as they were when
the building was opened.
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animals. That floor also possessed a passage to offer the visitors a view
from above on its many skeleton mounts. At the time Diplodocus was
being constructed, the museum already possessed a cast of a Belgian
Iguanodon bernissartensis, the same that Dollo had offered to Holland
earlier, which had been its showpiece until that moment. Diplodocus, of
course, would dwarf the Belgian ornithopod.

The museum carried some prestige, too. It had been erected to pre-
serve the old royal collections, those of Buffon and Lamarck; its directors
had included the botanist Adolphe-Théodore Brogniart, the geologist
Louis Cornier, and the great Georges Cuvier. From 1900 onwards, the
museum was headed by Edmond Perrier, a reputed zoologist and a con-
vinced evolutionist. As such, he regarded Lamarck, rather than Darwin,
as the founder of evolutionary theory, and made sure the Frenchman’s
name was prominently displayed in the museum.8 Perrier was also active
as a popularizer of science, and recognized Diplodocus’s potential to draw
visitors. It was he, mostly, who handled practical affairs in correspon-
dence with Holland.

However, Perrier was no paleontologist; any scientific questions were
therefore relayed to the same Marcellin Boule who had already been
asking for a Diplodocus cast well before donating them had become a
regular event, only to be brushed off by Holland. As a scientist, Boule’s
reputation eclipsed Perrier’s and even though his main research interest
lay in fossil mammals and humans, he had described dinosaurs from
Madagascar as early as 1896.9 He therefore fully supported his director’s
desire to fill the paleontological hall with skeletons of large reptiles that
might appeal to a wider public. The description of a complete Nean-
derthal skeleton in 1908 would give Boule’s career a further boost, and he
would become one Europe’s most important anthropologists of the early
20th century.10 At the same time, the imperious and short-fused Boule
could be difficult to work with, and he certainly wasn’t above pulling

8. Martine François, and Nicole Lemaitre (2013). “Perrier, Jean Octave Edmond.”
France savante accessed 25 March, 2014, http://cths.fr/an/
prosopo.php?id=1456.

9. Buffetaut, A Short History of Vertebrate Palaeontology, 182-183.
10. On Boule’s character and circle, see Cédric Grimoult (2000). Le developpement de

la paléontologie contemporaine (Genève: Librairie Droz), 92-93; Manias,
“Prehistory and Palaeontology in France, 1900-40.”, 178-179.
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rank in scientific matters.11 No such problems arose with Holland; the
men appear to have gotten along well enough.

Actually putting the cast inside the museum presented a host of
problems, however. First of all, in order not to mess up Gaudry’s careful
chronological order of displays, the cast needed to be placed at the front
of the hall since it was among the oldest. The effect was that it totally
overshadowed the museum’s traditional highlights, such as its Megath-
erium skeleton. In additon, numerous practical problems reared their
heads. The museum’s architect, Victor Blavette, who was also responsible
for the museum’s interior, quickly drew up plans for placing the animal,
including the base and the supports. Blavette designed the base so that it
would not seem too much out of place next to the other skeletons dis-
played in the hall. However, he also chose to make the base much narrow-
er and, even worse, to place the neck much higher than Holland and
Coggeshall’s plans mentioned, and used a more slender support for it.
Unprepared to let just anybody tell him how to construct a fossil mount,
Holland called on his experience to put Blavette in his place - a tactic he
had used a few times before.12

But the most pressing problem was the issue of space. The museum
building, although constructed fairly recently, was already becoming
much too small. The bottom floor was taken up by the Galerie d’anatomie
comparée, and space on the top floor – which already housed the cast of
Dollo’s Iguanodon cast – was very restricted. As a newspaper reporter put
it, 

The problem is that […] we can’t put it anywhere. Our small zoological 
and comparative anatomy museum is stuffed to the brim; even the cay-
mans have been hung on the ceiling and since almost a quarter-century, 
the skeleton of not even a particularly large whale has been sleeping in 
the outside air.13

Boule voiced similar concerns when he wrote to Holland in October
1907, and suggested some ‘light modifications’ in order to fit the cast

11. See, for instance, Raf De Bont (2003), “The Creation of Prehistoric Man: Aimé
Rutot and the Eolith Controversy, 1900–1920,” Isis 94, no. 4.

12. William J. Holland to Victor Blavette, February 5, 1908.
13. (“N.”), Anon. (1908). “Allerlei: Kleine geschenken.” Algemeen Handelsblad, 4

March 1908, My translation from a Dutch original.
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inside the crowded room. Most notable was his proposal to curve the tail
back so that it would be a critical three meters shorter - and not run into
the museum’s Iguanodon cast.14 Fortunately, Holland was only too eager
to accomodate his European hosts when it came to determining
Diplodocus’s posture:

The authorities of the National museum in Paris finding that the space 
which they had at their command was very limited, requested me to give 
to the tail of the Diplodocus a considerable curvature, and I have con-
formed with their request. I feel that this modification detracts somewhat
from the impression which the specimen produces in the mind of the ob-
server and only adopted it in view of the exigencies of the case. Should it, 
however, be desirable for you to resort to a similar expedient for any rea-
son whatever, I request you to notify me at once so that the necessary 
changes which will have to be made in the disposition of the caudal verte-
brae can be immediately undertaken.15

This exchange also indicated what, in Holland’s mind, were the impor-
tant considerations in determining the posture of the animal. The deci-
sion to place the head higher than it had been in the London cast, “far
more graceful and lifelike”, was evidently based on aesthetic reasons; but
when Boule came with more practical demands, he would have no prob-
lems justifying those. An impeccable courtier, Holland added that the
curvature of the tail might “add to rather than detract from the general
appearance of the specimen”.16

14. Marcellin Boule to William J. Holland, October 28, 1907. CDDC. See also the
same to Victor Blavette, November 9, 1907. CDDC; same to Marcellin Boule,
November 9, 1907. CDDC.

15. William J. Holland to August Brauer, 9.2.1908. Carnegie Museum of Natural
History Archives, Earl Douglass Papers 1894-1931. 

16. William J. Holland to Marcellin Boule, November 9, 1907. CDDC and CMNH,
Holland Letterbooks.
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Image 28: Boule’s proposal for Diplodocus’s tail. From a letter by Marcellin 
Boule to William J. Holland, October 28, 1907. CDDC.

Holland’s pliability in these matters, even the language he uses to explain
decisions such as these, once more indicates how the Diplodocus mounts
are squarely aimed at a lay audience; in the first place, they served as a
public relations vehicle for Carnegie. The Carnegie Museum took little
trouble to keep the matter confidential; on the contrary, it was trumpeted
to the press in order to keep them interested in the Diplodocus gift to
Paris.17 This, obviously, suited Perrier and Boule fine. 

Final arrangements were made in early 1908, and by early March,
Holland had decided to visit Germany before continuing to Paris. If the
French felt offended by Holland’s decision to visit Berlin before proceed-
ing to the French capital, they certainly never vented their feelings in
public. Holland promised to arrive on May 19th, immediately after fin-
ishing his obligations in Berlin.18 Initially, he had hoped that Carnegie
might attend the presentation of either the Berlin or the Paris casts, and
was careless enough to mention it to Perrier.19 That soon turned out to be
impossible because Carnegie was chasing the German emperor at the Kiel
regatta,20 Boule had made it clear that some sort of ceremony was being

17. Anon. (1908). “Diplodocus Makes Trouble: Carnegie Worries Paris Museum
Officials with His Plaster Gift.” The Washington Post, March 29 1908.

18. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, March 22, 1908. ACOA.
19. William J. Holland to Edmond Perrier, February 7, 1908. CDDC. See also chapter

IV.6.
20. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 689-691.
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planned. By April, thanks to the efforts of Perrier and Boule, the press
began to show real interest in the events that were going to unfold. 

Once the thirty-four cases of plaster cast were under way from Pitts-
burgh, via Le Havre, to Paris, they were carefully monitored by the
newspapers.21 From the time they arrived on April 17 on the steamer
Gascogne, they hardly left the public eye.22 And already, the discussion of
Carnegie’s gift was being somewhat politicized. Le libre-penseur du centre,
a short-lived socialist bi-weekly newspaper, placed great emphasis on the
monetary value of the cast, which it valued at a somewhat optimistic
500,000 francs – equivalent to 100,000 contemporary dollars. The article
represented a typical viewpoint for the time, by equating the “secondary”
(or mesozoic) epoch with the zenith of gigantism. But the huge animals
of the period also represented nature at its most “decadent”, and their
place as the dominant life form was therefore rightly usurped first by the
large mammals and, finally, by man.23 Between the lines, such “gi-
gantism” can be applied to companies such as Carnegie’s own, of course.
The equally socialist L’Humanité had already used the dinosaur in a far
less implicit metaphor, by comparing it to a French Republic it consid-
ered just as dead and similarly worthy for “Mr. Carnegie to research and
send its debris to the museum”.24

21. E.g., Anon. (1908). “Une reptile géant.” Le Temps, 18 April 1908.
22. Compagnie Générale Transatlantique to William J. Holland, March 16, 1908.

CDDC.
23. Roland, “Le Diplodocus.”. With the subtitle Journal anticlérical de défense

socialiste, républicaine et laïque (“Anti-clerical newspaper for the defense of
socialism”, republicanism and secularism), the newspaper left little to be
guessed about its political orientation.

24.
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Image 29: Photographs taken during the construction of the Paris Diplodocus,
May/June 1908. From left to right: 1. French workmen; 2. Coggeshall, 
Holland and Boule; 3. an unidentified worker with Diplodocus’s plaster skull.
Source: MNHN, France (1,2), CMNH (3).

Arriving from Berlin only on May 22, Holland was faced with a tight
schedule for setting up the cast on time for its planned unveiling on June
15. Most of the work had already been done at this point; freeing up
enough space to fit the base for Diplodocus had not been easy, even with
its tail in a curl. In addition, the AMNH had offered the museum a cast of
their Allosaurus skeleton, which required freeing up even more space.25

Diplodocus received pride of place in the hall, immediately at the entrance
of the gallery of paleontology. 

There is no evidence of any drama during the setup of the dinosaur,
and Holland, Coggeshall and Boule even had the time to have themselves,
and the workmen photographed. By Friday the 12th, the Diplodocus cast
had been erected satisfactorily, but the ground floor of the gallery re-
mained shut until the official unveiling five days later. In order to ensure
that everything went according to plan, Holland and the museum staff
even went through a dress rehearsal the day before the opening.26 But the
event did not fail to live up to expectations. 

25. Anon. (1908), “Le Diplodocus au Muséum,” La Nature. Revue des Sciences et de
leurs Applications aux Arts et à l’Industrie 1823. Allosaurus was a predatory
dinosaur known from the same strata as Diplodocus.

26. Ch.D. (1908). “L’entrevue du muséum.” Le Figaro, 15 June 1908.
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3. “Those bones, those bones!”

Image 30: Arrival of the presidential entourage for the unveiling of the Paris 
Diplodocus, June 15, 1908. Fallières is central, with beard. Source: Muséum 
Nationale d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris 

After all the pomp of London, the donation of the Berlin Diplodocus
played out rather anticlimactically. Despite the dinner at the Adlon hotel,
Carnegie and Holland had come to expect a more enthusiastic reaction,
both from the public and from officials. In Paris, Holland soon discovered
that the French approached the unveiling rather differently. 

At half past two in the afternoon on June 15, 1908, the French presi-
dent’s automobile arrived at the Jardin des Plantes. Flanked by the natio-
nal guard, a host of dignitaries mounted the stairs to the paleontological
gallery, headed by the Président de la Republique, Armand Fallières. In his
wake followed the prime minister (Clemenceau), the minister of public
education and Paul Doumer (both future presidents of France), the police
prefect of Paris, the secretary of the presidential council, the American
ambassador, a few prominent artists and the cream of French science,
including the recent Nobel Prize laureate Henri Becquerel.27 Not only was

27. Anon. (1908). “Le Diplodocus.” Le Figaro, June 16 1908. Others included the
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this a much heavier delegation than anything in Germany, it also eclipsed
Diplodocus’s reception in London by some margin. In the presidential
elections of 1906, Fallières had stood against the man that arranged the
Diplodocus gift, the more conservative Paul Doumer. He had won the
presidency in the first round on a moderately progressive platform. Of
course, in the French context of 1900, “moderate” still meant radical,
anti-clerical and republican. But rather than take outspoken political
stances, Fallières sought to function as a figure of unity, to boost faith in
the presidency and the Third Republic. For years, the Dreyfus affair had
pitted French citizens against one another and the last act of the affair,
Dreyfus’s reinstatement in the army, took place just after Fallières came
into office. That, and the fact that more contentious issues were handled
by his prime minister, Georges Clemenceau, turned him into a popular
head of state. However, it was his cordial temper rather than intelligence
that the president was known for. Jacques Chastenet painted him as
follows:

Tall, hugely corpulent, waving locks, a beard in which a little pepper mix-
es with lots of salt, a bonhomie that is not merely dignified, and a strong 
Gascon accent.28

In other words: something of a buffoonish hick, and a marked contrast
with his rival in the presidential race, the more refined but also more

painters Aimé Morot and Emmanuel Frémiet, the polar explorer Jean-Baptiste
Charcot and the physicians Auguste Chauveau and Nestor Gréhant. Becquerel
would not survive Diplodocus by much, as he died in August of that year.

28. Jaques Chastenet (1949). La France de M. Fallières: une époque pathétique (Paris:
Fayard), 9. My translation. Charles Wright is less circumspect and calls Fallières
“second-rate”: Charles H.C. Wright (1916). A History of the Third French Republic
(London: Houghton Mifflin), 159. In general, Fallières is something of a
forgotten figure, partly because he was so much overshadowed in the public eye
by his prime ministers (Clemenceau, Poincaré, Briand and Caillaux), and
because after his departure from office in 1913 he left politics altogether, but
probably mostly because after his rather dull septanat rather more dramatic
events unfolded, that pushed his legacy as a reconciliator to the background.
Little has been written about him; even Hutton et al.’s massive Historical
Dictionary of the Third French Republic only has about a page to spare for his
biography. L. Derfler (1986). “Fallières, Armand,” in Historical Dictionary of the
Third French Republic, 1870-1940, Vol. 1, ed. Patrick H. Hutton, Amanda S.
Bourque, and Amy J. Staples (Westport & London: Greenwood Press).
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outspoken Doumer. At a time in which France experienced rapid and
successful industrialization, scientific progress was increasingly seen as
something that the state needed to stimulate, and Fallières was an ardent
spokesmand for the force of reason and the power of science. 

That particularly mattered in the ongoing competition with France’s
arch-enemy, Germany, a country widely regarded as the world leader in
scientific matters. Around the same time, for instance, France was
working to get its own expedition to explore the South Pole off the
ground. This effort would be headed by Jean-Baptiste Cortot, a surgeon
who also happened to be present at the Diplodocus unveiling. And while
South Pole exploration was perhaps not the most pressing scientific
undertaking, its undeniable heroism would show that France needn’t
bow to anyone in matters of exploring, and learning about, the globe.29 

Interest in scientific matters among the French public had always been
high thanks to the persistent popularization efforts by such figures as
Camille Flammarion and Louis Figuier, but also the science-fiction of
Jules Verne, whose scholarly protagonists quickly became popular he-
roes. By 1900, however, they had mostly been replaced by “official”
academicians that were more concerned with their nation’s status in
their field.30 Then there were the newspapers, most of whom had sci-
entific editors on their staff. The Paris press was diverse and well-read -
particularly the illustrated supplements, which appeared at the week-
ends. The supplement of Le Petit Journal had over a million subscribers,
and its smaller competitor Le Petit Parisien still managed to sell over
700,000 copies a week. Real circulation amounted to several times that
figure.31 These were significant numbers in a country with just over forty
million inhabitants. Moreover, like French government, the French press
was much more centralized even than that in England. In Germany, by
contrast, no truly national newspaper existed – there might have been a
few that enjoyed more than merely local significance, such as the Frank-

29. For the importance of science for the French state around 1900, see Fox, The
Savant and the State. Science and Politics in Nineteenth-Century France,
particularly  page 200 ff.

30. Fox, The Savant and the State. Science and Politics in Nineteenth-Century France,
214-226.

31. Dulinski, Sensationsjournalismus in Deutschland, 123.
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furter Zeitung or Vossische Zeitung, but even they primarily associated
themselves with their home town or region.

For a president that needed to prove something, and for his govern-
ment, to be seen in association with scientists was something that they
could use very well. That the gift came from another nation that was
known as a modern industrial republic, and one that had traditionally
been on good terms with France, only added to the luster of the occasion.
The presence of a number of lauded scientists, and particularly Becquer-
el, at the ceremony was therefore hardly coincidental. Unearthing, repli-
cating and transporting Diplodocus was an important scientific accom-
plishment, and the French state and its citizens should be seen celebrat-
ing it. It was therefore more of an exercise for internal consumption and
perhaps not so much calculated to pay homage to Carnegie or his ideas.

Carnegie’s own reluctance – or at least his lack of enthusiasm – to be
present at the ceremony himself is slightly puzzling. On March 22, Hol-
land had tried to persuade him to attend at least one of the two unveil-
ings.32 That his boss nevertheless decided to forego a lengthy interaction
with the French president and rather visited the German emperor’s
shindig at Kiel, where he would be among Wilhelm’s few hundred other
guests, tells us something about the relative importance of France and
Germany in Carnegie’s world view. This is all the more remarkable as
unlike Germany, the French had been relatively open to his ideas about
international arbitration and were, their defeat against Prussia in the war
of 1870/71 notwithstanding, an important European and colonial pow-
er. His personal experiences had also been largely positive: it was in
France that Carnegie had received his first decoration for services to
international peace.33 Yet to Carnegie, the French and the British were the
powers of the past: the present and possibly the future belonged to the
new, dynamic powers of the United States and Germany.34

32. Holland to Carnegie, 22 March 1908. ACOA.
33. Carnegie, Autobiography, 286.
34. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 516.
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Image 31: Inauguration of the Paris Diplodocus, 15 June 1908 ( fragment of 
original photograph). In the center (with beard) is President Edmond 
Fallières, opposite William Holland. Source: Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, Paris.

In the event, Holland had to stand in for his “scientific Santa Claus”.
When the dignitaries had entered the museum, Boule gave a brief speech
and led the invited past the displays and towards the cast, where Holland
presented the slide show about the work of the Carnegie museum that he
had shown in London. In his speech, Perrier did not fail to express his
hope that the president might make it possible that the building receive
some much-needed restoration. In fact, the museum’s cramped and
crumbling premises, and its small budget, had been lamented in much of
the publicity surrounding the gift, to the extent that a certain amount of
coaxing by museum staff is more than likely.35 The conservative newspa-
per Le Figaro was most outspoken when, having described Holland’s
slides of the Carnegie Museum’s interior, it contrasted that building’s
marble cladding with the Paris museum, “where the French government

35. See, for instance, Grandidier, G (1908). “L’evolution du Museum National
d’Histoire Naturelle - III.” Journal des débats politiques et litteraires, 14 July 1908;
Anon. (1908). “Le coeur de Paris.” Le Gaulois, 23 May 1908.
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allows the walls […] to fall to ruins”.36 After Perrier’s speech, Holland was
bestowed with the Légion d’Honneur, and Coggeshall made an Officer of
Public Instruction. The ceremony was closed off by an elaborate banquet
in the evening (without the president present, however) with the menu
including such delicacies as Selle Entelodon with Sauce Perrier and Petits
pois à la Holland.37

Image 32: Menu of the “Diner du Diplodocus”, 15 June 1908. Source: MNHN 
Paris, ARCH PAL 76 Dons et legs: Don du Diplodocus par Andrew Carnegie.

Paris’s newspapers reported in positively rhapsodic terms about the
animal and the event, even if they could not resist taking a stab at some

36. Ch.D., “L’entrevue du muséum.”.
37. “Diner du Diplodocus”. MNHN Paris, ARCH PAL 76 Dons et legs: Don du

Diplodocus par Andrew Carnegie
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of the dignitaries present. Le Matin saw more than one ‘heavy and stupid
animal’ roaming the museum, and took the opportunity to make merry
with the Fallierus elyseensis.38

In subsequent lore, Fallières’ visit received even more notoriety. Vari-
ous later sources allude that upon setting eyes on the skeleton, the presi-
dent exclaimed “Quelle queue! quelle queue!” (“What a tail! What a tail!”),
a reference to the animal’s impressive tail – but also a somewhat embar-
rassing double entendre since the word “queue” (with can be translated
as either “row” or “tail” in English) also came with some other meanings
in French slang, such as the penis.39 It is possible that in fumbling with
the animal’s name the president used the dreaded word “queue” at some
point and this faux pas subsequently took on a life of its own.40 The
similarity of the animal’s last syllable with the French word cul (derrière)
might also provide some explanation.41 The only contemporary source
for this story is the conservative newspaper Le Matin.42 The satirical
weekly Le vie parisienne reported Fallières to have blurted out a some-
what similar “Que d'os, que d'os, que d'os!” (“What bones, what bones,
what bones!”).43 This would have been pronounced the same way as “que
d'eau, que d'eau, que d'eau!” (“What water, what water, what water”), a
famous exclamation produced by president MacMahon when he was
confronted with floodings along the Garonne in 1875. MacMahon re-
ceived much ridicule for that remark, which was seen as a typical sign of

38. Bures, René (1908). “Le “Diplodocus” reçoit. M. Fallières lui rend visite au
Museum ainse qu’au “Bothriospondylus” de Madagascar.” Le Matin, 16 June
1908.

39. See, for instance, Philippe Taquet (1998), “Dinosaur Impressions. Postcards
from a Paleontologist,” , 116, and Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of
Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur, 200. 

40. Taquet, “Dinosaur Impressions. Postcards from a Paleontologist.”, 117n2
implies something similar (although not entirely) when assessing Baltha’s song.

41. Benjamin S. Creisler (2015). “Paleosongs and Paleopoems at the Dinner in the
Iguanodon and Beyond.” accessed 14 May 2016, http:/
/webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:http:/
/permalink.gmane.org/gmane.science.dinosaurs.general/61716.

42. Anon. (1908). “Place au Diplodocus! Les monstres déménagent.” Le Matin, 16
April 1908.

43. Anon. (1908), “Choses et Autres. Mots historiques,” La vie parisienne 20 juin.
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his ineffectuality – and that of the republic.44 For that reason, it seems
likely that the words attributed to Fallières’ were used to make fun of a
president that was regarded as well-intentioned and affable, but perhaps
not terribly intelligent. Both gaffes are likely to have been inventions,
motivated by political ideas or just the desire to seek some amusement at
the expense of officialdom. What we are sure of is that Fallières did,
evidently, have some trouble pronouncing the last syllable of Diplodocus’s
name.45 Among others, the chansonnier Georges Baltha made fun of this
in his Song of the Diplodocus (reproduced at the start of this chapter).46 

Holland’s own report of the occasion in the Carnegie Museum’s Annals
of the next year show how impressed he was by the events: 

The Diplodocus was for the time being the sensation of the French capital 
and furnished the wise and the unwise, who thrive by pushing their pens, 
an apparently unlimited field for the exercise of their talents, as is evi-
denced by a collection of over six hundred clippings taken from French 
journals. The Editor refuses to be held responsible for a great deal that 
was published in the guise of accurate information in reference to this in-
teresting fossil; and he certainly cannot be held responsible for the va-
garies of French wits, who apparently tasked their ingenuity in order to 
amuse their readers.47

This episode does bring us to an aspect of the Diplodocus donation that,
although present in England to a limited extent, was particularly visible
in Paris. The extensive reporting of the donation and inauguration by the
entire French press made the cast into a welcome source for political and
social commentary. Sometimes this took on the form of Diplodocus as an

44. Macmahon’s words became something of a mot célèbre in French politics. See, for
instance, Limbert, Paul-Henri de (2015). “Que d’eau! Que d’eau!” Le Figaro, 1
November 2015. Significantly, when Paris became flooded in 1910, Fallières
showed himself a more effective and committed president, getting involved
personally in rescue work in spite of his age. See Jeffrey H. Jackson (2010). Paris
under water: How the city of light survived the Great Flood of 1910 (Macmillan),
80-81. 

45. Taquet, “Dinosaur Impressions. Postcards from a Paleontologist.”, 116-117.
46. Baltha, Visite au Diplodocus. Georges Baltha was a pseudonym of Balthasar

Glaser.
47. William Jacob Holland (1909), “Editorial Notes,” Annals of the Carnegie Museum

V, no. 1.
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all-too obvious metaphor for Carnegie, the United States or the French
state. The animal’s supposed dim-witted nature and slowness, and its
tendency to dwell in puddles, put its more impressive size and bulk in a
rather less flattering perspective. The socialist press marveled at the
sums of money that Carnegie devoted to the donation, earned at the
expense of the working masses.48 In London and Berlin, the cost of the
donation had rarely been discussed in public, but French newspapers
frequently vaunted figures in the order of 500,000 or even 750,000
francs.49 

At the other end of the political spectrum, the virulently anti-semitical
La Libre Parole took the opportunity to draw attention to the “real beast”,
president Armand Fallières.50 Some newspapers even suggested that the
Diplodocus itself was a practical joke, which greatly amused Holland: 

One of the funniest productions is that of a writer, who alleges that the 
founder of the Carnegie Institute, indignant at the manner in which 
wealthy Americans have been imposed upon by the sale to them of bogus 
Rembrandts and Corots, secretly resolved in conspiracy with the Director 
of the Carnegie Museum to perpetrate upon the unsuspecting European 
public a gigantic hoax, and accordingly had the Diplodocus fabricated, 
and actually succeeded in palming it off upon crowned heads and the sci-
entific men of Europe […] To what lengths will not the journalistic [sic] 
fancy go?51

One particular satirical sub-genre that deserves mention is that of the
“observations of a Diplodocus”. Iterations of this type appeared in various
forms in several newspapers throughout Europe and even beyond, begin-
ning, it seems, with Henri Bidou’s “Discourse of the Diplodocus”.52 Typi-
cally, this involved the Diplodocus commenting on current and scientific
affairs, its own fortune or more generally the condition humaine. Here,

48. E.g., Roland, “Le Diplodocus.”.
49. This translates to over 2 or over 3 million US dollars respectively in 2015

currency, or the equivalent of 100,000 labor hours. Source:
Historicalstatistics.org.

50. Drault, Jean (1908). “Le Cadeau de M. Carnegie.” Libre Parole, 19 April 1908.
51. Holland, “Editorial Notes.”.
52. Bidou, Henry (1908). “Le Discours du Diplodocus.” Journal des débats politiques

et litteraires, 16 June 1908.
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the animal played the role of either the symbol of the United States, or,
usually, the weary (time) traveller that has seen it all.53 

Parisian Music halls were as astute as the press in taking advantage of
current affairs that grasped the public imagination. It was therefore no
surprise to see the president’s slip satirized throughout Paris, and the
aforementioned Baltha wasn’t the only conférencier to be inspired them.
In Le Diplodocus! Chanson descriptive et anatomique (“The Diplodocus! A
descriptive and anatomical song”) a triumvirate of French songwriters
gave the affair a decidedly racier interpretation.54 Unfortunately, the
fleeting nature of such songs, most of which were used for a short period
in music halls and never appeared in print, makes it difficult to provide a
precise estimate of Diplodocus’ notoriety in popular entertainment. 

In marked contrast to Diplodocus’ popular fame, French scientific
attention for the study of dinosaurs was apparently hardly affected by
the animal’s hour in the sun. The number of more in-depth treatments of
the animal fades in comparison to its use as a news object. The few arti-
cles that appeared in popular magazines focus mainly on the history of
its discovery and transport to France, and are therefore more an exten-
sion of the news stories.55 The main exception was a work by the teacher
Joseph Joûbert, whose essay Le Diplodocus de l’ère secondaire (“The
Diplodocus of the Secondary Era”) earned him a few mentions in the

53. For examples, see Anon. (1908), “Le «Diplodocus» qui parle,” La croix de l’Algérie
et de la Tunisie. Bi-hebdomadaire ; Mille, Pierre (1909). “En passant: les soucis du
Diplodocus.” Le Temps, August 26 1909; Anon., “Le «Diplodocus» qui parle”;
Vautel, Clément (1908). “Le Diplodocus qui parle.” La Liberté, 17 June 1908. For
non-French examples, see Anon. (1908). “Confidenties van een Diplodocus.” Het
Nieuws van den Dag voor Nederlandsch-Indië, 21 July 1908; Anon. (1908).
“Confidenties van een Diplodocus.” De Telegraaf - Avondblad, 22 June 1908; A
Acloque (1912), “La Lettre du Diplodocus / Réponse,” Le Naturaliste Canadien 38

54. The song was composed by Maxime Guitton, with text by A. Pajol and Saint-
Gilles. This song was never published, although others by these artists were.
Also see Creisler, “Paleosongs and Paleopoems at the Dinner in the Iguanodon
and Beyond.”.

55. E.g., Th. (Abbé) Moreux (1908), “Actualités scientifiques. Let êtres géants de
l’époque secondaire,” le mois littéraire et pittoresque 12; Anon. (1908),
“Chronique scientifique: Le Diplodocus – La réalisation du vol plané des
oiseaux,” Revue Hebdomadaire .
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press and led to invitations for lectures throughout France.56 Joûbert
offers a fairly extensive description of the animal based mainly on works
by Marsh and Osborn. The conclusion about the animal is moralist rather
than scientific: Diplodocus is the symbol of an “excessively backward age”,
well before the entrance of man on this planet. The essay closes off with
the question of the animal’s disappearance; Joûbert seems dismissive of
Darwinist reasons for their disappearance, preferring to see (Cuvierian)
geological events at the heart of the matter. 

Even though the Diplodocus unveiling was undoubtedly a highlight of
Parisian life in 1908, assessing its long-term significance is more proble-
matic. On the one hand, there is no doubt the event was widely reported.
Holland’s figure of “six hundred clippings” doesn’t sound too far-fetched,
and the coverage exceeded that of any other Diplodocus donation, even
the original’s inauguration in Pittsburgh.57 Post-cards of the cast could be
seen to decorate the windows of Parisian Boulevard shops for some time,
and the fact that Baltha’s song was worth publishing should tell us some-
thing too.58 

On the other hand, crazes such as these were hardly uncommon in
Paris. Even contemporary sources compared the uproar caused by
Carnegie’s dinosaur with the craze surrounding the giraffe that was
donated to the French King Charles X by Mehmet Ali, the Egyptian
viceroy, in 1826. The animal had arrived in Marseille and needed to be
walked to Paris. When it arrived there, it had given rise to “giraffe-mania”
and inspired paintings, fashion and even coiffure.59 In both this case and
that of Diplodocus, the events had a huge impact at the moment they
occurred but disappeared fairly quickly, too. Within a wider social and
political context, these were not the sort of occurrences that resonated
for long. Jacques Chastenet’s elaborate study of the Fallières years, for

56. Joseph Joûbert (1908), “Le Diplodocus de l’ère secondaire,” Revue de l’Anjou LVII.
57. Unfortunately, the Carnegie Museum of Natural History’s collections don’t

appear to contain many French clippings. 
58. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”, 278.
59. The animal was retroactively named “Zarafa” in 1998 by Michael Allin. For its

history, see Michael Allin (1998). Zarafa: A Giraffe’s True Story, from Deep in
Africa to the Heart of Paris (New York: Delta).
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instance, fails to mention the episode at all, despite treating French
scientific life and press events at length.60 

However, we can’t dismiss the impact of the Diplodocus unveiling too
easily, because we also see how, in subsequent years, “Diplodocus” and its
associated meanings became a meme in the truest sense, a part of the
collective frame of reference in France. Much more than was the case in
Great Britain, we see the animal crop up not only in newspapers, but in
poetry, plays, art and the correspondence of writers and artists. The
meme’s associations were not always flattering. In a conversation with
Paul Gsell, the sculptor Auguste Rodin pessimistically compared himself
to the animal:

Today, artists and those that love art, are like fossil animals. Think of a 
Megatherium or a Diplodocus walking through the streets of Paris. That is
the image that we represent in the eyes of our contemporaries. […] Our 
era is one of engineers and factory workers, but not one of artists. […] But
there is no question of mind, thought, and dreams. Art is dead.61

Rodin’s words echo the inevitability of extinction, whereas Marcel Proust
uses the animal as a symbol of gluttony.62 Diplodocus is referenced in
plays by Eugene Brieux and Octave Mirbeau. And although he is never the
main hero, he is well-known enough to turn him into an icon with cer-
tain universally acknowledged traits. What is conspicuously absent from
most of these references is any mention of Andrew Carnegie. Carnegie’s
name was duly mentioned in the publicity leading up to the cast’s presi-
dential inauguration, but the French very quickly appropriated their
Diplodocus thereafter. In colloquial use, the word came to refer not so
much to the animal as to the specific exhibit in the Paris museum.

The extent to which Diplodocus pervaded many aspects of French
popular culture may further be gleamed from its appearance in comic
books, a form of graphic novel aimed particularly at children – but also
with an adult following – that had existed for some time before it gar-
nered mass appeal from the 1920s onwards. One of the main catalyst of

60. Chastenet, La France de M. Fallières: une époque pathétique.
61. Auguste Rodin, and Paul Gsell (1912). L’Art; entretiens réunis par Paul Gsell (Paris:

B. Grasset). My translation.
62. Marcel Proust (1918), “Marcel Proust to Lucien Daudet,” Christies.com, Lot 111/

Sale 5718.
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the genre’s popularity in Europe was a series of comics written and
drawn by the Belgian Hergé (the pseudonym of Georges Remi), The ad-
ventures of Tintin.63 Part of Tintin’s appeal was the clever inclusion of
items from popular culture, and we see a Diplodocus make its entry in
King Ottokar's Sceptre (1938), whilst the name of the animal becomes part
of the invective spewed by one of the comic’s main protagonist, Captain
Haddock.64 A far more extensive exploitation of the meme had been
undertaken by the author Samivel (pseudonym of Paul Gayet-Tancrède)
in 1933 with Parade des Diplodocus.65 The absurdist story, part of a series
featuring the two characters Samovar and Baculot, delivers – gen-
tle – commentary on the scientific and political world; the animal is
depicted as stupid but in essence good-natured. 

Taking all of this together, it seems to be not so much the prominence
of Diplodocus that is significant, but rather the pervasive and lasting
presence of the meme. That made it into something well-known enough
for further exploitation as may become clear from to examples; one that
highlights the acute demand of Diplodocus-related material following the
Paris event, another to show its lasting cultural influence and its status
as both a cultural and a scientific icon.

Wheras the Berlin Diplodocus can be said to be the most up-to-date on
display of its kind in a museum today, the cast in Paris shows the animal
closest to how Holland and most of his early 20th century colleagues saw
it. Political promises to renovate the museum quite obviously never
panned out: both the hall and the cast have stood largely unaltered since
1908. Diplodocus itself still possesses the curl in the tail that Perrier,
Boule and Holland agreed upon. With every day that passes, it more and
more becomes part of a “museum of a museum”. Gaudry’s vision, al-

63. About the rise of comic strips in Europe, and the dominance of French-language
strips, see Matthew Screech (2005). Masters of the Ninth Art: Bandes dessinées
and Franco-Belgian Identity (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press).

64. Jean-Marie Apostolides (1985), “Tintin and the Family Romance,” Children’s
Literature , 94. 

65. Paul (“Samivel”) Gayet-Tancrède (1933). Samovar et Baculot dans parade des
diplodocus, avec diplodocus, triceratops, ptérodactyle et la puce. Mise en scène, texte
et dessins de Samivel (Paris: Paul Hartmann). 
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though scientifically discredited today, has survived in most details, and
Diplodocus is still an integral part of it.
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4. When is a Diplodocus not a Diplodocus?

Image 33: Albert Besnard, Formation terrestre et l'apparition des animaux 
(between 1884 and 1889). Ecole de Pharmacie, Avenue de l’Observatoire, 
Paris. Restored digitally by the author. 

In November 1908, the Paris newspapers were awash with rumors about
the upcoming premiere of new creation by the renowned playwright
Edmond Rostand. 66 Named Chantecler, it was said to take place in a
barnyard, its eponymous protagonist a rooster who believes he has the
power to make the sun rise with his crowing. To celebrate – and partly
satirize – Rostand’s new production, the Christmas edition of Les Annales
Politiques and Littéraires decided to ‘reunite all that is most remarkable in
literature and art concerning animals, the friends of man’.67 It did so in
the form of an exhaustive list of paintings, plays, and music devoted to all
sorts of animals, mythical and real. Listed among the “beasts of mytholo-
gy, religion, legend and history” was The Diplodocus by Albert Besnard.

66. Marco F. Liberma (1910). The Story of Chantecler. A Critical Analysis of Rostand’s
Play (New York: Moffat, Yard and Co.), 4-6.

67. Anon. (1908), “Le numéro de Noël 1908-1909: Nos Amies les Bêtes,” Les annales
politiques et littéraires 26, no. 1327. My translation.
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The list included other animal works by great painters such as Breughel
and Rubens – good company for Besnard, the more so since he hadn’t
painted a single Diplodocus in his entire life.

Paul-Albert Besnard (1849-1934) can be described as a painter of the
‘second tier’. In many ways he was a follower of the leading impression-
ists, albeit more stylistically than ideologically. As a professional artist,
he mainly carved a good career out of portrait painting and decoration.68

A winner of the Prix de Rome in 1874, he received one of the most impor-
tant assignments of his early career around 1884, when the Parisian
school of pharmacy (École de Pharmacie) asked him to design and paint a
series of seventeen frescoes for their new, splendid building on the Av-
enue de l’Observatoire, close to the Jardin de Luxembourg on the Rive
gauche. The work would occupy Besnard for nearly ten years, and result-
ed in a magnificent, colorful collection of artworks.69 

Most of these paintings depicted either scenes and allegories from
scientific life or the history of life on earth. There is a procession of
mammoths, but also a large mural depicting a geological expedition. One
of them, placed in a rather obscure corner next to a doorway, Besnard
called “The formation of the earth and the emergence of the animals”
(Formation terrestre et l'apparition des animaux).70 It shows three animals
climbing out of the sea at sunset, long-necked and reaching for fish.
Although the animals are not named, it is evident that Besnard depicted
plesiosaurs, marine reptiles contemporaneous with the dinosaurs that
had been celebrated public figures for some time when Besnard started
his work.71 In 1906, one art critic had no problem identifying – colorful-

68. For more information about the life of Besnard, see C Mauclair (1914). Albert
Besnard, l’homme et l’oeuvre (Paris: Delagrave).

69. Unfortunately, maintenance work on the frescoes has been nonexistent. Today
(2012) they have almost faded beyond recognition, although there have been
some initiatives toward restoration (Jean Le Loeuff (2012). “Sauvons les
«Diplodocus» de la Faculté de Pharmacie.” accessed 5 November, 2012, http:/
/www.dinosauria.org/blog/2012/11/05/sauvons-les-diplodocus-de-la-faculte-
de-pharmacie/).

70. G. Valette (1963), “La présentation des richesses artistiques de la Faculté:
Conférence de Mme G. Valette et visite,” Revue d’histoire de la pharmacie 51, no.
177, 115.

71. See page 33 ff.
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ly – how 'the waves of an ocean are lit up by a sun of blood, with mon-
strous plesiosaurs rising and swinging'.72 

This rather obscure fresco had been on display in the École de Pharma-
cie for several decades when someone chose to re-christen these Ple-
siosaurs as Diplodocuses. The responsibility for the rededication is hard to
trace, but in the light of the French Diplodocus-mania that seemed every-
where in 1908, it is not difficult to see how anything long-necked, aquat-
ic and even vaguely reptilian should be identified as the famous dinosaur.
The Annales Politiques et Litteraires published a drawing of the painting
and simply re-christened the animals. 

The way Besnard (unwittingly, it must be assumed) portrayed his
animals greatly facilitated the confusion. In the mural, the artist shows
Plesiosaurus while coming out of the sea against the surf, thereby conve-
niently hiding its flippers.73 The general posture of the animals some-
what resembles sauropods, and their heads could be – and evidently
were – mistaken for that of Diplodocus. However, from the context of the
setting it is quite clear that these were not, in fact, sauropods.

As for Besnard’s painting, a string of misidentifications would contin-
ue to haunt the poor plesiosaurs. Besnard’s biographer, Camille Mauclair,
would identify them in 1914 as “frightening Ichthyosaurs, half fish and
half bird, their flat heads with irresistible teeth balancing on the end of
their long, muscular necks.”74 Here the confusion is among marine
animals, but another biography would refer to them as “half-chimeral
marine quadrupeds with giraffe necks and reptilian faces”, keeping them
going as potential dinosaurs.75

Sadly, Besnard’s frescoes received little love from the École de Pharma-
cie after this; they slowly faded away, damaged by sunlight and cigarette
smoke. However, Diplodocus would materialize once more on the walls of

72. Gabriel Mourey (1906). Albert Besnard (Paris: Henri Davoust) as quoted by Le
Loeuff, “Sauvons les Diplodocus.”. My translation: “sur les vagues d’un océan
démonté qu’éclaire un soleil de sang, surgissent et se balancent les monstrueux
plésiosaures”

73. Mauclair, Albert Besnard, l’homme et l’oeuvre.
74. Mauclair, Albert Besnard, l’homme et l’oeuvre, 36. My translation.
75. Achille Segard (1914). Peintres d’aujourd’hui. Les décorateurs (Paris: Librairie

Ollendorff). My translation. Thanks go out to Jean Le Loeuff for pointing this
source out to me.
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a French scientific institution. In 1942, the Breton painter and illustrator
Mathurin Méheut was commissioned by the Geological Institute in
Rennes to paint a triptych containing mesozoic animals, in order to
adorn the institute’s new building.76 Unsurprisingly considering the
enduring fame of the animal, Méheut chose Diplodocus as the most
prominent of his subjects. Being fairly inexperienced in the depiction of
extinct animals, he received a number of books on paleontology and
reconstruction from his patron. One of these was Abel’s Geschichte und
Methode der Rekonstruktion vorzeitlicher Wirbeltiere (1925); and Méheut’s
Diplodoci look suspiciously similar in proportion to Abel’s reconstruction
from 1910, which was reprinted in this work.77 Charles Knight’s work
probably influenced Méheut as well, and made him put his animals in the
swamp.78 As a consequence, the Rennes Diplodocuses are not unlike
Besnard’s animals. In fact, the arching necks, the orange-red color
scheme and the mostly hidden legs of Méheut’s Diplodocuses give them
an overall appearance that is quite similar to the earlier Plesiosaurs. 

Méheut’s work was done in the midst of the Second World War. With
this in mind, it is tempting to think – even if there is no explicit evidence
to support such a suggestion – that the choice for Diplodocus as the main
topic of the Méheut’s triptych was not merely based on its fame, but also
on the desire to make a sneer at Le Boche – the Germans. The more so
because it would not have been the first time the dinosaur was featured
in anti-German propoganda.

76. Jean Le Loeuff (2010), “Art and Palaeontology in German-Occupied France: Les
Diplodocus by Mathurin Meheut (1943),” Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Saurians:
A Historical Perspective. Geological Society, London, Special Publications 343.

77. Abel, Geschichte und Methode der Rekonstruktion vorzeitlicher Wirbeltiere, 138.
See also Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”.

78. Le Loeuff, “Art and Palaeontology in German-Occupied France: Les Diplodocus
by Mathurin Meheut (1943).”, 329.
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5. Les premiers dépredateurs: Diplodocus and World 
War One

Image 34: Jean Renouard, Les premiers déprédateurs (ca. 1916). Collection 
Eric Buffetaut.

Unquestionably, the tank resembles an armadillo, a caterpillar, a 
diplodocus, a motor car, and a traveling circus. It has more feet than a 
caterpillar, and they have steel toenails which take it over the ground; its 
hide is more resistant than an armadillo’s, and its beauty of form would 
make the diplodocus jealous. No pianist was ever more temperamental; 
no tortoise ever more phlegmatic.79

Thus, the American war correspondent Frederick Palmer (1873-1958)
recalled the impressions the tanks of the First World War left on him. His
choice of analogies is telling, but not unique; particularly the description
tanks as ‘Diplodocus’ appears to have been common in particular in the

79. Frederick Palmer (1917). My Second Year of the War (New York: Dodd. Mead &
Co.), 26.
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French as well as the British trenches.80 Over time, these massive
dinosaurs came to signify much of the sentiment that had been left by
the first tanks: powerful, yet ungainly; vigorous but devoid of intelli-
gence. Palmer’s connection of the Diplodocus with beauty is somewhat
exceptional in that regard. But the use of its name is testimony to the
familiarity of Diplodocus among the soldiers: it had apparently become
such a well-known beast that soldiers of various nationalities could all
understand its similarity to the armored vehicle.

Here we come to arguably Diplodocus’s most egregious role – and
certainly the one least intended by its donor. For it was certainly the very
last of Carnegie’s intentions that his gift should be used in any connec-
tion with warfare. Yet that connection was made very explicit by one of
the recipients of a Diplodocus cast, the French paleontologist Marcellin
Boule.81

In October of 1914, briefly after hostilities had commenced between
France and Germany, a number of distinguished German intellectuals
produced a manifesto in which they endorsed the German war effort, “in
her hard struggle for existence” and denied the excesses of war attrib-
uted to the German army by her opponents.82 Originally appearing in the
Berliner Tageblatt, it had been reprinted in a host of German newspapers
outside the capital. Among the signatures, which encompassed all
branches of knowledge, were those of Ernst Haeckel, Max Planck, Wil-
helm Ostwald, Max Liebermann and Wilhelm von Bode. 

80. Also see, for instance, R. Derby Holmes (1918). A Yankee in the Trenches (Boston:
Little, Brown & Co.). Holmes seems unaware of the meaning of the word
Diplodocus, but reports that it is used by his fellow soldiers. For the British use of
the word for their tanks, see Andrew Horrall (2001). Popular Culture in London c.
1890-1918. The Transformation of Entertainment (Manchester: Manchester
University Press), 220-221.

81. I want to thank Eric Buffetaut and Jean Leloeuf for discussions about this aspect
of Diplodocus’s history, about which Eric held a talk at the 2010 dinosaur history
conference in Paris: Eric Buffetaut, and Jean Le Loeuff (2011), “Les premiers
déprédateurs: Einosaurs in World War I Propaganda.,” Meeting Dinosaurs - their
Kith and Kin: A historical Perspective. HOGG/ Société Géologique de France/
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle .

82. Fulda, Ludwig (1914). “Aufruf an die Kulturwelt.” Berliner Tageblatt, 4 October
1914. For a translation of the document in English, see Professors of Germany
(1919), “To the Civilized World,” The North American Review .
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This “Manifesto of the 93”, as it became known, immediately illicited
an incensed reaction in France, causing debates about the relative identi-
ty of German and French science, and their place in society. In particular,
it provoked a debate about the relationship between German science and
philosophy (“Kultur”) and German war crimes. Next to an “official” reac-
tion by the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, numerous writers
published their own response.83 Among these was Marcellin Boule, who
wrote a short essay for the December 1914 issue of the journal l’Anthro-
pologie, of which he was one of the editors.84 A few months after, and
probably soon upon the journal’s appearance in print, the Journal des
débats granted him an interview in which he reiterated the salient points
of the article.85 

Preceding World War One, as we saw, German science had been uni-
versally acknowledged as world-leading. In the light of wartime propa-
ganda however, it was felt crucial to change this perception. Morale, both
public and military, demanded that the enemy not be seen as a superior
force – particularly in a field that could so easily be applied militarily.
Moreover, the recurring German desire to use scientific knowledge as a
basis for military, administrative and social organization made it a suit-
able point of attack.86 

Various propaganda documents continued to be produced throughout
the war, both among scholars and in newspapers.87 In 1916, Boule pre-
sented a somewhat less restrained version his essay as part of a larger
collection, edited by the writers Gabriel Petit and Maurice Leudet.88 This
book treated “German science” field-by-field through essays by leading

83. About these reactions, see Martha Hanna (1996). The Mobilization of Intellect:
French Scholars and Writers during the Great War (Cambridge & London: Harvard
University Press).

84. Marcellin Boule (1914), “La guerre,” L’Anthropologie XXV, no. 5-6.
85. Varigny, Henri de (1915). “Teutonisme et biologie.” Journal des débats politiques

et litteraires, 15 April 1915.
86. See, for instance, David Welch (2014). Germany and Propaganda in World War I

(London & New York: I.B. Tauris), 160-161, and publications such as Otto Jaekel
(1916). Die natürlichen Grundlagen staatlicher Organisation (Berlin: Stilke).

87. E.g., Anon. (1915). “Die erschütternde Wissenschaft.” Frankfurter Zeitung und
Handelsblatt, 20 December 1915.

88. Ironically, Leudet had written a book about “a day in the life of emperor
Wilhelm II” in 1898, which was full of admiration for the emperor”.
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French scientists. Its core premise was that there was no such thing as
“German science” – rather, there was science and there were German
scientists. In a way, this was the continuation of a debate that had begun
in French intellectual circles after the loss of the Franco-Prussian War in
1871 and which, likewise, had led to an accusation of the misuse of
science, someting intrinsically non-ethnical and universalist, for political
ends.89 

The tone of the book was typical of the French reaction to the “93”.
While the editors expressed admiration for the way the Germans had
organized science in Germany and had translated it into practical appli-
cation, they also considered it devoid of civilisation: morality and imag-
ination. In his paper, “The war and paleontology”, Boule presented his
views on “German evolution”, which consisted of a progressive but purely
material aspect next to a regressive spiritual and moral aspect.90 Next, he
set out his views on evolution, where he saw two harbingers of extinc-
tion: over-specialization and “gigantism”. To explain the second point, he
used Diplodocus as a metaphor for the “Germanic monster”, before con-
cluding how:

The “Kultur” which is its result must perish, the victim of exclusive spe-
cialization, material gigantism, and the atrophy of its sense of morality.91

There is little truly exceptional about Boule’s essay, and it fits in very well
with the other contributions to Petit and Leudet’s book. Using Diplodocus
(or other dinosaurs) to demonstrate how developing great size could lead
to “unavoidable” extinction was also not new; as we have seen, it was a
motif already used when Diplodocus first entered France in newspapers
and in Joûbert’s essay and lectures. But in doing so, Boule offered a com-
forting message to the French public: inevitably, the German war ma-
chine would soon be as dead as the dinosaur they already knew so well. 

Briefly afterwards, the artist Paul Renouard picked up Boule’s simile.
Working for several illustrated magazines, Renouard had been deeply
affected by the events of the war he illustrated for several magazines and

89. Manias, “The Race prussienne Controversy: Scientific Internationalism and the
Nation.”.

90. Marcellin Boule (1916). “La guerre et la paléontologie,” in Les Allemands et la
Science, ed. Gabriel Petit, and Maurice Leudet (Paris: F. Alcan), 577-578.

91. Boule, “La guerre et la paléontologie.”, 579. My translation.
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newspapers. In the course of 1916, he reeled off a series of drawings,
called Déprédateurs d’evolution mal tourné (“Pets of wrong-headed evolu-
tion”). One etching depicted Diplodocus and Iguanodon standing in the
Paris museum. Like Boule, and Joûbert before him, he depicts this
“Diplodocus teutonicus” as an all-devouring monster whose extinction
will become inevitable once he is unable to usurp his neighbors. And like
Boule, Renouard leaves his audience with a comforting thought:

[…] soldiers, children, who watch Diplodocus, this giant among antedilu-
vian animals in the museum. What do they think? That brute force does 
not always save the one which possesses it, and that if he uses it to op-
press, he will disappear. […] One day perhaps, some future Paul Renouard
may design a Diplodocus whose skeleton […] mistakenly recalls Hinden-
burg, Wilhelm II or the Kronprinz. These are the dreams that the artist 
invites…92

Not exactly the sort of symbolism Carnegie would have liked, perhaps.
But the fact that Boule and Renouard used Diplodocus to illustrate their
argument was an ironic consequence of the energy the Scotsman had
spent making the cast into a household name.

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, none other than William J. Holland
also weighed in on the propaganda war. Once the United States had
entered the First World War, he and Coggeshall had returned the German
decorations that he had been so proud of.93 Holland showed a more
activist streak in late 1917, when he attacked German scientific pre-
eminence at a lunch address to Pittsburgh’s “Hungry Club”.94 His speech
was printed shortly thereafter.95 Rather than imitating the French ap-
proach of pointing towards German science as culturally deficient, Hol-

92. Noël Clément-Janin (1919). Les estampes, images et affiches de la guerre: ouvrage
orné de 6 planches hors texte. et de 44 reproductions dans le texte (Paris: Gazette
des Beaux-Arts), 16.

93. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”, 278.
94. Anon. (1917). “German Lauded Unduly, Says Scientist.” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,

4 December 1917.
95. William Jacob Holland (1918). Germany in Science: The German Claim to

Scientific Leadership Refuted. Address Delivered Before the Hungry Club, December
3, 1917. (Pittsburgh: Ralston school Printery). The Hungry Club is a still extant
dining society in Pittsburg, which also discusses politics and current events.
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land set about to deny any German scientific accomplishments altogeth-
er. Going through various fields of science, he illustrates how German
scholars have contributed little to the progress of science, and how their
work was “the fruit of erudition, but nothing more.”96 The shadow of the
war also appears to have left its mark on Coggeshall, whose memoirs
show Germany in a very negative light.97

What might have motivated both Holland’s and Boule’s anti-German
sentiments apart from the necessities of war, is that a few years earlier
they had had their own run-in with German zoological and paleontologi-
cal erudition, and it had left particularly Holland resentful. It was an
affair in which Diplodocus played an important role and that once more
underlined how powerful the appropriation of such a public icon could
be.

96. Holland, Germany in Science: The German Claim to Scientific Leadership Refuted.
Address Delivered Before the Hungry Club, December 3, 1917., 15.

97. Coggeshall, “”Dippy” Crashes Royalty.”.
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V.  A MATTER OF ATTITUDE

“Es war also recht gruselig geworden”

Gustav Tornier, 1909
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1. The Frohawk Letter

Image 35: Diplodocus in the Gallery of Reptiles at the British Museum 
(Natural History), 1905. Standing next to it is Arthur S. Coggeshall. NHM 
Archives.

The trouble started with a letter. 
Shortly after the unveiling of the English Diplodocus, it was sent to the

The Field, a weekly magazine mainly dedicated to such sports as angling
and cricket, and written by none other than its best-known illustrator,
Frederick William Frohawk. Frohawk had made a name for himself as an
illustrator of birds and regularly worked for the British Museum as well.
In the letter, he vented his amazement at the stance the Carnegie crew
had given to the enormous Diplodocus:

“The visitor to the Reptile Gallery of the Natural History Museum cannot 
fail to be struck by the extraordinary pose of the gigantic skeleton and 
miniature model of the Diplodocus carnegii. It would be interesting to 
know the reason for mounting the specimen so high on its legs, like some 
huge Pachyderm. As it is a gigantic lizard, why should it not be represent-
ed in the attitude usually assumed by such animals? The skeleton has the 
appearance of belonging to some great mammal. The small model made 
by Dr Holland shows us a creature with body and limbs resembling an ele-
phant with enormous length of neck, and tail like an immense python. It 
appears reasonable to suppose that an animal with a neck of such prodi-
gious length would hardly carry it in the manner represented, but that 
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the greater part of the neck, body, and whole of the tail would more likely 
rest on the ground, and limbs more lateral like other reptiles. Doubtless 
there is some good reason for mounting and modeling it in such an atti-
tude; information on the subject would be welcome.” 1

Despite his lack of overt enthusiasm for the American donation,
Lankester could hardly let this pass: Frohawk implicitly questioned not
only the work performed by the Pittsburghers, but also the Museum’s
judgment in allowing such a supposedly unscientific display to be un-
veiled. What might have made things slightly more difficult was that, as
we saw, at least some of the decisions about how to erect the cast had
been made with attractiveness to the public in mind. In his reply to The
Field, Lankester replied somewhat confusingly that Diplodocus was ‘not a
lizard’, and that “lizards vary to a considerable extent in regard to the
height at which the body is carried by the limbs”.2 He continued to com-
pare the form of the ribs, and the laterally compressed ribcage, to that in
chameleons: arboreal animals that carry their limbs directly below their
bodies. However, Lankester’s support for his American colleagues was
not unconditional. In particular, he criticized the position given to the
neck of the animal, describing it as “unnatural, if not impossible”, and
going on to suggest it might have been held upright-ish in a curve.3 All
these issues – stance, neck position and scientists’ opinion of their Amer-
ican colleagues, would continue as important threads in Diplodocus’s
European excursion.

Holland’s attitude, in a private letter to Frohawk was, typically, more
belligerent and decidedly more condescending towards Frohawk. Al-
though Holland noted that he “could not take time to go into the matter
at length”, he made clear that if Frohawk “had ever studied the anatomy
of dinosaurs as a class” he would be aware that:

“The bones are put together as they are, because they belong where they 
are, and in the position in which they are shown. It is at once an anatomi-
cal and mechanical impossibility to give the creature the position which 

1. Frederick William Frohawk (1905), “The Attitude of Diplodocus carnegiei,” The
Field 106.

2. E. Ray Lankester (1905), “The Attitude of Diplodocus,” The Field: the Farm, the
Garden: the Country Gentleman’s Newspaper 106

3. Lankester, “The Attitude of Diplodocus.”
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you suggest. […] In order to give the creature the position which you sug-
gest, it would be necessary to smash the skeleton into pieces and make 
something that did not exist in nature, in order to carry out your idea.”4

This left very little room for discussion, which essentially was the atti-
tude Holland would maintain throughout the many discussions sur-
rounding Diplodocus’s stance – and one for which he was to be criticized
by his peers.5 While Marsh had admittedly not taken time to explain his
Brontosaurus reconstruction, which showed this close relation of
Diplodocus with an elephant-like posture, others had. In his reply to
Frohawk, Holland avoided the issue of the neck altogether. Frohawk did
not pursue the matter further himself, but a few months after the piece
in The Field had appeared, the Evening News reported that the animal had
been mounted wrongly.6 Rather than a general complaint that the animal
wasn’t reptile-like enough, it made the point that the animal had been
mounted in a digitigrade (toe-walking) rather than a plantigrade (heel-
walking) position. The newspaper was quick to point out that the “Pe-
terborough Diplodocus” (which was in fact a partial specimen of Ce-
tiosaurus) had been mounted correctly, and that even in the case of
Carnegie’s animal the blame should not fall primarily upon the British
Museum. Smith Woodward, asked to comment, admitted that in his view
it had been a mistake to portray the dinosaur as a toe-runner, but:

[…] it should be said, that the mounting was done in America, and that 
all that was done in South Kensington was to remount the skeleton.7 

Here, Smith Woodward’s desire to deflect criticism apparently made him
forget the amount of consultation that had gone on between Pittsburgh
and London, and the sometimes very specific requests made by British

4. Holland to F.W. Frohawk, 9 September, 1905. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks. Not
that dinosaurs were considered to be a class (in the Linnean sense) at this time;
depending on whose viewpoint one accepted, they made up one or two orders of
the class Reptilia.

5. William Diller Matthew (1910), “The Pose of Sauropodous Dinosaurs,” The
American Naturalist 44, 159.

6. Anon. (1906). “Diplodocus never Walked like That. Error in Mounting Mr.
Carnegie’s Gift Animal.” The Evening News, 19 March 1906.

7. Anon., “Diplodocus never Walked like That. Error in Mounting Mr. Carnegie’s
Gift Animal.”.
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Museum staff, including himself. In subsequent weeks the report made
its way across the Atlantic in an abbreviated form that had Smith Wood-
ward describe Diplodocus’s posture as “impossible”, a verdict that can
hardly have pleased Holland.8 The Pittsburgh Weekly Gazette took the
trouble to interview Holland about the matter, but rather than turn on
Smith Woodward, he declared everything a misunderstanding, since he
had expressed uncertainty about the pose of the animal’s front limbs
himself. According to the article, “the matter could be corrected by
lowering the front support of the London skeleton two inches.”9

The museum took no actions upon these criticisms; and since the
press also lost interest in the tiptoeing “ballerina Diplodocus”, that was
where it ended. Elsewhere, however, others would begin to voice their
own doubts.

8. E.g., Anon. (1906). “Dancing Diplodoci.” Vancouver Daily World, 22 May 1906;
Anon. (1906). “Make Sport of Carnegie’s Fossil Gift to Museum.” The Inter Ocean
(Chicago), 25 March 1906 1906.

9. Anon. (1906). “Standing on its Toes like a Ballet Dancer.” Pittsburgh Weekly
Gazette, 20 March 1906.
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2. “Inextricably mired”. Oliver Hay versus orthodoxy

Image 36: Oliver Perry Hay seated at his desk at the Carnegie Foundation, 
Washington DC, around 1910

It would take three years (and two Diplodocus casts) until someone else
shared misgivings similar to Frohawk’s in print. Unfortunately for Hol-
land, this time it was not someone that could be so easily swept to the
side, but a scientist with a solid reputation. 

Born in 1846 in Saluda, Indiana, Oliver Perry Hay already had an
illustrious but somewhat rough career behind him by 1908. He had
worked in many institutions of repute, including Yale University, the
American Museum of Natural History, the Field Columbian Museum in
Chicago and the Smithsonian. Much like Holland, Hay was – and liked to
present himself as – a polymath with a wide variety of interests, and an
innate restlessness that often drove him to seek new challenges – and
employers. He could be difficult to work with; his son William, also a
zoologist, described his father as “friendly, kind, helpful, but also stub-
born once an opinion was formed.”10 Some of that stubbornness would

10. Quote taken from http://haygenealogy.com/hay/howsmon-hay.html. Retrieved
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come to show itself in the case of Diplodocus, and it partly explains why
his early career was so often interrupted. Certainly, Hay’s spell at the
American Museum was filled with acrimony; he had little time for the
rigid social order within the museum and Osborn’s imperious attitude,
and he frequently clashed with others on scientific matters.11 Hay’s rise
to scientific prominence came relatively late. In 1902, he received a grant
from the Carnegie Foundation in Washington to work on pleistocene
vertebrates, a post he was to keep until his retirement in 1926. Trained as
a zoologist, he started making a name for himself in paleontology in
Washington – first with his Bibliography and Catalogue of the Fossil Verte-
brata of North America, and then, in 1908, with The Fossil Turtles of North
America. That was also the year that he published an eye-catching essay
about one of the most well-know fossil reptiles of the moment,
Diplodocus. 

One of the disagreements between Hay and his colleagues and superi-
ors at the AMNH concerned the anatomy, or more correctly the life recon-
struction, of sauropod dinosaurs. Briefly after the AMNH’s life recon-
struction of Brontosaurus was unveiled in late 1904, he took issue with
the elephantine way in which Matthew and Gregory had opted to mount
the animal. Rather than mimic Marsh and take a mammal as a template,
Hay argued, they should have been looking at other reptiles, such as
modern lizards.12

Writing in 1883, Marsh had accompanied his original restoration of
Brontosaurus with the remark that the “legs and feet were massive [and]
the feet were plantigrade”.13 Subsequently he took this point for granted,
but, in his typical authoritative style, never actually elaborated upon this

on September 12, 2012. For more information on Hay, see David J. Meltzer
(2015). The Great Paleolithic War: How Science Forged an Understanding of
America’s Ice Age Past (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press),
particularly pp. 255-257.

11. Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate
Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 75-76, and 

12. Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate
Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 75.

13. Othniel Charles Marsh (1883), “Principal Characters of American Jurassic
Dinosaurs, Part IV: Restoration of Brontosaurus,” American Journal of Science
XXVI
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choice in detail. That does not necessarily mean that the he stopped
thinking about the issue; but the emphasis in his feud with Cope rested
so much on the discovery of new specimens and the description of new
species that underlying issues often went undiscussed or were treated
only in passing. Also, such a reliance on authority (and its acceptance
among peers) was not entirely uncommon. 

It is not unlikely that earlier images of dinosaurs influenced Marsh's
ideas. Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins's statues at Crystal Park, although
by this point almost universally derided (among others by Marsh him-
self), portrayed Iguanodon and Megalosaurus as erect, quadrupedal be-
hemoths – and this image bore significant similarity to Marsh's Bron-
tosaurus and other dinosaurs. Subsequent workers had relied upon his
authority, partly out of respect but probably also because by now it
seemed so self-evident to portray these huge animals this way. Even
Henry Fairfield Osborn, so set upon overturning Marsh's legacy, largely
stuck to the sauropod-as-elephant portrayal, even though he admitted
that there was room for debate on the issue.14 His co-worker William
Diller Matthew expanded that argument, and drew the conclusion that in
life Brontosaurus, whose skeleton graced the museum since 1905, had
walked with its elbows turned outward, an important deviation from the
elephant model suggested by Marsh.15 Hatcher himself also expressed
doubts about the position of the front limbs, and the Smithsonian’s
Charles Gilmore was critical of much of Marsh’s reconstructions.16 

Nonetheless, Hay accused his colleagues of conforming all-too-easily
to old viewpoints that could not bear critical examination. For the 1906
Society of American Vertebrate Paleontologists meeting, which took
place in the AMNH, he had its Department of Vertebrate Paleontology
(DVP) preparators Otto and Charles Falkenbach construct a model of a

14. Henry Fairfield Osborn (1905), “Skull and Skeleton of the Sauropodous
Dinosaurs, Morosaurus and Brontosaurus,” Science 22, 376.

15. William Diller Matthew (1905), “The Mounted Skeleton of Brontosaurus,” The
American Museum Journal V, no. 2.

16. John Bell Hatcher (1901), “XIII. Structure of the Fore Limb and Manus of
Brontosaurus,” Annals of the Carnegie Museum I; Charles Whitney Gilmore
(1907), “The Type of the Jurassic Reptile Morosaurus agilis Redescribed: With a
Note on Camptosaurus,” Proceedings of The United States National Museum 32,
no. 1519.
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more lizard-like Brontosaurus. The only witness account we have of this
stems from Holland’s 1910 reply to Hay’s criticisms, and it is predictably
scornful: 

This model was discussed at the meeting […], and by common consent 
was judged for many reasons to represent the impossible.17

Holland’s acerbic tone might have had something to do with an earlier
run-in he’d had with Hay. In 1908, Hay’s review in Science of Holland’s
monograph on the Diplodocus skull – the latter’s ticket of entry into the
paleontological community, so to say – had been devastating. Among
other things, he implicitly accused Holland of incompetence as an
anatomist and zoologist, of downright sloppiness, and of manipulating
drawings in order to show what Holland wanted them to show.18 Hol-
land, never one to deal with criticism very gracefully, let alone when
expressed so scathingly, had not been amused.19

In the same year he pilloried Holland’s monograph, Hay published
about his take on Diplodocus’s stance in the American Naturalist, Cope’s
old journal and one of which Hay himself had previously been an editor.
The article, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs,
especially of Diplodocus”, was his frontal assault on the established recon-
structive orthodoxy.20 In it, Diplodocus replaced Brontosaurus as the
example of choice, mostly because Hatcher’s monograph offered him a
text that summarized most knowledge about sauropods up to that point.

17. William Jacob Holland (1910), “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the
Restorations of Sauropod Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United
States, With Special Reference to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie
Museum,” American Naturalist 44, 260-261. See also Rainger, An Agenda for
Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate Paleontology at the American
Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 274n29.

18. Hay, “Dr. W. J. Holland on the Skull of Diplodocus.”. To quote a few gems: “most
of the sutures [are] far less distinct than they are represented in Dr. Holland's
figures”; “As already indicated, that foramen which Dr. Holland identified as the
that for the trigeminal nerve is regarde by myself as the fenestra ovalis”; “in
nearly all of Dr. Holland's references to the two skulls of Diplodocus in the U.S.
National Museum het gets the numbers 2672 and 2673 exchanged.”

19. Holland, “Dr. O. P. Hay on the Skull of Diplodocus.”.
20. Oliver Perry Hay (1908), “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous

Dinosaurs, especially of Diplodocus,” American Naturalist 43, no. October.
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Hay was not much kinder to his previous employer Osborn than he had
been to Holland. Osborn’s suggestion of paddles and a dorsal fin for a
supposedly fully aquatic Diplodocus could find no more mercy in Hay’s
eyes than the ‘tip-toed’ mount sent to Frankfurt or the “bow-legged”
Brontosaurus in New York.21

The core of Hay’s argument was little more than an anatomist's con-
tinuation of principles set out before, and tried to solve a logical dilemma
caused by earlier publications. His piece summarized the existing body of
work on sauropods, and concluded that the prevalent image of sauropods
was one of animals with elephantine, straight limbs. The problems arose
when Hay tried to combine this vision with the consensus about the
supposed habitat these animals had occupied. Sauropods were increas-
ingly seen as fully or semi-aquatic animals because of their great weight,
which was considered too heavy to be carried on land by a cold-blooded
reptile. According to Hay, these two pieces of paleontological orthodoxy
were difficult to reconcile. In his 1908 article he begins to emphasize how
little is known about these animals and then gives what he sees as the
consensus view:

“It is pretty well agreed that a part of their time was passed in the water; 
that they could swim readily; that they walked mostly on all fours; that to
some extent at least they went about on land; that their food was mainly, 
if not wholly, vegetable; and that they had imperfect or no means of 
chewing it”.22

Hay then proceeds to discuss aspects of sauropod anatomy, treating
arguments made by authors such as Hatcher, Osborn, Holland, and
Marsh. Significantly, the question of how sauropods walked is included in
Hay’s questions, but omitted from the consensus. With regard to
Diplodocus’s habits, Hay follows the assumptions and conclusions drawn
by Hatcher’s description.23 Marsh’s authority is invoked when arguing in
favor of the animal’s aquatic habits; and Hay follows Holland on the point

21. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 677.

22. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 672-673.

23. Hatcher, “Diplodocus (Marsh): Its Osteology, Taxonomy, and Probable Habits,
With a Restoration of the Skeleton.”.
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of probably nutrition in the form of algae. Hay then comes to his main
point: 

“As to weight, Marsh estimated that that of Brontosaurus was more than 
twenty tons. Each footprint was thought to be about a square yard in ex-
tent. The pressure was therefore about 1,100 pounds on each square foot 
of the ground [5370 kg/m2, IN]. What progress could such enormous ani-
mals have made through morasses and along mud-depositing rivers, in 
case they carried themselves as they are represented in the restorations? 
Without doubt, they would soon have become inextricably mired and 
would have perished miserably”.24

It is difficult to fault Hay’s reasoning, as he fundamentally uses Marsh’s
own data and quantifies its repercussions. Extrapolating, one could say
that Hay’s article was representative of a new kind of paleontology, one
based far more on mathematics than on authority. Osborn, for all his
iconoclasticism, was not challenging the basics of Marsh’s methodology.
Basically, he was disinterested in it, but mainly sought to explain how
Marsh had been wrong. Ironically, the way in which he worked had much
in common with Marsh and Cope’s, and one could also argue that many
of his objectives, not least socially, were in their essence comparable to
theirs.

The second argument Hay used against the idea of an upright position
had to do with evolutionary pressures. When sauropods had developed
from animals such as crocodiles, and largely shared their way of living,
what impetus would there have been for them to develop mammal-like
limbs? Having thus laid out the problem, Hay’s solution was to dispense
with the upright position, and give the animal an appearance more akin
to that of a crocodile. Hay’s Diplodocus was an amphibious animal that
crept on land when it wanted to, “with perhaps laborious effort”. The
skull, he surmised, was entirely unsuitable for chewing, and was instead
used solely for raking in the large quantities of food the animal needed. It
spent most of its time lying near lakes, extending its long neck when it
required food (or oxygen). As to the kind of food, Hay agreed with Hol-
land’s suggestion that the teeth were probably used to large amounts of

24. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 680.
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floating algae or water plants.25 For museums, the result need not be less
imposing than traditional mounts:

It seems to the writer that our museums which are engaged in making 
mounts and restorations of the great Sauropoda have missed an opportu-
nity to construct some striking presentations of these reptiles that would 
be truer to nature. The body place in a crocodile-like attitude would be lit-
tle, if any, less, imposing than when erect; while the long neck, as flexible 
as that of an ostrich, might be placed in a variety of graceful positions.26

The other issues that Hay addressed were Diplodocus’ food and the posi-
tion of the toes. The latter issue, the subject of a minor disagreement a
few years before, he tackled indirectly as a consequence of a mammalian
posture for the sauropod. Hay particularly objected to the inconsistencies
of Osborn’s DVP in reconstructing sauropods, contrasting the “bow-
legged” Brontosaurus with the Frankfurt Diplodocus, which had to stand
“almost on the tips of its digits.”27 The animal’s feeding habits were
treated a bit more extensively. Hay criticized both Holland and Osborn,
but particularly Knight’s reconstruction of a standing Diplodocus tearing
the leaves from the top of a cycad tree. Considering the animal’s weak
teeth, and their lack of wear, he thought it most likely it fed on huge
floating masses of algae.

Hay illustrated how he envisioned the life posture of the sauropod in a
second article, published two years later.28 It contained some reflection
on feedback from colleagues, most notably by the Austrian paleontolo-
gist Othenio Abel, and elaborated on more technical aspects of the argu-
ment made in his previous article. Among other things, Hay again dis-
cussed the question whether Diplodocus might be a digitigrade (toe) or a

25. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 675.

26. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 681.

27. Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of
Diplodocus.”, 677.

28. Oliver Perry Hay (1910), “On the Manner of Locomotion of the Dinosaurs,
especially Diplodocus, with Remarks on the Origin of Birds,” Proceedings of the
Washington Academy of Sciences XII.
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plantigrade (heel) walker, but refused to concede that the issue had much
significance for the way the animal’s legs were used. 

Image 37: Diplodocus according to Oliver Hay, drawn by M.M. Mitchell. From
Hay, Oliver Perry. “On the Manner of Locomotion of the Dinosaurs, especially 
Diplodocus, with Remarks on the Origin of Birds.” Proceedings of the 
Washington Academy of Sciences XII (1910): 1–25. 

In order to support his ideas, he drew a contrast between Diplodocus and
other dinosaurs, such as Tyrannosaurus and Trachodon, which were
considered to be erect, bipedal walkers.29 To make that argument more
plausible, Hay tried to loosen the phylogenetic ties between sauropods
and other dinosaurs, deciding that sauropods must have been of “a more
primitive stock.”30 He also supposed that they were “secondarily” aquatic,
that is to say that they evolved from fully terrestrial animals. Contrary to
the first article, this also contained a drawing of three Diplodocuses. Hay’s
Diplodocus was not a creature that stood submerged in lakes all the time,
like Osborn’s Brontosaurus had been. For that, he reasoned, its hollow

29. Hay, “On the Manner of Locomotion of the Dinosaurs, especially Diplodocus,
with Remarks on the Origin of Birds.”, 5-6.

30. Hay, “On the Manner of Locomotion of the Dinosaurs, especially Diplodocus,
with Remarks on the Origin of Birds.”, 20-23.
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bones gave it far too much buoyancy. Rather, it sat on the shore, occasio-
nally going for a swim; its long neck sufficed to reach its food.

The image of a lizard-like sauropod is so alien to modern readers that
Hay’s work on Diplodocus has been the frequent source of ridicule.31 The
fact that he chose to antagonize what were, at the time, the two most
influential paleontological institutions in the United States, has probably
not helped his reputation in this respect. But once the issue of locomo-
tion and stance of the animal is taken away, the two articles reveal a lot of
solid work and, after Hatcher’s monograph, the most thorough treatment
of sauropod limb anatomy published up to that point. It is perhaps re-
vealing that modern paleontology has vindicated his views that an
aquatic way of life in sauropods was difficult to reconcile with an upright
stance, and that their skeletons’ relatively light weight made them un-
likely candidates as aquatic divers.32 

Hay’s work elicited a number of detailed responses. In a meeting of the
Austrian academy of sciences’ section for Paleozoology on December 16,
1908, Othenio Abel discussed Hay’s article. While he agreed with the
American’s comment about Diplodocus’s diet, Abel found fault with
everything else Hay had written.33 The second reaction was by Holland,
and it carried a predictable amount of venom. We will return to this
work, which was written not only in reaction to Hay, in the following
chapter, but suffice it to say that Holland rejected nearly all of his as-
sumptions and conclusions.34 William Diller Matthew, on the other hand,
was much less prepared to dismiss Hay’s work out of hand. As a former
DVP colleague, he knew Hay much better than Holland did, and it is more
than likely that he and Hay discussed the topic when Hay was still

31. See, for instance, Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in
Palaeontology, 115-119, and Parsons, Drawing out Leviathan: Dinosaurs and the
Science Wars, 118-119.

32. For a modern synthesis, see Curry Rogers, and Wilson, The Sauropods: Evolution
and Palaeobiology. Of course, modern paleontologists have drawn the opposite
conclusion to Hay’s, discarding aquaticism rather than upright stance.

33. Othenio Abel (1908), “Neuere Anschauungen über den Bau und die Lebensweise
der Dinosaurier,” Berichte der Sektion für Paläozoologie 16 December.

34. Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of Sauropod
Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special Reference
to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”.
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working in New York, possibly when Hay had the Falkenbachs prepare
their model.35 Contrary to Holland, Matthew’s far more technical paper
acknowledged the merit of Hay’s work, but still came to the conclusion
that he was wrong. 

In a final contribution to this debate, published in 1911, Hay discussed
more of the criticism leveled against his ideas – mostly that by Holland
and Matthew.36 After this, the discussion was mostly over for him. Had it
stayed confined purely to the United States, in all likelihood not much
more would have been heard; Hay returned to his work in general zoolo-
gy, and his articles on the Diplodocus issue created only little discussion
in either the popular or scientific press. But it would become apparent
that again on the other side of the Atlantic, Hay’s views were to have far
greater consequences.

35. The two at least corresponded about the issue after the publication of Hay’s
articles. See Rieppel, “Dinosaurs: Assembling an Icon of Science.”, 474n38.

36. Oliver Perry Hay (1911), “Further Observations on the Pose of the Sauropodous
Dinosaurs,” The American Naturalist 45. Hay notes that Matthew is critical of
some of his ideas, but supportive of others.
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3. Völlig Falsch! Gustav Tornier’s crawling dinosaurs 

Image 38: Heinrich Harder, Diplodocus (around 1910). From: Bölsche, 
Wilhelm. Tiere der Urwelt. Mit Zeichnungen von Heinrich Harder. 
Wandsbek: Kakao-Kompagnie Theodor Reichardt, 1910.

We could have a competition between Germany, England, France and the 
United States about who shall be the first to correctly mount the 
Diplodocus.37

As for Diplodocus, one can almost hear him say with Falstaff, "Have you 
any levers to lift me up again, being down?"38

While Hay had mainly criticized the position of the legs in the Carnegie
Diplodocus (and, indirectly, the AMNH Brontosaurus), in Germany a
prominent zoologist was starting to raise questions about virtually every
aspect of its reconstruction.

37. Anon., “Der falsch rekonstruierte Diplodocus.”. My translation: “Zwischen
Deutschland, England und Frankreich und den Verenigten Staaten könnte nun
ein Wettbewerb beginnen, wer zuerst den Diplodocus richtig aufstellt”.

38. John Parkinson (1930). The Dinosaur in East Africa. An Account of the Giant
Reptile Beds of Tendaguru, Tanganyika Territory (London: Witherby), 103.
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Gustav Arthur Tornier was born in 1858 as the eldest child of Gottlob
Adolf Tornier, a member of the Prussian landed gentry in Dombrowken, a
small village near Bromberg in West Prussia.39 Over time, he would gain
five siblings: two by his mother, and three by Gottlob's second wife.
Tornier’s home town was renamed Damerau in 1864 as part of a Ger-
manization campaign in West Prussia, where Polish, Kashubian and
Yiddish were also widely spoken.40 An established, protestant German
family such as the Torniers would in all probability have welcomed this
move, which was part of Bismarck's Kulturkampf against the Polish
roman catholic domination of the countryside. For the young Gustav, life
did not progress without drama: aged only five, he lost his mother
Mathilde, likely as a result of the meningitis epidemic that made itself
felt in West Prussia in 1864.41 His father remarried soon after, but died
himself in 1877. The nineteen-year-old Gustav was now the master of a
house and an estate, and the attached commitments kept him from
commencing his university studies until the fairly advanced age of
twenty-four. But the fact that, under these circumstances, he was able to

39. Due to the changing fate of Dombrowken/Damerau and its surroundings over
the twentieth century, not a great deal is known about the Tornier family in this
period. The family was fairly well-represented throughout West Prussia and
particularly Pomerania. See Anon. (1956), “Westpreußische Familien,” Archiv
ostdeutscher Familienforscher 1, no. 15. 

40. Many local names in West Prussia originated in the now-extinct slavic Prussian
(or Prutzen) language; most were Germanified in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and again under Nazi rule in the 1930s and 1940s.
Dombrowken was renamed rather earlier than usual; after German unification
in 1871, and after the introduction of a new Prussian education law that made
the use of German compulsory in schools as part of Bismarck's Kulturkampf,
many more names were germanified. Inowrazlaw would be redesignated
Jungbreslau, for instance. Today, the town of Dombrowken is called Dąbrowa
Chełmińska, and is part of the Polish province of Kuyavia-Pomerania. As to the
attitude of German public opinion to Germanization, Edwart Kattner (1873),
“Die Verdeutschung der Ortsnamen in Westpreußen und Posen,” Die
Grenzboten; zeitschrift für politik, literatur und kunst 32 offers a fairly typical
example.

41. The epidemic was investigated at the behest of the Prussian authorities by the
physician August Hirsch. See August Hirsch (1866). Die Meningitis cerebro-
spinalis epidemica : vom historisch-geographischen und pathologisch-
therapeutischen Standpunkte (Berlin: Hirschwald).
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commence his studies at all in as commercially esoteric a subject as
zoology, and in far-away Heidelberg, is testimony to his family’s wealth
and stability. 

Tornier’s attitude to the world and his peers was greatly influenced by
his origins in the Junker class, which totally dominated imperial German
society values, and its politics.42 Enrolling at the university of Heidelberg
in 1882, Tornier took his time, and he did not receive his doctorate for
another ten years.43 However, he proved to be anything but an idle stu-
dent. Already before his graduation, he had come to accept the post of
assistant of the zoological museum of Berlin’s Friedrich-Wilhelms-Uni-
versität,44 one of the three museums that had been integrated into the
new Berlin Museum für Naturkunde in 1889.45 Also, he had made a repu-
tation for himself, both through his energy and his outspokenness. He
actively involved himself in the debate around Darwin’s theory of evolu-
tion, most significantly through the monograph Der Kampf mit der
Nahrung (“The battle for/with nourishment”) which he published in
1884, two years into his studies.46 

Der Kampf mit der Nahrung is a remarkable book for a number of
reasons, and it is a fitting prelude to Tornier’s entire career. Its title ap-
pears to be drawn from a similarly-titled book published three years
earlier by the zoologist Wilhelm Roux, Der Kampf der Teile im Organis-
mus.47 Roux was a pupil of Ernst Haeckel, and this early effort clearly
shows his mentor’s influence. In it, he applied the principles of natural
selection and adaptation to the structures and functions of individual
organisms. Soon after, however, Roux began to consider Haekel’s ap-

42. The fact that Tornier was addressed as Ew. wohlgeboren (“Eternally of good
birth”) by the Prussian culture ministry confirms his status as a member of the
landed nobility.

43. Gustav Tornier (1892), “Ueber den Säugetier-Praehallux: ein dritter Beitrag zur
Phylogenese des Säugetierfusses,” diss., Heidelberg).

44. Today’s Humboldt University.
45. Although the Geological/Paleontological Museum formally became part of it

two years later.
46. Gustav Tornier (1884). Der Kampf mit der Nahrung. Ein Beitrag zum Darwinismus

(Berlin: Wilhelm Issleib).
47. Wilhelm Roux (1881). Der Kampf der Teile im Organismus (Leipzig: Engelmann).
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proach as short-sighted, since Haeckel did not appear to take embryonal
development into consideration. 

Following Roux, Tornier would also devote much interest in embryon-
al development and ontogeny. Tornier’s book shows tremendous personal
ambition and all the confidence of a convinced twenty-six-year-old
Junker. The book’s tone of voice was one that would characterize his
writings for the rest of his life, carrying a certain authoritative aplomb
sometimes bordering on arrogance. Never one to mince words, this
became obvious right from the start of the book: 

I should not lose one word about the scientific justification of Darwin’s theory 
of evolution. The entirety of modern science is proof of its truth, and delayed 
attacks against it are rarely received with respect these days.48

Tornier is quick to make judgments, unforgiving in his assessment, and
broad in his ambition. His aim is nothing less than to lay a foundation for
discussions about evolution, particularly the laws governing the process
of transformation. 

The book was an affirmation of his support for Wilhelm Roux.49 Partly
inspired by Roux, developmental biology became one of Tornier’s profes-
sional focuses, and like Roux he experimented on developing embryos to
demonstrate evolutionary laws and organic development. As already
indicated in Kampf, Tornier became primarily interested in functional
morphology and developmental biology. Over the next years, he showed
himself a prolific worker, publishing well upward of a hundred articles
and publishing (from 1897 onwards) regularly in Wilhelm Roux' Archiv
für Entwicklungsmechanik der Organismen. 

During the Firth World Zoological Congress, which took place in Berlin
in 1901, Tornier pointed out how many papers dealt with the analogies
between biological and mechanical systems. He proposed to apply the
category of technology to living organisms (which he called Bionten) in

48. Tornier, Der Kampf mit der Nahrung. Ein Beitrag zum Darwinismus, “Vorrede”
(unpaginated). My translation.

49. About Roux, see Viktor Hamburger (1997), “Wilhelm Roux: Visionary With a
Blind Spot,” Journal of the History of Biology 30, no. 2.
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general, and to define the process of modifying or using them technologi-
cally as Biontotechnik: an early definition of what we would today call
experimental biotechnology.50 Tornier’s other important area of exper-
tise involved the kinetics and interaction of vertebrate (particularly
reptilian) limbs, an area that came to dominate his publications as it was
much easier to combine with his work at the museum. And it was here
that he found fault with the existing body of work on sauropods. 

Image 39: Gustav Tornier at the Museum für Naturkunde, around 1910. 
Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild- u. Schriftgutsammlungen.

At the Royal Zoological Museum in Berlin, Tornier was initially employed
as what in modern parlance is best described as a lab technician, prepar-
ing specimens for the collection and for classes. From this relatively
modest position he quickly ascended in the museum hierarchy, develop-
ing a particular interest in herpetology, the study of amphibians and
reptiles. When Paul Matschie, the curator of the museum’s herpetology

50. Robert Bud (1993). The Uses of Life: a History of Biotechnology (Cambridge & New
York: Cambridge University Press), 53.
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department, left to become head curator of the mammal collection in
1895, Tornier was appointed as his successor. Briefly after, perhaps his
most influential work on reptiles appeared: a description of the reptiles
of German East Africa, which focused on their evolutionary significance
and systematics.51 

Meanwhile, the former colleagues Matschie and Tornier remained
close, sharing offices and an interest in African wildlife.52 Matschie,
although trained as a mathematician, developed into the leading German
figure in the study of African mammals, while Tornier became the au-
thority on amphibians from Germany's African colonies, describing
numerous species.53 Although he may have spent some time in German
East Africa, the usual way of acquiring specimens was through sources in
the colonies, who would send them to Berlin.54 This was common prac-

51. Gustav Tornier (1897). Die Kriechthiere Deutsch Ost-Afrikas. Beiträge zur
Systematik und Descendenzlehre (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer).

52. Museum für Naturkunde, Bild- und Schriftsammlungen. Collection Matschie. At
the time, the museum was a not a large organization. In 1905, it counted eleven
custodians, eight assistant custodians, fourteen preparators and their assistants
and trainees, and five other functionaries. Anon. (1905). Bericht über das
zoologische Museum zu Berlin im Rechnungsjahr 1904 (Halle a.S.: Buchdruckerei
des Waisenhauses).

53. Peter Giere, and Saskia Jancke (2011). “Professor Georg Friedrich Paul Matschie,”
in Klasse, Ordnung, Art - 200 Jahre Museum fur Naturkunde Berlin, ed. Ferdinand
Damaschun, et al. (Berlin: Basilisken-Presse). Unusually for someone in that
position, Matschie never received a doctorate. This did not prevent him from
attaining a professorship in 1902.

54. In August Weismann (1999). Ausgewählte Briefe und Dokumente / Selected
Letters and Documents. Band I (Freiburg: Universitätsbibliothek Freiburg im
Breisgau), editor Frederick Churchill writes (p. 383) how Tornier spent
“considerable time exploring East Africa,” but that is not confirmed by any
other sources that I know of - and the fact that he wrongly dates Tornier's start
of employment at the Museum does not inspire confidence in other statements.
Tornier’s work at the museum and his teaching duties at the Friedrich-
Wilhelms-Universität would have made prolonged absences problematic. Also,
in some of his publications Tornier offered instructions for sending specimens
(e.g., Gustav Tornier (1901), “Die Reptilien und Amphibien der deutschen
Tiefseeexpedition 1898/99,” Zoologische Anzeiger XXIV, no. 635) to him, which,
along with various tributes paid to people that had furnished the museum with
specimens, suggests that the bulk of material was sent to him rather than
personally collected by him.
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tice, but it had grown out of necessity. Karl Möbius, the museum's direc-
tor, had introduced then-new ideas about the separation of display and
depot collections (the "New Museum Idea", as it was called in the United
Kingdom), but his tightly integrated educational presentation was com-
plex and sometimes difficult to grasp.55 Moreover, the museum lacked yet
needed exceptional, unique objects that might lure large crowds. For that
reason, curators regularly worked together with colonial civil servants,
traders, and big game hunters, in order to acquire such specimens.56 This
practice had been introduced when Adolf Bastian needed to acquire
specimens for a new ethnological museum in Berlin. Germany’s late
entrance into the colonial arms race meant it did not possess the neces-
sary Hinterland to collect a representative ethnological sample. Starting
in 1881, Bastian organized courses in collecting, and published guide-
books to assist people in collecting and preserving specimens. This had
been so successful, that when the museum opened its doors in 1886 it
was already too small to display its collections.57

Tornier’s career really set off early in the new century. In 1902, he was
appointed professor of zoology at the Berlin Friedrich Wilhelm Universi-
ty (together, again, with Matschie). Already a member of the prestigious
Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde since 1894, Tornier was elected to
the society’s board in 1907, together with such esteemed figures as the
ichthyologist Hans Virchow (the famous Rudolf’s son) and Matschie.58

The boy from the West Prussian backwater had become a settled part of

55. Sabine Hacketal, and Annette Kinitz (2007). “Karl August Möbius and his
Revolutionary Exhibition Concept,” in Evolution in Action, ed. Matthias
Glaubrecht, Annette Kinitz, and Uwe Moldrzyk (München etc.: Prestel).

56. Köstering, “Ein “Musteranstalt naturkundlicher Belehrung”: Museumsreform
im Berliner Naturkundemuseum 1810 bis 1910.”, 45.

57. Viola König (2007), “Zeitgeist and Early Ethnographic Collecting in Berlin:
Implications and Perspectives for the Future,” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics
52. Contrary to Moebius, Bastian was no supporter of the New Museum Idea;
consequently, all objects needed to be on display, which exacerbated the space
problems. Visitors needed to be able to take in integral displays organized by
region. See H. Glenn Penny (2002). Objects of Culture. Ethnology and
Ethnographic Museums in Imperial Germany (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press), 2-3.

58. Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild- u. Schriftgutsammlungen
(Sigel: MfN, HBSB). Bestand: Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin.
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the scientific elite of the capital, and his house in the Spreestraße of
“Prussia's richest town”, Charlottenburg, testified to the fact that this
academic success was matched with worldly fortune.59 

In 1903, he became a member of the Leopoldina Academy. However,
membership of the Prussian Academy of Sciences, a logical crown to such
a career, would always elude him; for such a prestigious body, Tornier’s
outspokenness and ability to antagonize might just have been a bit too
much.60 Tornier’s career at the zoological museum further progressed
into an assistant directorship in 1921, and then the post of director ad

59. Before being incorporated into Greater Berlin in 1920, Charlottenburg was
considered the wealthiest city in Prussia. However, it had grown even more
rapidly than its bigger eastern neighbor: from 20,000 inhabitants in 1871, it
had ballooned to a city of 300,000 in 1910 (see Elke Kimmel, and Ronald
Oesterreich (2005). Charlottenburg im Wandel der Geschichte. Vom Dorf zum
eleganten Westen (Berlin: Berlin Edition), 61), and this led to the building of
various high-capacity tenement blocks. The conditions in these buildins, that
lacked even Berlin’s minimal building supervision, that took away something of
the city’s wealthy middle-class image. Tornier’s neighborhood can be
characterized as fairly well-to-do, but less so than the address at the
Westfälische Straße, just off the Kurfürstendamm, where museum director
Brauer lived. Branca and Jaekel both occupied apartments in the Lutherstraße at
the easternmost tip of the city, something of a university professor colony.
Matschie, finally, occupied an apartment in the worker’s quarter of Kreuzberg.
See Anon. (1908), Berliner Adreßbuch : für d. Jahr 1908; unter Benutzung amtl.
Quellen. Berlin: Scherl. Digitized at http://digital.zlb.de/viewer/image/
10089470_1908/1/LOG_0003/. Accessed 20 December 2016. Also see: Museum
für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild- u. Schriftgutsammlungen. Bestand:
Zool. Mus. Signatur: SIII, Tornier, G., Personnel card. About the development of
Charlottenburg, also see Clemens-Maria Peuser, and Michael Peuser (2004).
Charlottenburg in königlicher und kaiserlicher Zeit : die reichste Stadt Preußens
(São Paulo: St. Hubertus). 

60. Biographical information on Gustav Tornier is surprisingly hard to come by
even through the records of the Berlin natural history museum. These
paragraphs have been mostly assembled using his personnel registration card at
the Museum für Naturkunde (Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild-
u. Schriftgutsammlungen (Sigel: MfN, HBSB). Bestand: Zool. Mus.), and his
personnel file at the Humboldt University archives in Berlin.
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interim a year later, briefly before his retirement in October of 1923.61 He
died in Berlin, 79 years old, in 1937.

In the few letters that remain of Tornier’s private correspondence, he
shows himself a genial, friendly and even extroverted writer.62 His public
demeanor was a different matter. Even by German academic standards,
he could be quite unforgiving when confronted with what he considered
to be false or spurious arguments. This ties in with what Raf de Bont has
termed “writing in letters of blood”, following a letter by Darwin to his
German translator Victor Carus.63 Paraphrasing Darwin, Tornier was
never “cured of his bad practice”. But what Darwin thought a bad prac-
tice, was anything but uncommon in the German lands. As De Bont
notes, the famous zoologist Carl Vogt attached little value to politeness,
but rather rated frankness.64 Tornier clearly stands in this rhetorical
tradition, and like Vogt, has no scruples in using arguably unscientific
devices such as hyperbole, irony and sarcasm when engaging opponents.
But we miss the bitterness that Vogt might use from time to time.
Tornier’s second Diplodocus article – which we shall discuss more exten-
sively below – is a good example.65 There is also a wit and tongue-in-
cheekishness that is a rare occurrence in such writings and that was, by
all appearances, often misunderstood by his peers. On the other hand,
sometimes Tornier relished in his role as a provocateur and his colleagues
had good reason to feel offended.

When Holland addressed the Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu
Berlin on May 5, 1908, Tornier was present as a recently-elected board

61. As director ad interim of the zoological museum, he also functioned as director
of the Museum für Naturkunde as a whole.

62. Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild- u. Schriftgutsammlungen.
Bestand: Zool. Mus. Signatur: SIII, Tornier, G.

63. Raf De Bont (2013), “”Writing in Letters of Blood”: Manners in Scientific Dispute
in Nineteenth-Century Britain and the German Lands,” History of Science LI.
320.

64. Bont, “”Writing in Letters of Blood”: Manners in Scientific Dispute in
Nineteenth-Century Britain and the German Lands.”. 321.

65. Gustav Tornier (1909), “Ernstes und lustiges aus Kritiken über meine
Diplodocusarbeit,” Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu
Berlin 1909, no. 9.
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member; the two had probably also met when Holland set up the cast in
the central courtyard of the museum.66 He did not make an appearance at
the festive dinner held at the Adlon Hotel in Holland’s honor, a week
later, although many of the museum did.67 

The following year, it became clear that he had been anything but
impressed by the work done by his American colleague. In the meeting of
the Gesellschaft of April 20, 1909, Tornier offered his insights into the
matter that had been raised by Hay. However, his critique of the way
Diplodocus had been mounted was much broader – and his tone far less
conciliatory.

Although it has been suggested, among others by himself, that Tornier
arrived at his conclusion independently from Hay, that remains to be
seen.68 The weekly scientific magazine Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau
carried a piece about Hay’s article from 1908 in an issue that was pub-
lished in early April.69 The Rundschau was a widely circulated publication
as the official outlet of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher und Ärzte
(“Society of German Nature Researchers and Doctors”). Although not a
member, Tornier was certainly aware of its activities and publications,
like any German scholar.70 And although he might not have read Hay’s

66. Tornier alludes to such a meeting in 1909: Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus
Kritiken über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”, 519. Regarding the lecture, we may
have no evidence of Tornier’s presence, but it is strongly implied by the fact that
we do also not have evidence of his absence.

67. Including Jaekel and Von Branca, who gave speeches, and director August
Brauer. See Anon. (1908). “Ein Carnegie-Bankett.” Berliner Tageblatt, 14 May
1908.

68. Michael P. Taylor (2009), “Aspects of the History, Anatomy, Taxonomy and
Palaeobiology of Sauropod Dinosaurs,” diss., University of Portsmouth), 32. The
misunderstanding is understandable, since Tornier, at least in this piece, does
not mention Hay's article at all. In his second article, he defends how he arrived
at his conclusions independently: Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus Kritiken
über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”, 519-520.

69. Anon. (”F.M.”) (1909), “Oliver P. Hay über die Lebensweise und die
Körperhaltung der sauropoden Dinosaurier, besonders des Diplodocus,”
Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau : wöchentliche Berichte über die Fortschritte auf
dem Gesammtgebiete der Naturwissenschaften XXIV, no. 13.

70. In fact, he spoke at the 1910 GdNÄ meeting in Königsberg. Marlinde
Schwarzenau (Archives of the Deutsche Museum, Munich), pers.comm, 10 May
2016.
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articles themselves, the similarities between the viewpoints represented
in the Rundschau article and Tornier’s later contributions, not to mention
the coincidence in timing, are too evident to overlook. 

Image 40: Diplodocus carnegii according to Gustav Tornier. Drawing 
probably by Paul Flanderky, 1909. Source: Tornier, Gustav (1909). “Wie war 
der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?” Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft 
Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin 1909, no. 4 : 193–209.

Although their conclusion is similar, there are a number of critical differ-
ences between Hay's article and that of Tornier. Firstly, Tornier’s is main-
ly an exercise in comparative anatomy, and focuses heavily on limb
kinetics. Secondly, Hay fundamentally accepts Hatcher's reconstruction
of the animal but concentrates on a few points of disagreement (locomo-
tion) or uncertainty (feeding behavior), whereas his German colleague
challenges the whole basis of (by force of necessity American) sauropod
reconstruction up to that point. In fact, Hay used elements from Hatch-
er's paper as ammunition against a mammal-like posture. Tornier, on the
other hand, extensively criticized the very foundation of the anatomical
work that had been done in Pittsburgh, particularly that by Holland, and
proceeded to completely rearrange Diplodocus's bones. Interestingly, Hay
never made use of Tornier's work, not even in his essay from 1911, which
mentioned an article by Holland that was mainly directed against the
German and which was published after the exchange between Holland
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and Tornier had been publicized widely.71 Conversely, although Tornier
discusses Hay’s work in his second article from 1909, he is quick to
dismiss Hay’s approach.72

In its essence, Tornier’s criticism in the lecture and subsequent publica-
tion contains four points.73 Firstly, he disavows the anatomical similari-
ties between elephants and Diplodocus, which he considers to be an echtes
Reptil, a real reptile. More specifically, he sees important similarities in
anatomy with monitor lizards. Tornier describes how elephants use their
high posture and their weight to create leverage when feeding, and
argues that Diplodocus wouldn’t have needed that because of its long
neck and tail.74 In fact, throughout the discussion he applies a dialectic
whereby either the animal has a mammal-like stance, or it is reptile-like. 

Secondly, he points toward a number of alleged anatomical mistakes
caused mostly by Holland’s apparent desire to give the animal a mam-
mal-like appearance. Much of the article is a - both implicit and explicit -
litany of Holland’s shortcomings as an anatomist, and Tornier isn’t even
pleased when Holland’s views and his own happen to coincide, for in-
stance when “in the […] attitude of [the] Diplodocus [cast], the upper arm
has been placed correctly by pure coincidence”.75 He is confirmed in his
low opinion of Holland’s abilities by a number of apparent inconsisten-
cies, such as the different reconstruction of the hand and the foot; the
latter is shown as plantigrade, the former as digitigrade.76 

Here we come to perhaps the most damning (albeit not outspoken)
criticism of Holland that is contained in Tornier’s work: compromising
scientific integrity to please the masses.77 As we have seen (and shall), the

71. Hay, “Further Observations on the Pose of the Sauropodous Dinosaurs.”,
mentioning Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of
Sauropod Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special
Reference to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”.

72. Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus Kritiken über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”, 519.
73. Gustav Tornier (1909), “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?,”

Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin 1909, no. 4.
74. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 193-194.
75. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 199.
76. Respectively, walking on the sole of the foot and walking on the toes. Tornier,

“Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 201.
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Pittsburghers were not averse to accommodating practical wishes from
museum directors when they considered it to be appropriate. The head of
the London cast was put lower than Hatcher had portrayed it in his
description, so that the public might get a better view. The 'adaptations'
to the mount made in Paris had been well-advertised and even satirized,
and it is not unlikely that this bit of news had also reached Berlin.78

Tornier now accuses Holland of putting the hand in a digitigrade posi-
tion because, with its “fictitious” upright stance, the entire animal would
look totally crooked when its front quarters weren't lifted this way: in
other words: because Holland had made the hind limbs too long, he
needed the animal to be tiptoeing on its front limbs.79

With regard to the tail, Tornier notices that the living animal could
not have dragged the tail on the ground as is shown in Holland’s recon-
struction. From such a high position, the tail would need to make an
impossible curvature to reach the ground, pulling the first few tail verte-
brae too far apart. Besides, the weight of the partially free-hanging tail
would, according to Tornier, be too much for the animal to bear.80 He sees
the tail as a type of “anchor” which allows the animal to stay in the water
eating fish without drifting away.

Tornier's final point concerns the neck of the animal. In his 1906
monograph. Holland had admitted that the neck might not be kept as
reconstructed in the Carnegie casts, but rather “analogous to the
struthious birds”.81 The reason to reconstruct its skeleton with the neck
and head thrust forward in a grazing position was, as Tornier points out,
again opportunistic: to give the public a good view of the neck vertebra
and the skull.82 Because of its ball-shaped joints, the neck could be bent in

77. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 206.
78. See page 219 ff.
79. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 201-2.
80. Modern views perceive this as a valid point. However, rather than lower the

entire animal, today’s paleontologists assume the tail was held high above the
ground. See for instance Curry Rogers, and Wilson, The Sauropods: Evolution and
Palaeobiology.

81. Holland, “The Osteology of Diplodocus Marsh: With Special Reference to the
Restoration of the Skeleton of Diplodocus Carnegiei Hatcher, Presented by Mr.
Andrew Carnegie to the British Museum, May 12, 1905.”, 229-230.

82. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 205-206.
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any possible direction. Tornier furthermore looks for comparisons in
birds, with whom Diplodocus shares the general form of its sacrum, the
prongs on the anterior (or inferior) side of its cervical vertebrae, and its
atlas joint.83 He closes off by noting how animals should be shown in a
viable life pose and not some “insignificant intermediary position”84. But
that need not be a problem for museum visitors, since the animal should
be mounted much lower, allowing the audience a good view, even if the
head is placed much higher. The article came accompanied with a draw-
ing, possibly by Tornier’s regular artist Paul Flanderky, in which he
illustrated his points through a virtually total rearrangement of
Diplodocus’s bones.85 

Tornier’s paper appeared in print in the Sitzungsberichte of the Gesel-
lschaft Naturforschende Freunde about mid-August 1909, and led to
reactions almost straight away.86 Firstly, it was supported in the popular
science magazine Aus der Natur by Richard Sternfeld (1884-1943).87

Probably not entirely coincidentally, Sternfeld had been working in the
Museum für Naturkunde’s herpetology department as an assistant to
Tornier. Like Tornier, he was mainly interested in reptiles from Ger-
many’s East African colonies.88 The article is basically a reiteration,
although simplified, of Tornier’s argument; but Sternfeld also includes a
criticism of Abel’s critique of Hay’s paper, and particularly attacks Abel’s
hypothesis in favor of Diplodocus as a digitigrade rather than a planti-
grade walker.89 A second popular science article strongly supporting
Tornier’s argument appeared in the widely read Naturwissenschaftliche

83. The joint connecting the first cervical vertebra to the skull.
84. Tornier, “Wie war der Diplodocus carnegii wirklich gebaut?”, 209.
85. See image 40.
86. We have no definitive evidence for the turnover time for papers in the

Sitzungsberichte, but circumstantial evidence from both of Tornier’s
publications, and the reactions to them, strongly suggest about four months.

87. Richard Sternfeld (1909), “Wie sahen die Riesenechsen (Dinosaurier) in
Wirklichkeit aus?,” Aus der Natur 5, no. 12.

88. Kraig Adler (2007). “Sternfeld, Richard (1884-1943),” in Contributions to the
History of Herpetology. Vol. 2, ed. Kraig Adler (St. Louis: Society for the Study of
Amphibians and Reptiles).

89. Sternfeld, “Wie sahen die Riesenechsen (Dinosaurier) in Wirklichkeit aus?”,
378-379.
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Wochenschrift in early October, written by the geologist Hermann
Stremme (1876-1961). Stremme also worked in the Museum für
Naturkunde, albeit in the Geological-Paleontological collection. Like
Sternfeld before him, Stremme wholeheartedly supported Tornier’s
argument, using large passages from his text, and his reconstruction. In
addition, Stremme mentioned a few other cases where mammal-like
postures were applied to reptiles, such as in Robert Broom’s reconstruc-
tions of mammal-like reptiles from South Africa. Here, he argued, these
animals’ ancestorship of mammals justified the assumption; in
Diplodocus, there was no such ground.90 A magazine such as the
Wochenschrift would have taken about six months to publish its articles,
which means that Stremme’s article had to have been handed in some-
where in June at the latest.91 Considering that Tornier’s article was pub-
lished in early October, that suggests a degree of collusion between him
and his colleagues at the Museum für Naturkunde to promote the idea of
the lizard-legged Diplodocus. In other words, we have something of a
publicity campaign on our hands.

It was not long before the newspaper press caught on, and this time
Tornier’s argument reached a much broader, and international, audience.
On August 20, the Frankfurter Zeitung und Handelsblatt, a nationally
distributed, respected and politically liberal newspaper, published an
ironically styled article on the “wrongly constructed” dinosaur that sided
squarely with Tornier. After noticing how the Frankfurt Diplodocus, too,
was probably mounted incorrectly, the article noted how “between
Germany, France, England and the United States a competition could be
set up for the first correct mounting of the Diplodocus.”92 It was followed
up by a number of local newspapers, and even the venerable Vossische
Zeitung devoted a few lines to the issue – remarkably enough, considering
the Vossische’s habitual focus on political news.93

90. H. Stremme (1909), “Wie ist die Diplodocus richtig aufzustellen?,”
Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift 24, 797.

91. See Arne Schirrmacher (2008), “Kosmos, Koralle und Kultur-Milieu. Zur
Bedeutung der populären Wissenschaftsvermittlung im späten Kaiserreich und
in der Weimarer Republik`,” Berichte zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte 31, no. 4,
359-360.

92. Anon., “Der falsch rekonstruierte Diplodocus.”. My translation.
93. Vossische Zeitung reference.
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The most immediate reply came on August 23 from Fritz Drevermann,
the “owner” of the Frankfurt Diplodocus, whose “tip-toed” posture had
been explicitly attacked by Hay – and more implicitly by Tornier.94 Along
with Sternfeld, who had mocked American expertise wholesale, Drever-
mann must be blamed for introducing a more overtly nationalist element
in the controversy by doing the opposite. From a technical issue about
fossil reconstruction, American and German science became pitted
against one another. It should perhaps be emphasized that despite dis-
owning the basis of sauropod reconstruction – almost all of which orig-
inated with American scientists – Tornier had not played the nationalist
card sofar – even if he would later – treating Hatcher and Holland as
established authorities.

Competition was something that would ensue quickly after the Frank-
furter Zeitung piece was picked up by the French press a few days later.
After all, Diplodocus had become something of a star in France. The first
to publish the story was Le Journal, one of France’s biggest newspapers,
which devoted part of the front page to the issue on August 23. Albeit
fairly neutral in tone, it did introduce the misunderstanding that Tornier
had wanted the tail rather than the neck of the animal, to be carried
upright in an S-like shape.95

Over the next days, the rest of the mainstream press followed suit. Le
Petit Journal, another major newspaper, published an interview with the
Muséum Nationale’s Marcellin Boule, a man with some knowledge of
Diplodocus and a vested interest in defending “his” dinosaur. Boule ad-
mitted that the legs had appeared “a bit straight” to him, as well.96 He
also told the interviewer how the skeleton had been slightly altered in
Paris for aesthetic reasons, but refused to criticize Holland’s work:

94. Anon. (1909). “Der falsch montierte Diplodocus.” Frankfurter Zeitung und
Handelsblatt, 23 August 1909. See Hay, “The Habits and the Pose of the
Sauropodous Dinosaurs, especially of Diplodocus.”, 677.

95. Anon. (1909). “Sommes-nous trompés? Notre Diplodocus ne serait pas bon le
vrai avait la queue en trompette.” Le Journal, 23 August 1909

96. Anon. (1909). “Notre Diplodocus serait-il mal monté?” Le Petit Journal, 24
August 1909.
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Mr. Tormer [sic], whom I do not know even though I know almost every 
foreign scientist, should not forget that the three casts of Diplodocus […] 
are the same. And other capitals desire their own cast: St. Petersburg, Vi-
enna, Rome. Perhaps this is just some misunderstanding by the journalist 
who, on the basis of some hypothesis put forward by Mr. Tormer, con-
ceived this news […].97

In an amalgam of earlier articles, Le Temps approached the matter with
tongue in cheek, mocking Tornier and embellishing Boule’s interview
from Le Petit Journal.98 A day later the writer Paul Mille took the trouble to
“ask” Diplodocus itself, writing in the satirical vein of the “Observations”
that had appeared around the unveiling of the cast a year earlier. Two
weeks later, the popular science magazine La Nature reported on the
issue and found Boule in a slightly more combative mood. While ac-
knowledging differences of opinion between Hay and his American
colleagues, he dismissed them as “minor” and of a sort that “would only
interest specialists”. None of the Americans, Boule claimed, would believe
that Diplodocus was plantigrade, or that it was anything else than a
herbivore.99 This was not an entirely accurate representation of affairs, as
Tornier was eager to point out later.

By the end of the month, the press in the United States had gotten
wind of the issue as well through a Berlin press agency.100 Several
newspapers reported about it from August 29 onwards and although the
tone of the article remained matter-of-fact, by adding Drevermann’s
objections they also repeated his reliance on American – versus Ger-
man – expertise.101 One day later, The Reading Times of Reading, Pennsyl-

97. Anon., “Notre Diplodocus serait-il mal monté?”. My translation.
98. Anon. (1909). “Des jambes et de la queue du Diplodocus.” Le Temps, 25 August

1909.
99. Joseph Deniker, and Jean-Paul Lafitte (1909), “Autour du Diplodocus / Que faut-

il penser de l’opinion de M. Tornier?,” La Nature. Revue des Sciences et de leurs
Applications aux Arts et à l’Industrie 37. La Nature had a circulation of about
2000 around this time; see Bruno Béguet (1990). La science pour tous: sur la
vulgarisation scientifique en France de 1850 à 1914 (Paris: Bibliothéque du
Conservatoire national des arts et métiers), 92.

100. In all probability the Associated Press.
101. E.g., Anon. (1909). “Carnegie and his Diplodocus is Worrying the Zoologists.

Berlin Specialists Discuss and Point Out the Many Defects.” The Lima Morning
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vania basically reiterated Le Petit Journal’s rendition, while also defend-
ing local interests – most significantly, William Holland’s reputation.102

In subsequent weeks, it spread across the U.S. press in various forms
depending on the source of the news. The San Francisco Chronicle of
October 12, for instance, categorized Tornier as a follower of Hay.103 The
newspaper reports were subsequently recycled in the periodical press,
whose reports likewise emphasized Boule’s and Drevermann’s
objections.104 

Meanwhile, a third German article in support of Tornier’s case had
seen the light on October 2, in Die Umschau, a popular science magazine
published in Frankfurt – and it was probably the most widely-read in-
depth treatment of the case that appeared in print.105 Published without
a byline, it attempted to show a somewhat larger degree of objectivity
than Sternfeld or Stremme’s contributions had shown, but it did catch
Boule on his remark that Hay’s thesis did not differ significantly from his
compatriots’ consensus. Having been in contact with Hay and publishing
the reconstruction, it concluded that such was not the case, and that
“while Prof. Dr. Tornier’s researches [might] have diminished in originali-

News (Lima, OH), 29 August 1909; Anon. (1909). “German Science and the
Diplodocus.” San Francisco Chronicle, October 12 1909; Anon. (1909). “Merry
War on over Diplodocus. Mounting of Carnegie Specimen Causes European
Scientists to Bitterly Wrangle.” Oakland Tribune (Oakland, CA), 29 August 1909;
Anon. (1909). “Rumpus Raised Among Scientists. By Tornier, Who Pokes Fun at
Carnegie’s Diplodocus. Noted Zoologist Says Beast is Badly Reconstructed. And
that the Huge Lizard Could Not Carry its Weight in the Manner Shown.” The
Cincinatti Enquirer, 29 August 1909.

102. Anon. (1909). “Diplodocus Criticised. No Pretzel-like Tail, but French Savant Is
Satisfied with Dr. Holland’s Work.” Reading Times (Reading, PA), 30 August 1909.

103. Anon., “German Science and the Diplodocus.”.
104. E.g., Anon. (1909), “How the Diplodocus Stood,” The Literary Digest XXXIX, no.

22; Anon. (1909), “The Attitude of Diplodocus,” Scientific American ; Anon. (“E.”)
(1910), “How did Diplodocus Stand?,” Century Path. Weekly Illustrated XIII.

105. Anon. (1909), “Die “Attitüde” des Diplodocus,” Die Umschau. Übersicht über die
Fortschritte und Bewegungen auf dem Gesamtgebiet der Wissenschaft und Technik,
sowie ihrer Beziehungen zu Literatur und Kunst XIII, no. 40. Die Umschau had a
circulation of around 10,000 copies; see Schirrmacher, “Kosmos, Koralle und
Kultur-Milieu. Zur Bedeutung der populären Wissenschaftsvermittlung im
späten Kaiserreich und in der Weimarer Republik`.”, 357.
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ty, they have gained all the more in convincing power.”106 As Tornier
concluded: “it had all become properly messy.”107

It did not take long for Tornier to reply to the many reactions to his
article, and he took the October 9 session of the Gesellschaft as his podi-
um. From a rhetorical viewpoint this piece, published in March of the
next year, is probably the highlight of the saga, and it shows him at his
provocative peak.108 From those mentioned, he reserved much of his ire
for Boule and Drevermann. The former is accused with muddying the
issue using secondary considerations:

And that, finally jingoism plays a role in this witches' dance, and that the 
these articles are not merely meant to attack the author of this piece, but 
also German science, can be gathered from the beginning of these articles;
they start with saying that our Diplodocus is supposed to be mounted in-
correctly. And from the words: "the professor from the other side of the 
Rhine"; "from Germany it echoes over to us"; "the German professor"; "the 
voice from Berlin"; and finally from the wonderful phrase: "A professor 
that should go by the name of Wilhelm Tornier, if it is not Gustav 
Tornier". It seems that in many Parisian circles every German that exer-
cises influence in politics or science is supposed to be called "Wilhelm".109

But while Tornier could bring himself to attacking Boule using some wit,
dealing with Drevermann required a more serious approach. Drever-
mann’s attack on Tornier in the Frankfurter Zeitung had rested on three
notions: that Tornier stood outside any scientific consensus; that Ger-
man expertise on sauropods needed to defer to American experience; and
that Tornier had only added minor arguments to Hay’s work.110 Most of
all, Tornier seemed to resent Drevermann’s suggestion that he stood
alone in Germany. Rather, he had the support of his colleagues from the

106. Anon., “Die “Attitüde” des Diplodocus.”, 830. Emphasis given in the original
article.

107. “Es war also recht grus[e]lig geworden”. Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus
Kritiken über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”, 507.

108. Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus Kritiken über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”.
109. Gustav Tornier (1909), “War der Diplodocus Elefantenfüssig?,” Sitzungsberichte

der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin 1909, no. 9, 525. My
translation. 

110. Anon., “Der falsch montierte Diplodocus.”; 
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Berlin museum, as well as that of eminent scientists such as Georg Pfeffer
and Arnold Lang.111 And even if American experience should be consid-
ered superior, he pointed out that they were not united on the issue
themselves. After all, Osborn, Matthew and Gidley had all expressed
viewpoints that differed from Holland’s.112 Finally, he explained at length
how there were great differences between his approach and Hay’s: con-
trary to himself, the latter had not used comparative anatomy at all;
instead he had assumed that because Diplodocus looked like a crocodile, it
must have lived as one. In summary: Drevermann had misrepresented
not only his position, but that of everyone else. In a reaction published
the next year, Drevermann showed himself unimpressed by his col-
league’s admonishments, and genuinely hurt by his tone of voice.113 

Appended to this article, that even according to its author contained
little new material, Tornier published a second, devoted to the question
whether Diplodocus was a plantigrade or digitigrade walker.114 It was, not
surprisingly, a full endorsement of his earlier viewpoint that the animal
was a plantigrade walker, with the claws of the feet turned outward.

About the same time, Tornier’s work received a far more fundamental
challenge from within the German-language paleontology community.
In a 65-page monograph on the reconstruction of Diplodocus, the Vien-
nese paleontologist Othenio Abel put Tornier’s theory to the test – and
found it wanting.

Othenio Abel had been born in Vienna in 1875, the son of the architect
Lothar Abel. After studying law and geology at the University of Vienna,

111. The zoologist Georg Pfeffer (1854-1931) was the director of the Hamburg
Museum of Natural History; Arnold Lang (1855-1914) a comparative anatomist
who mainly worked in Switzerland.

112. Tornier, “War der Diplodocus Elefantenfüssig?”, 512. A reference to James
William Gidley (1866-1931), a paleontologist working at the United States
National Museum (Smithsonian). I have been unable to find any reference to
Diplodocus by Gidley, so this may rest on a misunderstanding. As to Osborn’s
position, see Osborn, “A Skeleton of Diplodocus”; Henry Fairfield Osborn (1904),
“On the Position of the Bones of the Forearm in the Opisthocoelia or Sauropoda,”
Science 19, no. 476.

113. Fritz Drevermann (1910), “Diplodocus und seine Stellung. Erwiderung an G.
Tornier,” Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin .

114. Tornier, “War der Diplodocus Elefantenfüssig?”.
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he worked at the Geological Survey before becoming a professor at the
university in 1907. Despite his undoubted scientific merits, Abel’s repu-
tation has been heavily tainted by his political viewpoints, particularly
his virulent anti-semitism and – in later years – enthusiastic support for
national socialism. As the rector of Vienna University, he was forced out
of office due to his lenience toward sectarian political violence.115 

His lasting achievement was as the principal founder of a new discip-
line, paleobiology, together with the Belgian Louis Dollo and Otto Jaekel.
Rather than studying each fossil animal merely as an entity onto itself,
Abel and his fellow paleobiologists sought to study it using contempo-
rary biological methods in order to give it a place in the evolutionary
history of life and to describe it as part of what we now call an ecosystem.
To a paleobiologist, an animal's remains could not be fully interpreted
without taking its role into account. It was, of course, not an entirely new
way of thinking: Abel followed closely on the heels of the new science of
ecology, but applied its theories to the nature of the past.116 It took as a
rule that the evolutionary and ecological laws that governed modern
nature also applied to fossil biota; rather than outlandish ghouls from
the earth's dark ages, these were “normal” animals and should be ap-
proached as such. It was a total reversal of the dinosaurs that Owen and
Waterhouse Hawkins had used to amaze their Victorian audiences with.
Methodologically also, it constituted a sharp departure from the way in
which paleontologists had worked up to that time, and, perhaps as im-
portant, it began to fill the theoretical void that Tornier had also been
criticizing.

Abel formulated his criticism of Tornier at a meeting of the Royal
Viennese Society for Zoology and Botany in January 1910; it was pub-
lished in late March.117 As could be expected, he took an integral view

115. For more on Abel’s life, career and political activities, see Hans Baumgärtel
(1970), “Othenio Abel,” Dictionary of Scientific Biography ; Taschwer, Klaus
(2012). “Othenio Abel, Kämpfer gegen die “Verjudung” der Universität.” Der
Standart, 9 October 2012; Olivier Rieppel (2013), “Othenio Abel (1875-1946):
The Rise and Decline of Paleobiology in German Paleontology,” Historical Biology
25, no. 3; Sepkoski, “The Emergence of Paleobiology.”.

116. About the genesis of paleobiology, see Sepkoski, “The Emergence of
Paleobiology.”.

117. Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”.
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that incorporated all aspects of Diplodocus’s life. Beginning his essay by
setting out the general principles of paleontological reconstruction, Abel
then emphasized how and where the paleontologist's method of working
differs fundamentally from the zoologist's. He explained Diplodocus’
discovery and anatomy to his German-language audience – mostly a
summary of Hatcher’s work – before reviewing the various reconstruc-
tions of the animal.118 Abel’s Diplodocus was, in short, an aquatic, largely
upright-walking, consumer of soft water plants. He largely bases himself
on publications of American authorities, as well as his intensive corre-
spondence with people like Matthew and Osborn. Although he agrees on
the issue of the animal’s nourishment with Hay, and with Tornier regard-
ing the neck, most of their arguments are set aside as incorrect. Tornier is
singled out for Abel’s most scathing dismissals, with him writing that
“everything Tornier writes about joint connections is false” (p. 25) and
his argument on the position of the tail are “not valid without exception”
(p. 33).119 

That does not mean that Abel is satisfied with the current posture of
the Carnegie mount. He addresses misgivings that were already ex-
pressed by Hatcher and Holland, themselves about the posture of the
front legs. Rather than apply the Carnegie template, he is drawn to
Matthew’s reconstruction of the AMNH Brontosaurus, with its hunched,
“bulldog-like” front legs. His main original idea concerned the position of
the hind legs, which he sees as part of a “tripod” in which the tail is the
third “leg”. Surprisingly, concerning the neck of the animal he agrees
with Tornier, and he regards Hay’s view of Diplodocus as a soft water
plant eater as the most likely scenario.

Abel’s essay was by far the most extensive and most systematic treat-
ment of Diplodocus after Hatcher’s 1901 monograph. But different as
their outcomes might have been, methodologically his approach was not
that far away from Tornier’s, even if it relied far more on previous in-
sights and did not focus as much on limb kinetics. In the conclusion of
his essay, Abel even finds it in him to thank Tornier for drawing attention
to the necessity of applying comparative anatomy and ecology of existing

118. Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”, 1-12.
119. Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”. My translation.
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animals to extinct ones – which, as we shall see later, was an essential
ingredient in the whole controversy.

Image 41: Live and skeletal reconstructions by Abel. �Abel, Othenio (1910).
“Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.” Abhandlungen der K.K. Zoologisch-botanis-
chen Gesellschaft in Wien 5 : 17.

A detailed, point-by-point reaction to Abel’s paper constitutes Tornier’s
last contribution to the “crawling Diplodocus” discussion in a scientific
journal, although it’s subtitle suggests that he originally meant to pub-
lish more of these ripostes.120 He particularly takes Abel to task for what
he considers to be lazy and inconsistent thinking. Moreover, Tornier
writes, Abel’s reconstruction seems to show little of the “tripod” stance
he suggests in his article. 

With these pieces, Tornier seriously challenged the orthodox view on the
reconstruction of sauropods and, it appears, largely successfully. The
issue also remained alive in the German public sphere, as the publicity
offensive by Tornier et al. continued unabated. Perhaps the strangest
exponent of this effort was an article by Tornier’s colleague and friend
Paul Matschie in the magazine Mode und Haus, an illustrated weekly
targeted at housewives. Entitled “Wahngebilde der Urweltkunde”
(roughly translated: “Delusional images in studies of the primeval

120. Gustav Tornier (1910), “Über und gegen neue Diplodocus-Arbeiten. Teil I: Gegen
O. Abels Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus,” Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen
Gesellschaft 62.
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world”) it attempted to mock traditional reconstructions by placing them
in the tradition of “Dr.” Albert Koch’s ill-fated Hydrarchos, and thus con-
trasting German level-headedness with American fancy.121 Matschie
specifically chose to dissect received opinion on the stance of the ornitho-
pod dinosaur Iguanodon bernissartensis.122 Being one of the first dinosaurs
to be described, reconstructions of Iguanodon had run the gamut from
heavy-set, oversized lizards to two-footed tail draggers. The latter inter-
pretation had been forwarded after the discoveries in Bernissart by Louis
Dollo, whose unique experience and knowledge of the fossils had swiftly
elevated it to the consensus view. Matschie was of a different mind, and
reconstructed the animal as something that resembled a reptilian
kangaroo. 

On at least two occasions (but probably more) Tornier gave public
lectures to explain the case for the crawling Diplodocus: in January 1910
in Berlin and, in October, also in Frankfurt.123 His colleagues also made
themselves heard in publication. For instance, when the Greifswald
paleontologist Otto Jaekel was asked to contribute a piece on the recon-
struction of fossil animals to the widely-read Meyer’s Konversations-
Lexikon encyclopedia, the accompanying illustrations not only showed a
Tornierian Diplodocus, but went even further by portraying life recon-
structions of a host of other dinosaurs – including Stegosaurus, Iguanodon
and Triceratops – in similar fashion.124 Because if Diplodocus was a “real
reptile”, and should therefore be reconstructed after a lizard or crocodile,
why shouldn’t these? He wasn’t alone in this: an article in the popular
science magazine Die Umschau took up Jaekel’s idea and essentially
“Tornierized” all dinosaurs.125 More or less simultaneously, Jaekel spoke

121. Paul Matschie (1910), “Wahngebilde der Urweltkunde,” Mode und Haus
(Belettristische Beilage) XXVI, no. 22.

122. Matschie, “Wahngebilde der Urweltkunde.”.
123. Anon. (1910), “Vereinswesen - Vortrag des Prof. Dr. Tornier: ‘Die richtige

Aufstellung der Rieseneidechse Diplodocus Carnegii und ihrer Verwandten.’,”
Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift XXV, no. 18; Gustav Tornier (1911), “Bau
und Lebensweise des Diplodokus,” Bericht der Senckenbergischen
Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Frankfurt am Main 42.

124. Otto Jaekel (1910). “Rekonstruktionen fossiler Tiere,” in Meyer’s Großes
Konversations-Lexikon, 6. Auflage. XXII. Band, Jahressupl. 1909-1910 (Leipzig &
Wien: Bibliographisches Institut).
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about the issue in a meeting of the German geological society, and largely
supported Tornier based on his own researches of the – distantly relat-
ed – Plateosaurus finds from Halberstadt.126 Oddly, when he published a
book on extinct vertebrates a year later, it contained traditional recon-
structions taken from Marsh, an inconsistency that earned him Tornier’s
public pique.127

Abel was also invited to explain his viewpoint at the Senckenberg
Museum during the same winter season.128 What is particularly illu-
minating is that listening to and - one might imagine - speaking with
both opponents appears to have caused if not a conversion, then at least
some doubt in Drevermann. Although he and Abel were initially of one
mind, and his Frankfurter Zeitung interview was even quoted in Abel’s
monograph, when he published a more elaborate article on Diplodocus for
the Senckenberg’s Berichte he remained staunchly on the fence while
reproducing a view on methodology directly from Tornier’s book.129

It also shows the degree to which large sections of the German paleon-
tological community were seriously considering Tornier’s iconoclasm. As
early as February 1910, Osborn wrote to Holland about a long letter he
had received from Abel, and explained how “Schlosser has taken Tornier's
side, so it is quite a mooted question in Germany”.130 Even the Berlin
Academy of Sciences decided to grant Tornier a sizable grant of 900

125. Becker, “Alte und neue Rekonstruktionen ausgestorbener Tiere.”.
126. For more on the Halberstadt finds, see page 307.
127. Otto Jaekel (1911). Die Wirbeltiere; eine Übersicht über die fossilen und lebenden

Formen (Berlin: Gebrüder Borntraeger). For Tornier’s reaction, see Gustav
Tornier (1912), “Zu den Ausführungen des Herrn Jäkel,” Zeitschrift der Deutschen
Geologischen Gesellschaft. B. Monatsberichte .

128. Fritz Drevermann (1911), “Der Diplodocus,” Berichte der Senckenbergische
Naturforschungsgesellschaft 42, 279.

129. Drevermann, “Der Diplodocus.”. 
130. Henry Fairfield Osborn to William J. Holland, 8 February 1910. AMNH, DVP

archives. It is difficult to gauge where Abel got this impression. Schlosser never
wrote much about sauropods, and when he co-edited the second edition to
Zittel’s Grundzüge der Paläontologie in the following year, he did not commit to
either side in the controversy (Karl Alfred von Zittel, E. Koken, and Max
Schlosser (1911). Grundzüge der Paläontologie. Zweite vermehrte und verbesserte
Auflage. (München & Berlin: R. Oldenbourg)).
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Marks for his work.131 Tornier was also not the only person to take up the
study of dinosaurs for this occasion: to others, Diplodocus turned out to
be an irresistible target in his wake. Among them, we may include
Richard Sternfeldt and the German-Dutch zoologist Jan Versluys who,
after this episode, would both rarely write about dinosaurs again.132

Accomplished paleontologists such as Jaekel and Abel had also good
reason to get on board with the discussion since it offered them a public
arena that had been rare for paleontology in Germany.

The journalist Albert Shaw put the finger on the wound when he con-
cluded that this was “a serious indictment against the ability and knowl-
edge of American paleontologists, since they are the ones who were
originally responsible for the setting which is contended to be radically
wrong.”133 Much of the discussion would come to revolve around the
right of American scientists to claim authority in reconstructing
dinosaurs. And it was their treatment, perhaps even more than his thesis
itself, that motivated most of the German resistance against Tornier’s
coup. 

Two American reactions to the issue stand out: one by Matthew, the
other by the target of many of the charges levied, William Holland.
Holland had never been one to respond very gingerly to overt criticism,
and Tornier’s sarcasm will hardly have helped to soften the blow.134

Although he had played only a minor role in deciding on Diplodocus’
posture (most of the scientific and preparatory work, after all, had been
done by Hatcher) and had even put some of Hatcher’s decisions into

131. W. Sklarek (1911), “Akademien und gelehrte Gesellschaften,”
Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau : wöchentliche Berichte über die Fortschritte auf
dem Gesammtgebiete der Naturwissenschaften 26, no. 26.

132. Versluys wrote an essay on Diplodocus’s feeding habits in 1910, in which he
criticized Tornier’s idea: Jan Versluys (1910), “Waren die sauropoden
Dinosaurier Pflanzenfresser?,” Zoologische Jahrbücher .

133. Albert Shaw (1911), “New Cretaceous Reptiles from German East Africa,” The
American Review of Reviews XLIV, 97.

134. In the past, Holland’s belligerence had alienated more than one of his
collaborators, most importantly Diplodocus co-discoverer Jacob Wortman. See
Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur and
Brinkman, The Second American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905.
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question, he now saw his work of the last five years undermined by
foreign forces. His response to Tornier was in kind:

It was a bold step for him immediately to transfer the creature from the 
order Dinosauria, and evidently with the skeleton of a Varanus or 
Chameleon before him, to proceed with the help of a pencil, the powerful 
tool of the closet-naturalist, to reconstruct the skeleton upon the study of 
which two generations of American paleontologists have expended con-
siderable time an labor, and squeeze the animal into the form which his 
brilliantly illuminated imagination suggested.135 

With all their ad hominems and innuendos, these lines effectively carry
across the personal indignation that he must have felt. Holland further-
more asserted that it was Tornier’s reconstruction that stretched
anatomical probability, not his own. It was impossible to fit the leg bones
into their sockets in the way Tornier had suggested, and a giant lizard-
like Diplodocus would have needed a gutter to move in because its ribcage
was so deep.136

Image 42: Holland's argument against a 'Tornierian' posture rested partly on 

135. Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of Sauropod
Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special Reference
to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”, 202.

136. Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of Sauropod
Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special Reference
to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”.
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the depth of Diplodocus's rib cage. From: Holland, William Jacob. “A review of 
some recent criticisms of the restorations of sauropod dinosaurs existing in 
the museums of the United States, with special reference to that of Diplodocus
carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.” American Naturalist 44 (1910): 259–83.

When Holland scathingly described Tornier as “the closet naturalist”, it
wasn't that much of an insult to someone who was actually convinced
that the “closet” was the proper place for a zoologist to operate from.137

Fieldwork might be very well for a paleontologist, but a true scientist
who craved for certainty did not like to be occupied by such romantic
distractions. It only served to provide the substrate; the evidence needed
to be objectively considered in the separation of a study – without the
burden of received authority. Drevermann’s argument that the Ameri-
cans had more experience in putting together sauropods was simply
irrelevant. This also explains Tornier's disdain for the “slavish” adoption
of Marsh's reconstruction by subsequent workers. To him, it seemed as
though Marsh had just cobbled something together that, without any
explanation, was quite literally worthless. That assessment was not
entirely fair, as several others had occupied themselves extensively with
sauropod locomotion.138 

The fact that Holland had offered to adjust Diplodocus's stance accord-
ing to requests from museums didn't help to diminish such disdain for
American efforts. Curling a tail or lowering a head might not be much of
an issue to Holland, for his German colleague it was what separated the
scientist from the dilettante, and rigorous method from amateurism.

In what turned out to be the conclusion of the saga as far as the Ameri-
can scientific press was concerned, William Diller Matthew’s article of
1910 summed up most of the discussion, broadly dismissing most of
Tornier’s and Hay’s theories and lauding both Abel and Holland.
Nonetheless, he found some virtue in Hay’s theories while criticizing
Holland, despite his defense of the “accepted pose”, for relying a little too

137. See Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of
Sauropod Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special
Reference to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”, 262.

138. Ronald Rainger (1989), “What’s the Use: William King Gregory and the
Functional Morphology of Fossil Vertebrates,” Journal of the History of Biology
22, 108-109.
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much on polemicism.139 In private correspondence, Matthew assured Hay
that he considered him to be a much more accomplished scientist than
the German.140 After these contributions, the debate in scientific journals
was effectively over - with both sides retreating from international
exchange and apparently drawing the conclusion that they had won the
war. The lack of communication between the protagonists, or rather
between their respective communities, appears to have confirmed both
sides in their own opinion. As we shall see, that did not mean that the
issue was not discussed any more.

In summary, it would go too far to claim that at any point Tornier’s view
represented the mainstream of paleontological thought about sauropods,
even inside Germany. But his views, supported by various others both
inside and outside of academic circles, did manifest itself as a formidable
and widely publicized sub-current.

As a final example of the acceptance of the crouching Diplodocus, let us
look at Friedrich König’s catalogue of 1911. König published this booklet
intending to sell sculpted life reconstructions of fossil animals to inter-
ested museums.141 Containing introductions by Abel, Fraas and Max
Schlosser, it came with the highest scientific recommendations. In his
own text, he emphasizes how much European workers are at a disadvan-
tage when confronted with the body of knowledge and experience in the
U.S. Despite that, and one might assume for commercial reasons, König
saw himself forced to introduce not one but two statues of Diplodocuses:
one with a mostly traditional stance and another with a “Tornierian”
pose. To König, it was apparently clear that German museums might
order either – and the market never lies.142 On the other hand, he did not
print a picture of the alternative restoration in the booklet itself - only

139. Matthew, “The Pose of Sauropodous Dinosaurs.”.
140. Matthew to Hay, 27 January, 1911. Matthew regrets how Holland had suggested

that Hay and Tornier were somehow connected, “as if in the same class.” AMNH,
DVP archives.

141. Friedrich König (1911). Fossil-Rekonstruktionen. Bemerkungen zu einer Reihe
plastischer Habitusbilder fossiler Wirbeltiere (München: E. Dultz & Co.).

142. König, Fossil-Rekonstruktionen. Bemerkungen zu einer Reihe plastischer
Habitusbilder fossiler Wirbeltiere, p. 
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the more conventional model was shown. Such reticent acceptance sums
up the wider attitude to Tornier’s Diplodocus.

Image 43: (previous page) “Abelian” (inset) and “Tornierian” Diplodocuses in 
König’s catalog. Source of the first: König, Friedrich (1911). Fossil-
Rekonstruktionen. Bemerkungen zu einer Reihe plastischer Habitusbilder
fossiler Wirbeltiere. München: E. Dultz & Co. The second picture was 
distributed separately. Source: Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden .

But at least as interesting as the minutiae of the lively discussions that
developed around Diplodocus in the German realm is the question of why.
What motivated a respected German scientist to step far outside his
established area of expertise, spend an inordinate amount of time on a
subject he had never occupied himself with before, and motivate others
to do the same? Much of the years 1908 to 1910 were taken up with the
Diplodocus question for Tornier and others, writing articles in both the
professional and popular press, giving lectures. Whatever the answer to
this question is, the one relevant to us is the second “why” – why
Diplodocus?

The Tornier-Holland controversy has usually been framed as an exam-
ple of fairly straightforward nationalist strife between Germany and the
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United States.143 And let there be no misunderstanding: the nationalist
aspect is certainly an important one. Particularly on the American side of
the discussion, pride was hurt not only because American expertise was
called into question, but also because it focused on an object of American
philanthropy. But it remains to be seen how straightforward this relation
is. 

Even more importantly, we may doubt whether nationalist sentiments
even represented the primary motivator for the many German partici-
pants. Closer inspection reveals that there were a multitude of forces at
work. In addition to a desire to defend German paleontology, differing
views about what German paleontology or paleontologist ought to be
and – in connection – religious and social issues all contributed to turn a
disagreement on a rather obscure scientific point into a major source of
contention. That Diplodocus became the focal point of that contention is
not so strange when one looks at the prominence of the animal in the
public’s mind. Because that was what mattered: this was a debate in
which scientific questions were raised for ulterior ends, both political
and ideological. 

143. E.g., Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology;
Parsons, Drawing out Leviathan: Dinosaurs and the Science Wars; Keith Parsons
(2003). The Great Dinosaur Controversy: A Guide to the Debates (New York: ABC-
Clio).
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4. Tendaguru, the game changer

Image 44: Foreman preparing a sauropod rib at Tendaguru, between 1909 
and 1911. Contemporary color photograph.144

Around the time the crates containing Frankfurt Diplodocus were making
their way across the Atlantic ocean, making its way to Frankfurt, an
event took place that fundamentally altered German attitude, scientific
but certainly also public, with regard to sauropods.

The Fraas family was a well-known one in southern Germany, particu-
larly among natural historians. Oskar Fraas (1821-1897) had been a
curator of the Stuttgart Museum for years, both gaining fame as a sci-
entist and public recognition as a popularizer of science. His book Vor der
Sündflut, eine populäre Geschichte der Urwelt (“Before the Flood, a popular
history of the primeval world”, 1864) received wide attention, was pub-
lished in many languages and became one of the standard popular texts
on the fossil world in Germany. His son Eberhard had become one of

144. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
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Germany’s leading paleontologists by the early 20th century. By all
accounts Fraas junior was a convivial, intelligent man with a taste for
fieldwork and excavation. When he visited the Sheep Creek quarry and
an AMNH site together with Henry Fairfield Osborn in the spring of
1901, he enjoyed himself tremendously.145

In early June of 1907, Fraas arrived in the German colony of German
East Africa. Deutsch Ostafrika was something of a backwater by colonial
standards. It had only been German territory for a few short years, and
had become one because Otto von Bismarck’s government had granted an
imperial charter to Carl Peters’ Society for German Colonization in
1885.146 After an argument about jurisdiction with the Sultan of Zanzibar
had been settled by the then common tactic of sending in the gunboat,
the Germans began to exploit the hinterland, and soon turned it into
their most valuable colony.147

But the German presence in their East African colony was never very
large. When Fraas set foot on its soil in 1907, only 1656 German nation-
als (out of a European population of 2629) lived in a colony that housed
well over seven million people in total.148 The number of Germans in-
creased only slowly, to just over 3500 at the start of the First World
War.149 It needs to be remembered that German colonialism never en-
joyed the sort of public support that it did in Great Britain or France.
When Friedrich Fabri published his brochure Bedarf Deutschland den
Colonien? (“Does Germany need the colonies?”) in 1879, the main argu-
ment was that Germany needed territorial expansion to deal with popu-
lation pressure caused by the growth of its population, and to eradicate

145. Holland to Carnegie, 28 May 1901. ACOA. Also see Brinkman, The Second
American Jurassic dinosaur rush, 1895-1905, 201-2.

146. In terms of territory, it encompassed present-day Rwanda, Burundi, and the
mainland part of Tanzania. See Sebastian Conrad (2011). German Colonialism: A
Short History (Cambridge & New York: Cambridge University Press). Peters can
be described as something of a German version of Cecil Rhodes.

147. Conrad, German Colonialism: A Short History, 51.
148. Conrad, German Colonialism: A Short History, 74.
149. Carola Siedhoff (2010), “Die Auswanderung in die deutschen Kolonien im

Spiegel der deutschen Kolonialzeitschriften von 1884 bis zum Ersten
Weltkrieg,” , 192. The number in Southwest Africa was markedly higher at over
12,000 German nationals.
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pauperism.150 But fairly soon, it became clear that at least Peters’ motives
had more to do with personal gain. If that had meant that the colonies
yielded a profit, the colonial movement might have become a success
after all. But they never did; instead, they proved to be a permanent drain
on the empire’s resources, with little to show for it. Moreover, the
prospect of sending paupers to the colonies failed to appeal to the new
and fast-growing social democrat movement, which was unlikely to
support the deportation of its electorate. The way in which the colonial
authorities dealt with public order and uprisings (particularly the brutal-
ly crushed Herrero and Maji-Maji uprisings), the fact that de facto slavery
was still common, and the idea that the colonial experiment was mainly
a plaything maintained for reasons of international power play, sat
uneasily with large sections of the German public.

Of course, with so few Germans about in East Africa, it was up to the
native population to get work of any substance done. As slave labor was
never officially abolished, the colonizers relied to a large extent on forced
labor to execute public works. That, combined with heavy taxes and the
compulsory cultivation of cash crops, led to the resentment that caused
the Maji-Maji Rebellion in the summer of 1905. The rebellion itself was
for the most part repressed – bloodily – in the next year and a half, helped
along by a famine among the rebels, but reports reached Germany that
spoke about untold cruelties and corruption. As a result of the public
backlash and the high costs involved with waging simultaneous war in
the East and West African possessions, colonial politics became the main
subject of the exceptionally hard-fought Reichstag elections of 1907. The
government’s efforts to gain a stronger mandate failed, and it saw itself
forced to created a separate colonial ministry, appoint the banker
Bernhard Dernburg as minister of colonial affairs, and clean up the
administration of the colony.151 The reforms initiated by Dernburg were

150. Siedhoff, “Die Auswanderung in die deutschen Kolonien im Spiegel der
deutschen Kolonialzeitschriften von 1884 bis zum Ersten Weltkrieg.”, 66.

151. Frank Becker (2013). “Die Hottentotten-Wahlen,” in Kein Platz an der Sonne:
Erinnerungsorte der deutschen Kolonialgeschichte, ed. Jürgen Zimmerer
(Frankfurt & New York: Campus). The government's efforts were mainly
directed against the 'enemies of the empire', the Social Democrat SPD (which
was ideologically hostile towards colonialism) and the Roman Catholic Zentrum
party. The elections were won by the SPD, but the electoral system meant that
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largely successful; he turned German East Africa into a model of admin-
istrative effiency – by colonial standards – and persuaded various indus-
trialists to invest in it.152 But even so, like his predecessors, even he was
never able to turn the colony into something that would yield a profit for
the empire.153

Dernburg's appointment meant that he had to visit the colonies, as
well. Planning to leave for East Africa in the spring of 1907, he asked the
owner of a textile plant, Heinrich Otto, to accompany him. Otto, in turn,
invited Fraas to join them, hoping to profit from Fraas’ geological exper-
tise.154 Fraas’s arrival turned out to be well-timed. On the morning of his
departure to Africa he had been informed that Bernhard Sattler, an
engineer working for a German prospecting company, had noticed some
very large bones sticking out of the soil on a hill locally known as
Tendaguru or “steep hill”.155 Sattler was no zoologist or paleontologist, but
he immediately recognized the bones for what they were. So, obviously,
did Fraas after he had traversed the many kilometers from Lindi to the
hill inland. 

For museum professionals, the “Scramble for Africa” was as much a
“scramble for objects”. The collecting activities of the aforementioned
Bastian, the anthropologist Leonhard Schultze-Jena, and people like
Tornier and Matschie fitted in nicely with a general effort to collect as
much, both in information and material, as possible from the colonies.
The enthusiasm (and lack thereof in other circles) for Tendaguru should
be seen in the light of this endeavor. Fraas and others immediately real-
ized that with the Tendaguru remains, they had something truly unique
in the history of German paleontology on their hands. With the aid of
Sattler, he dug up two partial skeletons which consisted of enormous

almost a third of the popular vote translated into just over ten percent of
parliamentary seats. The Zentrum, however, became the largest party by some
margin. 

152. Gerhard Maier (2003). African Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru Expeditions
(Indianapolis: Indiana University Press), 3-4.

153. Conrad, German Colonialism: A Short History.
154. Maier, African Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru Expeditions, 3.
155. The most comprehensive history of Tendaguru sofar has been written by

Gerhard Maier. See Maier, African Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru
Expeditions.
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bones, and had them shipped to Stuttgart. But his examination of the
sites (there were several) revealed the opportunity to harvest much
greater yields. 

After returning to Germany, Fraas took up the cause of organizing an
expedition with his former co-worker Wilhelm von Branca, now the
director of the Geological-Paleontological Museum in Berlin, one of the
museums that made up the Museum für Naturkunde.156 Branca looked
like the perfect figure to mobilize the Prussian state. Karl Wilhelm Branco
was born in Potsdam in 1844 as the son of the royal physician Friedrich
Branco. After embarking upon a career as an officer and then as a farmer,
he eventually decided to become a geologist and studied in Munich (with
Karl von Zittel), Halle and Heidelberg, where he received his doctorate in
1876. His subsequent career was something of a patchwork of appoint-
ments throughout the German empire, until he landed as the director of
the Berlin museum in 1903. By then he had become Wilhelm “von”
Branco because of a knighthood, and in 1907 he changed his name to Von
Branca (for unknown reasons).157 Branca’s entry into the scientific elite of
the German capital was greatly helped by his marriage, in 1872, with
Käthe von Helmholtz, the daughter of the famous physicist Hermann
von Helmholtz. After Käthe died in 1878, he married again, this time
taking the only slightly less prominent physicist Gustav Robert Kirch-
hoff ’s daughter Paula for a wife. Both marriages were rewarded with one
child. After retiring from the museum in 1917, Branca moved to Munich,
where he passed away in 1928.

As a scientist, Branca is characterized by his acolyte and successor
Josef Pompeckj as “painfully precise” and that is a probably a good assess-
ment, reflected in the fact that he mainly published smaller papers
devoted to detailed studies.158 Most of these treated his main interest, the
study of volcanoes. When it came to details, he could be sharp and as

156. The Tendaguru expeditions have been extensively treated by Maier: Maier,
African Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru Expeditions. I have used this work
as the basis for this text.

157. Werner Quenstedt (1955). “Branca, Karl Wilhelm Franz von,” in Neue Deutsche
Biographie (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot).

158. Josef Pompeckj (1928), “Gedächtnisrede auf Wilhelm von Branca,”
Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin,
Physikalisch-Mathematische Klasse .
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unforgiving as Tornier. But in marked contrast to the latter, Branca never
seemed to be at ease formulating broader-ranging theses or engaging the
public. When he was forced to do so, his writings exhibit little of the
sweeping nature and playfulness of his colleagues’.

In Munich, Branca had studied with Karl Alfred von Zittel, who had
proposed a closer integration of paleontology with biology, also to make
it more useful to the study of evolution. However, Branca remained a
staunch advocate of a more traditional approach, in which paleontology
remained a subordinate discipline to his prime research field, geology.
This support for the academically established status quo was typical of a
man who had invested heavily in his social position as part of the em-
pire’s scientific elite. But to explain Branca’s conservative militancy as
merely an exponent of personal interest would do him an injustice:
through the years, he spent quite a few lines explaining why he felt
paleontology’s link to geology to be essential to both disciplines. 159 In
addition, Branca may have had religiously motivated reservations about
Zittel’s emphasis on the study of evolution – to which we shall return
below.

Because of his descent, his social standing and his professional pres-
tige, no one was more suited to make a successful appeal to the authori-
ties than Branca. In July of 1908, he wrote to the Prussian education
ministry, asking for 50,000 Reichsmarks so an expedition could be set up
to excavate the huge bones, which would – as he expressly made
clear – dwarf anything found in the United States. The haul could then be
put on display before an undoubtedly captivated audience, in his own
museum.160 Securing the financial support of the Prussian state for the
expedition would also have settled the issue of ownership of any finds,
since by law any object recovered with state funds should first be offered
to Berlin museums.161 

159. E.g., Wilhelm von Branca (1913), “Über das Verhältnis der Geographie zur
Geologie-Paläontologie und die Frage einer Teilung der Geologie-Paläontologie.,”
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft .

160. Carsten Kretschmann (2011), “Noch ein Nationaldenkmal? Die deutsche
Tendaguru-Expedition 1909-1913,” Inszenierte Wissenschaft. Zur
Popularisierung von Wissen im 19. Jahrhundert , 192-193.

161. Kretschmann, Räume öffnen sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19.
Jahrhunderts. 
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Unfortunately, the winds of politics and economy were not blowing
favorably for a large state-funded expedition to recover bones from
Africa. Had Branca written on behalf of a project in physics or chemistry,
the situation might have been different. But paleontology was not gener-
ally considered to be a particularly important field of science, even with-
in the scope of disciplines at the Museum für Naturkunde.162 Apart from
matters of prestige, the Prussian state also harbored suspicions against
anything that might have to do with evolution. The teaching of evolu-
tion, indeed of biology, had been prohibited in state Gymnasiums since
1882; not so much because of religious considerations, but because the
concept of the struggle for survival was regarded as politically and social-
ly inflammatory and therefore “undermining the moral foundations of
German culture.”163 Branca’s appeals for government funds were rejected.

In the first months of 1909, an appeal for funds was made, both to the
public and private parties. Again, Branca’s social connections turned out
to be useful, particularly the famed pathologist David von Hansemann,
who had helped to raise funds on other occasions. Hansemann was able
to secure the support of Johann Albrecht, the Duke of Mecklenburg, the
chairman of the German Colonial Society. A committee was quickly
established, which consisted of – obviously – Von Branca, Hansemann,
August Brauer, Ernst Vanhöffen and Gustav Tornier. Tornier not only
represented the Zoological Museum (along with Brauer and Vanhöffen),
but also the Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde, which pledged 10,000
Reichsmarks right away.164 Through their various networks and activi-
ties, and with the help of the newspapers, the committee members were
able to get together a sizable sum, mainly consisting of private dona-
tions.165 Throughout the campaign, it was emphasized how important
the expedition was to German science. The German historian Carsten

162. Marco Tamborini (2016), ““If the Americans Can Do It, so can we”: How
Dinosaur Bones Shaped German Paleontology,” History of Science , 6-7.

163. See Nyhart, Modern Nature. The Rise of the Biological Perspective in Germany,
25-26.

164. For the financial history of the Tendaguru expedition, see Maier, African
Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru Expeditions, 17-19.

165. See Tamborini, ““If the Americans Can Do It, so can we”: How Dinosaur Bones
Shaped German Paleontology.”, 13, and Kretschmann, “Noch ein
Nationaldenkmal? Die deutsche Tendaguru-Expedition 1909-1913.”, 192-193.
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Kretschmann defines Tendaguru as akin to a “national monument”: it
was an “honor duty” to “save the valuable scientific treasures from the
soil of German Africa as soon as possible for Germany.”166 By early 1909,
almost 110,000 Reichsmarks had been collected, more than twice the
sum that Branca had originally applied for.

The expedition that was sent to Africa that year proved to be highly
successful. Although the committee was dominated by employees of the
Zoological Museum, there was never any question that any institution
but Branca’s museum should staff the expedition. Two of Branca’s em-
ployees, Werner Janensch and Edwin Hennig, neither of whom had ever
been outside Germany, were sent off to the colony. They were helped by
German administrators, military personnel, and people with more expe-
rience in collecting under difficult conditions. But most crucially, a small
army of around 500 native people was hired to work the quarries. All in
all, it became by far the biggest paleontological expedition there had ever
been.

When the expedition had to wrap up three years later because the
funds were depleted, it had yielded a huge collection of fossil remains. In
addition to the remains of various mammals, ornithischian dinosaurs,
predatory dinosaurs (theropods) and pterosaurs, the Tendaguru crews
had unearthed a large amount of enormous remains of sauropods that, in
terms of size, matched and even outperformed Diplodocus. The German
press reports about the East African discoveries had siphoned through to
news channels abroad, and from late 1908 onwards, various newspapers
reported how Fraas’ large sauropod, now formally named Gigantosaurus
africanus (or the more fanciful “Gigantosaurus Augustus Africanus” as
some newspapers would have it) had pushed Diplodocus from its pedestal
as the “greatest animal that ever lived”.167 

As news about new finds continued to come over the next few years,
comparisons of size became steadily less flattering for Carnegie’s

166. Kretschmann, “Noch ein Nationaldenkmal? Die deutsche Tendaguru-
Expedition 1909-1913.”, 193.

167. Anon. (1908). “Augustus the Great. Animal that Ate 700 lbs. of Vegetables a Day.
Lilliputian brain.” Daily Express (London), 2 December 1908; Anon. (1908).
“Antediluvian Africa. Interesting Discoveries.” Daily Telegraph, December 1
1908.
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dinosaur. In 1912, the San Francisco Call used the headline “Andy’s
Diplodocus looks like Pygmy” to emphasize the size difference between
the American and African animals, comparing Gigantosaurus’s two-
meter scapula with Diplodocus’s paltry meter-and-a-half.168 Other papers
followed in similar fashion.169 The name Gigantosaurus appeared to be
particularly well-chosen to publicize the awe that befitted such a huge
creature, even if the name itself soon turned out to be invalid because it
had already been used to describe another animal.170 That such an animal
lent itself to the most base sensationalism became obvious when Sci-
entific American rekindled the often-used juxtaposition of dinosaurs and
human architecture and had Gigantosaurus trample the citizens of New
York in 1914.171 

But when it came to exploiting Tendaguru, the German stakeholders
in the expeditions were very clear about its broader ambitions. Speaking
as chairman of the Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde, Gustav Tornier
stated in 1912 that:

Our East African research takes up a worthy position next to the once so 
admired and unique work of our American colleagues, and we are right in
regarding our great German dinosaur expedition as a scientific accom-
plishment of the first order. Not only our museums and science will gain 
by this, because nothing is better for spiritual encroachment upon a for-
eign country than through scientific effort and the knowledge of our past.
In other words: these discoveries constitute a foundation on which Ger-
man paleontology can – and hopefully will – grow into the greatest in the 
world.172

168. Anon. (1912). “Andy’s Diplodocus Looks like Pygmy. German East Africa Yields
Curious Saurians which Are two Feet Longer.” The San Francisco Call, 7 January
1912. For further (global) fallout, see for instance Anon. (1913), “Gigantosaurus
Africanus,” The Warren Tribune , Anon. (1913). “Wetenschappelijk nieuws: De
Gigantosaurus africanus.” Nieuwe Tilburgsche Courant, 28 October 1913.

169. Anon., “Andy’s Diplodocus Looks like Pygmy. German East Africa Yields Curious
Saurians which Are two Feet Longer.”.

170. It was later renamed Tornieria africanus.
171. Matthew, “The Largest Known Dinosaur. A Huge Extinct Reptile from German

East Africa, the Largest Known Quadruped.”. Also see 44 f.
172. Gustav Tornier (1912), “Schlußworte des Vorsitzenden,” Sitzungsberichte der

Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin 2b, p. 150: “Unsere
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Others were no less outspoken; Fraas wrote how the East African site was
“hardly inferior to the famous American localities”, and its harvest
equaled the remains shown in other great European museums.173 But it
was Branca who made an express comparison with Diplodocus, “very
much to [its] disadvantage.”174

For Carnegie and Holland, the consequences of the discoveries at
Tendaguru were twofold. First of all, compared to the enormous animals
in East Africa, Diplodocus’s size suddenly wasn’t so impressive any longer.
That the American sauropod should be used as a yardstick wasn’t strange
when we consider its fame, but it did diminish some of the luster of
Carnegie’s gift.

Another, altogether further-reaching consequence of the Tendaguru
digs was that many German scholars that hadn’t really felt the necessity
to formulate an opinion about sauropods or dinosaurs in general, were
suddenly put in a position where they could make use of unprecedented
quantities of sauropod material – and needed to make sense of
it – Tendaguru forced German scientists to have an opinion about the
animals. When Diplodocus was placed in the Lichthof of the Berlin muse-
um in May of 1908, it generated little interest from the scientific commu-
nity, just as the American Museum’s gift to Frankfurt had not elicited a
great deal of scholarly response. That changed when sauropods were also
found on what could be called German soil, even if it was in the colonies. 

ostafrikanische Forschung steht würdig neben der früher so viel bewunderten
und einzig dastehenden der amerikanischen Kollegen und mit Recht dürfen wir
usere große deutsche Saurierexpedition als eine wissenschaftliche Großtat
auffassen. Nich nur unsere Museen und die Wissenschaft wirdt dadurch
gewinnen, denn nichts ist mehr geeignet, uns ein fremdes Land geistig näher zu
rücken, als gerade die wissenschaftliche Arbeit und die Kennsnis seiner
Vergangenheit. Das aber heißt mit anderen Worten: Diese Funde bilden ein
Fundament, auf dem die deutsche Paläontologie zur ersten der Weilt
emporwachsen kann, und hoffentlich es auch wird”. Tornier’s emphasis.

173. Wilhelm von Branca (1911), “Über die Saurier des Tendaguru,”
Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift 26, p. 278-9; Eberhard Fraas (1908),
“Dinosaurier in Deutsch-Ostafrika,” Die Umschau. Übersicht über die Fortschritte
und Bewegungen auf dem Gesamtgebiet der Wissenschaft und Technik, sowie ihrer
Beziehungen zu Literatur und Kunst XII, p. 946.

174. Shaw, “New Cretaceous Reptiles from German East Africa.”, 96.
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In consequence, it also made them re-think some of the orthodoxies
that until that point had been more or less uncritically accepted, most of
which originated with their American colleagues. And finally, the obliga-
tion to study these German animals drew in people from outside the
disciplinary confines of paleontology, most notably zoologists such as
Tornier and Versluys that not only used a totally different frame of refer-
ence, but had grave doubts about much of the work previously per-
formed in the paleontological community. This all helped to put received
opinion about sauropod anatomy, most of which was conceived in the
United States, under new scrutiny. 

And accepting American opinion on matters of science had long been
somewhat suspect for a number of reasons. The United States had long
been a symbol of modernity, both socially and industrially. But with such
eminence came competition and the realization that in due course she
might become a threat, helped by her scientific advances. Already in the
1890s, the eminent industrialist Werner von Siemens had stated in the
most Darwinian of terms that: 

those countries which are our most dangerous enemies in the struggle for 
survival, have recognized the great meaning of scientific superiority [and]
have zealously striven to improve natural scientific education through 
improvements in teaching to create institutions that promote scientific 
progress.175 

Many Germans also feared American rationalization and mass culture as
inimical to the essence of German culture.176 Germans that published
about their travels in the United States, such as the Count Vay von Vaya,
saw a kind of materialism inherent in American culture, which created
an unwanted amount of antagonism towards their fellow men - or
nations:

Acquisition becomes an instinct. and winning seems to the real goal in 
life. […] Only too often, more subtle sentiments are sacrificed because 

175. Jaffe, The Gilded Dinosaur: the Fossil War between E.D. Cope and O.C. Marsh and
the Rise of American Science, 159-160.

176. Frank Trommler (1986), “Aufstieg und Fall des Amerikanismus in
Deutschland,” Amerika und die Deutschen. Bestandsaufnahme einer 300-Jährigen
Geschichte , 666-668.
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they are seen as useless, or even as hindrances in the struggle for 
existence.177

But writers also acknowledged how this could be a strong motivator, and
no one could deny the dynamic nature of the country. For those reasons,
there remained a certain ambivalence which combined fear and aversion
with respect.

By contrast, German prestige in the United States began to suffer from
the 1890s onwards, as the new nation had recovered from the Civil War
and began to distance herself from the “old world”. Germany’s aristocrat-
ic and authoritarian structures were widely felt to be anathema to Amer-
ica’s democratic and individualist principles.178 In fact William Holland,
in spite of his keenness for imperial decorations, on multiple occasions
refers to this contrast.179 Nonetheless, German technological superiority
in fields such as chemistry or physics was an unavoidable fact, and its
growing military role could not be ignored. From the beginning of the
1890s, it replaced Britain as the main military danger to the United
States.180 

But paleontology was no chemistry. And while German paleontology
had a long and illustrious history, when it came to dinosaur paleontology

177. Peter Vay von Vaya und zu Luskod (1907), “Blätter aus meinem amerikanischen
Tagebuche (III-V),” Deutsche Rundschau 130, 89. Peter Vay von Vaya und zu
Luskod was a Hungarian catholic cleric and missionary. And while his travel
journal clearly shows particular attention for philosophical and ecclesiastical
issues, sentiments regarding the American’s cultural identity were shared by
others, such as the politician Gustav Dickhuth. See Gustaf Dickhuth (1907),
“Amerikanische Reisebilder (I-IV),” Deutsche Rundschau 133; Dickhuth,
“Amerikanische Reisebilder (V-VII).”.

178. Séverine Antigone Marin (2012). “Personalized Competition: Theodore
Roosevelt and Kaiser Wilhelm in German-American Relations,” in America’s
Transatlantic Turn: Theodore Roosevelt and the “Discovery” of Europe, ed. Hans
Krabbendam, and John M. Thompson (New York: Palgrave), 125-127.

179. See page 185. Of course, it didn’t make refuse any of them.
180. Marin, “Personalized Competition: Theodore Roosevelt and Kaiser Wilhelm in

German-American Relations.”, 127. It needs to be added, however, that Marin
emphasizes how these were perceptions held by the elites (her emphasis is on
Theodore Roosevelt’s administration), and that the image of Germany among
the population as a whole (about a fifth of which had immigrated from German
lands) was much more positive.
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knowledge generally flowed from the USA to Germany. Some of what we
read about Tendaguru suggests a desire to right that wrong, and to set
German dinosaur paleontology to a more equal footing with American
paleontology. And, perhaps, increase its scientific status in the Father-
land as well.

These factors together contributed to a respectful scientific antagon-
ism between the nations, which also played out in the Diplodocus stance
issue. It would be tempting to explain Tornier’s attitude, and his oppo-
nents’, as mere manifestations of international scientific rivalry. And
once it developed into a multi-national spat, that doubtlessly came into
play. For instance, Tornier on occasions explicitly chides his German
opponents for taking the French’ side.181 But there are hints that proving
German superiority towards American scholarship is a minor part of his
motivation, if even that. He never tried to engage American scholars in
the discussion, for instance. Even Holland’s very personal attack of 1910
went unanswered.182 When he mentions American scholars, he generally
does so with fondness, unless he feels their work has not deserved it.
Holland may not fare so well, but Hatcher, Matthew, and Osborn are
treated with great respect. 

With German colleagues, it is a different matter, and Tornier meets his
critics head-on. Moreover, from the outset the entire, co-ordinated effort
of Tornier and his supporters was focused on German scientific and
popular publication channels. While he was prepared to face criticism
abroad, particularly when it came in such a vitriolic package as Boule’s
remarks, he never did so in foreign publications. This makes one think
that the real reason behind his exploitation of Andrew Carnegie’s
dinosaur should be looked for elsewhere.

181. Tornier, “Ernstes und lustiges aus Kritiken über meine Diplodocusarbeit.”.
182. Holland, “A Review of Some Recent Criticisms of the Restorations of Sauropod

Dinosaurs Existing in the Museums of the United States, With Special Reference
to That of Diplodocus Carnegiei in the Carnegie Museum.”.
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5. Diplodocus and paleontology in Germany

Image 45: Otto Jaekel in 1928. Source: Abel, Othenio (1929). “Otto Jaekel.” 
Palaeobiologica 2 : 143–86.

While Tendaguru, and Germany’s increased clout in the field of verte-
brate paleontology – let alone sauropod paleontology – played their part,
there is good reason to assume that Tornier was primarily driven by a
different battle: the struggle for the identity of German paleontology
paleontology fought by one of his colleagues, Otto Jaekel.
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Otto Max Johannes Jaekel was born in 1863 in Neusalz, a town in
Silesia, the son of a royal building inspector.183 After finishing the local
Gymnasium he entered the Ritter-Akadamie of Liegnitz184, followed by
studies in Breslau and, finally, with the doyen of German paleontology,
Karl von Zittel, in Munich. Jaekel proved to be a talented student, defend-
ing his first dissertation in 1886 (supervised by von Zittel) and receiving
his Habilitation (or vena legendi) four years later in Berlin with Ernst
Beyrich.185 Shortly afterwards, he received an offer from the Friedrich-
Wilhelms-Universität in Berlin as well as from the university’s Paleonto-
logical Museum, which was just moving to the brand new Museum für
Naturkunde building in the Invalidenstraße.

Shortly after, things started to take a wrong turn in Jaekel’s promising
career. Partly through Jaekel’s intermediation, Wilhelm von Branca was
appointed director of the museum in 1894. Both the professional and

183. Lothar Kämpfe (2015). “Otto Jaekel (1863-1929),” in Biographisches Lexikon für
Pommern. Band 2, ed. Dirk Alvermann, and Nils Jörn (Köln etc.: Böhlau). 

184. Today Neusalz is known as Nowa Sól and Liegnitz as Legnica, both in the in
Polish Vojvodeship of Silesia.

185. For biographical information about Jaekel and various opinions on his life,
personality and work, see Othenio Abel (1929), “Otto Jaekel,” Palaeobiologica 2;
Edwin Hennig (1929), “Otto Jaekel,” Zentralblatt für Mineralogie, Geologie und
Paläaontologie, Abteilung. B: Geologie und Paläontologie 1929; Fritz Drevermann
(1929), “Otto Jaekel (1863-1929),” Palaeontologische Zeitschrift 11; Weigelt,
Johann (1929). “Otto Jaekel †.” Greifswalder Zeitung, 9 March 1929; S. Bubnoff
(1931), “Otto Jaekel als Forscher,” Mitteilungen aus dem Naturwissenschaftlichen
Verein für Neuvorpommern und Rügen 57/58; F. Krüger (1931), “Otto Jaekel als
Persönlichkeit,” Mitteilungen aus dem Naturwissenschaftlichen Verein für
Neuvorpommern und Rügen 57/58; Gerhard Steinich (1989), “Otto Jaekel als
Geologe,” Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität
Greifswald. Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Reihe 38, no. 1-2; Gottfried
Böhme (1989), “Otto Jaekel und das Museum für Naturkunde der Berliner
Universität,” Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität
Greifswald, Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche Reihe 38, no. 1-2; Wolfgang
Hansch (1989), “Otto Jaekel – Paläontologe und Wissenschaftsorganisator,”
Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universität Greifswald,
Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche Reihe 38, no. 1-2; Kämpfe, “Otto Jaekel
(1863-1929).”. Abel’s contribution is particularly interesting since they were
both adherents of paleobiological approaches but fell out over Jaekel’s founding
of the Palaeobiological Society (1912), which Abel apprently perceived as a
usurpation.
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personal chemistry between both men soon left much to be desired. In
1903, he received an offer for a professorship in Vienna, but this was
blocked by the machinations of various Viennese geologists.186 That
Jaekel was apparently not deemed “sound” by the Viennese establish-
ment says something about his reputation. This doomed him to another
couple of years working under Von Branca, until in 1906 the departure of
the geologist Wilhelm Deecke at the university of Greifswald (who went
to Heidelberg) offered him a new opportunity. 

Initially, Jaekel wasn’t too thrilled about the offer: Greifswald was very
far away and a bit of a backwater by any standard, the salary was lower
than he’d earned at the Berlin museum, and most of his time would go
into teaching geology courses. Pressure from the Prussian culture min-
istry, and the realization that other opportunities to put some distance
between himself and his reviled boss might not come up soon, persuaded
him to take the post. His combative nature manifested itself in Greif-
swald as well, and the results were as disappointing as they had been in
Berlin. Attempts to separate the geological institute from the Philosophi-
cal Faculty came to nothing, teaching duties totally overwhelmed him,
and personal tragedy did not make things easier. When life offered op-
portunities to escape the Pomeranian coastal town, Jaekel took them. In
World War One he was one of the first to offer himself, 51 years old, for
military service, got wounded in the first months of the war, and re-
turned to the western front as a reserve officer a year later. It was here
that he tried to re-open the mine at Bernissart that had yielded the 32
Iguanodons that Dollo had excavated and made a career out of. But just
weeks away from a possible dig for more Iguanodon skeletons, the mili-
tary situation forced Jaekel to abandon the effort.187 He was to remain in
Greifswald until his retirement in 1928, but immediately took a position
in China afterwards. In 1929, he unexpectedly passed away after a brief
illness in Peking.

186. Quenstedt, “Branca, Karl Wilhelm Franz von.”, 500. Also see Abel, “Otto Jaekel.”,
155.

187. See Christoph Roolf (2012). “The Attempted Theft of Dinosaur Skeletons during
the German Occupation of Belgium (1914-1918) and Some Other Cases of
Looting Cultural Possessions of Natural History,” in Bernissart Dinosaurs and
Early Cretaceous Terrestrial Ecosystems, ed. Pascal Godefroit (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press).
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Despite numerous setbacks, and personal tragedy, Jaekel experienced
triumphs too. His body of work on fossil echinoderms, fishes and reptiles
was – for the most part – highly regarded during his lifetime. Arguably
Jaekel’s most important one was his work in Halberstadt, near Magde-
burg. Here, Jaekel, who liked to undertake fieldwork, uncovered several
skeletons of the Triassic dinosaur Plateosaurus as well as other remains
from 1909 onwards. The expedition to Halberstadt was testimony to his
considerable skill in bringing people together for a common cause. He
energetically set out to have the expedition financed and the skeletons
excavated, prepared, and distributed among various museums in Ger-
many. During all this, he had to overcome commercial obstacles (the site
was part of a quarry) and local sensibilities.188 Possession of the Halber-
stadt finds also helped him to exercise some influence even from far-
away Greifswald. Unfortunately, the Halberstadt story highlighted the
negative aspects of Jaekel’s personality as well; he could be irascible,
obstinate and extremely sensitive to the way he was being treated, par-
ticularly by his social seniors. 

In 1902, Jaekel set out his views on evolution in the book Verschiedene
Wege phylogenetischer Entwicklung (“Various ways of phylogenetic devel-
opment”).189 In essence, it was a defense of a Lamarckian interpretation
of orthogenesis, the idea that organisms develop in an fixed, linear direc-
tion due to an intrinsic “driving force” (German: Kraft).190 Most of Jaekel’s
argument was built up around the development of horses, a topic investi-
gated around the same time, and for similar reasons, by Henry Fairfield
Osborn in New York.191 According to Jaekel, orthogenesis was the result
of developmental constraints, evolutionary inertia and the lawfully
ordered termination of evolutionary lineages.192 Twenty year later, he

188. Böhme, “Otto Jaekel und das Museum für Naturkunde der Berliner Universität.”.
189. Otto Jaekel (1902). Ueber verschiedene Wege phylogenetischer Entwickelung (Jena:

Gustav Fischer).
190. For an extensive discussion of Jaekel’s view on orthogenesis, see Rieppel,

“Othenio Abel (1875-1946): The Rise and Decline of Paleobiology in German
Paleontology.”.

191. Rainger, An Agenda for Antiquity. Henry Fairfield Osborn & Vertebrate
Paleontology at the American Museum of Natural History, 1890-1935, 153-155;
163-165.

192. Rieppel, “Othenio Abel (1875-1946): The Rise and Decline of Paleobiology in
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would defend this neo-Lamarckianism position once more against that
taken by Darwinists, and stress the primacy of form over function.
According to Oliver Rieppel, 

Harking back on Ludwig Büchner’s (1855) […] widely read and influen-
tial Kraft und Stoff, he found the title to express the German tendency to 
analyse concepts in terms of logic, in this case in terms of contrasting, 
mutually exclusive concepts. But, concluded Jaekel, […] there is no con-
trast here, for matter is force! Or, in the language of modern physics: mass
is energy.193

Little wonder then, that Abel saw Jaekel as a pioneer to “free paleontology
from the chains of geology”. To properly study paleontology and to make
it useful to study the principles of evolution and other laws that ruled the
world, it needed to be detached from such artificial shackles and integrat-
ed into the whole of science. It is hardly remarkable that more tradition-
ally inclined geologists – such as the ones in Vienna that would block his
appointment – saw such a figure as a threat. The more so since Jaekel
applied these biological principles to other fields as well, particularly art
and statecraft. In his book The Natural Principles of State Organization,
written at the height of the First World War, shows how much Jaekel’s
world view was determined by his ideas about biology.194

Therefore, Jaekel wasn't “just” a scientist in the way that people like
Tornier, Matschie, Brauer or Branca were. These were people whose world
revolved around their profession, and whose oeuvre encompassed pre-
dominantly treatises on scientific subjects within their own, narrow
delimited field of expertise. This in itself is what makes Tornier's foray
into dinosaur paleontology so intriguing. Branca did venture outside of
paleontology, but only very rarely. By contrast, Jaekel's body of work is
much broader, and even though it is dominated by paleontological work
it also encompasses publications about art history, legal matters, history,
science organization, politics and both cultural and physical anthropolo-

German Paleontology.”, 320.
193. Rieppel, “Othenio Abel (1875-1946): The Rise and Decline of Paleobiology in

German Paleontology.”, 320.
194. Jaekel, Die natürlichen Grundlagen staatlicher Organisation.
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gy. His background may provide some clue as to the origin of this broad
area of interest. 

Two things would come to characterize Jaekel's career: firstly, an
uncompromising effort to climb the social and scientific ladder, and be
recognized as an equal by the more privileged members of the German
and Prussian scientific élite; and secondly, the abject failure of that
ambition. In an obituary that veers between admiration and character
assassination, Othenio Abel gives an apparently accurate representation
of what plagued Jaekel's image. Firstly, the “attitude of an artist”, a free-
flowing, impulsive attitude to scientific work that was big on ideas but
underdeveloped on rigor. Freely translated, Abel calls him a “great archi-
tect, but a lousy mason”.195 But, continues Abel, “Who shoots only rarely
has little opportunity to miss; who shoots often and abundantly natural-
ly misses the target more frequently”.196 Branca was less forgiving in his
assessment when he spoke of the “somewhat too fanciful Dr. Jaekel” – a
more scathing characterization on the part of a Prussian scientist was
hardly imaginable.197

Part of these troubles must be attributed to Jaekel's middle-class
origins. Many of his colleagues at the Berlin Museum were from the
prime stock of the Prussian realm. Tornier came from a line of Junkers;
Branca was a former army officer whose father had been a royal physi-
cian; Brauer the son of a very wealthy tradesman, and in any case an
arrived entity and too senior to be discarded. Moreover, they were all
more senior than Jaekel. Jaekel himself didn't make matters easier by his
impatience, his belligerence and his willingness to engage his opponents
head-on. Tornier might get away with this because of his social standing
and his proven scientific record. But Jaekel was a relatively junior em-

195. Abel, “Otto Jaekel.”, 143-144. Also see Bubnoff, “Otto Jaekel als Forscher”;
Krüger, “Otto Jaekel als Persönlichkeit.”.

196. Abel, “Otto Jaekel.”, 147. Translation by Oliver Rieppel: Rieppel, “Othenio Abel
(1875-1946): The Rise and Decline of Paleobiology in German Paleontology.”,
320.

197. “ein wenig zu phantasiereiche”; see Walter Gross, and Hans-Peter Schultze
(2004), “Zur Geschichte der Geowissenschaften im Museum fur Naturkunde zu
Berlin. Teil 6: Geschichte des Geologisch-Palaontologischen Instituts und
Museums der Universitat Berlin 1910-2004,” Mitteilungen des Museums für
Naturkunde Berlin, Geowissenschaftliche Reihe 7, 14.
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ployee who did his career no favors by going against the very world view
precious to his seniors. By contrast, someone like Werner Janensch made
a career at the Museum für Naturkunde through total conformity, hardly
expressing any opinion at all and devoting himself to detailed studies. By
all accounts, Jaekel’s time at the Museum für Naturkunde was an unlucky
one; open conflict with Branca loomed and his attempts to gain (better)
employment elsewhere came to little.198 

As a pillar of the establishment, Branca’s view of the world was also
one that included (Lutheran) religion, and the people he recruited (Ja-
nensch, Hennig and his successor, Pompeckj) largely shared that ap-
proach. In 1912 he set out his principles about the relationship between
science and religion in a short essay for the Deutsche Revue.199 Its conclu-
sion is telling, and unforgiving:

These men of science […] are all nothing short of diabolical and are rather
idealists, who imagine that they do good by offering Mankind science as a 
substitute for religion. They are even fanatics for their cause. And a fa-
natic is always someone who, even if he is right on other issues, cannot see
things clearly on this particular topic. They are always men that are 
caught in the great delusion that the sciences are able to offer a world 
view. […] A “scientific world view” is […] something impossible, just like a 
“half-whole”. Because either something is whole, or it is half.200 

By contrast, even though Jaekel always remained politically conservative,
his approach to religious matters was, at best, an agnostic one. He did
believe, however, in the viability of a world view resting on scientific
reasoning; several of his writings testify to that. Here, he found common
ground with Tornier, who appears to have had as little time for religious
considerations as he did, and as good a reason as Jaekel to recognize
himself as a ‘fanatic’ in sensu Branca. In Die Kampf mit der Nahrung,
Tornier had briefly addressed the influence of a deity, and made his
position very clear:

198. Böhme, “Otto Jaekel und das Museum für Naturkunde der Berliner Universität”;
Kämpfe, “Otto Jaekel (1863-1929).”.

199. Wilhelm von Branca (1912), “Naturwissenschaft und Religion,” Deutsche Revue
June. 

200. Branca, “Naturwissenschaft und Religion.”, 12. My translation, Branca’s
emphasis.
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If we call this immaterial force “God” […], we have a scapegoat that we 
may charge with all our lack of knowledge. […] We should retreat modest-
ly to our little room, hang all research on a nail, and just dream – because 
a true explanation of mechanical events is no longer possible under these 
circumstances.201 

More damning than Branca’s defense of a fundamentally religious world
view itself, was how he associated non-religious approaches with politi-
cal nihilism and - crucially - Haeckelian monism. Furthermore, for all its
conviction Branca’s essay can hardly be viewed as an intellectual master-
piece, as it basically presents a straw man argument based on rather
questionable definitions. Even though Tornier might have lapsed in his
Haeckelianism when he followed in Roux’ footsteps, seeing monism
equalled with political extremism in an intellectually deficient polemic
that glorified religion would never have gone down very well. It is hard to
see how in Jaekel’s and Tornier’s view, Branca had done anything but
disqualify himself as a scientist.

But it was Jaekel's social circle that turned him from an ignorable non-
entity into an active threat. He appears to have shown some reluctance in
entrenching himself totally into the scientific world of the capital, as
most of his colleagues had done. Instead, his circle was a broad as his
interests, and encompassed lawyers, officers, politicians, artists, archeol-
ogists, poets, and philosophers. Kämpfe characterizes him as “what we
would today call a gifted networker”; it did not mean, however, that he
made friends everywhere.202

In fact, Jaekel was a very different man from the typical German
scientist, as one example may demonstrate. In 1907, a new literary
journal was started in Berlin under the title Morgen (“Morning”) by a
group of esteemed intellectuals which included the sociologist Werner
Sombart, the composer Richard Strauss, the poet Hugo von Hoff-
mannsthal, the writer Georg Brandes and the art historian Richard
Muther. The index of that first year reads like a directory of the new
intellectual elite of the German empire, with contributions by people like

201. Tornier, Der Kampf mit der Nahrung. Ein Beitrag zum Darwinismus, 176. My
translation.

202. Kämpfe, “Otto Jaekel (1863-1929).”, 135.
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the Mann brothers, the publicist Maximilian Harden, the playwright
August Strindberg and a litany of other writers, artists, composers and
poets. And then there was Otto Jaekel's contribution, the lead article of
the twentieth issue, about the promotion of science in the German
Empire.203 

Jaekel’s proposals included creating research institutions outside of
universities and a central German natural history museum, and estab-
lishing four professorships dedicated to paleontology. But at least as
important as the proposals themselves was the channel which he chose
to promote them. Morgen might not have been that commercially suc-
cessful, but it represented the empire's intellectual vanguard – a new,
confident elite – something very different from the venerable but rather
dusty Deutsche Revue that Branca would choose a few years later.204 

The fact that Jaekel had chosen to publish his essay in this journal
instead of through a more specifically scientific channel made him
something of an unquantifiable entity to those scientists whose universe
revolved around their work and – and, henceforth, something of a haz-
ard. This may explain the head-on reaction with which another publica-
tion was met by Branca and his successor, Pompeckj. Certainly, Jaekel’s
proposals (at least, the first part) were picked up on a political level, and
would eventually contribute to the establishment of the Kaiser-Wilhelm-
Gesellschaft (KWG).205 But typically, when an advisory board for the KWG
was created in 1911 under the leadership of the theologian Adolf Har-
nack, Jaekel was not asked to participate.206 In addition to Harnack’s
trepidation about Jaekel’s desire to create an institute dedicated to devel-
opmental biology, Harnack’s close association with Branca will not have
helped matters. This, and the failure of his efforts to create chairs for
paleontology, caused Jaekel to devote his efforts to establishing the

203. Otto Jaekel (1907), “Über die Pflege der Wissenschaft im Reich,” Morgen 20.
204. In 1909 Morgen became part of another literary journal, Nord und Süd (“North

and South”), which in turn went under in 1920.
205. Sucker, 2002, #99068, 18.
206. Hans Wehrli (1956). “Otto Jaekel (Greifswald 1906-1928),” in Festschrift zur

500-Jahrfeier der Universität Greifswald, 17.10.1956. II. Band (Magdeburg:
Volksstimme), 502.
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Paläontologische Gesellschaft (Paleontological Society) in 1912.207 That
organization proved to be very successful.

In the same year as the more ambitious essay in Morgen, Jaekel circu-
lated a privately printed, two-page call for papers for a new dictionary of
paleontology. That work was intended to be a follow-up to Karl von
Zittel's seminal Grundzüge der Paläontologie (“Principles of Geology, 1895)
and offer an overview of paleontology in four respectable tomes. It was
not the call itself that raised eyebrows. In fact, the call doesn't come up
until the last sentences; it is the first page and a half that is remarkable.208

The piece is mostly a plea for the establishment of paleontology as an
independent discipline. Jaekel riles against its use as “only” a sub-discip-
line of geology, and is outspoken in his complaints about the way in
which geologists treated fossils before:

To clarify these [fossils] in each individual case through more careful 
preparation than has thusfar been usual, is a general duty for each pale-
ontologist as this material becomes more important.209

Implicitly, Jaekel presented himself as the heir to arguably Germany’s
greatest paleontologist, Karl von Zittel, who saw paleontology as a discip-
line that was primarily charged with providing the data required to study
the historical path of evolution.210 German paleontology, regrettably for
Zittel and Jaekel, remained firmly tied to geology as a minor discipline
that supplied Leitfossilien, or guide fossils, to specify and date geological
formations. Overturning such institutionally established liaisons proved
to be exceedingly difficult.211 For Jaekel, an additional problem was that
Branca had been one of Zittel’s students too, but had a far more tradition-
al outlook on the relationship between geology and paleontology. He
considered it an integral part of geology. To allow the paleontological

207. Not to be confused with the American Paleontological Society founded in 1908
in Baltimore.

208. Jaekel's call is included as an appendix on page 416. 
209. Otto Jaekel (1907). Bedeutung der Paläontologie als selbständige Wissenschaft

(Greifswald: Self-published). My translation.
210. Zittel.
211. Tamborini, ““If the Americans Can Do It, so can we”: How Dinosaur Bones

Shaped German Paleontology.”. Marco Tamborini was so kind to share this
unpublished manuscript.
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collections to be separated from the geological specimens would, in his
view, do serious damage to the geological institute. It was a position that
both he, and his successor Pompeckj, were quite prepared to defend in
public.212 

Take all these factors together, and Branca could see Jaekel as little but
an antithesis, in every conceivable way, of himself – and one that needed
to be dealt with. Sabotaging Jaekel’s career was one way; attacking him in
print another. In subsequent years, an ugly battle was to ensue to lay
claim to Zittel’s legacy and the future of paleontology in Germany.213 

Jaekel's paper put Tornier in something of a predicament when it came to
supporting or opposing his views on the relation between geology and
paleontology. None of Tornier's publications from the period show any
explicit commitment on the issue, even if he overtly criticizes paleontol-

212. Manfred Laublicher, and Karl J. Niklas (2009). “The Morphological Tradition in
German Paleontology: Otto Jaekel, Walter Zimmermann, and Otto
Schindewolf,” in The Paleobiological Revolution : Essays on the Growth of Modern
Paleontology, ed. David Sepkoski, and Michael Ruse (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press).

213. Branca, “Über das Verhältnis der Geographie zur Geologie-Paläontologie und die
Frage einer Teilung der Geologie-Paläontologie”; Otto Jaekel (1915), “Zur
Abwehr von Angriffen des Herrn J. F. Pompeckj gegen mich und meine Stellung
in der Wissenschaft und in der paläontologischen Gesellschaft,” Neues Jahrbuch
für Mineralogie, Geognosie, Geologie und Petrefakten-Kunde ; Otto Jaekel (1917),
“Mein Schlußwort zu den Angriffen der Herren Branca und Pompeckj gegen
mich und meine Richtung in der Paläontologie,” Centralblatt für Mineralogie,
Geologie und Paläontologie, Abteilung. B: Geologie und Paläontologie . Böhme
draws the same conclusion on the basis of scientific issues: Böhme, “Otto Jaekel
und das Museum für Naturkunde der Berliner Universität.”. It needs to be said
that evolution was perhaps not the only point of contention between Zittel and
Branca. Chris Manias (in conversation) has made the point that the shift from
southern Germany to Prussia in the early 20th century also meant a greater
focus on dinosaurs, big reconstructions and Tendaguru. In other words, a more
industrial and colonial form of “Prussian” paleontology, away from its
traditional liberal orientation, which was rooted in the older regional university,
museum and learned society. Also see Marco Tamborini (2015), “The Roots of
Idiographic Paleontology: Karl Alfred von Zittel’s Methodology and Conception
of the Fossil Record,” NTM International Journal of History & Ethics of Natural
Sciences Technology & Medicine 23, no. 3-4. 
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ogists in general for their lack of anatomical knowledge in his discussion
of criticism on his Diplodocus papers from 1910:

"kein Paläontologe benutzt genügend vergleichend-anatomische 
Literatur."214

After his retirement he could be more candid when writing a history of
paleontology in the Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde. Liberated of
any obligation to preserve the peace, it shows Tornier in typical extrovert
style as he follows most of Jaekel’s argument and emphasizes how histor-
ically, the best paleontologists have always been competent zoologists as
well – an implicit stab at Branca’s position.215

But at the time he needed to remain more circumspect. Even though
Branca wasn't formally in the same museum as Tornier, explicitly oppos-
ing him on such an essential matter would have been difficult. Not only
because Branca was a force to be reckoned with as part of Berlin's social
and scientific elite, but also because the two needed to work together as
members of the Tendaguru commission. Again, no correspondence of the
time exists,216 but Tornier's reminiscences offer us some insight into a
somewhat strained relationship with Branca. To give one example:

[…] it was now upon our Society to rekindle the interest for the under-
taking [to return to the Tendaguru quarry] but this all came down to our 
non-paleontologist members after Von Branca had decided to withdraw 
himself because of the desire to rest after the semester’s end, and because 
of other reasons.217

214. Gustav Tornier (1910), “Bemerkungen zu dem vorhergehenden Artikel “
Diplodocus und seine Stellung usw. von Fr. Drevermann.”,” Sitzungsberichte der
Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin , 405.

215. Gustav Tornier (1927), “Ueber Den Erinnerungstag an Das 150-jährige Bestehen
Der Gesellschaft: Rückblick auf die Palaeontologie. Stufe III - Epoche der
Miterwecker der Abstammungslehre / Stufe IV - Die Epoche der
palaeontologischen Großunternehmen / Schlusswort des Vorsitzenden,”
Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin 1925,
particularly p. 93.

216. In fact, we don't know this to be the case; but unfortunately the present
circumstances don’t allow for a thorough search of the MfN archives.

217. Tornier, “Ueber Den Erinnerungstag an Das 150-jährige Bestehen Der
Gesellschaft: Rückblick auf die Palaeontologie. Stufe III - Epoche der
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Von Branca had been actively involved in generating money for the
Tendaguru expedition from early 1909 onward. The fact that Tornier’s
first paper appeared just as Von Branca’s campaign for the Tendaguru
campaign was gaining momentum, can hardly have been a coincidence.
For both men, popularization was not something either had much expe-
rience with (in marked contrast to Jaekel); in fact, for both it would be the
only comprehensive popularization effort of their careers. Although Von
Branca professed to be working for the good of the nation, there can be
little doubt that he also sought to appropriate the Tendaguru effort to
avoid it falling into the hands of paleontological revisionists.218 The
results of the expedition, a series of publications that combined paleon-
tological with geological description, show what Von Branca imagined
the relation of the two disciplines to be.219 It was not a view Tornier could
endorse. It needs to be said that while his director, Brauer, appeared as
sympathetic to closer ties between zoology and paleontology as Tornier
was, even he hesitated to tackle the point openly.220

Supporting Jaekel against Branca in public could have been problemat-
ic, though. While he might have agreed with the former on the necessity
of closer links between zoology and paleontology, that does not mean
Tornier agreed with him on other issues, or even rate him very highly as
a scientist. In a 1912 meeting of the German Geological Society, a discus-
sion developed between the two after Jaekel had accused Tornier of
making an anatomical error. In a scorn-filled reply, Tornier conceded
Jaekel’s point, but continued to accuse his colleague of inconsistencies in

Miterwecker der Abstammungslehre / Stufe IV - Die Epoche der
palaeontologischen Großunternehmen / Schlusswort des Vorsitzenden.”, 89-90.
My translation. In this piece, Tornier also hardly acknowledges Branca’s role in
getting the expedition up and running.

218. Tamborini, ““If the Americans Can Do It, so can we”: How Dinosaur Bones
Shaped German Paleontology.”.

219. Published under the title Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Tendaguru-Expedition
1909-1912.

220. He alludes to the utlity of paleontological evidence for animal geography in an
essay from 1911, but never raises it explicitly. August Brauer (1911).
“Tiergeographie und Abstammungslehre,” in Die Abstammungslehre. Zwölf
gemeinverständliche Vorträge über die Deszendenztheorie im Licht der neueren
Forschung (Jena: Gustav Fischer).
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his own reconstruction of dinosaurs, including the Plateosaurs found at
Halberstadt.221 

What Tornier could do, of course, was to prove Jaekel's point in prac-
tice, by describing Diplodocus in an essay that met the criteria of zoology
rather than those of classical paleontology, a discipline he did not hold in
very high regard to begin with. Not only does this make it much easier to
assess Tornier's publications, it also explains Branca’s initial interest in
gaining control of the Tendaguru expedition as best he could. First of all,
although the subject matter of dinosaur paleontology isn't one Tornier
occupied himself with before, the methodology is. Much of his work
occupied itself with reptilian limb kinetics, and by treating Diplodocus as
part of his own area of expertise, and apply zoological rather than pale-
ontological methods to it, he could demonstrate the added value of that
approach and, therefore, the necessity of integrating paleontology and
zoology. The importance of Diplodocus became clear when Jaekel wrote a
more public piece about the place of geology and paleontology in German
universities, and his desire to integrate paleontology and zoology, for the
Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschau in January of 1910. A sort of closing
gambit, Jaekel used the example of Diplodocus to point out how the
excavation, preparation and study of that famous animal required much
more than the paltry resources available at the Berlin museum, and
contrasted it with the “imposing” and “delightful” halls in London, Paris,
Copenhagen and Haarlem.222 Although he did not mention the stance
issue, his choice of example in the animal that “generated some interest
in a subject that is otherwise fully unknown” appears calculated to make
Diplodocus a centre of discussion.

Secondly, it explains why Tornier showed himself disinterested in
engaging American paleontologists at all. Abel and Drevermann were a
different matter. Firstly because they participated in a German debate;
but Abel in particular remained an important partner for discussion
because he was as interested in applying zoological criteria to paleontol-

221. Tornier, “Zu den Ausführungen des Herrn Jäkel.”.
222. Otto Jaekel (1910), “Über Geologie und Paläontologie an den deutschen

Hochschulen,” Naturwissenschaftliche Wochenschrift XXV, no. 3, 35. The latter
referring to the University of Copenhagen Zoological Museum and Teyler’s
Museum, a privately funded museum in Haarlem, the Netherlands.
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ogy as Tornier himself. In fact, it was the only thing that Abel praised the
German for in a monograph that in all other respects was highly critical
of him. And when Tornier addressed Abel’s issues the tone was all the
more – and untypically – bitter because he felt the Austrian should con-
sider him as an ally.223 Abel just didn’t “get it”, as the closing lines of
Tornier’s riposte to the Austrian’s essay make clear: 

[Abel writes that:] “this episode in the study of dinosaurs has shown, that 
a paleontologist should base his reconstruction on precise knowledge of 
the comparative anatomy of fossil animals, combined with that of living 
ones in order to be of scientific value”. […] – Of course, I would like to add;
but also, that I would imagine the refutation of a scientific paper to take 
place very differently from the one I have just discussed.224

Because all this was going on in a very public forum – in newspapers,
illustrated magazines, and popular lectures – it made sense to focus on
Diplodocus, perhaps the best-known dinosaur in the world. Von Branca,
after all, used popular methods to further the Tendaguru expedition and,
ipso facto, his ideas of what paleontology should be. The aim, therefore,
was twofold. First, to fight what both Tornier and Jaekel had come to
regard as an obsolete idea of paleontology and secondly, to give paleontol-
ogy scientific respectability by subjecting it to a rigorous, systematic
analysis that belonged to the German idea of what scientific research
should be. One should work in favor of the other, particularly in a public
arena.

223. Tornier, “Über und gegen neue Diplodocus-Arbeiten. Teil I: Gegen O. Abels
Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”.

224. Tornier, “Über und gegen neue Diplodocus-Arbeiten. Teil I: Gegen O. Abels
Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”, 576. My translation.
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6. Dinosaurs in the aquarium

Image 46: Heinrich Harder and Gustav Tornier, Triceratops. Aquarium Berlin,
1913. Photo by the author.

Berlin’s new aquarium was opened in 1913 as part of its zoo complex,
and it was a grand building. 

It needed to be. Berlin’s zoo had been in existence since 1841, and for
long it had been used as an example of what zoo architecture ought to
be – particularly after a building program set out by its director Heinrich
Bodius created ever-grander pavilions to house the animals over the
1870s.225 However, Hagenbeck's zoo at Stellingen had made it look thor-
oughly old-fashioned in one strike. Where Hagenbeck chose to portray
his animals in a (admittedly romanticized) approximation of their envi-
ronment in the wild, Berlin’s zoo had been all about cultural metaphor. 

However, around 1880 these concerns were still in the future. The
elephants with their pagoda, the hippopotamuses in their oriental abode:
the zoo’s architecture was primarily intended to convey the mood of the
country of origin to the public, rather than say much about the animal

225. Heinz-Georg Klös, Hans Frädrich, and Ursula Klös (1994). Die Arche Noah an der
Spree: 150 Jahre Zoologischer Garten Berlin: eine tiergartnerische Kulturgeschichte
von 1844-1994 (Berlin: FAB Verlag), 73ff. Bodius led the zoo from 1869 until his
death in 1884.
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they were going to see. Artistry was at least as important as conveying
information. Bodius had turned it into something an upcoming capital in
Europe could be proud of – arguably, for some time, even Berlin’s main
attraction. Significantly, when the three emperors of Austria, Russia and
the new German Empire met on September 8, 1872, it was in the zoo’s
antelope compound. After that, it became almost a required stop for
dignitaries in the city, from the Persian Shah to just about everyone
visiting the 1878 Berlin conference that divided Africa among the Euro-
pean powers.226 

There was also a dual aspect to the zoo, however. As a scientific institu-
tion, the zoo’s priority lay in collecting as many species as possible, or
rather: in offering as extensive an overview of living creatures as was
possible. When the Fifth International Congress of Zoologists came to
Berlin in August of 1901, director Ludwig Heck proudly announced that
the zoo kept 402 species of mammal, and no less than 894 kinds of
bird.227 The way in which the zoo offered information to its visitors did
not differ fundamentally from the signage that could be seen in natural
history museums: classification and anatomical observation were central
to the whole experience, to the virtual exclusion of social and other
behavioral information. Particularly under Heck, animals were not
merely acquired for their entertainment value, but at least as often
because they were scientifically interesting.228 On the other hand, the
animals’ behavior was also molded to be acceptable and entertaining to
the public. No zoo could afford to alienate that source of income, publici-
ty and, eventually, relevance. So, for example, in addition to being part of
a living zoological collection, elephants could also be taken for a ride. 

For the Berlin zoo, the opening of “Hagenbeck” in 1907 was as much a
game-changer as for any zoo in Europe, but far more of a threat than to
most. The zoo’s architecture, which had once been a source of pride, now
manifested itself as a cause for concern. And even if zoo directors felt

226. Klös, Frädrich, and Klös, Die Arche Noah an der Spree: 150 Jahre Zoologischer
Garten Berlin: eine tiergartnerische Kulturgeschichte von 1844-1994 78-79, 83-84.

227. Klös, Frädrich, and Klös, Die Arche Noah an der Spree: 150 Jahre Zoologischer
Garten Berlin: eine tiergartnerische Kulturgeschichte von 1844-1994, 106.

228. Konrad Herter (1969), “Die Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin
und der Berliner Zoologische Garten,” Sitzungsberichte der Gesellschaft
Naturforschender Freunde zu Berlin1 9 9–14., 11.
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they had good reasons to continue on the same path, none of them could
easily ignore the staggering success of Hagenbeck’s concept, both in
public attention and generated revenue. Berlin would eventually adapt,
but before World War One, and under the directorship of Heck, the
attitude remained one of defiance. 

Meanwhile, the attitude of the political and diplomatic elite towards
the Berlin zoo had changed, and not for the better. Gone were the days
where the zoo was the place of diplomatic hob-nobbing; moreover, Kaiser
Wilhelm II was known to be personally critical of the capital’s menagerie.
This had not been improved by the “Elephant killing question” that took
place in 1889, one year after the young Kaiser’s ascendancy to the throne.
The zoo’s plan to kill a diseased elephant which had once been given to
the zoo by the Kaiser’s uncle, the later British king Edward VII, caused
great uproar among the public and within the imperial family, and forced
the emperor himself to intervene on the elephant’s behalf.229 The lack of
diplomatic savoir-faire displayed by the zoo authorities in the matter,
and possibly even more the fact that his mother had forced the emperor
to act, caused great resentment within government circles and serious
undermined the zoo’s reputation. 

Nonetheless, Heck kept up a steady program of extensions. For all
these reasons, the opening of a new extension, such as the new aquari-
um, was a grand affair that needed to affirm the zoo’s position. Such
affirmation was also needed because the threat of Hagenbeck had begun
to haunt the Berlin zoo much closer to home. Having competition in
Hamburg had been bad enough, but when Hagenbeck announced plans
in early 1909 to build a Stellingen-like zoo at the edge of Berlin itself, at
the Jungfernheide, Heck had good cause to be rattled. The plans were
even more ambitious than Hagenbeck’s first zoo, encompassing an area
of more than forty hectares. The chairman of the zoo’s board, admiral
Friedrich von Hollmann, wrote to the Kaiser’s chef de cabinet, Rudolf von
Valentini, and his letter conveys a sense of almost tangible anxiety: 

“If such a plan [i.e., the building of a zoo] were to be executed, it would be 
of the greatest significance for the future development, yes, even for the 

229. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 274-275.
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continued existence of the present zoological garden. Because I am aware 
that his Majesty the Emperor is very favorably disposed towards Hagen-
beck’s work regarding animal exhibits, I consider it likely that attempts 
will be made from Hagenbeck’s side to contact the most mighty of men, 
for the benefit of securing imperial support for such an undertaking. If 
such a request were to pass into your hands, I would be much indebted to 
you if you would be so kind to invite an oral statement from me regarding
the matter”230

The dreaded encounter between Hagenbeck and Wilhelm probably took
place in July of that year in Kadinen. But by that time, the Berlin zoo had
gone on the offensive, attempting to influence both official and public
opinion. Newspapers extolled the cultural and natural significance of the
Jungfernheide and pressed for resistance to further development of the
area, and officials were confronted with the image of a Hagenbeck zoo as
the basest of entertainments.231 Such a manipulative campaign carried
the risk, of course, of even further antagonizing the emperor, convinced
as he was of Hagenbeck’s stature, against the zoo authorities. In April of
1911, Von Valentini reported to the zoo that also in this case, his majesty
supported Hagenbeck’s plans. In the end, though, the Kaiser’s support
was not a guarantee for success. The Berlin city parliament, who had to
approve Hagenbeck’s plans for the site, proved to be more skeptical, and
also more susceptible to the zoo’s arguments. The matter would drag on
for some years before finally faltering at the combination of official
unwillingness and World War One in 1916. 

However, by 1911 such a happy conclusion for the zoo was anything but
certain, and to some even unlikely. The zoo desperately needed to show a
positive case for itself. The opening of a grand, new aquarium was one of
the steps in that campaign. 

Berlin had in fact possessed an aquarium since 1869 – almost as long
as the zoo itself – in the heart of Berlin’s fashionable shopping center, at

230. Friedrich von Hoffmann to Rudolf von Valentini, 18 April 1910, as quoted in
Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 274. My translation.

231. Dittrich, and Rieke-Müller, Carl Hagenbeck (1844-1913). Tierhandel und
Schaustellungen im Deutschen Kaiserreich, 276-278.
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Unter den Linden. One of the founders, and its first director, was the
zoologist Albert Brehm, whose Brehms Thierleben (“Brehm’s Life of Ani-
mals”) was to become one of the staples of any educated German house-
hold, and a textbook example of successful science popularization. The
building’s interior used to be a rather baroque affair, and included a
‘geological cave’ and a staircase in the shape of rock cliffs. Contrary to
what one might expect, it was not only filled with fish and other marine
creatures, but also with reptiles, salamanders and numerous other ani-
mals – in that sense, it was set up to be a direct competitor of the zoo. The
zoo’s rise to fame in the 1870s went hand in hand with a decline of busi-
ness for the aquarium. It led a struggling existence, continually under-
funded and increasingly unable to keep up competition with the far more
ornate zoo. Negotiations about a takeover by the zoo drew on for such a
time that in 1910, the aquarium closed its doors and sold its remaining
livestock to the Frankfurt zoo and the Leipzig aquarium.232

From the beginning, Heck had been ambivalent about taking over the
old aquarium; Brehm’s concept had been a very personal one, and its
seemingly arbitrary menagerie of creatures raised eyebrows in scientific
circles. Its demise was therefore welcomed by Heck as an opportunity to
do build a “proper, large aquarium” - something that would be a real
contribution to science, but would also ingratiate the zoo with the
public.233 

Plans for the building in a central location of the Berlin ‘New West’,
near the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Gedächtnis-Kirche, were prepared by Heck’s
assistant and the aquarium’s later director, Oscar Heinroth.234 The build-
ing that opened a little under two years later was a grand affair, with
three stories containing marine, amphibian, reptile life – and other
animals that could not be kept in the open, such as tropical birds. The fish
tanks were, for obvious reasons, situated on the ground floor.

232. Goetz Kronburger (2007). Aquarium Berlin. Die schönsten Geschichten (Berlin:
Bebra Verlag), 280–285.

233. Kronburger, Aquarium Berlin. Die schönsten Geschichten, 16-18.
234. At the time, the location was not even technically part of Berlin itself, but of the

town of Charlottenburg; a situation that would last until the formation of
Greater Berlin in 1920.
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To Heinroth, and to the zoo, it was important that the building’s
predictably monumental façade would convey something of its scientific
importance to the outside world (of potential visitors), but also that it
would connect the living world inside with its extinct ancestors. For that
reason, it was decided to adorn both entrances of the new building – on
the zoo and street sides – with depictions of prehistoric animals.235

Although the participants were aware of the scientific risks of live recon-
structions, these were nonetheless deemed acceptable for public
consumption:

Such reconstructions can carry risks for purely scientific museums, be-
cause one’s fantasy necessarily has to play a greater or smaller part; the 
zoological garden, as an institution aimed at educating the people, can 
perhaps hazard such a risk to further a good cause.236

Heinroth’s choice for implementing these plans fell on the combo of
Gustav Tornier, Eberhard Fraas (of Tendaguru fame), and Heinrich Hard-
er, a professor at the Berlin School for the Arts.237 It is not unlikely that
Heck’s contact with Tornier was initiated through their mutual friend
and the latter’s colleague, Paul Matschie.238 Moreover, all three knew each
other through the Gesellschaft Naturforschender Freunde. Such a collabo-
ration says something about the way in which the museum and the zoo
collaborated, and the success of Heck’s effort to establish the zoo’s sci-
entific credentials.239 The choice for Harder as the artist in charge of
conveying Tornier and Fraas’ ideas to stone, mosaic, and painting was an
obvious one. In preceding years, Harder had made something of a name
for himself as an illustrator of nature, and particularly prehistoric crea-
tures; particularly his co-operation with the famous popularizer of

235. Jürgen Lange (2006). Tauchen Sie ein! Das Berliner Aquarium (Berlin:
Zoologischer Garten Berlin), 165f.

236. Dietmar Jarofke (2013). “Tiere der Vorzeit an der Fassade unserer Aquariums,”
in Picassofisch und Kompassqualle, ed. Bernhard Blaszkiewitz (Berlin:
Lehmanns), 144.

237. Klös, Frädrich, and Klös, Die Arche Noah an der Spree: 150 Jahre Zoologischer
Garten Berlin: eine tiergartnerische Kulturgeschichte von 1844-1994., 355f.

238. For the relationship between Matschie and Heck, see Renate Angermann (1994),
“Anna Held, Paul Matschie und die Säugetiere des Berliner Zoologischen
Gartens,” Bongo 24.

239. Giere, and Jancke, “Professor Georg Friedrich Paul Matschie.”.
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science Wilhelm Bölsche had brought him fame. Harder had been
Bölsche’s illustrator of choice since 1898, a collaboration which resulted
in numerous books and, famously at the time, an advertising campaign
for the Reichardt chocolate company of Wandsbek, near Hamburg. 

From 1901 onwards, that company issued a collector's card advertis-
ing campaign, in which chocolate eaters could collect a series of cards,
with illustrations on one side and colorful descriptions on the other, and
stick them in a booklet.240 The series turned out to be such a success that
it was continued, through at least twenty series, until 1913. Harder's and
Bölsches first series from 1910 (the 19th series) was more ambitious
than previous ones, which had used run-of-the-mill illustrators and
whose texts were cobbled together from mixture of sources - both of
which led to results that were perhaps not always satisfactory from a
scientific viewpoint.241 To arrive at more accurate results, turned to his
friend Gustav Tornier. It should therefore hardly surprise us to see the
series contain several pictures of dinosaurs moving about in a decidedly
lizard-like, Tornierian fashion. Diplodocus – of course! - Stegosaurus and
Iguanodon all received a crouching position; interestingly, Iguanodon’s
relative Hadrosaurus looks comparatively conventionally upright.

Particularly, the depiction of Diplodocus looks like Harder has taken
Tornier’s skeletal reconstruction from 1909 and did little more than put
flesh to the bones; its whole attitude is identical, with the legs articulat-
ing with a shoulder on the lower part of the animal’s (muscular) chest.
Bölsche’s text, on the other hand, is far more neutral, acknowledging

240. In view of the lack of archival material, it is difficult to trace how many editions
precisely there have been; in all likelihood, however, series number 20 from
1913 was the last. The matter is further complicated by the fact that Harder
produced similar collector cards for other companies as well.

241. The first two series from 1902, illustrated by one F. John, feature such varying
reconstructions as a slouching Hadrosaurus, a decidedly overweight Torosaurus
and a Dimetrodon, all clearly copies from earlier illustrators (Alice Woodward
and Charles Knight, respectively). There's little consistency in the view on the
prehistoric world, and some reconstructions were already over half a century
old at the time. See Wilhelm Bölsche, and F. John (1910). Tiere der Urwelt in 30
Kunstblättern nach wissenschaftliches Material bearbeitet (Wandsbek: Kakao-
Kompagnie Theodor Reichardt).
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both positions on the issue without taking one himself. Interestingly, he
also mentions that:

The artist of our image has [worked with a lizard-like] position, such as it 
is now about to be realized in the Berlin museum242

Just how much Harder was influenced by Tornier’s ideas becomes clear
when one compares this Diplodocus to a Brontosaurus Harder drew for the
popular magazine Die Gartenlaube in 1906. Although anything but
derivative, here Harder clearly took Charles Knight aquatic Brontosaurus
of 1897 (and in particular the animal in the background of that painting)
as his inspiration. The result was far more conventional.

Image 47: How Charles Knight’s Agathaumas became Harder’s Triceratops. 
Top: by Charles Knight, 1894. Bottom from Tornier, Gustav. “Reptilia: 
Paläontologie,” In Handwörterbuch der Naturwissenschaften. 8. Band, 

242. Wilhelm Bölsche (1910). Tiere der Urwelt. Mit Zeichnungen von Heinrich Harder
(Wandsbek: Kakao-Kompagnie Theodor Reichardt), text with plate 17. My
translation.
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Quartärformation - Sekretion, edited by E. Korschelt, 337–76. Jena: Gustav 
Fischer, 1913.

Harder and Tornier also worked together on more “serious” publications,
as well. One such undertaking was a lexicon of science (Handwörterbuch
der Naturwissenschaften), published in 1913 by Gustav Fischer in Jena
under the editorship of the zoologist Eugen Korschelt – like Tornier, an
expert in experimental developmental biology. Usually aimed both at a
general and a more specialized audience, such lexicons were regularly
published on a variety of subjects from the middle of the nineteenth
century onwards – often with great commercial success. For scientists,
such encyclopedic works offered an opportunity to give broad overviews
of their field to a culturally receptive and Bildung-eager audience.243 The
articles were usually exhaustive, and intended to paint as broad a view of
the subject as possible, while still offering detailed information. But
scientists and (obviously) publishers alike placed great emphasis on
accessibility, and on preventing the sort of stuffy, overwrought dialogue
associated with ponderous scientific discussions. Tornier’s acerbic but
engaging pen more than fitted the premise.  

A review of Korschelt’s lexicon in Science from 1915 praises the work,
although it also questions the selective choice of its content. One thing
that stood out to the reviewer was Tornier’s forty-page chapter on fossil
reptiles, and particularly Harder’s illustrations that accompanied it: 

“Some of the articles are especially refreshing in the presentation of new 
ideas. Gustav Tornier's article on the paleontology of the reptiles, cover-
ing forty pages, is an instance of this. The article is very well illustrated; 
the figures being chosen from papers by Broili, Broom, Newton, Osborn, 
Fraas, Tornier and Eaton. Tornier's original reconstructions of 
Diplodocus and Stegosaurus, have already attracted the attention of pa-
leontologists and have been discussed especially by Matthew. It is rather 
startling to see our old friend Triceratops sprawling on the ground like a 

243. Andreas Daum (1998), “Naturwissenschaften und Öffentlichkeit in der
deutschen Gesellschaft. Zu den Anfangen einer Populärwissenschaft nach der
Revolution von 1848,” Historische Zeitschrift 267, 243ff.
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horned toad, but such new ideas are worth while in keeping our interests 
alert.”244

Triceratops is an especially interesting case, because it shows us how
much Knight’s illustrations by now had become the norm in reconstruct-
ing extinct animals, even across the Atlantic. Triceratops, known to
readers of popular accounts as the animal perpetually doomed to chal-
lenge Tyrannosaurus to one-on-one combat, was known from material
found by Marsh in the 1880s and Hatcher in the early 1890s. It was an
odd beast, as Othniel Marsh acknowledged in his description in 1889: a
rhinoceros-like creature, with three forward-pointing horns and a huge,
bony crest. When the remains of Tyrannosaurus rex were uncovered by
Barnum Brown in 1905, Triceratops immediately came to prominence as
the ‘tyrant-king’s’ ideal adversary; a theme that Knight would later
elaborate on in his famous Tyrannosaurus vs. Triceratops mural for the
Field Columbian Museum in Chicago (1935). 

Agathaumas, an animal whose discovery anticipated Triceratops’ by a
decade, was known from a few vertebrae, a sacrum and some ribs. How-
ever, upon discovery of the much more complete Triceratops it became
apparent that these animals were very close.245 Most paleontologists
soon became convinced that Agathaumas was in fact the same animal as,
or a very similar one to, Triceratops. And although rules of nomenclature
stipulated that Cope’s name should receive priority, Triceratops quickly
gained general acceptance among workers and the public alike. The
difficulty in assigning the fragmentary Agathaumas remains to Tricer-
atops with any degree of certainty (ceratopsian post-cranial skeletons can
be very similar) may have played a part in that, together with Marsh’s
scientific authority. But the general use of Triceratops (“three-horned-
face”) may perhaps also be explained by the fact that its name was so
much more evocative than Cope’s somewhat oblique Agathaumas (which
translates roughly as “great miracle”).246 Cope, of course, kept using his

244. Roy L. Moodie (1915), “Review of: Handwörterbuch der Naturwissenschaften
by E. Korschelt,” Science 42

245. Triceratops is perhaps the most numerous dinosaur in late cretaceous deposits in
the Western USA, with several thousand recorded finds, some of them almost
complete. 

246. For the history of Copean names, see Benjamin S.Why Monoclonius Cope Was
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own designation. But by the mid-1910s, Agathaumas had been dropped
as a separate entity by almost everyone.247 

Agathaumas had been painted by the artist Charles Knight in 1896,
and this illustration introduced some frivolities of its own, including a
more ornate frill, a massive nasal horn with two diminutive horns above
the eyes (the exact opposite of Triceratops), and shorter legs than the ones
Triceratops had earlier been depicted with.248 Like many of Knight’s
pictures, this one was copied time and again in several media. For the
Korschelt lexicon, Harder took Knight’s reconstruction as his basis,
mirrored it, and simply pushed the animal down to achieve a more
‘reptilian’ result – much in the same way Tornier had done with
Diplodocus. To his credit, and unlike so many artists of the era, Harder
does acknowledge Knight’s original work. Interestingly, the text focuses
on Triceratops, and only mentions the differences in horn proportions
with Agathaumas; this way, Knight’s conjectural painting has now be-
come scientific fact. Tornier’s Diplodocus skeleton once more made an
appearance, along with a Stegosaurus clearly lifted from the Reichardt
card series and similarly crouching.

Those who knew Korschelt’s Lexikon and the Reichardt series, would
not have been surprised upon first view of the aquarium exterior façade,
although a visitor from elsewhere might be. Left to right, it featured tiled
tableaux of Plesiosaurus, Ichthyosaurus, Pteranodon and Edaphosaurus at
the top, and reliefs of Nothosaurus, Stegosaurus, Triceratops and
Claosaurus below. In all, it represented a selection of very well-known
beasts, and/or ones indigenous to Germany (Edaphosaurus, Ichthyosaurus,
Nothosaurus). As with Hagenbeck’s Urzeitpark, recognizability by the
public was key. Agathaumas had been upgraded to Triceratops, with horn
proportions to match, and its spiked head also adorned the aquarium’s
entrance on the zoo side. Edaphosaurus, likewise, was Jaekel’s sail-less
Naosaurus in all but name, and with Dimetrodon’s carnivorous skull. 

Not Named for Its Horn: The Etymologies of Cope’s Dinosaurs Creisler (1992),
“Why Monoclonius Cope Was Not Named for Its Horn: The Etymologies of
Cope’s Dinosaurs,” Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology 12.

247. This fact did not hinder director Harry Hoyt and animator Ray Harryhausen to
feature it prominently in the motion picture debut of “living” dinosaurs, The
Lost World (1925).

248. Milner, Charles R. Knight. The Artist Who Saw through Time, 94.
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The choice for Claosaurus as one of the animals is somewhat puzzling,
since it was neither particularly famous, nor indigenous to Germany.249

However, this Claosaurus shows us the consequences of Tornier’s ‘reshap-
ing’ of dinosaurs. Claosaurus, another Marsh discovery of problematic
nomenclature, was usually associated with ‘duck-billed’ dinosaurs such
as Hadrosaurus; animals which had been the first ones to be reconstruct-
ed in an upright, two-legged locomotion. The very first mounted
dinosaur skeleton had of course been the bipedal Hadrosaurus that
adorned Philadelphia’s Academy of Natural Sciences from 1868 onwards.
Now, Tornier and Fraas re-interpreted the animal as mostly resembling a
monitor lizard with flippers. It was a unique and decidedly idiosyncratic
way of doing things, and one which once more showed how little Fraas,
Tornier (and, by association, Harder) were willing to take American
viewpoints at face value. 

Harder’s tour-de-force, could be admired on the other side of the
building. Facing the zoo terrain, a sculpture of Iguanodon with a height of
five meters enticed zoo visitors to enter the aquarium. Placed with its
back to the aquarium building, it served to visually connect both attrac-
tions – and both animal worlds. Although the squatting statue does not
very explicitly depict either a ‘reptilian’ or ‘mammalian’ stance, it stays
near to Harder’s depiction of the animal on one of the Reichardt cards
and even more Paul Matschie’s of 1910.250 Another likely source of inspi-
ration, and one which shows a very similar stance, was a reconstruction
by the British artist Alice Woodward from 1894. Popularized through
Richard Lydekker’s Royal Natural History (1896), it received a reprint in
Brehm’s Thierleben a few years later and so became known to German
audiences.251 Harder’s statue further bears similarity to the same
Copenhagen Iguanodon statue that had also inspired Pallenberg. Pallen-
berg’s Iguanodon at Stellingen preceded Harder’s version by nearly four
years, and the result was totally different: where Pallenberg, forced by a
tight schedule and a limited budget, stuck to a rather prozaic depiction,

249. Today, once-alleged Claosaurus specimens are usually associated with
Edmontosaurus or Hadrosaurus.

250. See page 282.
251. Richard Lydekker (1894). The Royal Natural History. Vol. 5: Reptiles (London:

Frederick Warne & Company), 33.
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Harder’s version was far more artful. Then again, he was unlikely to take
his cue from an example in the reviled Stellingen zoo. But the fact that
the sculpture was made in the first place, of course, shows us that Stellin-
gen was gaining more influence than the Berlin zoo authorities were
perhaps prepared to admit.

Image 48: Iguanodon by Heinrich Harder, Berlin Aquarium (1913). Source: 
Photograph by Heinrich Mallison (https://dinosaurpalaeo.wordpress.com/
2011/12/27/vintage-dinosaurs-berlin-style/).
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7. An imperial visit

When the German emperor, Wilhelm II, strutted into the Berlin Museum
für Naturkunde followed by his entourage in March of 1912, he was
several years late for his meeting with the museum, and even later for his
first real confrontation with Diplodocus.

As we have seen, Wilhelm’s relation with the Berlin zoo was a difficult
one, but his interest in anything other than the more practical (and
institutional) side of science had never been very significant; and paleon-
tology was certainly not on the emperor’s list of leisure pursuits. Ger-
many’s scientific infrastructure, on the other hand, had benefited greatly
from the foundation and success of the German empire. For all his faults
and his genuine ignorance about all matters scientific, Wilhelm was
convinced that it had a crucial role to play in Prussia's – and Germany's –
political and economic ascent. However, the Prussian state had seen no
reason to subsidize the Tendaguru expedition, to the dismay of many
that distrusted the explanation that overall economies lay at the root of
the decision.252

As the Berlin aquarium was nearing completion, the fact that the
Carnegie Diplodocus remained as elephantine as ever in his own museum
continued to trouble Gustav Tornier. The opportunity do something
about it arrived somewhat unexpectedly. By 1912, the depletion of funds
and fossils had forced the Tendaguru expedition back home, together
with crate upon crate of fossil-containing rock. The museum, once such a
spacious building, could hardly cope with the sheer quantity of material,
let alone with the work involved in preparing it. The building would
eventually be extended, although Brauer’s far more ambitious building
and relocation plans stayed on the shelf. But what was worse to many
was that much of the quarries at Tendaguru had been left unexcavated. 

Tornier, together with Brauer and Hansemann, planned to use the
triumphant reports of the expedition for another fundraiser. The socie-

252. See for instance Tornier, “Ueber Den Erinnerungstag an Das 150-jährige
Bestehen Der Gesellschaft: Rückblick auf die Palaeontologie. Stufe III - Epoche
der Miterwecker der Abstammungslehre / Stufe IV - Die Epoche der
palaeontologischen Großunternehmen / Schlusswort des Vorsitzenden.”,
particularly 88-89.
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ty’s secretary, Hermann Stitz, now suggested that he might convince one
of the emperor’s closest aides, general Gustav von Kessel, to invite his
majesty to visit the museum himself and inspect the trophies from
Tendaguru. The monarch’s support might go a long way to securing
further funds.253 Moreover, Tornier and Stitz thought, they might seize
this opportunity to suggest re-mounting the Berlin Diplodocus according
to Tornier’s ideas. As the animal had been presented to Wilhelm person-
ally and was erected in a state-owned museum, the emperor’s personal
permission was seen to be required to change anything about the dis-
play.254 Von Kessel proved to be receptive to the idea, and official prepara-
tions were set in motion for a grand reception at the museum, for which
Von Kessel, Wilhelm and the crown prince were invited. Unfortunately,
those preparations were made for the 27th of February, 1912 and failed
to take into account that this was also the emperor’s wedding anniver-
sary – which meant that Von Kessel, one of Wilhelm’s intimate friends,
would not be able to attend. To make up for the planning blunder, the
Prussian State now came through where they had failed before, and
provided 50,000 Reichsmarks for a second expedition to Tanganyika. 

While this might have saved one of Tornier’s objectives, it put paid to
the other. Luckily, around the same time, Otto Jaekel had finished the
mount of a Plateosaurus found near the Thuringian city of Halberstadt,
in the same hall that housed Diplodocus. Hoping to show off his find to
the head of state, he felt as short-changed as Tornier about the emperor’s
cancellation. With characteristic aplomb, Jaekel directed his efforts

253. Tornier, “Ueber Den Erinnerungstag an Das 150-jährige Bestehen Der
Gesellschaft: Rückblick auf die Palaeontologie. Stufe III - Epoche der
Miterwecker der Abstammungslehre / Stufe IV - Die Epoche der
palaeontologischen Großunternehmen / Schlusswort des Vorsitzenden.”, 90.

254. It needs to be emphasized that the museum was not the German natural history
museum in the same sense as the Paris and London natural history museums.
Formally, it was part of the Friedrich-Wilhelm-Universität, which in turn was
run as a governmental institution by the Kingdom of Prussia. Its informal
position was different since a law of 1889 dictated that any material collected
with (Prussian) state funds should be offered to the Berlin museums first.
Although other Prussian museums, including the Senckenberg in Frankfurt,
protested against being treated as second-class institutions, it nonetheless put
the MfN in the position of a primus inter pares. See Kretschmann, Räume öffnen
sich. Naturhistorische Museen im Deutschland des 19. Jahrhunderts 180.
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separately through Wilhelm’s cabinet chief, Rudolf von Valentini, some-
what to the dismay of Tornier and others at the museum who feared that
the emperor’s attention for Jaekel (who after all was no longer working at
the museum) and his finds might go at the expense of Diplodocus and the
trophies from Tendaguru.255 After some deliberation, Von Kessel and the
museum authorities decided to send a renewed invite so that his majesty
might enjoy all three highlights. 

The emperor thus entered the museum on Wednesday, March 14,
1912, in the company of both Von Kessel and Von Valentini. After brief
introductions by Tornier (about Diplodocus) and Jaekel (about Pla-
teosaurus), the emperor bestowed imperial blessing upon both the
planned re-mounting of Diplodocus and further excavations at Halber-
stadt to find additional Plateosaurus material.256 Perhaps just as impor-
tantly, he promised to provide a sizable sum of money to realize the
plans, and also guaranteed to back the new stipend for a new, albeit more
modest, Tendaguru expedition. Press reports of the visit emphasized the
emperor’s agreement with Tornier’s idea of re-mounting Diplodocus, and
his satisfaction with the discoveries in Tendaguru and Halberstadt.257

While it might look odd to outsiders, Wilhelm’s personal involvement in
matters concerning museum affairs was certainly not unique in the
Berlin museosphere. Wilhelm von Bode, in charge of the construction of
the Museumsinsel (Museum Island) in the centre of the capital, actively
used the emperor as an arbitrator in some decisions, including the adorn-
ment of the new Pergamon Museum and the placement of the recently
excavated market gate of Miletus in the museum. The main purpose of
such entreaties was, obviously, not so much an interest in Wilhelm’s
views on museum design, but rather in securing politically support for
the institution.258

On the back of the Diplodocus card in the Reichardt collector’s series
(1913),259 Wilhelm Bölsche wrote about the remount of Diplodocus in

255. Ibid., 91.
256. Tornier, “Schlußworte des Vorsitzenden.”
257. Anon. (1912). “Der Kaiser im Naturkunde-Museum.” Der Tag, March 14 1912.

Also see Maier, African Dinosaurs Unearthed. The Tendaguru Expeditions.
258. Nikolaus Bernau (2017), “Das Nationalmuseum,” diss., TU Berlin).
259. See page 325.
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Tornierian fashion as a fait accompli – yet for more than two years, noth-
ing happened. We can, for want of good sources, only hazard an educated
guess why imperial blessing was not followed by institutional action.260

After all, both the Tendaguru and Halberstadt plans were set in motion
in the same year, 1912. Tornier himself somewhat obliquely refers to
“Menschlichem, viel-zu-sehr-Menschlichem” that stood in the way of his
project. The flood of material from East Africa will not have helped, and
after 1914 priorities, and finances, lay elsewhere.

In an article about the history of paleontology in the capital from
1927, Tornier looks back at the re-mount decision as an “immense boost
for of German paleontology and therefore also zoology and comparative
anatomy.”261 This phrase in fact refers to two potential victories. Firstly,
re-staging Carnegie’s gift would obviously constitute a triumph of Ger-
man scientific self-assertion over American authority. But it might also
help to breach the barrier between the disciplines of zoology and paleon-
tology – particularly at the Berlin museum, where it was institutionalized
through the formal separation of the museum in three sub-disciplines:
geology (with paleontology), mineralogy, and zoology. Von Branca may
have had reasons, besides his opposition to the latter idea, to be less than
totally cooperative. All the imperial support in the world could not make
him ignore the fact that Tornier hardly represented the mainstream of
scientific consensus. As we have seen, despite vigorous defense from
within his own circle, and particularly the Gesellschaft Naturforschender
Freunde, even an important section of German paleontologists had been
skeptical, to say the least. And while support in Germany remained
limited, outside the country it was even more scarce. One can therefore
very well imagine Von Branca being concerned about the impression his
museum would make on colleagues, had it displayed such an extreme
viewpoint. 

260. Virtually all records of the paleontological institute were destroyed in the final
days of the Second World War, when the museum building was the scene of
intense fighting between the last German forces and the Red Army.

261. Tornier, “Ueber Den Erinnerungstag an Das 150-jährige Bestehen Der
Gesellschaft: Rückblick auf die Palaeontologie. Stufe III - Epoche der
Miterwecker der Abstammungslehre / Stufe IV - Die Epoche der
palaeontologischen Großunternehmen / Schlusswort des Vorsitzenden.”, 92:
“[die] überragend große Förderung der deutschen Palaeontologie”.
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The clearest indication of the direction taken by the paleontologists at
the museum, however, came in 1930, when the first dinosaur from
Tendaguru was mounted in the Lichthof. Dicreaosaurus hansemanni, a
sauropod with relative short neck, was set up in a way reminiscent of the
Carnegie Diplodocus, but with its elbows bent even more outward than
the New York Brontosaurus. Werner Janensch, who had been charged
with supervising the work on the mount, of course knew Hay’s and
Tornier’s work, but preferred to draw on examples from Yale and Wash-
ington, in addition to Abel’s discussion of Diplodocus.262 He did the same
when Tendaguru’s largest trophy, the skeleton of the enormous Bra-
chiosaurus brancai, was turned into the centerpiece of the hall in Novem-
ber of 1937 (at the expense of the whale skeletons, which were moved to
a specifically constructed new hall in the courtyard behind the Lichthof).
In that display, the one Tornierian element that had found favor with
Abel was carried through: instead of projecting its neck forward like
Diplodocus had done, the animal was shown bearing it almost vertically,
in a gentle S-curve, with the skull ending up at the impressive height of
nearly ten meters.263 Tornier might not have won the war, but he could
take credit for at least one battle.

262. Werner Janensch (1936), “Ein aufgestelltes Skelett von Dicraeosaurus
hansemanni,” Palaeontographica Supplement VII, Erste Reihe, Teil II, 303-304.
Like Diplodocus, Dicraeosaurus was given a straight neck which projected
forward from the torso.

263. The skull on the mount was in fact a replica. The original skull was put in a
separate case near the animal’s feet, so that spectators might have a better look.
Janensch considered an S-curve a more likely shape for the neck in long-necked
sauropods. See Janensch, “Ein aufgestelltes Skelett von Dicraeosaurus
hansemanni”; Werner Janensch (1937), “Skelettrekonstruktion von
Brachiosaurus brancai aus den Tendaguru-Schichten Deutsch-Ostafrikas,”
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Geologischen Gesellschaft 89.
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8. After Tornier

Image 49: Reconstruction of Diplodocus carnegii by H.N. Hutchinson, 1917 
.264

Although Tornier’s work found little recognition outside of Germany,
that did not mean that it was entirely neglected. A small section of sci-
entists still considered a crocodilian or lizard-like form of locomotion of
sauropods a more likely scenario than the upright position offered by
more orthodox colleagues. After the controversy subsided around 1911,
it appears that support for the idea in Germany also began to wane.
Tornier did not really pursue the matter in print any further, Jaekel had
changed his mind and Abel, soon to be one of the German world’s most
prominent paleontologists, had never given the idea much credit to begin
with.

Ironically, it was England, the country in which dissent had first been
voiced, where two prominent voices came out in support for Hay and
Tornier’s concept. First was the reverend Henry Neville Hutchinson, the
author of a number of books on extinct animals and primeval man, some
of which were distributed by the British Museum as a compendium to
their museum guide.265 In 1905, he had been among the witnesses of the

264. Source: H.N. Hutchinson (1917), “Observations on the Reconstructed Skeleton
of the Dinosaurian Reptile Diplodocus Carnegiei as Set Up by Dr. W.J. Holland in
the Natural History Museum in London, and an Attempt to Restore it by Means
of a Model,” The Geological Magazine IV.

265. Particularly his Extinct Monsters (1892) and Creatures of Other Days (1894).
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unveiling of the first Diplodocus cast, and always remained interested in
dinosaurs. Despite being an Anglican priest, Hutchinson also supported
Darwinian evolution (albeit with Lamarckian ideas mingled in) but was
careful not to mention it in any of his popular works.266 In May of 1916,
he showed a model of Diplodocus to the Zoological Society of London,
intended to “express in a solid form his views on the reconstruction and
articulation of the skeleton of Diplodocus.267 The reconstruction itself, a
photograph of which was published a year later with an accompanying
article, shows an uncanny affinity with Mary Mitchell’s reconstruction,
which accompanied Hay’s second article of 1910.268 Hutchinson purport-
ed to take a view between Tornier’s interpretation, which he deemed
“impossible”, and the “extreme” view of Hatcher.269 The end result, how-
ever, is much closer to Tornier’s views than it is to Hatcher’s. So con-
vinced was Hutchinson that he had a number of copies of the model
made, one of which he presented to the Arthur Smith Woodward at the
British Museum.270 It does not seem as though it was ever presented in
the public galleries.

After Tanzania was officially taken over by the British following Ger-
man defeat in the First World War, the Tendaguru digs were excavated
once more by British scientists from 1919 onwards. That they had been
paying attention to Hutchinson’s ideas became clear soon afterwards. A
two-page spread in the Illustrated London News about the spectacular
dinosaurs that had been discovered at Tendaguru – and were expected to
be excavated once again and brought to Britain – showed a sprawling

266. For more on Hutchinson, see Bernard Lightman (2009). Victorian Popularizers of
Science. Designing Nature for New Audiences (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press), 452.

267. H.N. Hutchinson (1916), “The Rev. H.N. Hutchison Exhibited the Plaster Cast of
a Model [.] of the Dinosaur, Diplodocus Carnegiei,” Proceedings of the Zoological
Society of London 1916.

268. Hutchinson, “Observations on the Reconstructed Skeleton of the Dinosaurian
Reptile Diplodocus Carnegiei as Set Up by Dr. W.J. Holland in the Natural History
Museum in London, and an Attempt to Restore it by Means of a Model.”.

269. Hutchinson, “Observations on the Reconstructed Skeleton of the Dinosaurian
Reptile Diplodocus Carnegiei as Set Up by Dr. W.J. Holland in the Natural History
Museum in London, and an Attempt to Restore it by Means of a Model.”, 358.

270. Henry Neville Hutchinson to Arthur Smith Woodward, 16 May 1916. NHM,
Palaeontology Departmental Correspondence 1821-1979, DF100-63.
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Gigantosaurus, the “biggest of all quadrupeds”.271 That it had been no
coincidence that the animal had been portrayed as such became clear
when the British expedition leader, John Parkinson, published his mem-
oir of the Tendaguru dig in 1930 and suggested that a “lizard-like may
have been more probable [than an upright one], the abdomen and tail
touching the ground in rest, grazing it in ordinary motion, the knees
widespread and pointed obliquely forwards, the elbows directed up-
wards”.272 But such voices remained part of a small minority.

Image 50: Life reconstruction models prepared by Christian Strunz, around 
1934. From Strunz, Christian. “Unsere Donner-Echse (Diplodocus) in neuer 
Haltung.” Natur und Volk 66 (1936): 371–79.

271. Anon. (1919). ““This Biggest of all Quadrupeds, Gigantosaurus”: The Great
Lizard of Tendagoroo.” Illustrated London News, 29 November 1919.

272. Parkinson, The Dinosaur in East Africa. An Account of the Giant Reptile Beds of
Tendaguru, Tanganyika Territory, 102-103.
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Perhaps the most far-reaching interpretation of Tornier’s work was taken
in Frankfurt’s Senckenberg Museum in the early 1930s. The situation of
the Frankfurt Diplodocus had never been quite satisfactory. Even though,
as we saw, great emphasis was put on the fact that it was a ‘genuine fossil’
instead of merely a cast, no one could escape the fact that it did not look
nearly as impressive as Carnegie’s plaster copies, let alone the ‘real’ skele-
tons put up in New York and Pittsburgh. After attempts to lure the
Carnegie Museum into donating one of their casts - or parts thereof - had
fallen on Holland’s deaf ears, the Senckenberg needed to resort to other
means to remedy the shortcomings of their ‘slab mount’.273 Drevermann’s
first attempt to do so was evidently not the success the museum trustees
had hoped for, because in 1930 they asked the head preparator, Christian
Strunz, to re-mount the animal. 

Christian Strunz, the son of a master carpenter from the Bavarian
town of Bayreuth, had become an employee at the museum through
what might be termed a “package deal”: his father donated a fossil of the
reptile Nothosaurus to the museum on the condition that they would also
hire his son.274 Although he had received no formal training, he soon
proved to be a very talented preparator, also because of his artistic
gifts.275 So much so, that the museum succeeded in recalling him from
the front during the First World War because it regarded him as indis-
pensable.276 He also proved to be important to the museum because of his
contacts to the fossil-collecting community, securing another
Nothosaurus fossil for the Senckenberg in 1920.277 Strunz worked closely
together with Drevermann on the latter’s attempt to liberate Diplodocus
from its wall mount, and it was obvious that he would be asked to re-
mount the animal after Drevermann’s passing, around 1930. 

From the beginning, it became clear that Strunz’ thoughts veered in a
Tornierian direction – a surprising take when we consider his long collab-

273. See p. 140 ff.
274. Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im Grundriß / Chronik

der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 1817-1966, 402.
275. Rudolf Richter (1941), “Christian Strunz,” Natur und Volk 70, no. 8
276. Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im Grundriß / Chronik

der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 1817-1966, 402.
277. Schäfer, and Kramer, Geschichte des Senckenberg-Museums im Grundriß / Chronik

der Senckenbergischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft 1817-1966, 436.
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oration with Drevermann, who had initially strongly disagreed with
Tornier. He created several life studies of Diplodocus mount, which show
several distinctly lizard-like animals languishing in or near a lake.278

Later, he turned these into a model of three animals in various positions,
but all with a crouching, reptilian stance. Drevermann’s re-mount of
1920 had put the animal very high on its legs because of the upward arch
in the four fused sacral vertebrae: it was the only feasible position that
permitted the legs to be straightened whilst also allowing for the tail to
reach the ground. But Strunz was convinced that Drevermann’s vertical
positioning of the scapulas was in error, and imagining Diplodocus as a
giant lizard was the only solution to this puzzle, since in that case the legs
did not need to be vertical.279 Strunz’ models showed the dinosaur in
three positions: on the shore, in undeep water and in deeper water,
reaching for the surface with its head. In 1934, he obtained permission
from the museum to re-mount Diplodocus in the latter position.

The end result was, without question, the most unorthodox dinosaur
skeleton mount ever constructed. Strunz had depicted his animal as
standing on the lake floor, reaching for the water surface. As a conse-
quence, it had its front legs entirely lifted from the ground, while bend-
ing its rear knees. Of the three models, this was still the most convention-
al-looking, but even so, it differed radically from any sauropod on display
anywhere else. It is tempting to think that Strunz did not purposely wish
to antagonize the scientific mainstream too much, and so chose at least a
moderately different position. We might also wish to consider practical
restraints: a “spread-out” Diplodocus would have demanded much more
space in a hall that was already much fuller with large dinosaur remains
than it had been when the museum was first opened. In the absence of
tangible evidence, however, we’re left with conjecture.

But by now the reptilian Diplodocus was on its last legs. In 1938, a
collector for the American Museum, Roland T. Bird, discovered a set of
trackways by what could only be sauropod dinosaurs.280 They appeared to

278. These drawings still exist in the paleontology department of the Senckenberg
Museum.

279. Strunz, “Unsere Donner-Echse (Diplodocus) in neuer Haltung.”.
280. Desmond, The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs. A Revolution in Palaeontology, 70,

124-125; 
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confirm two points of scientific consensus. First, the presence of foot-
prints in mud indicated that the animals at least occasionally went into
the water. But it was also the death stab for the ‘lizard Diplodocus’. The
tracks proved that the animals that made the prints had a fairly narrow
gait when they walked, which meant also meant that they had to have
walked upright. An idea that had always struggled to find followers, now
died a quick death. Strunz died in 1940; his reconstruction was taken
down in the Second World War and remounted after the war had ended.
But it was irregular enough to prompt another, and this time much more
conventional, re-mount in 1969. 

In conclusion, this episode, which has so often been used as an example
of scientific appropriation for nationalistic reasons, should probably be
seen mainly in the light of intra-German scientific disciplinary struggles.
Both motivations collided, of course; but Diplodocus remained as Ameri-
can as it had ever been, also due to its relation to Carnegie. On the other
hand, that eminence made it such an attractive tool for Tornier, Jaekel,
Sternfeldt, Stremme and others to draw attention to other issues. 

Eventually, these all proved to be fruitless. Tornier’s crawling
Diplodocus never gained wide acceptance after its brief stint of popularity
around 1910; and Bird’s footprints put the final nail in its coffin. It is
unfortunate that this episode dominates Tornier’s reputation to this day.
His place as comic relief in the history of paleontology neglects the
volume of his work in other fields, some of it ground-breaking. If Tornier
did indeed mean to support an overhaul of German paleontology to bring
it closer to his own discipline, it also turned out differently than he had
wished. Jaekel’s proposal remained unsuccessful, not least on account of
the entrenched opposition of Von Branca and his acolytes to any change
in the disciplinary unity of geology and paleontology.281 It is a situation
that, at least in terms of formal organization, endures until today.

281. Gross, and Schultze, “Zur Geschichte der Geowissenschaften im Museum fur
Naturkunde zu Berlin. Teil 6: Geschichte des Geologisch-Palaontologischen
Instituts und Museums der Universitat Berlin 1910-2004.”, 14-15. Even Gross
and Schulze, who are very positive about Branca’s personality and abilities,
concede that he “[thus] strongly hindered the development of German
paleontology”.
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VI. DIASPORA
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1. Rise! Insulted Dinosaurian!

Tea with a Dinosaur

Thunder-lizard, Brontosaurus, 
You that lived so long before us, 
You that ruled this mundane locus 
In the days of Diplodocus, 
Marvel of your age—the classic 
Mesozoic time, Jurassic, 
Stir your sixty feet of length! 
Rouse your prehistoric strength! 
Lift your twenty tons anew! 
They are taking tea—with you! 
What effrontery! what mockery! 
Rise, oh, rise and smash the crockery! 

Once you roamed o’er rocks cretaceous 
Feasting on the growths herbaceous, 
Chewing Damarites gum 
With Iguanodon, your chum. 
Once you listened to the singing 
Of the Pterodactyls, winging 

Through the arborescent ferns. 
Doing acrobatic turns, 
Archaeopteryx bore chorus, 
When, with mighty Mososaurus 
And Triceratops the proud 
Through the tepid seas you plowed. 

Now you hearken to the clatter
Of the tea-cups, and the chatter
Of an upstart race, as dwarfish
As a Cenozoic crawfish!
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Though they say you’re not carnivorous,
Wag that tail—and Lord deliver us!
Did some dragon-slaying Horus 
Cause your death, great Brontosaurus? 
Did the marshes cloak your glory 
With their mud?—(A shameful story!) 
Once you breathed, Creation’s wonder, 
And your footsteps woke the thunder. 

Now, they treat you with disdain; 
Say you had a two-pound brain, 
Not an ounce of wit to spare, 
And the courage of a hare! 

Will you hear the shocking slander 
Unrevengeful? Where’s your dander? 
Make these Men of Science see things! 
Raise a riot ‘mongst the tea-things! 
Show the might you lived to glory in! 
Rise! insulted Dinosaurian!

Arnold Guiterman (1871-1943)282

282. Arthur Guiterman (1915). The Laughing Muse (London: Harper & Brothers).
Arnold Guiterman, an Oxford don, is arguably best known for his text to
Edward Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1, "Land of Hope and Glory". 
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2. The Diplodocus that never was: Rio de Janeiro

Image 51: Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, ca. 1900.

In many ways, Paris would be the highlight of Carnegie’s Diplodocus
campaign: in terms of the number of dignitaries present, the scale of the
event and the influence it had on French popular culture. As it turned
out, Carnegie was far from ready with his donations. 

Since the unveiling of the first Diplodocus in London, requests had
been coming in from institutions and government for their own copy.
Some were not granted – Bremen’s, for instance. Requests by govern-
ments and heads of state were, however, seldom ignored. For the next
few years, Holland and his crew would be kept busy casting one
Diplodocus after another, and presenting them to various nations in
Europe. Inevitably, though, the casts lost some of the sensational appeal
that had marked the London, Paris and (although far less) Berlin unveil-
ings. Like with the libraries, giving away enormous sauropod skeletons
appeared to have become an almost everyday activity for Carnegie.
Correspondingly, popular reverberation never again reached the levels it
had seen in Great Britain, Germany, and particularly France. But this lack
of novelty only partly explains why the donations received much less
interest after 1908. What we see most of all is a shift from the scientific
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center to the periphery, and to nations where science carried a different
political meaning.

The countries that were now honored with a copy of Diplodocus were
in many ways different from the previous recipients. Those had arguably
been the nations at the vanguard of scientific and technical development
in Europe. The same could hardly be said of Italy, Russia, Austria-Hun-
gary and Brazil. Still predominantly agriculturally oriented societies,
they lacked many of the prerequisites to properly advertise scientific
information. The absence of a scientific popular press meant that the
translation of scientific values into national civic virtues had not nearly
gone as far as in northwest Europe. What further hindered the adoption
of a scientific Wertehimmel were the role of religion and the state of
national education. While literacy percentages in Germany were in the
high 90s around 1910, Brazil (35%), Italy (around 60%), Austria (around
75% for Austria proper, but much lower in the rest of the Habsburg
Empire) and Russia (around 40%) all fared significantly worse.283 

But while the popular appeal of science might not be as penetrative as
it was in the European north-west, its political significance might be
even higher. The liberal emancipation movements that strove to unite
Italy and educate Brazil used a scientific – and anti-clerical – phraseology
and ideology to further their cause. In these circles, progress in science
was perceived as essential for the betterment of society and the nation.284

As a consequence, many among the conservative élites of multinational

283. Figures based on Maurice Colombain, and Lloyd H. Hughes (1953). Progress of
Literacy in Various Countries. A Preliminary Study of Available Census Data since
1900 (Paris: UNESCO); Harvey J. Graff (1987). The Legacies of Literacy.
Continuities and Contradictions in Western Culture and Society (Bloomington &
Indiana: Indiana University Press), 260ff; Jeffrey Brooks (2003). When Russia
Learned to Read: Literacy and Popular Literature, 1861-1917 (Bismarck:
Northwestern University Press). It needs to be said that the concept of literacy is
not entirely without difficulties, and that the reliability of statistics on literacy
are often disputed. Russian figures are very unreliable, but literacy in the empire
is generally considered unlikely to have passed the forty percent mark in 1910,
which already was a marked increase compared to earlier periods. 

284. See, for instance, Jens Andermann (2007). The Optic of the State: Visuality and
Power in Argentina and Brazil (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press), 24;
Axel Körner (2008). Politics of culture in Liberal Italy: from Unification to Fascism
(New York & London: Routledge), 79, 113.
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old empires such as Austria-Hungary and Russia regarded scientific
endeavor, and its perpetrators, with a weary eye.  

The publicity that surrounded the five Diplodocus unveilings (four by
the Carnegie crew, and one by the AMNH) had not gone unnoticed in the
rest of the world. Until this point, most requests made for a Diplodocus
had been honored; only Hans Schauinsland from Bremen and – possibly –
the Belgian state had missed out. Since the whole point of the exercise
was to demonstrate Carnegie’s magnanimity, the Brazilian government
would not expect to have their request for a plaster Diplodocus fall on
deaf ears. 

The idea for the request came from João Batista de Lacerda
(1846-1915), director of the National Museum of Natural History and
Anthropology in Rio de Janeiro.285 De Lacerda’s research career had main-
ly been focused on medicine, including the treatment of amphibian and
reptilian poisons, and of yellow fever. Additionally, he was among the
first who showed interest in fossil human remains in Brazil. He was a
scientist that knew how to move in politics - a talent that earned him the
presidency of Brazil’s national academy of medicine and, eventually, the
directorship of the National Museum. 

Since 1892, the museum had been housed in the Paço da Imperial
Quinta de São Cristóvão, the old imperial palace, in Rio de Janeiro. Built in
1803, the building had played an important role in the history of the
country, first serving as a home to the Portuguese royal family after their
flight from French troops in 1808, then as the imperial Brazilian resi-
dence and, finally, as the meeting place of the constitutional assembly for
the new Republic immediately after the end of the empire in 1889. As
imperial palaces went, it wasn’t that big, and it proved to be tremendous-
ly unsuited for use as a museum.286 Worse still was that the gardens and
the building went through a long period of neglect until, around 1908, a
plan was made to restore them to their former glory at the initiative of De

285. Nowadays known as the National Museum of the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro (Museu Nacional da Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro).

286. For the history of the museum, see Jens Andermann (2000). “The Museu
Nacional at Rio de Janeiro.” Relics and Selves. Iconographies of the National in
Argentina, Brazil and Chile, 1880-1890 accessed December 01, 2012, http:/
/www.bbk.ac.uk/ibamuseum/texts/Andermann01.htm; Andermann, The Optic
of the State: Visuality and Power in Argentina and Brazil.
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Lacerda and President Afonso Pena; after the unexpected death of Pena in
1909, the project would be seen through by his Vice-President and suc-
cessor, Procopio Nile Peçanha. Inside it was a different matter. The muse-
um appears to have done a decent job in keeping the exhibits current
with contemporary insights in science as well as museum design.287

It was felt that the museum renovation could use some sort of center-
piece. De Lacerda had been present at the opening of the new Carnegie
Museum of Natural History in April of 1907 - an occasion at which the
original of Carnegie’s Diplodocus took center stage.288 Besides, De Lacerda,
who maintained close contacts with colleagues in France, could hardly
have missed the publicity caused by the Paris Diplodocus, and was moti-
vated to try and obtain a cast for his own museum. Instead of approach-
ing Holland himself, he decided on a more diplomatic route, involving
the Brazilian ambassador to the United States, Joaquim Nabuco. Also
among the invited at the unveiling of the Carnegie Museum, Nabuco was
the ideal arbitrator for De Lacerda’s request because of his close ties to the
American diplomat – and Secretary of State at the time – Elihu Root, one
of Carnegie’s closest political allies who in turn offered him a more or less
direct channel to the industrialist himself.289

Nabuco was the first Brazilian to be sent as ambassador to the United
States, in 1905. Although a monarchist by persuasion – the demise of the
monarchy in 1888 had driven him into retirement from public life for a
number of years – ironically Nabuco’s presence came to demonstrate the
new self-assertion of the still-young Brazilian republic. At the turn of the

287. Andermann, The Optic of the State: Visuality and Power in Argentina and Brazil,
34. Also see Ricardo Ventura Santos (2012), “Guardian Angel on a Nation’s Path,”
Current Anthropology 53, no. S5; Fernanda Nascimento Magalhães Pinto (2009),
“Coleção de paleontologia do Museu de Ciências da Terra / DNPM-RJ: patrimônio
da paleontologia brasileira,” diss., Universidade Federal do Estado do Rio de
Janeiro), 29.

288. Institute, Memorial of the Celebration of the Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh, P.A.,
April 11, 12, 13, 1907, 15.

289. The closeness between both is further illustrated by Root’s seat in the first board
of the Carnegie Corporation. Abigail AyresFree to All : Carnegie Libraries &
American Culture Van Slyck, 1890-1920 (1995). Free to All : Carnegie Libraries &
American Culture, 1890-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press). For further
details concerning the relationship between Root and Carnegie, see Nasaw,
Andrew Carnegie.
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century, the ‘Rubber Boom’ was still in full swing; the great demand for
rubber brought unprecedented wealth to the country. The excesses of the
rubber trade, particularly the treatment of the native population, had
also begun to make themselves felt in public opinion, mainly through the
reports of Roger Casement.290 As a vocal abolitionist, Nabuco seemed to
be the ideal person to foster closer relations between Brazil and North
America.291 But it was some of his other political persuasions, particular-
ly his support of diplomatic arbitration and pan-americanism, that made
him an obvious ally of Root and Carnegie. Root had been active as a
diplomat in Latin America for some time, and his main contribution to
the arbitration cause was to convince various countries, including Ar-
gentina and Brazil, to take part in the The Hague peace conference of
1907. 

On 24, 1908, Nabuco (apparently on behalf of De Lacerda) wrote to
Carnegie asking for a Diplodocus through Elihu Root.292 The letter was
cushioned in positive news regarding South American politics, which
had recently been upset by a naval crisis between the Netherlands and
Venezuela. A Dutch blockade of Venezuelan ports had threatened to erupt
into all-out war, until a coup in Caracas removed president Cipriano
Castro and ended the conflict.293 The United States took side with the

290. Casement would later prove to be one of the nails in the coffin of the Belgian
King Leopold II’s ‘personal domain’ in the Congo, which also mainly floated on
the rubber trade. See page 91f. For more on Casement’s work in Brazil, see Jordan
Goodman (2010). The Devil and Mr. Casement: One Man’s Battle for Human Rights
in South America’s Heart of Darkness (New York: Macmillan).

291. For Nabuco’s abolitionism, see Alexandra Isfahani-Hammond (2008). White
Negritude: Race, Writing, and Brazilian Cultural Identity (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan), particularly pp. 83ff.

292. Elihu Root to Andrew Carnegie, December 24, 1908. ACOA. The original
accompanying letter from Nabuco seems to be lost, unfortunately.

293. B. S. McBeth (2001). Gunboats, Corruption, and Claims: Foreign Intervention in
Venezuela, 1899-1908 (Westport: Greenwood Press), 220-234. The German
consul in Caracas (who handled affairs for the Netherlands as well) arranged for
Castro to visit Germany under the pretext of an operation. With Castro
removed, the situation was settled fairly quickly through the usual means of a
coup d’état and the installation of a new junta. Carnegie’s interest in the matter
was all the larger since a previous Venezuelan crisis had been solved by
mediation through the The Hague tribunal in 1902, and he had actively
attempted to participate in the matter – although not to everyone’s liking. See
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Dutch against the fiercely anti-American Castro, and Root was relieved to
report to Carnegie how the United States didn’t need to “bulldoze” the
country.294

Carnegie’s answer to two of his political allies was predictably friendly.
But no matter how favorably Carnegie looked upon a possible donation to
Brazil, he remained insistent that the request should be officially put
forward by none other than the head of state:

The first one was made upon the direct request of the King of Britain and 
I should not like to break the rule that the State, in the person of its high-
est official, asks for it.295 

He also, for the first time, attached an express political condition by
coupling the donation to a deal that Brazil would strike with Argentina to
make the “creation of opposing war fleets unnecessary”. Although
Carnegie’s reluctance to be associated with war-mongering powers was
understandable, it greatly complicated the donation and politicized it
much more than had previously been the case. Brazil was unlikely to
accept the idea of being cajoled into a political decision in exchange for a
plaster dinosaur with great enthusiasm. And from Carnegie’s perspective,
there was little he could do if the Brazilians would go ahead with their
arms race regardless - recovering the Diplodocus was scarcely an option. 

This might explain why we hear nothing more of the donation after
this point. Practical objections from inside the Carnegie museum do not
appear to have been raised. Holland, who was at that time also dealing
with preparing casts for museums in Italy and Austria, did not object
when Carnegie suggested a Brazilian donation to him.296 

But we are far from certain that Carnegie’s condition was the deciding
factor in the abandonment of the Brazilian Diplodocus. Although we are
entering the realm of speculation here, it seems unlikely that Root would
have forwarded such a diplomatically outrageous condition to the Brazil-

Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 649-650.
294. Elihu Root to Andrew Carnegie, December 24, 1908. ACOA. 
295. Andrew Carnegie to Elihu Root, December 30, 1908. ACOA.
296. No direct correspondence regarding the matter survives, but we can infer as

much from a letter written by Carnegie to Holland in 1911 when he talks about
the donation to La Plata: “You recommended a Diplodocus for Brazil”. Andrew
Carnegie to William J. Holland, 21 November 1911. ACOA.
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ian ambassador without first protesting to Carnegie. Another possibility
is that neither Nabuco or De Lacerda were able to persuade president
Afonso Pena to formally ask for such a donation. That seems unlikely,
since the request would have had no negative repercussions. On the
contrary, it could only give further support to the policy of pan-amer-
icanism the Brazilian government was supporting at the time. Besides,
Pena was known as a supporter of science, and a personal acquaintance
of both Nabuco and De Lacerda.

The more likely explanation is that the request simply got politically
quagmired during the political crisis that dominated Afonso Pena’s last
months in office, and disappeared after his untimely death on June 14,
1909. Although Pena’s vice-president, Nile Peçanha, succeeded him to
serve out the term, he was not universally accepted (being both a mulatto
and fairly young at 41 years of age) and towards the elections of 1910,
tension steadily mounted. The election of Marshall Hermes Rodrigues da
Fonseca, an old supporter of Pena, took place in a truly open election, and
was consequently a turbulent affair surrounded by an atmosphere of
polarization.297 It would have been difficult to see who should have
approached Carnegie with the request: Pena was already occupied with
various distractions, Nile Peçanha soon became occupied with graver
problems during the rest of the year and after that elections and the new
president’s travel plans got in the way. Whatever the reason might have
been, the São Paulo Diplodocus remained stillborn. 

297. Colin MacLachlan (2003). A History of Modern Brazil. The Past against the Future
(Wilmington: Scholarly Resources), 148.
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3. A dinosaur in the corridor: Vienna

Image 52: Sketch of possible placements of the cast in and around the 
museum, summer of 1909. The cast was erected in the spot indicated by the 
letter ‘f’.298

With the Brazil donation expected but uncertain, Holland started to co-
ordinate three other installations in early February of 1909: one in Vien-
na, one in Bologna, and a final one in St. Petersburg. Interestingly, with
the Italians Carnegie and Holland took the same line as with the Brazil-
ians: a request by the head of state was necessary for Carnegie to serious-
ly consider the donation.299 With the Austrians and Russians, on the
other hand, the situation evolved in a different way. Here it was Carnegie
who offered the copy to the heads of states through their embassy, and
we may see this in the light of the importance Carnegie and the people
around him attached to these countries and the role they could play in
Carnegie’s schemes. In the case of Russia, the Archduke Vladimir Alexan-
drovich might have asked Holland “not to forget Russia” in a personal

298. Source: Source: Archiv Abguß Diplodocus carnegii, Archiv für
Wissenschaftsgeschichte, Naturhistorisches Museum Wien.

299. Holland to Baron Edmondo Mayor des Planches, Italian ambassador the the
USA, 6 February 1909. CMNH, HL. As we know, Holland also liked to suggest
such things.
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interview – or so Holland suggested.300 But the initiative appears to have
been taken by Carnegie and his circle rather than by either emperor’s
representatives. At least that is the impression that is created by the fact
that, contrary to earlier donations, Carnegie and his minions never
suggest a request. It seems that, with Berlin, London and Paris each
having received their cast, having them in the capitals of the other two
great empires of Europe was as much Carnegie’s desire as it was either
emperor’s.

It is fair to say that Austria was as much on the periphery of Carnegie’s
world view as Germany was in its center. Carnegie had only visited the
country once on a grand tour of Europe in 1896, but he had avoided the
empire’s capital Vienna on that occasion, preferring the natural beauty of
the Innsbruck countryside. But it seems that the timing of Carnegie’s
offer of a Diplodocus for Vienna was not entirely random. It coincided
more or less with the formal ratification of a an arbitration treaty be-
tween the United States and Austria-Hungary in January of 1909. The
treaty - one of twenty-five concluded during Root’s tenure at the State
Department - itself was not something arbitration advocates could be
very content with, as their scope remained limited to non-vital issues.
But the fact that they were concluded at all, and that the United States
government was actively involved, nonetheless gave cause for opti-
mism.301 Such optimism remained careful, however. The prevailing view
of Austria-Hungary was that of an antithesis to Wilhelm II’s dynamic
German empire, and there is no reason to presume that Carnegie had a
different view. Where Germany showed itself as a modern, industrial,
expansionist and optimistic nation, the Austro-Hungarian empire was
seen as old-fashioned, agrarian, defensive and defeatist, and no political
match.302 Military conflict had mostly brought defeat, its ethnic turmoil
had forced an administrative split (the Ausgleich) in 1866 after almost
killing off the empire altogether eighteen years before, industrialization
remained incidental at best, and it had truly missed the colonial boat.303

300. Holland to Baron Roman Romanovich von Rosen, Russian ambassador to the
USA, 6 February 1909. CMNH, HL. 

301. Krass, Carnegie, 484.
302. Alan Sked (1989). The Decline And Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 1815-�1918

(London: Longman), 246-249.
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Such external problems were exacerbated and in turn catalyzed by inter-
nal ones, particularly the inherent conflict between being part of an
empire consisting of multiple nationalities, and the rise of pan-German-
ism, which denied such an empire the right to exist.304

By contrast, Vienna’s status as a cultural center remained largely intact
throughout the decline of the empire that evolved around it. In 1909,
Vienna was still the cultural and scientific focal point of a vast empire,
even if that empire might not boast as impressive achievements as its
northern neighbor. Regarding intellectual and cultural life, it was a
totally different matter; here Vienna reigned supreme in the German
lands, offering a sophistication that no German city could rival. Coen’s
example of the Exküll family might show how Viennese society was
tolerant and even enthusiastic for natural science. However, the imperial
capital lacked the analytical, positivist and determinist scientific world
view that was the pervading force, the root of thought, it could be in the
German empire. 

Gustav Mahler’s wife Alma, the epitome of the refined Viennese beau-
monde, made few qualms about her disdain for fellow composer Richard
Strauss’s Munich origins, when her memoirs represented his speech in a
thick Bavarian accent.305 Such disdain did not only apply to Germany’s
perceived cultural backwardness, but also to the supreme reign of deter-
minism. Viennese natural science was a different brand from what
developed in Germany. Carl Schorske’s seminal Fin-de-Siècle Vienna has
outlined the mutually dynamic relationship between the cultural and
scientific spheres and elites in the Austro-Hungarian capital in detail,
and his work has been followed up, amended and criticized by many
others.306 One of the more interesting contributions has been Deborah

303. Austria-Hungary’s colonial possessions remained limited to a tentative
concession in North Borneo, a real one in Tanjin, and an uninhabited Arctic
island, Franz-Josephs-Land, which was occupied by the Soviet Union in 1923.

304. Jeanst Bérenger (1997). A History of the Habsburg Empire 1700–1918 (London &
New York: Longman), 251-254. 

305. Alex Ross (2007). The Rest Is Noise: Listening to the Twentieth Century
(Macmillan), 5.

306. Carl E. Schorske (1981). Fin-De-siècle Vienna: Politics and Culture (Cambridge &
Melbourne: Cambridge University Press). For responses, see John W. Boyer
(1995). Culture and political crisis in Vienna: Christian socialism in power,
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Coen’s, who added a dimension that is particularly relevant here. She
draws a distinction between the German pursuit of absolute certainty,
which emphasized mathematics as the basis for all scientific endeavor,
and an Austrian attitude toward knowledge in which that pursuit played
a far less prominent role:

One could argue that […] probability was tied to a characteristically lib-
eral and anticlerical rejection of absolute claims. Contra Schorske, uncer-
tainty did not run wild in fin-de-siècle Vienna. […] In fact, the abandon-
ment of certainty was what made Austrian science so dynamic in this 
period.307

This runs against Helmholtz’s statement from 1869, quoted by Coen,
that to comprehend natural phenomena means nothing more than
ascertaining the laws by which they operate.308 

As we discussed above, paleontology, by contrast, could never be an
“exact” science in the way that mathematics was, but also not in the
same way, relatively speaking, that zoology or botany could be. Both the
severely limited amount of source material and the limits of the state-
ments that might be derived from it made it intrinsically difficult to be
regarded as a mature branch of scientific activity within the German
academic world. The lesser importance of the pursuit of certainty in
Austria made a far greater degree of rapprochement possible between
Austrian and American paleontologists. Austrian paleontologists such as
Abel, but also his older colleague Steindachner, maintained regular and
cordial relations with their American counterparts, something only
Fraas could claim in Germany. By contrast, Otto Jaekel, arguably the most
powerful force to attempt the establishment of paleontology as a serious
separate discipline in Germany, never succeeded in striking a chord that
resonated across the Atlantic, and subsequently made life difficult for
himself at home as well as abroad. Paleontology might have been an

1897-1918 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press); Deborah R. Coen (2008).
Vienna in the age of uncertainty: science, liberalism, and private life (Chicago &
London: University of Chicago Press); Steven Beller (2012). Rethinking Vienna
1900 (New York & Oxford: Berghahn Books), among others.

307. Coen, Vienna in the age of uncertainty: science, liberalism, and private life, 13.
308. Coen, Vienna in the age of uncertainty: science, liberalism, and private life, 14.
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international discipline, but its protagonists remained supremely
provincial in their professional world view.309 

It was in this centre, this focal point of the world, that Carnegie’s fourth
donated Diplodocus was unveiled to the public. The exact way in which
the donation to Vienna materialized is somewhat hazy and far less clear
than the early history of the Italian cast. The first evidence we have is
Holland’s complaint about his department’s finances on December 21,
1908, in which he mentions working on the Austrian Diplodocus, among
other things.310 In early February of 1909, he approached the Austrian
ambassador with some practical queries, and was told to get in touch
with the Viennese natural history museum.311

The Kaiserliches und königliches naturhistorisches Hof-Museum (“Imper-
ial and royal natural history museum of the court”) had moved to its new
quarters relatively recently, and shortly after its sister institutions in
Paris and Berlin had done the same. Its new premises, which opened to
the public in August 10, 1889, formed part of the Ringstraße (ring road), a
new development begun twenty years before that was to give Vienna a
more contemporary appearance along the same lines Georges-Eugène
Hausmann had introduced to Paris.312 But much more than in Paris the
Ringstraße was meant to be a showcase for the glory of the entire Habs-
burg Empire: public buildings such as the new Parliament, the town hall,
the Musikverein and Burgtheater and a host of museums were purposely
built alongside it. The style and scale of its architecture reflected this
need for grandeur, and the museum was no exception. But its neoclassi-
cal building was not only so big in order to impress; it needed to be in
order to house the voluminous collections. As was so often the case, a

309. For a more elaborate discussion, see chapter V.3 ff.
310. William J. Holland to Robert A. Franks, 21 December 1908. CMNH, Holland

Letterbooks.
311. William J. Holland to Baron Ladislaus Hengelmüller von Hengervár, 6 February

1909. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks. About Hengelmüller’s reply: Holland to
Andrew Carnegie, 13 February 1909. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.

312. Blom, The Vertigo Years. Change and Culture in the West, 1900-1914, 49-51. The
other thing it had in common with Hausmann’s plan was that it served to make
military control of the city easier and the erections of barricades much more
difficult. 
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large part of them originated in royal collections and the fact that the old
Hofburg Palace did not offer enough space had been a major factor in
initiating the construction of a new structure.313 The museum proved to
be an instant success; during the first year alone, over 175,000 people
visited the new building. These were impressive figures even by German
standards.314 

Heading the museum from the opening of the new building onwards
was the zoologist Franz Steindachner. A man of considerable standing
and experience, he had been active mainly as an ichthyologist at the
museum’s predecessor, the Hof-Naturaliencabinet, since 1857. Unlike
many of his German colleagues, who preferred to rely on outside forces
for the collection of specimens, Steindachner traveled extensively to
collect new material for the museum. On one such expedition, he joined
the Harvard zoologist Louis Agassiz during a three-year expedition
(1870-1873) on the steamer Hassler along the coast of the Americas.315

Steindachner had worked with Agassiz at the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard in the late 1860s, which had made him somewhat
familiar with the American natural history museosphere.316 

Holland approached Steindachner in February of 1909, explaining
how changes had been made to the casts for Paris and London, and
suggesting that the lowering of the head or the curling of the tail were
possible here, too.317 As we have seen, preparations had already begun by
that time. The short timeframe shows how experienced the Pittsburgh
crew had become in casting the bones and constructing the frame for the
skeleton at this point. Steindachner might have been a “jolly old gentle-
man”318 to Holland, but there is some suggestion that much of that

313. For a detailed but rather research-focused history of the museum, see Christa
Riedl-Dorn (1998). Das Haus der Wunder. Zur Geschichte des Naturhistorischen
Museums in Wien (Vienna: Verlag Holzhausen). 

314. Anthony Bushell (2013). Polemical Austria: The Rhetorics of National Identity
from Empire to the Second Republic (Cardiff: University of Wales Press), 101-102. 

315. Riedl-Dorn, Das Haus der Wunder. Zur Geschichte des Naturhistorischen Museums
in Wien, 24-26.

316. For a more extensive biography of Steindachner, see Paul Kähsbauer (1959),
“Intendant Dr. Franz Steindachner, sein Leben und Werk,” Annalen des
Naturhistorischen Museums in Wien .

317. William J. Holland to Franz Steindachner, 13 February 1909. CMNH, HL.
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jolliness dissipated when Carnegie’s enormous cast was foisted upon
him. The donation was concocted in political circles, and none of those
involved appear to have paid much thought to practical considerations,
such as the matter of fitting a twenty-six meter dinosaur in a building
that had not been designed for that purpose, and that was already quite
full. However, refusing or even putting up a fight was out of the question
for a representative of the court. Nonetheless, Steindachner’s yearly
report for 1909 left little doubt about the passive role of the museum in
the acquisition of the cast.319 And deference to the monarch notwith-
standing, at least some collaborators of the Viennese museum appear to
have vented their exasperation about the project, as Arthur Smith Wood-
ward wrote to Holland. In reply, Holland confessed that “Steindachner
may be less interested than others”.320

Interested or not, there was nothing to be done about it at this point.
Hence Steindachner delegated the matter of coming up with a plan to
Ernst Kittl, a custodian in the geological-paleontological department.
Kittl found it tough going. For him, as an object of study a dinosaur was
even further removed from his professional area of expertise than it had
been for his director – he had primarily worked as a specialist in gas-
tropods. It shows how intimate knowledge of the animal was not
thought to be particularly relevant; this was a chore. First of all, Kittl had
hoped for rather clearer instructions from Holland, but above all he was
struggling to find a suitable place for the cast. Also, he voiced some
resentment about the effort that was being put into a project that the
museum hadn’t asked for. As Kittl wrote to his director:

For objects as large as Diplodocus, only a large room that allows for a view
of the entire animal can be considered appropriate. I would like to point 
out, that in multiple cases we have had to refrain from the acquisition of 
objects because of the inaccessible dimensions of the present exhibition 
spaces.321

318. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 13 February 1909. OCOA.
319. Franz Steindachner (1910), “Jahresbericht für 1909,” XXIV, 1.
320. William Holland to Arthur Smith Woodward, 30 March 1909. Natural History

Museum, London, DF100-47-410. 
321. Kittl to Steindachner, 5 March 1909. NHMW.
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Kittl’s report breathes of despair. The large hall VIII was not suitable
because with Diplodocus in it, the public would not be able to go any-
where unless the tail and neck were lifted several meters, which might be
“plausible for the neck, but in no way for the tail part”.322 Hall X might be
longer, but the heating installations got in the way. Moreover, there was
some resistance to devoting this space to Carnegie’s gift, since it was
already full of “the most valuable skeletons of the geological collection”,
for which, Kittl assured Steindachner, no place could be found elsewhere.
The staircase was totally unsuitable since the animal would commit the
crime of blocking “any view of the painting of Emperor Franz I with his
collections”; the inner courtyards or the vestibule area could be built in,
but neither seemed like a worthy place for Diplodocus. This left the con-
struction of an entirely new building as the only feasible alternative. Kittl
proposed not one, but two annexes, with Diplodocus being housed in one,
and the museum’s whale skeletons in the other.323 

Steindachner appears to have rejected Kittl’s suggestion, however. The
time frame remained limited, and finishing the construction of new
buildings before the boxes arrived was not going to be easy. Moreover,
replying to an imperial request with a demand for a substantial grant
increase might not be in the best of taste. However, Kittl had mentioned
that the corridor leading to the vestibule might be an option. It wasn’t
one he was fond of, since it was only just over three meters wide and
would not allow for a view that did the animal’s impressive proportions
much justice. Nonetheless, Steindachner explained to Holland in June, it
was the only viable option. The passage might not be impressive, but the
public would be able to get at least a glimpse of the animal from the
central courtyard, even if it was partially obscured by the corridor’s
arches.324

As usual, the work of constructing the base was left to local workmen,
the cases were sent in advance while Holland and Coggeshall left New
York by steamer on September 4. Mrs. Holland, already in Europe, joined
him on his journey to Vienna, where the erection of Diplodocus number

322. For a map of the museum, see page 353.
323. Kittl to Steindachner, 5 March 1909. NHMW.
324. Steindachner to Holland, 1 June 1909. NHMW.
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five seems to have proceeded without any hitches to speak of.325 Holland
and Steindachner seem to have gotten on fine despite Holland’s earlier
doubts, even if Coggeshall was subjected to “more operas [he] knew
existed”.326

Diplodocus’ unveiling on the morning September 24, 1909 was not a
very grand affair, but it was one that included emperor Franz Joseph, the
recipient of Carnegie’s munificence. Both Holland and his wife were
introduced to the monarch by Steindachner, and Holland was allowed to
hold a speech in which, as the Austrian press reported, he proclaimed the
meeting to be the “greatest honor of his life” before extolling upon the
“honor in which Carnegie, like all Americans, hold your Majesty”.327 The
New York Times omitted this part, preferring to put the emphasis on the
monarch ‘s interest in Carnegie’s philanthropic activities”.328 As had
become almost customary by this point, Holland’s costume was decorat-
ed with an imperial decoration (the Officer’s Cross of the Order of Franz
Joseph) – and, again as usual, Coggeshall had to make do with a lesser
distinction. Press reports spoke of the “great interest” the old emperor
demonstrated in the dinosaur. The entire ceremony was over in fifteen
minutes.329

Public interest in the donation remained almost nonexistent as far as
we can gather from the newspapers – a far cry from the uproar the cast
had caused just over a year before in Paris. Headlines typically noted
nothing about the unveiling of Diplodocus per se, but rather about the
emperor Franz Joseph’s visit to the museum - which was probably the
more exceptional of the two events. But while “serious” press attention
for the gift was very limited, the satirical press showed great interest.
After all, in a country where censorship was still a reality that severely

325. If there were, no one did.
326. Arthur Sterry Coggeshall (1951), “More about “Dippy” and Royalty,” Carnegie
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restricted the discussion of political issues, the possibilities of the
dinosaur’s metaphoric application proved just too tempting.

Image 53: Diplodocus in its initial place in the Viennese museum. Photo by 
Leo Wehrli, 1921. Source: ETH-Bibliothek Zürich, Bildarchiv. 

Perhaps the most interesting review of the cast came out of the satirical
magazine Der Floh (“the flea”). Rather than show itself impressed by
Diplodocus’s huge size, it introduced an unnamed paleontologist who
explained that compared to certain other dinosaurs it was in fact a
diminutive creature - a none-too-subtle jibe at perceived American hy-
bris.330 A second satirical publication, Kikeriki, instrumentalized the cast
to make a more explicit political point. A much more conservative publi-

330. Schnidibumpfel (1909). “Der Diplodocus Carnegiei.” Der Floh (Wien), 26
September 1909.
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cation than Der Floh, it showed its disapproval of allowing this “beast”
from a “Yankee” to enter the museum, particularly since it was “of little
value for the natural history of Austria”.331 The writer used this “long
dead” animal to focus on the far more dangerous “double monster” of the
Hungarian crisis and the Czech language question that “preyed on Aus-
tria.”332 The magazine Wiener Luft, finally, welcomed the “Giant deficit
(Mammuthus Deficitus)” next to the Diplodocus.333 If these sound like
rather forced comparisons, it is because Diplodocus was only interesting
to the press as a metaphor for them. Contrary to Germany, the United
Kingdom or France, popular science was not a subject widely reported in
Austrian newspapers – they were there to report on political, society and
court events. Without an explicit political event tied to it, and with the
donations becoming less and less exceptional, Diplodocus simply lacked
the interest that justified more extensive reporting unless it could be
exploited. It was a pattern that would show itself with subsequent
donations.

The only popular in-depth article published in Austria about the cast
was written early the next year by the man that had struggled to give the
cast a place in the Vienna museum, Ernst Kittl. Published in the popular
science magazine Urania, this piece is perhaps the most extensive treat-
ment of Diplodocus in the German-language popular press. In addition to
replicating Holland’s canonical tale about the discovery of the fossil, Kittl
also addresses Tornier’s and Hay’s views – with some sympathy – before
ending with an overview of Carnegie’s generosity.

Although few people in the museum appeared interested in the cast,
one person outside of it was. One of the few scientists within the empire
working on Dinosaurs and the one who had actually published some-
thing about Diplodocus, Othenio Abel had been kept out of the proceed-

331. Anon. (1909). “Der Diplodocus.” Kikeriki, 30 September 1909.
332. A reference to the various ethnic emancipation movements active within the

empire, which were regarded with extreme hostility in conservative circles.
Particularly the Hungarian crisis touched a nerve, since it revolved around the
use of the Hungarian language (and hence the end of German exclusivity) in the
military. Also see Sked, The Decline And Fall of the Habsburg Empire, 1815-
�1918.
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ings entirely.334 It can be said that the Viennese cast’s most significant
scientific role was as the subject of Abel’s monograph of 1910, in which
he sought to discredit the aberrant German views on the stance of
Diplodocus.335 Having a cast at hand to measure but also to imagine, in his
mind’s eye, the scale of the animal, helped him greatly to write a career-
defining work. For the rest of the scientific establishment of the capital,
however, Diplodocus was not something that carried much interest.
Typically an even more accomplished dinosaur specialist in the empire,
the Hungarian nobleman Franz (or Ferenc) von Nopcsa, was similarly
never consulted at any time by the museum even though he had attend-
ed the unveiling of the London cast in 1905.

Even today, the museum Vienna does not seem to be terribly fond of
its dinosaur. In 1976, the museum celebrated its hundred-year anniver-
sary. But interestingly, none of the celebratory articles written at the
time so much as spoke about the whole Diplodocus affair. Another book
celebrating the museum and describing its history was published in
1998, and again the dinosaur was noticeably absent, apart from one or
two photographs.336 This might seem strange, but given the emphasis on
research in these publications, it is not that surprising. For the Vienna
museum, Diplodocus was never an object of research or even discussion,
but something forced upon them by the government. It explains how,
from the beginning, the museum had really no idea what to do with their
enormous acquisition. It was treated as a practical burden more than
anything else: an administrative museum matter that deserved little
attention from any of the museum’s scientists. 

334. Abel, “Neuere Anschauungen über den Bau und die Lebensweise der
Dinosaurier.”. 

335. Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”. For a more thorough treatment of
this work, see chapter V.3.

336. Riedl-Dorn, Das Haus der Wunder. Zur Geschichte des Naturhistorischen Museums
in Wien.
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4. Not the capital: Italy

Image 54: Aldrovandi (today: Capellini) Museum, Bologna, the “Great Room 
of the Diplodocus”, 1911.337

When he arrived in Bologna in October of 1909, Holland became the
guest of a country that had a troubled relationship with science. It was
one of the Italian monarchs, Grand Duke Leopold of Tuscany, who insti-
tuted the annual Riunioni degli Scienziati [Meeting of Scientists] in 1839.
Having just become a member of the Royal Society of London, he wished
to underline his patronhood of science by instituting an Italian society
which should unite all Italian scientist at a yearly meeting. Earlier, others
such as Alexander von Humboldt and Charles Babbage suggested the
possibility of instituting a European academy in Florence, but that plan

337. Source: Carlo Sarti (2012), “1860-2010: 150 years of the Capellini Museum
(University of Bologna), the most ancient Italian Geo-Paleontological Museum,”
GeoActa 11, 6.
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was abandoned when its potential for nationalism exploitation appeared
too dangerous to Leopold.338 

The Grand Duke used a plan drawn up by a nephew of Napoleon,
Charles Lucien Bonaparte, who had foreseen endless opportunities, and
included the possibility of a ‘constituent assembly of Italian scientists’.339

Hardly surprising, this was not what Leopold had in mind, and Bona-
parte’s proposals were subsequently stripped of any possibly controver-
sial political content. The conspicuous presence of government and army
officials in the society further discouraged political activity - but simulta-
neously once more pointed out the potential threat that such an organi-
zation could bring. That changed surprisingly little after Italian unifica-
tion took place in stages after 1859: scientific activity maintained a very
strong political aspect. However, from an anti-establishmentarian force
it developed into something that supported the new, secular Italian state
in its confrontation with its main intellectual rival: catholicism and the
Papal state itself.

Meanwhile Italy, a nation boasting one of the richest cultural heritages
of Europe, had very little to show for in terms of actual scientific achieve-
ment. Science was not something the state was greatly concerned with;
the new nation's chosen way to assert itself in international circles was
through a series of increasingly ill-advised diplomatic and military
adventures. The nadir came in 1896, when Italy suffered a crushing
defeat at the hand of Ethiopia, an unheard-of (and extremely embarrass-
ing) event in a world in which African colonies were not expected to be a
match for European powers. Needless to say, this did not do much good
for Italy's international reputation, either among foreign powers them-
selves, or in their public's perception. 

At the outset of the twentieth century, the standard of education
remained variable at best, with literacy rates significantly below the
levels that were normal in the rest of Europe.340 The political fragmenta-

338. David Gilmour (2011). The Pursuit of Italy. A History of a Land, its Regions and
their Peoples (London etc.: Allen Lane), 156.

339. Giuliano Pancaldi (1998), “The German Model and the Origins of the Italian
“Riunioni Degli Scienziati”,” Zwei Jahrhunderte Wissenschaft und Forschung in
Deutschland. Entwicklungen - Perspektiven , 174.

340. Colombain, and Hughes, Progress of Literacy in Various Countries. A Preliminary
Study of Available Census Data since 1900, 
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tion of the country did little for the quality of its educational institutions.
After unification, the new kingdom of Italy tried to improve the quality
of instruction; its constitution declared it was the duty of all citizens to
'illuminate and instruct others'.341 But scientific activity, like everything,
should foremost cement the new patria in the public's consciousness.
There was a general realization that in order to attain the status of a
modern nation it so desired, Italy could not afford to disregard scientific
activity. However, it could hardly be said to have featured prominently in
any political agenda.342 

Holland and Coggeshall would also find their experience in Italy
somewhat different from what they had encountered in England, Ger-
many, Paris, or Austria. Gone was the sense of awe that had characterized
news reports of the donations in London, Berlin and Paris. But at least the
Italians, contrary to the Austrians, were really eager to receive their
dinosaur. Even the usually so earnest Washington Post wrote how
“Andrew Carnegie, giver of libraries and diplodocuses […] would gratify
the burning desire [of] King Victor Emmanuel of Italy, who has no
Diplodocus”.343 That desire was somewhat overrated, though: most of the
impetus behind the donation of a Diplodocus to Italy came from the
geologist-cum-politician Giovanni Capellini. 

Born in Liguria in 1833, Capellini was a formidable force both in
Italian politics and science, and an expert in mixing both to his advan-
tage. For instance, his appointment as a professor at the venerable Uni-
versity of Bologna in 1860 had much to do with the combination of on
the one hand his enthusiasm for Darwin's new theory of evolution, and
on the other the new Italian state's desire to ostentatiously show its
positivist and anticlerical feathers. Bologna had been a hotbed of nation-
alism and revolution since the 1830s, and just joined what would become
the Kingdom of Italy in March of that year.344 Its university, however, was
still a bastion of old-fashioned diluvianism, and Capellini quickly set

341. Christopher Duggan (2008). The Force of Destiny: A History of Italy Since 1796
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin), 54.

342. Duggan, The Force of Destiny: A History of Italy Since 1796, 307ff.; 
343. Anon. (1909). “Diplodocus for Italy: Carnegie Will Gratify the Burning Desire of

Victor Emmanuel.” The Washington Post, June 4 1909.
344. John Gooch (2002). The Unification of Italy (Routledge), 3-5.
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about remedying that situation.345 His close personal friendship with
crown prince (and later king) Umberto did not hurt his chances. After
Umberto's murder in 1900, he remained on good, albeit not quite as
jovial, terms with his son and successor, Victor Emmanuel III. The new
king fitted his kingdom: although the product of a military education, he
had keen intellectual interests and preferred to stay clear of the ostenta-
tiousness that had been the trademark of his father and grandfather. A
modest and even reticent man, he remained interested in science, and
was also aware of its importance for Italy's place among nations.346 It is
fair to say that for Capellini also, science and politics were never separate
domains but always mixed pursuits. His scientific standing offered a
prestige that enhanced his political chances, while his political activity
helped him to make scientific goals attainable - particularly when it came
to reforming Italian science.347 The highlight of this political career came
in 1890, when he was elected into the Italian senate.

That should not blind us to Capellini's scientific abilities. As an enthu-
siastic supporter of Lyell, Agassiz and Darwin, he was instrumental in re-
uniting Italian geology with modern developments in the field.348 But it

345. Gian Battista Vai (2002), “Giovanni Capellini and the origin of the International
Geological Congress,” Episodes 25, no. 4, 248-249. Also see Carlo Sarti (2013),
“The Capellini Museum (University of Bologna), the most ancient Italian Geo-
Paleontological Museum,” Annali di Storia delle Università italiane 17.

346. Gilmour, The Pursuit of Italy. A History of a Land, its Regions and their Peoples,
296. These positive characteristics were offset by an increasing lack of
determination and decision that, in more turbulent times, would prove fatal for
his house.

347. This is a pattern that is not uncommon in Southern Europe. Two name two
parallel examples, Capellini's contemporary, the Portuguese zoologist José
Vicente Barbosa du Bocage, led a career that contained roughly the same
ingredients, as did the Spanish herpetologist Marcos Jiménez de la Espada. See
Catarina Madruga (2013), “José Vicente Barbosa du Bocage (1823-1907). A
construção de uma persona científica,” diss., Lisbon University). Although there
are numerous cases of Northern European scientist/politicians, such an
intermingling of both activities is much rarer.

348. Federico Fanti (2010), “Life and Ideas of Giovanni Capellini (1833-1922): A
Palaeontological Revolution in Italy,” Dinosaurs and Other Extinct Saurians: A
Historical Perspective. Geological Society, London, Special Publications 343, 80-81.
Fanti's article, for all its informativeness, does sing Capellini's praises awfully
loudly. Vai appears to show a more balanced picture of the man.
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was in his role as an organizer and administrator that he had most to
offer: Capellini transformed the curriculum in geology at Bologna and
elsewhere, was instrumental in the international organization of the
discipline, and tried to set standards for combining geological knowledge
with paleontological specimens in museums, in order to make better use
of existing collections in current research.

Once in Bologna, Capellini had found the old university museum of
natural history in a dilapidated state, and set about restoring its premis-
es, giving the public access, and expanding its collection.349 His ambition
with regard to the Bologna museum required a large, international net-
work, which he maintained through travels, extensive correspondence,
and involvement in international organizations.350 It paid off: he acquired
a number of fossils, including a Glyptodon (giant armadillo) and Sceli-
dotherium (ground sloth), both of which were donated to him by the
Argentinean paleontologist Florentino Ameghino. The fact that both
these animals had been described by Darwin was, of course, anything but
coincidental.351 But neither of them were as impressive as the dinosaurs
that were appearing all over Europe thanks to Carnegie's (and the
AMNH's) involvement. That Capellini's quest to acquire specimens was
not merely fed by his scientific curiosity, but as much by a desire to
appeal to a wider audience, is illustrated by the purchase of a replica of
the Crystal Palace Megalosaurus model in the 1880s, a time in which
these reconstructions were already regarded as relics of a deluded past.352

Serving as a mediator between Capellini and Carnegie was the geolo-
gist Persifor Frazer, the descendant of a rich Philadelphia industrialist of
the same name and probably best remembered for getting into a fistfight
with his friend Edward Drinker Cope in 1888.353 It is likely that Frazer

349. Körner, Politics of culture in Liberal Italy: from Unification to Fascism, 150.
350. Vai, “Giovanni Capellini and the origin of the International Geological

Congress.”.
351. Fanti, “Life and Ideas of Giovanni Capellini (1833-1922): A Palaeontological

Revolution in Italy.”, 84.
352. Fanti, “Life and Ideas of Giovanni Capellini (1833-1922): A Palaeontological

Revolution in Italy.”, 85.
353. Paul D.Remarking on a Blackened Eye: Persifor Frazer’s Blow-by-Blow Account of

a Fistfight With His Dear Friend Edward Drinker Cope Brinkman (2015),
“Remarking on a Blackened Eye: Persifor Frazer’s Blow-by-Blow Account of a
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came into contact with Capellini at one of the geological congresses
organized by the Italian in the 1880s and 1890s, which both attended.354

Certainly, they were kindred spirits, with a taste for accumulating acade-
mic honors and memberships. Frazer first wrote to Carnegie in May of
1908, acting as the go-between on behalf of Capellini and, eventually,
king Vittorio Emanuele III. A month later, at the request of Carnegie,
Frazer contacted Holland in Paris, where the latter was still working to
set up the French Diplodocus. The letter contained a proposal to put a
Diplodocus in the Aldrovandi Museum of the University of Bologna. The
Italian king's recognition of the present was almost mentioned in pass-
ing; clearly it was Capellini who was the mover behind the idea. Holland
was quick to realize that both arrangements were far from ideal. Firstly
and most importantly, from Carnegie's perspective a prominent role for
Victor Emmanuel was imperative – that was the whole point of the
exercise. Likewise, the suggestion to place the animal in Bologna present-
ed something of a problem. Sofar, all copies had been placed in national
capitals and, as Holland made clear to Frazer, this one was expected to be
as well. 

Capellini's response to Holland's concerns was not very reassuring.
After an extensive exposé in which he expounded the importance of his
museum and its superiority to anything similar in Italy, the Italian went
on to say how the seven-meter long [sic] Diplodocus would fit perfectly
into hall III of the museum, and that he had full faith in Holland's ability
to make this happen, "for science, for Italy and for the Museum of the
University of Bologna".355 About a month later, Frazer also wrote to
Holland, basically reiterating Capellini's arguments: Bologna would be a

Fistfight with His Dear Friend Edward Drinker Cope,” Endeavour . It is difficult to
ascertain how this particular Persifor was related to his illustrious predecessor,
since usually more than one male Frazer was named Persifor in the same
generation. See Persifor Frazer (1906). Notes and Papers of or Connected with
Persifor Frazer in Glasslough Ireland and his Son John Frazer of Philadelphia, 1735
to 1765. (Philadelphia: Frazer).

354. American Philosophical Society (2012). “Persifor Frazer Papers, 1882-1906.
Background note.” accessed 1 September 2013, http://amphilsoc.org/mole/
view?docId=ead/Mss.B.F867-ead.xml;query=;brand=default;Vai, “Giovanni
Capellini and the origin of the International Geological Congress.”.

355. Giovanni Capellini to William J. Holland, 29 June 1908. CMNH, BBR, FF11.
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far better place for the dinosaur than Rome, because of its museum and
because it was the "science capital of Italy".356 However, Frazer suggested
that "it might be well to place a model in Rome", and he volunteered that
"geologists throughout the world, if not the Italian geologists alone,
would subscribe the necessary sum to defray the expense of such an
installation". Crucially, he also emphasized how Capellini was in constant
contact with the king, and that the king would be involved further.357 As
it would turn out, the latter point was deemed far more important than
the former.

But the battle was not fought yet, and frankly Capellini didn't help.
Writing in November, he not only – again – pleaded the case for Bologna,
with whose museum “no museum in Italy [could] compete,”358 but he
also insisted that it not be donated to the king but instead directly to the
museum. According to the senator, a personal gift to Victor Emmanuel
was likely to stay in Rome, and – horror of horrors – might end up in "a
museum of antiquities or even a public garden", and thus cease to be a
scientific object altogether.359 Throughout his correspondence with
Holland, the politician Capellini continued to emphasize the importance
of science; ironically, the scientist Holland needed to remind him of the
political importance of the donation.

Apparently making little progress with Capellini, Holland now wrote
to the Italian ambassador to the United States, Edmondo Mayor des
Planches. He made it plain that Carnegie could only consider a donation
if it were requested on behalf of the king.360 The ambassador, who had
been at the opening festivities of the Carnegie Museum in 1907 and
might have been somewhat more familiar with the way Carnegie operat-
ed, demonstrated his superior diplomatic skills by replying to Carnegie
and Holland days later, confirming that Victor Emmanuel would be only
too please to accept the cast. However, he also conveyed his majesty's
wish that it be set up in Bologna rather than Rome.361 But now that the

356. Persifor Frazer to William J. Holland, 18 August 1905. CMNH, BBR, FF11.
357. Ibid.
358. Giovanni Capellini to William J. Holland, 16 November 1908. CMNH, BBR, FF11.
359. Ibid.
360. William J. Holland to Edmond Mayor des Planches, 6 February 1909. CMNH,

Holland Letterbooks.
361. Edmondo Mayor des Planches to Andrew Carnegie, 12 February 1909. ACOA.
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king was on board, Holland appears to have had no remaining problems
with the venue, repeating Capellini's arguments in favor of the Aldrovan-
di Museum to Carnegie.362 For Carnegie, his gift did produce the desired
effect of securing access to yet another European 'crowned head'. In May
of 1909, Capellini introduced him to Victor Emmanuel and gave him the
opportunity to talk at length about the virtues of the Italians and his
plans for peace.363 He also took the opportunity to formally hand over the
Diplodocus gift to the Italian king. 

As we have seen, the work for the Italian cast was carried out simulta-
neously with those destined for Austria and Russia; the routine the
museum had built up meant that apart from the usual enquiries (dimen-
sions of the hall, preferences, and so forth) not a great deal of correspon-
dence was considered necessary. The prepared cast was sent to Genoa on
August 25th, followed by Holland himself on September 4th. Having
dealt with the Viennese Diplodocus, Holland, now in the company of his
wife, who had preceded him to Europe, then traveled to Bologna to set up
the Italian cast. He had insisted on supervising the project himself,
mainly because Coggeshall only spoke English and therefore wasn't
trusted to communicate with the Italian workmen adequately.364 The
setting up of the cast appears to have presented few problems: other than
in Vienna, the building contained a central hall large enough to place the
skeleton without too many problems or compromises. 

The Italian Diplodocus was presented by Holland to Capellini and the
Aldrovandi museum on October 27, 1909.365 The small ceremony had to
make do without the presence of the king (or Mrs. Holland), and it can
also not be said that Diplodocus made much of an impact on the Ital-
ians.366 For that, it was much too much Capellini's 'pet'. Another factor

362. Wiliam J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 13 February 1909. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

363. Anon., “Diplodocus for Italy: Carnegie Will Gratify the Burning Desire of Victor
Emmanuel.”. Also see Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie, 727-728.

364. William J. Holland to Edmondo Mayor des Planches, 13 February 1909. CMHN,
Holland Letterbooks.

365. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 29 October 1909. ACOA.
366. Coggeshall recalls the king being present, and he might have been on earlier

occasions. News reports of the time claim that Victor Emmanuel had to stay in
Rome to receive the Russian Tsar on his visit to Italy. See Coggeshall, “More
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that came into play was that Italy's fragmented press (there was no truly
national Italian newspaper) and lack of popular science periodicals
precluded a hype of the kind seen in France. Holland and Carnegie had,
without doubt, a point when they thought the donation might have
gained more publicity when it had taken place in Rome, and in the pres-
ence of Victor Emmanuel. Bologna might be the 'capital of science' in
Italy, the museum unrivaled in the country, and Capellini Italy's most
famous geologist; neither had a reputation that sufficed to create much
public resonance. It was rather telling for the emphasis given in Italy's
press that Carnegie's visit to the Italian king had received decidedly more
attention than the presentation of the animal itself. 

Perhaps more interesting is the way in which newspapers outside Italy
brought the story, particularly in the United States. Coverage of the
Diplodocus story in newspapers always possessed a combination of the
gravitas connected with high politics and a more jocular or even satirical
tone. In the case of Italy, that gravitas was gone; perhaps not so much
because a shift in the tone of reporting, but rather because serious cover-
age was largely absent. The cartoons and jokes had been around since the
London cast, as we have seen, but now they became dominant for lack of
an alternative. 

But that is not the whole story; we have to consider the accumulative
effect of Carnegie's Diplodocus donations. The London, Berlin and Paris
donations, and even the one to Austria, had represented serious mo-
ments in American-European cultural diplomacy. It now seemed that the
bottom of the barrel had been reached in Italy, whose monarch was not
really considered to be in the same league as those of Europe's major
powers. The fact that Italy was not taken entirely seriously as a European
power, gave newspapers the possibility to emphasize the absurd aspects
of Carnegie's attempts to ingratiate himself with the 'crowns of Europe'.
Revealingly, when Holland traveled to Russia in the next year, such
jocularity was as good as absent.

But in this case, Holland himself contributed to the farcical side of
things when on returning to the United States, his collection of butter-
flies was held up at customs. Holland, who had brought his collection to
show to his colleagues at the British Museum, vented his indignation

about “Dippy” and Royalty.”.
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about the conduct of the authorities and found himself extensively
publicized. In hindsight, it seems to have been the most widely reported
aspect of the Italian Diplodocus.367

367. E.g., Anon. (1909). “His Butterflies Held Up. Dr. Holland’s American Specimens
Stopped by Customs Officials.” Special to The Washington Post, November 16
1909; Anon. (1909). “Takes Diplodocus Abroad. Dr. Holland Gives One to Vienna
Museum, other to Bologna.” The Washington Herald, 15 November 1909.
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5. Diplodocus forgotten? St. Petersburg, 1910

Image 55: View of Diplodocus carnegii in the paleontological museum of the 
Academy of the Soviet Union, Neskuchny Palace, Moscow, between 1937 and 
1954 (probably before 1941) 368

By the time Carnegie’s men began to install Diplodocus number eight in
St. Petersburg in the early summer of 1910, no one doubted that the
novelty was wearing off. Holland and Coggeshall’s visit had by now taken
them to Europe for three out of the last four consecutive summers, and
Holland now even wrote to Carnegie about his reluctance to undertake
another trip.369 And if the reception at Bologna had been underwhelm-
ing, in St. Petersburg they found pretty much no reception at all – and
certainly no Tsar.

368. Source: Michael P. Taylor (2014). “The Case of the Bandy-Legged Diplodocus.”
accessed 2 March, 2014, http://svpow.com/2014/03/01/the-case-of-the-
bandy-legged-diplodocus/.

369. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 30 April 1910. CMNH: Holland
Letterbooks.
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As in the case of Austria, the exact timeline of the Russian request is
difficult to ascertain, as is the question who took the initiative in arrang-
ing for the donation. In a letter to the Russian ambassador dated March
1909, Holland hints that the Russian Grand Duke Vladimir Alexan-
drovich requested the copy from Carnegie during a meeting in Paris,
following the tumultuous presentation of the third cast.370 This was
enough of a cue for Carnegie to instruct Holland to write to the Russians
offering his sixth Diplodocus in Europe to be placed inside the Imperial
Museum in St. Petersburg. But there is some indication that the deal had
been rounded off some time before and rather than opening discussions,
Holland’s letter served as a formal confirmation of Carnegie’s intention.
To begin with, Holland’s people had been preparing the cast for St. Peters-
burg for at least three and a half months before this date.371 Whether
Holland’s tête-a-tête with Grand Duke Vladimir had actually taken place
would also be hard to ascertain for Rosen, since the Grand Duke had died
a fortnight earlier, on February 17. However, Rosen can hardly have been
impressed by Holland’s suggestion of cosy familiarity with the Tsar’s
imperious great-uncle.

The Imperial Museum which Holland suggested as the destination for
the cast was a continuation of the cabinet of curiosities founded by Peter
the Great in 1716. Such cabinets were a fairly common phenomenon
throughout Western Europe but not in Russia; and for a tsar that strove
to inspire his realm with the latest in western ideas, the creation of a
cabinet was one medium through which western European culture could
be introduced in his realm. By the late eighteenth century, Peter’s cabinet
had morphed into the Imperial Museum; and like most of its kind, it had
become allied with such “official” academe as existed at the time – most
notably Russia’s Imperial Academy of Sciences. After 1800, the institute

370. Holland to Baron Roman Romanovich von Rosen, 6 February 1909. CMNH, HL.
A reference to Tsar Alexander II’s third son, Vladimir Alexandrovich
(1847-1909). As the tsar’s great-uncle and the senior Grand Duke of the house of
Romanov, Vladimir was a figure of some influence during Nicholas II’s reign,
although his warm relations to the tsar diminished after he was held
responsible for the escalation of civil protests in 1905. Being in Paris was hardly
exceptional for the Grand Duke since he spent more time there than he did in St.
Petersburg.

371. See page 357.
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began to make a name for itself in both the scientific and public spheres;
most notably when the full-size skeleton of the ‘Adams mammoth’, taken
from a once-frozen cadaver in Siberia, was displayed there in 1808 after
having been found in 1799.372 This mammoth caused a sensation, be-
cause of its size, but also because it came accompanied with sections of
skin and hair. It was this aspect that made the animal so much more
‘alive’ to audiences. In the words of arguably the greatest zoologist of the
day, Baron Georges Cuvier, there “was nothing quite like it”.373

There continued to be little like it for nearly a century until, in 1900, a
second animal was uncovered. Embedded in a piece of ice on the shores
of the Beresovka river, this mammoth turned out to be even more com-
plete than the earlier one. Moreover, the discoverers had it photographed;
these images of a hunching mammoth embedded in ice quickly traveled
across the world, offering a glimpse of what such primeval creatures had
looked like. This time, two reconstructions were erected: one of the
skeleton, and another one of the living animal – partly made up of its
original hide, and part reconstruction of the sections that had rotted
away before its discovery, such as the trunk. It was these reconstructions
that were visited by the Russian emperor Nicholas II and his wife in
1902. However, the preparation apparently left something to be desired:
the overwhelming aroma of rotting flesh forced the Tsarina to complete
the tour well-handkerchiefed.374

At the beginning of the twentieth century, organized science was still a
very marginal and predominantly urban affair in the Empire of all the
Russias. Illiteracy rates were the highest in Europe at around seventy
percent, and although Alexander Stolypin’s government had certainly
made some progress in tackling primary education, the number of stu-

372. Allen A Debus, and Diane E Debus (2002). Dinosaur Memories. Dino-trekking for
Beasts of Thunder, Fantastic Saurians, ‘Paleo-People’, ‘Dinosaurabilia’ and other
‘Prehistoria’ (Kindle Edition) (Lincoln, NE: iUniverse), Loc. 2840.
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Edition), Loc. 3390.
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dents progressing beyond it remained very small.375 Like other courts in
Europe, the Romanov régime supported scientific activity, albeit not
nearly as warmheartedly as their German colleagues.

Overtures had clearly been made in 1908 in addition to the Grand
Duke’s suggestion, and the staff at the Carnegie museum was busy cast-
ing the bones by the end of the year. Although Holland initially planned
to have the St. Petersburg cast set up around the same time as those in
Bologna and Vienna, dealing with the Russians proved to take longer
than he hoped. Although he first approached the Russian ambassador
about practicalities at the same time as he did with his Austrian and
Italian counterparts, it wasn’t before July that he was able to establish
contact with Fedosy Nikolayevich Chernyshev, the director of the St.
Petersburg geological museum.376 On the other hand, Chernyshev
showed none of the reluctance that had oozed from the letters of the
Vienna museum, even if he himself had little affinity with paleontology
outside of its application for geology proper. A career civil servant as
much as a scientist, Chernyshev had spent most of his career being
engaged with various geological assignments for the state, including
expeditions to the Ural mountains and the Russian arctic.377 Chernyshev
was therefore also the right sort of intermediary between the Imperial
Museum and Carnegie’s people. Again, size proved to be an obstacle. As
Chernyshev pointed out in his annual report of 1910, the skeleton was
much too big to fit the geological museum. Instead, he proposed to place
it in the hall of the Imperial Academy compound.378 The Academy’s hall
was more than enough to house the dinosaur, and offered the spectator
enough room to observe it from a distance.

Another problem was that the Austrian and Italian donations had
used up the available five skeletons that had been cast together with the
London Diplodocus, so a new cast needed to be made. By January of 1910,
Holland was able to report to Chernyshev that casting was nearly done.

375. James C. McClelland (1979). Autocrats and Academics. Education, Culture, and
Society in Tsarist Russia (Chicago & London: University of Chicago Press), 50.
Also see chapter VII.3 for comparison with other European nations.

376. “Fedosy” was commonly transliterated into “Theodosius”.
377. Emanuel Kayser (1914), “Theodosius Tschernyschew,” Geologische Rundschau V.
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Three months later, the boxes were shipped to Libau (today’s Liepāja in
Latvia) via Rotterdam, where they arrived on May 5th. The local German-
language newspaper could report a few details about the cargo, but little
about its destination, or the fact that it was a cast.379 This in itself is
testimony to the lack of publicity generated inside Russia. Holland had
written to Chernyshev about the transport, beseeching him to make sure
customs would let the boxes containing the casts pass unopened, since
there was no predicting what they would do to them.380 He need not have
worried; by the middle of the month they were safely in storage in St.
Petersburg.

Holland’s own journey caused him more trouble. Making the trip to
Russia would mean spending part of the third consecutive summer in
Europe, and the fourth trans-Atlantic crossing in six years. To Carnegie,
he confessed to be “really getting tired of ‘the old Dip’”, particularly since
new finds were keeping him occupied. Earlier that Fall, Earl Douglass had
reported the discovery of various sauropods in Utah that were even more
impressive than Diplodocus. Trying to sugarcoat his reluctance to travel,
he provided a jubilant report of the museum’s activities, emphasizing the
museum’s luck in “finding something which is, if anything, a little bit
better than what the other fellow has” – the “other fellow” of course
being Osborn.381 

If Holland had seriously expected to escape this particular chore, he
came out of it disappointed. Carnegie took little time to put his employee
in his place and, in a letter that attempted exude cordiality, made no
mistake in pointing out what was expected of him:

“Dear Enthusiast, just your Luck! You are bound to be the most distin-
guisht [sic] man in your line, and for decorations, well –! […] Of course 
you will go to Russia and set the diplodocus up and of course you will not 
fail to call and report at Skibo on your return.”382

379. Anon. (1910). “Ein amerikanisches Geschenk für Se. Majestät den Kaiser.”
Riga’sche Rundschau, 6 May 1910.

380. Holland to Chernyshev, 23 March and 13 April 1910. CMNH, Holland
Letterbooks.

381. Holland to Carnegie, 30 April 1910. ACOA.
382. Carnegie to Holland, 2 May 1910. ACOA. Carnegie’s capitalizations.
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That Holland had been unable to resist emphasizing how crucial he was
to the operation – and that Coggeshall couldn’t be trusted on his
own – hardly helped his case. What makes this rather indirect request
odd is how he intimated to Chernyshev that he planned to attend ento-
mological and zoological congresses that summer.383 Diplodocus fatigue
or not, Holland might look forward to planning yet another summer
abroad.

From what we know of Holland’s trip to Russia – and he recorded his
experiences extensively in a number of letters to Carnegie – it was a
relaxed experience. Both director and assistant were extensively fêted by
the scientific community in St. Petersburg. However, the otherwise
routine story of the Petersburg Diplodocus is livened up by an oft-related
mishap which took place during the mounting of the cast and was relat-
ed by Holland to Carnegie:

We got the dorsal vertebrae together and had the mass hanging in the air 
[…] over our heads, when a party of distinguished gentlemen, academi-
cians, some of them in government uniforms, invaded the place, led by 
my […] friend, the director of the geological survey of Russia. He proceed-
ed to introduce me. I told him under my breath and a little sternly that 
the moment was now critical, but he did not seem to understand, or take 
the hint. The moujiks who were standing by holding the ropes, forgot their
orders, one of them turned to stare and lost hold of his rope. The mass 
swung a moment and then fell to the floor with a crash shook the build-
ing. I for a moment was dazed. I was 1000 miles from my base of supply 
and the work of a … month apparently hopelessly wrecked. […] Cogge-
shall and I stood there alone except for the personnel of two of the 
preparators of the museum, one a German, the other a Russian. I think I 
said ‘Damn’384

When he re-told the story two years later in his memoir of the journey to
Argentina, To the River Plate and Back, the blame had shifted squarely
onto the workers, while Holland was much more oblique as to the actual
events: 

383. Holland to Chernyshev, 3 January 1910. CDDC.
384. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, July 5, 1910. ACOA.
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I turned at the instant to bow to them, still holding the tall bar of metal 
in my hand, when something happened, I cannot tell what. My belief is 
that one or the other of the laborers, who had been cautioned neither to 
relax his hold, or to give a pull, forgot his instructions on seeing the dis-
tinguished gentlemen enter the room, and unconsciously gave a jerk to 
the guy-rope he was holding, or else let go.385 

Later writers386 have repeated this episode, but there are good reasons to
be somewhat suspicious about the exact turn of events. First of all, Hol-
land and Coggeshall were never more secluded than in St. Petersburg:
information was unlikely to travel very far. As we have seen, Holland
could bend the facts somewhat, like the tail of his Diplodocuses as it were,
if it suited his purposes. And, interestingly, when Arthur Coggeshall
wrote down his own reminiscences of the various Diplodocus exploits in
the mid-1950s and devoted a few lines to the Russian excursion, he made
no mention whatsoever of the ‘accident’ – despite the fact that such an
anecdote would have fitted very well in the overall discursive and light-
hearted tone of his articles. 

In true Cold War spirit, Coggeshall’s article emphasized the image of
Russia as a place where mistrust and oppression ruled, and offers a rather
sentimental description of the Tsar:

Czar Nicholas II was a small man resembling King Edward VII of Eng-
land. He was a very gracious man but a very sad one, for Nicholas was a 
ruler against his will. He, too, felt that “Dippy” deserved recognition, and 
so bestowed decorations on Dr. Holland and me.387

However, neither Coggeshall nor Holland were given an opportunity to
meet the emperor in person; by the time they started the installation
work, he had left for the imperial summer palace at Tsarskoe Selo. In-
stead, Holland was summoned to meet the grand duke Constantine,

385. Holland, To the River Plate and Back. The Narrative of a Scientific Mission to South
America, with Observations upon Things Seen and Suggested, 249-250.

386. E.g., Krishtalka, “Body Double: Duplicating Dinosaurs.”.
387. Coggeshall, “More about “Dippy” and Royalty.”. Coggeshall probably confuses

Edward VII with his son and heir, George V. A full cousin of Nicholas, George
was often mistaken for him and the pair were even said to engage in practical
jokes by impersonating one another.
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Nicolas’ grand-nephew and the president of Russia’s Academy of Sci-
ences, the new owner of the cast. This meeting, and a subsequent one
with the Russian minister for foreign affairs, Alexander Isvolsky, consist-
ed mainly of exchanging diplomatic pleasantries, with the grand duke
probing for suggestions for a suitable quid pro quo (Holland suggested an
autographed painting of the Tsar). And, almost routine by now, both
Americans were offered Russian distinctions to add to their collection. In
its entirety, most of Holland’s letter of July 5 – with its extensive anec-
dotes and the effusive mention of possible tokens of appreciation for
Carnegie – reads like a prelude to its last paragraph, in which he informs
Carnegie of the need to attend the first International Entomological
Congress in Brussels and become one of its vice-presidents. Not for his
own pleasure, of course:

I do not wish to stay so long, but it almost appears to me to be a duty to 
our own institution and to the entomologists of America to accept the 
burden.388

Having arranged the 'tiresome' dinosaur, Holland could now devote
himself to the one subject that really gripped him, entomology. The
remainder of his time in St. Petersburg was spent in the company of
various members of its academic establishment, just as had happened on
previous occasions. He did not forget to mention a visit to the Pulkovo
observatory, where he spoke with the astronomers Aristarkh Belopolsky
and Oskar Backlund. 

Nicholas duly had the requested autographed portrait sent to Pitts-
burgh. But despite the archduke’s assurances to the contrary, it does not
seem as though the tsar was too concerned with Carnegie’s gift. But
Diplodocus would not remain imperial property for long. For it, and the
museum it was housed in, the Revolution of October/November 1917 set
in a series of seemingly random changes of names, locations and affilia-
tions. At the occasion of the bicentennial of the Academy in 1925, a
separation was made between the geological and paleontological collec-
tions. The academy's collections, along with St. Petersburg’s Diplodocus,
would be relocated to Moscow in 1934.389 It became accessible to the

388. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, July 5, 1910. ACOA.
389. Dr. Valeri Shishkin, pers.comm. See also Antonella Cinzia Marra, and Evgenij
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public again in 1937, when the paleontology department of the Academy
opened a new museum in the Neskuchny Palace (the gardens of which
later became the present-day Gorki Park), an eighteenth-century building
eminently unsuited for the purpose. The timing for the opening of the
museum had much to do with the XVIIth International Geological Con-
gress, which was held in Moscow in that year and offered a good opportu-
nity to showcase the scientific and organizational achievements of the
Soviet state. The Museum of Mineralogy, which had also been moved
from Petrograd to Moscow, re-opened its doors at the same time and for
the same reason.390 

But the Diplodocus that could be seen in Moscow was not entirely the
same animal that had left Leningrad. The redesign that Russian sci-
entists decided upon when they remounted the animal in the capital of
the USSR was remarkable, although for lack of documentation it remains
unclear what motivated it.391 From the single photograph known to exist
it appears that Abel’s monograph from 1910 was used as the template for
this effort. Although the photograph is not entirely clear, at least one of
the claws in the hand was removed, and the outward position of the
elbows is likewise something that Abel advocated – although perhaps not
to such an extreme degree.392

Maschenko (1997), “Paleontologia: Reportage da Mosca. Il Museo Paleontologico
di Mosca,” Helios. Periodico Bimestrale die Scienza, Cultura e Societá II, no. 1.

390. Michail A. Shishkin, pers.comm. In the late 1920s, all science-related state
collections had come under the purview of Narkompros, the commissariat for
culture, and were therefore likely to be used for agitation and propaganda
purposes. See James T. Andrews (2003). Science for the Masses: The Bolshevik
State, Public Science, and the Popular Imagination in Soviet Russia, 1917-1934
(Houston: Texas A&M University Press), 58-60.

391. For a photograph of the re-mount, see the introductory illustration of this
chapter on page 375. Given the proclivity of the régime to politicize every aspect
of society, including science, it is of course possible that the re-mount was
carried out in order shed the cast’s capitalist roots. In any case, Soviet scientists
would not have found themselves bound by tradition if that tradition was tied
to class enemies and political opponents. This is certainly not a given, however:
Soviet and American scientists were also know to co-operate on a number of
occasions. See Manias, “Building Baluchitherium and Indricotherium: Imperial
and International Networks in Early-Twentieth Century Paleontology.”. 

392. See Abel, “Die Rekonstruktion des Diplodocus.”, particularly the section on the
front legs on pp. 22-47.
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When German forces approached the city in 1941, the cast was again
dismantled to be taken away, with the rest of the natural history collec-
tions, to the safety of Alma-Ata, in Kazahstan.393 It would remain there
until 1944, but the museum had to be closed for the public anyway in
1954 because of an acute shortness of space and resources. The problem
was caused and continually compounded by a new influx of material as
result of a string of successful expeditions. It was a problem much like
the one faced by the Berlin Museum für Naturkunde after the Tendaguru
expeditions. But while this had been a (considerable) problem in Berlin,
in Moscow it quickly became catastrophic. 

No real solution for the museum’s fossil collection was to be proposed
until 1965, when two million rubles were allotted to building a new
museum compound especially for the paleontological collections of the
USSR. As so often, however, the necessities of bureaucracy got in the way;
and although building began in 1972, various setbacks meant that the
new Yuri Orlov Museum of Paleontology would not open until 1987.394

The cast was subjected to a second re-mount when it opened in the Orlov
building. Its entire dinosaur exhibit still exudes a clear middle-of-
the-20th-century feel, with theropods happily dragging their tails be-
hind them and illustrations depicting an array of semi-aquatic
sauropods. Today, the St. Petersburg Diplodocus is the only of Carnegie’s
casts that exists in a different building – and even city – from where it
was originally erected. Of all of Carnegie’s donations, the St. Petersburg
Diplodocus probably made the least impression. By the time it was placed
in 1910, of course, it must have seemed to many that Carnegie was mass
producing the things; it is therefore hardly surprising that interest had
started to wane in Europe and the United States – and sometimes turned
to ridicule. But in Russia itself the donation also went almost unnoticed.
The lack of an illustrated press in Russia, and the emphasis on political

393. I.V. Bodylevskaya (2007), “The Paleontological Institute during World War II:
Academician A.A. Borissiak and the Moscow Group,” Paleontological Journal 41,
no. 2.

394. Cinzia Marra, and Maschenko, “Paleontologia: Reportage da Mosca. Il Museo
Paleontologico di Mosca.”. Yuri Orlov (1893-1966) was a mammal
paleontologist who initiated the construction of the new museum. 
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matters in the daily newspapers, made it unsuitable as the subject for the
available press channels.

And whether Holland’s ‘mishap’ was entirely true or not, the cast led a
difficult life from the start. Perhaps ideologically tainted because of its
relations to one of the world’s most prominent capitalists and the USSR’s
Cold War adversary, and uncared for through a lack of expertise on
dinosaurs in the country, it remained unloved after the Revolution.
Absconded to Moscow, then archived, it was finally, to all intents and
purposes, forgotten.
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6. The River Plate and Madrid

Image 56: Setting up the Argentine Diplodocus, 1912. Source: Otero, 
Alejandro, and Zulma Gasparini (2014). “The History of the Cast Skeleton of 
Diplodocus carnegii Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina.” 
Annals of Carnegie Museum 82, no. 3 : 291–304.

Of all the visits Holland undertook, his visit to Argentina is somewhat
exceptional in this story because the most extensive description we have
is a published one from Holland himself. Published a year after, To the
River Plate and Back describes Holland’s travels in detail.395 What is con-
spicuous about that book is how little it mentions Diplodocus, his main

395. Holland, To the River Plate and Back. The Narrative of a Scientific Mission to South
America, with Observations upon Things Seen and Suggested. Much of this chapter
is based on a number of extensive descriptions of the Diplodocus placements in
Argentina and Spain: Irina Podgorny, and Tobias Plöger (1999), “El largo viaje al
Plata del Diplodocus carnegii,” Ciencia Hoy. Revista de Revista de Divulgación
Científica y Tecnológica de la Asociación Ciencia Hoy 9, no. 51; Alejandro Otero,
and Zulma Gasparini (2014), “The History of the Cast Skeleton of Diplodocus
carnegii Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina,” Annals of Carnegie
Museum 82, no. 3; Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus
carnegii del MNCN: primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”. I
want to thank Adán Perez-Garcia for further comments.
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reason for going to Argentina in the first place, at all. That may be due to
the overwhelming experience of the travel, but it also says something
about how uninteresting the Diplodocus-building part had become.
Holland’s book gave the Argentinean expedition, if one may call it that, a
luster in hindsight that it totally lacked at the time.

Podgorny and Plöger emphasize the remarkable character of Carnegie’s
donation to La Plata, since his efforts had been aimed at Europe until that
time. But as we have seen, that was not really the case since definite
overtures had been made towards the Brazilians. More importantly,
Carnegie was mainly interested in acting with people of power and
influence. And in 1911, Argentina was looking as though it could well
become the most important state in the southern hemisphere, and even
rival the power of some of Europe’s nations. Frequently called its “golden
age”, the forty years before the First World War saw an unparalleled
growth in economy, population and infrastructure, and consequently in
political stature.396 Moreover, the country had experienced a considerable
political stabilization in recent decades, one that seemed to move it
gradually towards a greater degree of democracy and a less belligerent
attitude towards its traditional rivals – including Brazil. All these factors
had turned it into an attractive target for Carnegie’s philanthropy.

In early 1911, Charles Sherrill, the U.S. ambassador to the Republic of
Argentina, inquired whether Carnegie would be willing to donate a cast
of his dinosaur to the museum of La Plata.397 Typically, Sherill’s main
reason appears to have been Carnegie’s supposed interest in the better-
ment of American-Latin American relations, rather than anything intrin-
sically related to the cast itself. Otero and Gasperini claim that the re-
quest was denied because it was not submitted by the head of state, but
Carnegie’s reply merely reminded Sherill of the established practice and
to speak of a “denial” is probably too strong.398 As in the case of Italy,
there was no inherent problem in minor figures negotiating the dona-

396. Daniel K. Lewis (2001). The History of Argentina (Westport: Greenwood Press),
55-71.

397. Charles H. Sherill to Andrew Carnegie, 16 March 1911. ACOA. 
398. Otero, and Gasparini, “The History of the Cast Skeleton of Diplodocus carnegii

Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina.”, 294. Also see Andrew
Carnegie to Charles H. Sherill, 21 March 1911. ACOA.
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tion. But the important thing remained that the Argentine president be
seen in public to request a copy and so further cement Carnegie’s philan-
thropic image and communicate his close relations to heads of state. It
was certainly interpreted as such by Sherill, who immediately set to work
arranging for an official request whilst simultaneously attempting to
convince Carnegie how the Argentine republic could be a force for peace
in the region.399 

It would take until November of that year for the president, Roque
Sáenz Peña Lahitte, to get around to requesting a donation. Before being
elected president in 1910, Peña had served as the Argentine ambassador
to Italy, where he had witnessed the installation of the Italian Diplodocus
in Bologna. Not that Peña had really needed to wage much of a campaign:
due to the backing of the incumbent president, Figueroa Acorta, and the
reputation of his father (who had also been president during the 1890s)
he enjoyed a comfortable victory.400 Something of a radical in his earlier
years, he had developed into a conservative by the time he took up the
presidency. Peña’s most lasting legacy consisted of an electoral reform
that made elections secret and compulsory for male citizens, and ironi-
cally contributed to the end of the country’s political domination by his
own class.

The real mover behind the request, as Sherrill already suggested, had
been Samuel Lafone-Quevedo, the director of the Natural History Muse-
um of La Plata, and the successor to its founder, Francisco Pascasio
Moreno.401 Moreno so much personified the museum that it was referred
to as the “Museo Moreno”. La Plata had been founded in 1882 to serve as
the administrative capital of the province of Buenos Aires, and set up in
rigidly symmetrical and monumental fashion. The purpose-built muse-

399. Charles H. Sherill to Andrew Carnegie, 23 and (particularly) 24 March 1911.
ACOA.

400. Felipe Pigna (2006). “Roque Sáenz Peña, un conservador de Ley,” in Mitos de La
Historia Argentina 1 (Buenos Aires: Planeta). 

401. For biographical information on Moreno, see Alex Levine, and Adriana Novoa
(2012). ¡Darwinistas! The Construction of Evolutionary Thought in Nineteenth
Century Argentina (Leiden & Boston: Brill), 113-116; Adriana Novoa, and Alex
Levine (2010). From Man to Ape. Darwinism in Argentina, 1870-1920 (Chicago &
London: University of Chicago Press); Andermann, The Optic of the State:
Visuality and Power in Argentina and Brazil.
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um likewise was housed in an impressive neo-classical building. When it
opened in 1888, it offered its visitors a view of evolutionary history, and
of national nature even if the number of objects was not that impres-
sive.402 The opening coincided with the emergence of a new generation of
Argentinean naturalists such as Moreno himself and the brothers Flo-
rentino and Carlos Ameghino, who were instrumental in introducing
Darwinism to Argentina and creating a unique school of anthropology
and paleontology. Particularly Patagonia, where Moreno had worked at
various occasions, proved to be a treasure trove for naturalists and yield-
ed many specimens that were unknown elsewhere. He continually
sought to extend the museum’s collections, both through purchases and
exchanges, but financial shortages continued to frustrate these efforts
and in 1906 he stepped down in protest against the museum’s incorpora-
tion into the University of La Plata. He remained active as a resident
caretaker, which did not always make things easier for his successor,
Lafone-Quevedo. In 1909, an attempt to have Hagenbeck’s animal sculp-
tor Joseph Pallenberg create a “prehistoric garden” akin to that in Stellin-
gen again failed for want of money.403 But since it seemed as if Andrew
Carnegie still possessed an inexhaustable supply of plaster dinosaurs,
and free ones at that, Lafone-Quevedo persuaded the American ambas-
sador to act on his behalf.

Having received the desired presidential request, Carnegie suggested
to do far more than send a cast, and suggested to Holland that as the
museum now possessed “two diplodoci” (one being the Brontosaurus
found in 1909) he might as well send the original one. The director,
usually so pliable towards his employer, was shocked and wasted no
time:

It would be just as wise to send the original Diplodocus which we have 
here to some out-of-the-way museum as it would be for King Edward to 
donate the Kohinoor from the crown jewels to a museum. No Sirree! The 
one only and original Diplodocus stays in Pittsburgh. The casts, which 
only cost a few thousands of dollars to make and set up, you may distrib-
ute as freely as you please to crowned heads and Presidents, but if you at-

402. Andermann, The Optic of the State: Visuality and Power in Argentina and Brazil,
70; Podgorny, and Plöger, “El largo viaje al Plata del Diplodocus carnegii.”.

403. Mückler, Josef Pallenberg, 1882-1946. Sein Leben, seine Kunst, seine Tiere, 13.
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tempt to take his glorious old “Nibs” away from us here we are going to 
fight. Banish such thoughts from your mind.404

Carnegie did, and Holland quickly followed up this uncomfortable
episode with a plan to supply La Plata with its cast. New casts needed to
be made, but the amount of available manpower to prepare the plaster
bones and the necessary iron framework was now limited to Coggeshall
and one other worker; Holland estimated that around six months would
be needed at minimum.405

Simultaneously, he set to work rustling up publicity and by December
16, the first reports about the Argentine cast appeared in the press, but
attention for the donation remained limited to the Carnegie’s home turf
in Pittsburgh.406 But it did not help that aside from the repetitiveness of
the donations, Diplodocus itself had begun to fade in the light of, for
instance, the German discoveries in Tendaguru, which in this period
began to get noticed in earnest. Now that Diplodocus had for many people
become the yardstick by which dinosaurian hugeness was measured, the
continual comparison of its dimensions to even bigger beasts only
emphasized that it wasn’t the largest, or longest, any more. As the San
Francisco Call put it: “Andy’s Diplodocus Looks Like Pygmy”407. But not
only the Germans worked towards Diplodocus’s detriment; so did the
Carnegie Museum itself when, concurrently with the news of the Argen-
tine donation, it announced the discovery of an even bigger skeleton of
Brontosaurus in Utah.408 Even if the reports exaggerated the size of the
new discovery, it only worked to diminish the older dinosaur’s luster. 

404. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 22 November 1911. CDDC. Holland’s
emphasis.

405. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 25 November 1911 (hand-written).
CDDC.

406. For a change, the museum’s press release survives. It mentions Carnegie sitting
next to a Saenz Peña at the Pan-American Conference in Washington in 1889,
but it is possible he confused père with fils. Anonymous press release by the
Carnegie Museum, 15 December 1889. CMNH, Big Bone Room, Box FF13.

407. Anon., “Andy’s Diplodocus Looks like Pygmy. German East Africa Yields Curious
Saurians which Are two Feet Longer.”.

408. Anon. (1911). “Diplodocus is Overtowered by Huge Dinosaur. Repica of the
Former is Being Prepared to Send to Argentine.” Pittsburgh Daily Post, 16
December 1911.
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Around this time, Carnegie and Holland decided on a second donation,
this time to the natural history museum in Madrid. The Spanish king,
Alfonso XIII, visited the natural history museum in South Kensington in
1905, shortly after the first cast had been presented to the British Muse-
um, and showed himself impressed.409 This took place at a time in which
relations between the United States and Spain were still strained as a
consequence of the American-Spanish war of 1898, which had cost Spain
virtually all of its remaining colonies. Still active as a businessman at the
time, Carnegie remained untypically nonchalant about the war, which he
thought would be over within a very short time. In fact, he seems to have
thought that the Spanish government would never be stupid enough to
let it come to open hostilities.410 But if they were, the tragedy for the
pacifist Carnegie would at least be partly offset by the profits that the
industrialist might gain as the navy required steel for armor and ammu-
nition. Once the war had gotten under way, he showed himself no more
pro-Spanish than any of his countrymen. But the American tendency to
annex formerly Spanish territories, including the Philippines and Puerto
Rico, was not something Carnegie approved of, and he signed a letter of
protest against the American annexation of Cuba shortly after the war.411

This was not only based on moral arguments, though; he calculated the
costs of imperialism as greatly outweighing the benefits.412 Although no
one, and Carnegie least of all, rated Spain very highly when it came to
international power politics, American-Spanish relations obviously
needed some mending. 

When members of the Royal Spanish Society of Natural History visited
a conference on seismology in Manchester in July of 1911, they chose to
return via London and Paris. In both cities, they visited the Carnegie
replicas of Diplodocus and reported about them to the Society.413 Shortly

409. Anon., “King of Spain.”.
410. Nasaw, Andrew Carnegie; Krass, Carnegie, 353-358. Krass does not seem to agree

entirely with Nasaw about Carnegie's expectations of the war.
411. Michael Golay (2009). Spanish-American War (New York: Infobase Publishing),
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afterwards, on October 28, the director of the Madrid museum, Ignacio
Bolivár y Urrutia, wrote to the Marquis of Alhumas in order to persuade
the monarch to make two requests for fossil casts on his museum’s
behalf. The first was meant for Dollo’s natural history museum in Brus-
sels, from which Bolivár hoped to acquire a plaster Iguanodon. An earlier
request from 1904 for an Iguanodon had been turned down because the
Belgians felt unable to bear the (considerable) cost but the museum’s
director, Edouard Dupont, suggested that the Spanish try again in a few
years. The second request was for one of Carnegie’s Diplodocus. 

The Marquis, a minister of state and former prime minister, used the
diplomatic apparatus to probe the chances of the donations being award-
ed. Soon, a negative reply arrived from Brussels. Despite Bolivár’s assur-
ances that his museum would pay for the cast, the circumstances were
not favorable to honoring the request. The Brussels museum had recently
moved to new premises, and it lacked the necessary staff. Besides, even if
they got around to making casts, the Madrilenes were only fourth in
line.414 In the U.S., meanwhile, things were looking much better. On
January 8, 1912, the Marquis wrote to the Spanish ambassador, ordering
him to request a Diplodocus on behalf of King Alfonso XIII. Carnegie’s
positive answer did not take long to arrive: casts were already being
prepared and would take up to eight months to complete. Since Holland
was preparing to leave for Argentina, however, he made clear that the
Carnegie Museum would need at least until the end of the year to com-
plete everything. 

As he had done with Berlin and Paris, Holland corresponded concur-
rently with Lafone-Quevedo and Bolivár. After all, there was nothing new
here: the rods needed casting, he had to inquire about the size of the halls
the skeletons were placed in, whether the tail could be laid out straight or
needed a curve and who should make the base, and transport needed to
be arranged. Somewhat tired, Holland let Carnegie know that he “obeyed
orders”, but with obvious trepidation added that:

If you are going to continue this thing, whether we had not better, while 
the molds are set up, go on pouring. I fear, if we do not, I shall get an order

414. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 136.
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a year or two from now to provide a Diplodocus to present to the Republic 
of China, or to the Emperor of Japan, to be located in Shiba Park, Tokyo. I 
begin to realize that the old “Dip” has been so popularized that I perhaps 
had better, while I am at it, save time and money by casting enough of 
him to do for several years. I thought we were through with the job when 
we went to St. Petersburg. I realize my mistake, but I am going to be gov-
erned by your decision in the premises. […] It is no light undertaking.415

Carnegie and Holland eventually decided that another four casts should
get them by for the time being.416 In any case, after ten casts the molds
were now so worn that making further casts would be difficult. By July,
the Argentinean cast was ready for shipment, and it arrived at the La
Plata museum in August. Dreading the journey to Argentina – after all,
he’d spent time overseas nearly every year since 1904 – Holland attempt-
ed to convince someone else to take his place, but no one proved to be
particularly forthcoming. Once again he decided to go himself, despite
“naturally shrinking [from a long journey] at my time of life” or at least
claiming as much to his employer.417 In the introduction To the River Plate
and Back, he confirmed how he felt plagued by poor health and low
spirits, and overworked.418

Rather, the journey worked to restore both him and Coggeshall.419 The
thirty-day cruise to Argentina took far longer than the average week-long
crossing of the Atlantic, and left them more than enough time to devote
to all sorts of other pursuits. Judging from To the River Plate, Diplodocus
was hardly ever on Holland’s mind, and he devoted very few words to it.
Instead, he observed airborne spider webs at sea, painted, and engaged in
conversation. When they arrived La Plata in September, there was more
than enough time to devote to social occasions, to go on expeditions, and
consort with fellow zoologists. Constructing the dinosaur itself present-
ed no meaningful challenges. Of course, the reception of a 28-meter

415. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 3 February 1912. ACOA.
416. See William J. Holland to James Bertram, 12 May 1913. ACOA; William J. Holland

to Andrew Carnegie, 12 May 1913. CMNH, Holland Letterbooks.
417. William J. Holland to Andrew Carnegie, 14 August 1912. ACOA.
418. Holland, To the River Plate and Back. The Narrative of a Scientific Mission to South

America, with Observations upon Things Seen and Suggested, 14-15.
419. Coggeshall, “More about “Dippy” and Royalty.”.
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object caused some discussion, mainly about the direction of the skeleton
and the position of the tail. In the end, it was decided to “point” the
dinosaur towards rather than away from the main hall of the building,
and to introduce a Parisian-style curl of the tail. By mid-October, the
project had been finished. Unfortunately, the president was unable to
conduct an official opening, because any departure from Buenos Aires
involved a formal handing over of authority to the vice president.420

Instead, the Americans were invited to an audience with the Saenz Peña
on October 15. At both occasions, obviously, Carnegie was extensively
thanked for his generosity. Having so dispensed with their duties, no one
seems to have been in any particular hurry to get home. 

The lack of an unveiling also meant that hardly anyone paid much
notice to the whole affair, both in Argentina and abroad. Even around La
Plata, no one appears to have talked much to the press. Consequently, the
satirical magazine Caras y Caretas (“Faces and Masks”) was the only
publication to devote any attention to the gift.421 Some of that is probably
due to Holland’s lack of relations with Argentinean newspapers, but the
main reason why he remained inaccessible to the press was the extensive
social schedule both he and Coggeshall were subjected to. The highlight
of that schedule took place on October 24 in La Plata’s Jockey Club.422 At a
dinner that included such delicacies as Canapé Multimillionaire and
Grance pièce Diplodocus à la Holland, the politician and historian Joaquín
Víctor González toasted the museum’s new showpiece, elaborating on the
relation between the virtues of scientific internationalism as symbolized
by the “Diplodocus Carnegie or Pacificus”, and the possibilities of a peace-
ful coexistence between (American) peoples: 

Science alone can make [peace] stable and permanent, because it alone is 
able to create a perfect harmony of all men: it makes us know each other, 
and makes us understand how and why we are all the same.423

420. Coggeshall, “More about “Dippy” and Royalty.”, 314-315.
421. W. Paunero Usher (1912), “El Diplodocus Carnegii en el Museo de La Plata,” Caras

y caretas. El golpe de gracia .
422. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,

203-204.Otero, and Gasparini, “The History of the Cast Skeleton of Diplodocus
carnegii Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina.”.

423. Podgorny, and Plöger, “El largo viaje al Plata del Diplodocus carnegii.”.
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Had Carnegie been there, he would have been delighted. 
In retrospect, the donation of the La Plata Diplodocus looks like a much

more important event than it seemed to be at the time. Holland’s book,
which appeared in the next year and was well-reviewed, retroactively
gave it more prominence than it perhaps deserved. One problem was the
virtual absence of any publicity; another that Argentina was hardly
bereft of fossils of its own. None might be able to match the American
sauropod in size – for the time being at least – but with a unique fossil
fauna consisting of creatures such as Glyptodonts and Megatheriums the
country had nothing to feel ashamed about, in contrast to many Euro-
pean countries in which the likes of Diplodocus looked far more out-
landish. On the contrary, Patagonia had always been an area of great
interest to zoologists and paleontologists worldwide, including John Bell
Hatcher, Diplodocus’s descriptor. The impression remains that Carnegie’s
cast was primarily attractive to the La Plata museum because it came for
free.

 Image 57: Diplodocus mounted in Madrid briefly before unveiling. Source: 
Pérez-Garcia, Adán, and B. Sánchez Chillón. “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii 
del MNCN: primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.” Revista 
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Española de Paleontologiá 24 (2009): 133–48.

The Madrid cast might not have come (entirely) for free, and attention for
it inside the Spanish nation was arguably more sincere and certainly
more widespread than it had been in any country since France. Yet news
about it remained almost exclusively restricted to Spain itself and never
really reached the outside world, which probably says something about
Spain’s international outlook.424 

The Spain of 1911 was a country still smarting from El Desastre, the
loss of the Spanish-American war (or the Cuban War as it was known
inside Spain) and, by consequence, the Spanish colonial empire.425 That
conflict had also had serious internal repercussions: the severity of the
loss against the United States had dealt a heavy blow to the authority of
the Restoration System, the revived monarchy that had been installed in
1874 after years of republican turmoil. While the Bourbon dynasty still
nominally ruled Spain, it was tolerated rather than loved by the dom-
inant political forces. The past century had been turbulent, with the
deposition, attempted murder, and re-installation of various monarchs.
The present ruler, Alfonso XIII, had himself been the subject of an assas-
sination attempt at his wedding in 1906.

Despite serious political setbacks and staggering endemic corruption,
the 1890s were times of technological innovation and economic pros-
perity, although they remained largely reduced to the capital, Madrid and
a few large cities such as Barcelona and Sevillesd. In the countryside,
nothing much had changed since the times of Ferdinand and Isabella:
subsistence farming was still widespread, life expectancy around 40
years, and literacy percentages in the 30s.426 But in Madrid, electric trams,

424. What does not help is that most of the archive material surrounding the
Spanish donation at the CMNH appears to have been lost. Consequently, some of
the circumstances surrounding it are somewhat hazy.

425. For the history of Spain around 1900, see Simon Barton (2009). A History of
Spain. 2nd Edition (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan); Eric Storm (1999). Het
perspectief van de vooruitgang. Denken over politiek in het Spaanse Fin de Siècle
(Baarn: Agora).

426. For a sketch of the condition of Spain in the early 20th century, see Antony
Beevor (2012). The Battle for Spain: The Spanish Civil War 1936-1939 (London:
Hachette UK).
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cable carts, electric lighting and the telephone all saw their introduc-
tion.427 Unprecedented urban redevelopment was initiated, including the
renovation of old quarters and the Haussmann-like layout of wide
Avenidas. As part of this renovation, the Museo Nacional de Ciencias
Naturales (National Museum of Natural Sciences) moved into new quar-
ters in 1907. The situation was not ideal, however: the museum had to
share the building with the School of Industrial Engineers, a costume
museum, and the Civil Guard, which used part of the premises as
barracks.428 

Despite his difficult political position, as a consequence of his role in
modernizing his country the King became associated with concepts of
progress, rationalization, and science. The idea of a modern Spain had
suffered greatly after particularly the Spanish navy had shown itself
unable to keep up with its western foe during the war.429 This created the
feeling that a much stronger scientific stimulus towards both applied
and “pure” science was needed to pull the country out of its agrarian
backwardness and towards greater technological parity with its peers. To
take any action remained difficult due to the country’s precarious situa-
tion. A gift horse, and one that conjured up the desired scientific conno-
tations, would be most welcome.

For all these reasons, it was seen as no great step for the King to ap-
proach Carnegie for a copy of Diplodocus. As we saw, the state acted with
a pro-active attitude; one that earned it Bolivár’s praise. But the director
had other reasons to remain friendly with the powers that be. Like his
colleagues in Berlin, Paris, and Vienna, had attempted to do, Bolivár tried
to utilize the donation to the advantage of his museum. Unlike them,
however, he succeeded, which again gives us some indication of the
regime’s commitment to scientific institutions. On July 7 and again on
the 28th, Bolivár suggested that the Gran Salon of the School of Industrial
Engineering would make a suitable location for the great dinosaur, albeit

427. Jules Stewart (2012). Madrid: The History (London & New York: IB Tauris),
139-140. 

428. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”.

429. Storm, Het perspectief van de vooruitgang. Denken over politiek in het Spaanse Fin
de Siècle, 23-27.
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couched in words of gratitude for his Majesty’s favor.430 In practice, this
meant the permanent annexation of a sizable part of the school by the
museum. Of course, the director emphasized how this would all benefit
the splendor surrounding the King’s gift. A rather gratuitous argument
perhaps, but one for which Alfonso showed himself to be sensitive: on
August 12, he allocated the money for the purchase of the Salon by the
museum.431 Some – predictable – animosity between the institutions
ensued, also because the school’s entrance had to be used to get to the hall
and therefore also became shared museum property. The school would
continue to sabotage access, and visitors were even subjected to harass-
ment by students. The issue was solved only in 1914, when the hall
received its own entrance.432

About a month later, the cast, which had been ready for some time,
was shipped to Spain. Holland had been in contact with Bolivár regarding
the usual things: placement details, curl or not, the building of the base,
and other details. Carnegie would as usual take care of transport by sea,
and it was left to the Spanish to arrange the rail transport of the thirty-
six cases from Barcelona to Madrid. As the King’s clout did not extend far
enough to arrange for free railway transport, the museum was charged
for having the load delivered in Madrid. 

Contrary to Argentina, the Spanish press virtually exploded once it
became known that Madrid was to receive its Diplodocus. In Spain, a
country that had always oriented itself culturally much more on France
than on the English-speaking world, the publicity of the Paris donation
had not gone by unnoticed.433 Also, while the press (American and Span-
ish) had reported the donation as early as February 1912, Spanish
newspapers only seem to have gotten really aware of the event much
later. The first in-depth reports started in November of the next year,

430. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 136.

431. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 136.

432. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 142.

433. Significantly, Cadenas (Jose Juan Cadenas (1912), “ABC en Paris. Soberanos de
incognito,” ABC. Editado por la empresa periodistica, ‘Prensa Española’ ) casually
mentions Diplodocus as one of Paris’s landmarks.
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which made the run-up to the actual unveiling much shorter than it had
been in comparable cases, and created larger anticipation. While the
dinosaur’s popular impact might not have been quite as extensive as it
was in Paris, it certainly topped anything Holland and Coggeshall had
experienced during their last three Diplodocus-related trips. Newspapers
and illustrated magazines presented extensive exposés to their readers
about the animal’s discovery, its zoological background and even, in some
cases, referred to the dispute about its stance.434 Most articles focused on
Carnegie’s generosity without mentioning the recent war too much. 

The animal was even exploited as a commercial vehicle, among others
to sell chocolate, in a strange parallel with Bölsche’s German booklets for
Theodor Reichhardt’s Kakao-Compagnie:

I have just read it, and I’m still reeling
that the Museum of Natural History

will bring the colossal bones
of a lizard called “Dioplodoco” [sic]

It weights three tons, which is not a little
And thirty meters in length, it’s insane

It comes from diluvial times
And once frightened, they say, it frightens the “coco”435

Holland and Coggeshall, who arrived in Madrid on November 11, 1913,
soon got their taste of the interest in their project. The contrast with La
Plata could not be greater: there, they had been housed in a disused
observatory; here, the guests of honor were placed at the Ritz. But the
Spanish experience also turned out to be somewhat less relaxing than

434. E.g., Angel Cabrera (1913), “El diplódoco y su esqueleto,” Alrededor del mundo ;
Anon. (1913). “El «Diplodocus carnegiei».” Diario Oficial de Avisos de Madrid, July
16 1913; Anon. (1913). “El «Diplodocus carnegiei».” El Globo, 20 July 1913;
Anon. (1913). “En el Instituto Internacional: Una conferencia interessante.” El
Globo, 29 November 1913; Anon. (1913). “Para el Museo de Historia Natural.
Reproduccion del Diplodocus (animal antediluviano) regalada a S.M. El Rey por
el multimillonario Yanqui Andres Carnegie.” ABC. Editado por la empresa
periodistica, ‘Prensa Española’, 21 November 1913. 

435. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 137. My translation.
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that in La Plata. As Coggeshall later explained, “after arriving in Madrid,
it was more than a week before work could start, there were so many
feast days and holidays”.436 Once under way, the progress of this “envy of
museums around the world” was closely followed by the press.437 
On November 28, the official unveiling took place – but without the King.
In a special session of the Royal Spanish Society for Natural History,
Holland was made an honorary member, and Coggeshall appointed a
corresponding foreign partner.438 The former delivered his traditional
magic lantern lecture at Madrid about the work of the Carnegie Museum,
to the delight of the (select) audience. The significance of this event, as
far as the media were concerned, was overshadowed by the visit, on
December 2nd, of the Queen Maria Cristina and the Infanta Beatriz. The
King received Holland and Coggeshall a few days later and both collected
the usual decorations; dinners were held, speeches given, letters of grati-
tude and royal portraits sent. In short, all the usual trimmings of a
Diplodocus donation. Holland took it in his stride, hoping it might be the
last time “Dip” forced such a journey on him. 

It almost was.

The reception of the Madrid Diplodocus is in many ways comparable to
the one in Paris. Part of that prominence must be attributed to the rela-
tive cultural isolation of Spain from the English-speaking world. Ameri-
can citizens had by now become used to Carnegie handing out plaster
dinosaurs; but the Spanish, who had been dimly aware of the Parisian
cast, often thought that the Madrid copy was the third one in exis-
tence.439 Outside Spain, on the other hand, it didn’t really exist at all and
seems to have left little impression; even Coggeshall dated it wrongly.440 

As in France, it was used in various ways: as an object of education,
and as a source of social commentary and satire. The connection between

436. Coggeshall, “More about “Dippy” and Royalty.”, 314.
437. Angel Cabrera (1913), “La historia del “Diplodocus”,” La Illustración Española y

Americana XLV, no. Dicembre.
438. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:

primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 140-141.
439. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:

primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 141.
440. Coggeshall, “More about “Dippy” and Royalty.”.
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America and a large, allegedly stupid animal was certainly too good to
resist for a country whose recent interaction with the United States had
been traumatic. That was rarely if ever made into an explicit point,
however, and never extended to the person of Andrew Carnegie.

Neither the Madrid nor the La Plata Diplodocus today stand in their
original location. In 1935, the Spanish Diplodocus moved to a new hall
when the School of Civil Engineering and the Civil Guard were moved out
of the building they shared with the museum, following a personal
intervention by dictator Miguel Primo de Rivera. The staff that had also
helped Holland and Coggeshall to set up the cast in the first place, now
helped to relocate it.441 Simultaneously, the base was replace with an iron
grid, and the skull replaced by a new Carnegie replica. It has, however,
never been seriously updated. The La Plata cast, meanwhile, moved about
quite a bit in the building, particularly in recent years: from Hall III, via
Hall V (in 1996) finally to Hall II in 2012.442 After a posture update during
its most recent relocation, today’s mounting can hold its own among
other museum sauropods. And, like the Madrid cast, the La Plata
Diplodocus can still be called “its undisputed icon”.443 

441. Pérez-Garcia, and Sánchez Chillón, “Historia de Diplodocus carnegii del MNCN:
primer esqueleto de dinosaurio en la Peninsula Iberica.”, 144.

442. Otero, and Gasparini, “The History of the Cast Skeleton of Diplodocus carnegii
Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina.”, 300-301.

443. Otero, and Gasparini, “The History of the Cast Skeleton of Diplodocus carnegii
Hatcher, 1901, at the Museo De La Plata, Argentina.”, 301.
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7. Aftermath: Mexico to Houston, and onwards

Image 58: Vernal, Utah’s concrete Diplodocus, june 1960. Source: https:/
/41.media.tumblr.com/eb32c37cddb291af01d601b5a44c1ec5/
tumblr_nvuac3hhl31td81kyo1_1280.jpg.

The requests from the “Chinese President or the Japanese Emperor” never
materialized and even if they had done, the prospective benefactors
would have come too late. The Spanish Diplodocus concluded the dona-
tions before the First World War, which brought Carnegie’s campaign for
international arbitration to an end. Carnegie died in Lenox, Massachu-
setts in August of 1919, having retreated from public life a few years
before. By then, only one of the seven heads of state that he had donated
his plaster dinosaurs to was still in power: two had been succeeded, one
deposed and in exile, two were dead and another deposed and dead. Only
Spain’s Alfonso XIII still clung on, having barely survived the 1918 Span-
ish Flu pandemic. His luck wouldn’t hold for long, either.

Carnegie had succeeded in his aim to give most of his fortune away.
The Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh had been put in a trust in 1911, but
the approximately twelve million dollars a year hardly sufficed to keep
the institutions running, and certainly did not allow the natural history
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museum to keep up its competition with New York’s AMNH.444 Moreover,
incidental grants were now out of the question. Things became much
less luxurious at the Carnegie Museum, and the possibilities to donate
further copies of fossils out of ideological motives and without a concrete
quid pro quo became severely limited. Also the “Second Dinosaur Rush”
had all but ended, and dinosaur paleontology in general sank into a
stupor it did not truly emerge from until the 1960s. Despite such unfa-
vorable circumstances, that still left the Carnegie Museum with two
casts, albeit partial ones. 

In 1922 Holland retired from the museum, aged seventy-four, but his
involvement with Diplodocus would require one last trip. Seemingly
unaware of rising political tensions between the United States and Mexi-
co, Holland supported a request for a Diplodocus cast from the Mexican
ambassador in a letter to Carnegie’s widow Louise in 1927.445 She was
persuaded to spend part of the money in the Diplodocus restoration fund
on a gift to Mexico and have the casts completed. As had been the case
with every previous facsimile, it was Louise Carnegie rather than the
museum that made the gift. Once Holland had contacted Alfonso Her-
rera, the Mexico City museum director, it turned out that the latter had
lived under the misapprehension that the cast was made of bronze and
could be place outdoors. Since the museum, for the time being, only
possessed a stretch of land and no building yet, finding space to display
the dinosaur proved to be a problem. Frantic fundraising ensued, and
when the eighty-year-old Holland finally set foot in the city on April 6,
1930 together with Coggeshall’s brother Louis, the skeleton could be set
up inside a new building. The work did not go very smoothly, however,
and to his frustration it was not finished when Holland had to leave. He
appears to have enjoyed the occasion, however, socializing and sightsee-
ing like in the good old days. Once more he stood in the midst of (consid-
erable) attention, receiving honorary degrees and praises from his acade-
mic peers. His own address sounded like something of throwback to

444. Gangewere, Palace of Culture: Andrew Carnegie’s Museums and Library in
Pittsburgh, 24.

445. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,
204-207.
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earlier and friendlier days, when his mission was still part of a much
broader ambition:

while in the past men who bear arms by sea and land [have] been relied 
upon to preserve peace, […] the day is not far off when men whose 
weapons are the microscope, the telescope, and the chemist's retort, may 
prove their superiority to lethal weapons.446

William Holland’s busy life ended when he died from complications
following a stroke on December, 13, 1932.

The two remaining casts had been completed simultaneously, and the
remaining Diplodocus was given to the Staatssammlung für Paläontologie
und Geologie (State Collection for Paleontology and Geology) in Munich in
1934, in exchange for a number of fossils from Germany. Holland had
been in contact with directors Max Schlosser and then Ferdinand Broili in
Munich before, and the German museum desired a large exhibit. Once
arrived, however, the cast was not mounted, but instead stored in the
basement of the Alte Akademie, which also housed the rest of the paleon-
tological collections. On the morning of April 25, 1944, a British bomber
raid caused massive damage to the building, leading to the loss of most of
the larger fossils, including the particularly prized remains of dinosaurs
found in Egypt in the early years of the century.447 Most smaller spec-
imens were saved by employees that took them home, but the museum’s
national socialist director, not wanting to provoke accusations of de-
featism, refused to take measures to safeguard the larger specimens. It
was long assumed that the Munich Diplodocus had fallen victim to the
bombardment as well, also because all the records had been lost. In 1977,
it turned out that the cast was stored somewhere else, and it resur-
faced.448 The circumstances under which this happened have never quite
been cleared up, and rumors abound.449 Unfortunately, nothing hap-

446. Anon. (1930), “The University of Mexico and Dr. Holland,” Science 71.
447. William Nothdurft, and Josh Smith (2002). The Lost Dinosaurs of Egypt (New

York: Random House), 25-29.
448. The history of the Staatssammlung remains unwritten; most of this information

stems from an interview with Markus Moser of the Staatssammlung in 2010.
449. One of these rumors holds that the bones were recovered from a convent after

partygoers emerged from illegal raves with bits of plaster Diplodocus under their
arm.
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pened to the Munich Diplodocus afterwards. Calls for it to be remounted
as one of the attractions of a new museum at the Nymphenburg castle
came to nothing, not in the last place because of the resistance by muse-
um authorities that favored a much lighter and stronger resin cast over
the maintenance-intensive plaster one. Today it still resides, partly
unpacked, in the Staatssammlung’s depot, one vertebra fractured after a
fall. In every possible way, it is an ignominious finale to Carnegie’s cam-
paign, and a bigger contrast to the pomp of circumstance of 1905’s
unveiling in London is scarcely imaginable. 

Yet even that did not spell the end for the replica Diplodocus. Cogge-
shall’s and Agostini’s molds had almost become unusable, but they gener-
ated one final complete copy. In 1954, the Carnegie Museum sent them to
the Utah Field House in Vernal, where a last cast was prepared, this time
in concrete.450 Painted red and in the open air, behind a fence, Diplodocus
carnegii was accessible to any passer-by for over three decades, its neck at
a steep upright angle, and its tail lifted off the ground, it looked almost
Tornierian apart from the legs.

After that, the molds went to the Houston Museum of Science to help
in filling in the missing parts of the museum’s Diplodocus hayi skeleton,
which had come from – ironically – the Carnegie Museum.451 The Vernal
museum re-cast its exposed and weathered concrete dinosaur again in
1989, in order to produce a new facsimile in resin. In addition, some
parts of the casts in museums elsewhere were re-cast: the skull from
Bologna, for instance, ended up as a “second-generation” cast in muse-
ums in Naples and Milan.452 

For now, there is no reason to assume that it will stop there. The still-
increasing demand from both scientific and commercial venues, that
want to exploit the public’s fascination with dinosaurs makes it very
likely that more copies of Diplodocus carnegii are going to be produced in
future.

450. Krishtalka, “Body Double: Duplicating Dinosaurs.”, 17. Also see G E Untermann
(1959), “A Replica of Diplodocus,” Curator 2.

451. Rea, Bone Wars. The Excavation and Celebrity of Andrew Carnegie’s Dinosaur,
210-211. 

452. In the Museo Zoologico of Naples and the Museo Civico di Storia Naturale, Milan,
respectively.
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VII. CONCLUSION
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It is estimated that when the Apollo 11 spacecraft landed on the moon on

July 21, 1969, over five hundred million television viewers worldwide

witnessed the event. Subsequent expeditions to the moon could not

retain those figures, and received significantly less attention.453 It was

not that these were any less impressive as feats of technical endeavor, but

they found it impossible to live up to the uniqueness of the first event.

The monumentality of the first moment worked to the detriment of all

that followed: after the huge leap, every subsequent landing seemed like

a small step.

Something similar can be seen when we look at the history of Andrew
Carnegie’s Diplodocus. The first few casts that Andrew Carnegie donated
to European museums brought something truly new. They were not the
first dinosaurs to be multiplied in plaster, surely, but their size, their
association with the worlds of high politics and elite society, and their
American origin all worked to imbue them with a unique aura that was
exploited by pretty much everyone. Particularly in London and Paris, the
casts were hailed by politicians, press and media alike. A large part of that
attraction was the connection to Andrew Carnegie himself. Press cover-
age of the London and Paris unveilings uses similar language: “a mighty
gift”, “colossal stranger”, “the greatest of reptiles”. In a way, Carnegie was
Diplodocus: the mighty man, risen from paupers in order to dominate the

453. With the marked exception of Apollo 13, whose nail-biting near-disaster
rekindled interest in space exploration for a short time.
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world around him, just like the dinosaur reigned over the temples of
culture in which Carnegie had put him.

But why, then, donate it to the “crowned heads”? What is quite clear
almost from the outset, is how opportunistic Carnegie is when dealing
with Diplodocus. In his mind, it offered him a way to connect two dis-
parate parts of his philanthropic empire: the promotion of art, knowl-
edge and science on the one hand, and the promotion of world peace on
the other. Once Holland informed him of the possibility to cast more
than one skeleton and give it away, Carnegie immediately employed it for
his own ends. His conviction that his eventual goal, establishing a system
of international arbitration, could best be achieved by exploiting person-
al, one-on-one contact with heads of state, made it an obvious, uncontro-
versial, and relatively easily achievable way of making a “big” impression
on the people he sought to influence.

The casts were almost universally welcomed, albeit not always for
reasons that Carnegie appreciated or even understood. However, his
main aim of using the copies to gain a foothold in various countries’
political elite, determined the donation campaign from the outset. This
meant that politics remained an important point in Carnegie’s donation
plans. Some countries would not receive donations if they did not show
proper appreciation; other might have offers withdrawn if their internal
or international politics drove them in a direction that did not sit well
with Carnegie’s. For Carnegie himself, Diplodocus was not a particularly
important or maybe even interesting object. Certainly, he never devoted
much attention to it. The interest of the rest of the world, and the politi-
cal recognition and leverage it gained him, was what mattered. That is
why the lack of attention for later donations never really bothered the
Scotsman: once contact had been made with the head of state and had
been publicly seen to be made, its aim had been fulfilled.

But that also turned Diplodocus into an political object. The “political”
here means that the state entered the museum in a very literal way: it
appropriated floorspace to display things that served other interests than
those of the museum itself. This was particularly noticeable in Vienna,
where the museum had no idea how to place such an unwieldy item.
However, no museum had a chance but to tolerate them, in order to
accommodate its most important stakeholder. In return, many attempt-
ed to exploit the situation by demanding better facilities or more money.
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But that created a practice that proved exceedingly difficult to reverse.
Also, the objects placed in this space were de facto placed outside of the
museum's control: it could not freely place them elsewhere or remove
them from the exhibit altogether, even if it made educational (or other)
sense to do so. And in some cases, it even prevented museum scientists to
treat them in the same way they did other objects. 

From Carnegie’s viewpoint, the Diplodocus campaign was mostly
successful with the possible exception of Germany. That, of all his gifts,
the one to Wilhelm should be marred by unfavorable circumstances
must have pained him (we have no evidence of this, however). But other
cases never provided similar cause for worry. The Hay/Tornier debate
about Diplodocus’s stance in life, and its consequent American-German
antagonism, might potentially have spoiled the stew somewhat – but
there is no evidence that Carnegie was even aware of it. Infrequently, the
animal was used as a pejorative metaphor for either its donor or its
country of origin, but that did not happen a lot. And while it much more
often was the object of satire, that was virtually always directed at the
recipients of Carnegie’s gifts rather than their donor. Despite being
politically motivated, the political subtext of the donation, even if it did
survive the appropriation by local political forces intact, appears to have
evaporated quickly. What was left, and lasted, was an object that left a
profound impression on museum visitors because of decidedly unpoliti-
cal reasons.

Because Diplodocus itself was nothing to scoff at, of course. It made a
hitherto rather abstract part of nature tangible to a large audience. The
casts were accessible things that people could see, instead of legendary
monsters only known from newspapers and illustrated magazines. Also,
they appealed exactly to the desire for education and excitement that
characterized the age, and suited a press that clamored for news of this
kind. For most Europeans before roughly 1930, Diplodocus carnegii would
have been the first “real” dinosaur they saw. By that time, its reputation
as the “world’s largest animal” had been usurped by other, even grander
creatures, but that hardly mattered: it was visible, tangible, and most of
all: accessible. When the first Diplodocus cast was set up in London in
1905, the only other full-scale dinosaur skeleton on display in Europe
was that of Iguanodon, whose remains had been dug up by Louis Dollo
and his workers from 1878 onwards. However, despite the fascination
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these animals created, they did not come quite close to the huge Ameri-
can ‘thunder lizards’ that the popular press had been awash with. That
Diplodocus was big rather than scientifically interesting made little
difference. If anything, the animal’s relatively generic nature made it
easier to imbue it with other, more abstruse forms of meaning.

Diplodocus's prominence in the public sphere, and even in politics, also
bore consequences for the treatment of the animal in scientific circles.
Even by early twentieth-century standards, it was not particularly inter-
esting from a scientific viewpoint since many other sauropods had been
known since the 1870s. But otherwise obscure deliberations gained far
more prominence now that they concerned a ‘famous citizen’. The dis-
pute that broke out over the animal’s gait and locomotion was mainly
caused because the animal was so well-known. Had it not been for
Carnegie and his public relations machine, it remains very much to be
seen whether Gustav Tornier would have used Diplodocus as the sub-
strate to support Otto Jaekel’s failed attempt at the reorganization of
German paleontology. But that case remains something of an exception:
not many scientists converted into sauropod paleontologists upon re-
ceiving a facsimile. The form of Tornier’s campaign rather emphasizes a
different point, since it was as much aimed at the popular press as it was
at scientists. Diplodocus remained primarily a darling of the masses in
London, Paris, and Madrid – and to a lesser extent in other cities – and
that is what attracted such a variety of admirers. The “attitude” question
should therefore at least partly be seen in the same context as the paint-
ings, songs and literary mentions: they emphasized the mimetic signifi-
cance of the animal. If you wanted attention for your cause or your work,
Diplodocus was a very decent hook to use. 

The Diplodocus case shows how easy it is to misunderstand European
paleontology around 1900 when we exclusively look at it using a traditio-
nal, US-centric view. It is not that European paleontologists considered
themselves entirely separate from what happened in the United States, or
that they systematically resisted influence from that country. On the
contrary, despite some misgivings about the American view of the world
and their attitude toward science, knowledge was eagerly incorporated.
But in order to understand scientific debates, to see what defined the
position of individual workers, much closer attention to the specifics of
the European context is necessary, particularly because that context
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differed in crucial aspects of organization and appreciation from the
situation in the United States. 

This point probably needs to be made more broadly. It also demon-
strates how the interplay between the spheres of politics, popular cul-
ture, and science displayed their own dynamic. For Europeans,
Diplodocus quickly became a different thing from what it was for Ameri-
cans. If there’s one way to characterize its reception, it is that this was
determined by local circumstances. How people gauged it, wrote about it,
painted it, sung about it, referred to it and incorporated it into their
world was not something that could ever be determined by anyone else
but themselves. Carnegie and Holland were successful in employing
Diplodocus to get attention; but he was powerless to determine how it – or
he – came to be owned by its various audiences once he’d done so. That
the French spoke about “their” Diplodocus was no accident. Because once
it was there, it was the property of their nation. 

That brings us to another ascpect, that of appropriation by the various
actors that were involved with Diplodocus, and who, each in their own
way, sought to exploit the donation and the dinosaur. Because it was
rarely approached as aFor Carnegie, it represented a possibility to gain
favor with the people he wanted to influence; for the heads of state that
received it, it was a means of demonstrating both their attention for
science and their being on first-name terms with international power
brokers; museum administrators almost invariable used it as a means of
leverage for the benefit of their institutions; and for scientists it was a
public relations platform which they might use to carry across ideas
about scientific work and organization to the educated public. All these
people never saw Diplodocus as just a a dinosaur, just an object worthy of
scientific study. For them, it was a means to an end, and often a non-
scientific one. The chain of exploitation started with Carnegie and trick-
led down the chain of actors.

But this aspect of appropriation should not let us lose sight of the fact
that alternate motivations notwithstanding, Diplodocus, and dinosaurs,
remained scientific objects and subjects. The American and British dom-
inance of the historiography of paleontology has caused most develop-
ments outside the Anglo-Saxon world to be largely overlooked. What this
history shows is how continental European paleontology asserted itself
as alternately an equal partner in scientific discourse, or one that was
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quite content to disregard American or British opinion rather than treat
it as authoritative. Particularly German, but also French paleontologists
independently drew conclusions about Diplodocus’s anatomy, life, and
importance in which local agendas played as much a role as international
ones. It also demonstrates how many paleontologists struggled with
their discipline in a time when science gained a new kind of significance,
and how that influenced both international relations and national
priorities.

But Clifford Geertz asks us to always be present as interpreters of data,
not just its collectors. If Diplodocus’s “thick description” is to show us
anything, it is how in public objects of its kind the scientific, political,
and cultural can never be entirely separated. Nor is its original context
one that necessarily perpetuates itself as these forces are exterted on it.
As we saw, the original political connotations often evaporated quite
early, leaving behind an object that could then be moulded by other
forces. And this situation continues to this day. Just as, to quote Kenneth
Hudson’s famous aphorism, “A tiger in a museum is a tiger in a museum,
and not a tiger”, Diplodocus in 1905 was a different gift, dinosaur display,
and object, than it is in 2016 or it (again) will be in forty years’ time. As it
is imbued with different meanings, both personal and collectively, it
remains open-ended, malleable, and transformable in different eras and
contexts.

And it may even regain its own, new form of “relevance”.
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1. �Jaekel, Otto (1907). “Bedeutung der Paläontologie 
als selbständige Wissenschaft.” Greifswald: 
Privately published and distributed.

Die Paläontologie hat sich bis das Ende des Vorigen Jahrhunderts im
Schlepptau der Geologie bewegt, deren Vertreter das lebhafteste Interesse
den Versteinerungen hatten, nicht nur weil sie dieselben fanden, sondern
weil sie ihrer als „Leitfossilien" bedurften. Da die Verwendung der fos-
silen Formen dabei erheblich vielseitiger war als z. B. die der Faunistik
und Floristik in der Geographie, erklärt es sich, daß die geologische
Bedeutung der Versteinerungen die ersten Generationen von Paläontolo-
gen vollauf in Anspruch nahm. Daß die Fossilien aber damit in ihrer
eigentlichen Bedeutung gewürdigt seien, wird heute auch kein Geologe
mehr glauben, der bei seiner Beschäftigung mit den fossilen Formen
einen Hauch von dem inneren Wesen und der Bedeutung organischer
Formen verspürt hat.

Zwar unternahmen einzelne Zoologen, durch die morphogenetische
Wichtigkeit fossiler Tierformen gereizt, das paläontologische Material
dem Formenreichtum der lebenden Tiere oder dem von ihnen auf embry-
ologischen und anatomischen Grundlagen konstruierten Stammbäumen
einzufügen und dadurch dem Ganzen nutzbar zu machen. Diesen
Forschungen stellten sich indes die Schwierigkeit der Beurteilung fossiler
Reste, der Mangel geologischer Kentnisse und die Verzettelung der
paläontologischen Original-Literatur in allerhand geologischen und
mineralogischen Zeitschriften als schwer zu überwindende Hindernisse
in den Weg.

Nachdem Karl Alfred v. Zittel das gesamte Material unserer
Wissenschaft, wie einst Linné das der lebenden Organismen, kritisch
durchgesehen und einheitlich geordnet hatte, sind der Paläontologie
wenigstens die Kinderschuhe zur selbständigen Bewegung angezogen.
Ihr heute schon im Rahmen des Ganzen mehr Bedeutung zuzugestehen,
hieße aber doch wohl ihre Erfolge überschätzen, wenn sich auch die
einzelnen Gebiete der Paläontologie in sehr verschiedenem Zustande
befinden, und namentlich auf dem schwierigen Gebiet der
Wirbeltierkunde das eingehende Studium fossiler Formen allgemeiner
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als notwendig erkannt Wurde, und das fossile Material demgemäß neben
dem lebenden eingehendere Würdigung erfuhr.

Ich glaube den Entwicklungsgang unserer Wissenschaft nicht zu
optimistisch zu beurteilen, wenn ich annehme, daß sie bereits an einem
Wendepunkt angelangt ist, der ihre Vertreter drängt, sich nach neuen
Bahnen zu ihrer Förderung umzusehen.

Man kann jedenfalls darüber nicht mehr im Zweifel sein, daß die
ausgestorbenen Tiere ebenso als Organismen beurteilt werden müssen
wie die lebenden, und daß sie als unbestreitbare Dokumente der his-
torischen Entwicklung der einzelnen Stämme für die wichtigsten Auf-
gaben der biontologischen Forschung, der Morphologie und besonders
der Stammesgeschichte entscheidenden Wert besitzen. Gegenüber
jedem, auch noch so sinnreich durchdachten Stammbaum auf embryolo-
gischer, anatomischer oder systematischer Auffassung hat das einzelne
Fossil den unantastbaren Wert eines Factums.

Diese Facta als solche in jedem einzelnen Falle durch morphologisch
geschärfte Kritik, vor allem aber durch sorgsamere Präparation als die
bisher üblich war, klarzustellen, ist eine allgemeine Aufgabe, die mit der
steigenden Bedeutung des Materiales jedem Paläontologen in Zukunft
mehr denn je obliegt. Aber über diese Einzelarbeit hinaus heißt es die
Wege für den Fortschritt der ganzen Wissenschaft ebenen.

Das aber kann wohl von seiten der Wissenschaft nur dadurch
geschehen, daß sich eine Anzahl von der Wichtigkeit dieser Aufgabe
durchdrungene Männer vereinigen und in ihren Gebieten sichtend
diejenigen Tatsachen herausschälen, die für die Morphologie und En-
twicklung der einzelnen Stämme eine allgemeinere Bedeutung
beanspruchen. 

Denn darunter leidet unsere Wissenschaft noch am meisten, daß die
Vertreter der anderen biontologischen Fächer die Daten der Paläontologie
zu wenig benützen können. Die oft ungenaue Darstellung der Formen
und die mangelnde Berücksichtigung dessen, was Zoologen, Embryolo-
gen und Anatomen an den einzelnen Funde interessiert, erschweren und
verleiden diesen die Benutzung des fossilen Materiales oder lassen es
ihnen unwichtig erscheinen. Dem kann nur eine erneute kritische
Würdigung aller, im Rahmen der gesamten Stammesgeschichte wichti-
gen Daten der Paläontologie abhelfen. Der erste umfassende Versuch
hierzu wird mangelhaft bleiben, aber wenn er nur dazu beiträgt, die
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fossilen Formen um ihrer selbst willen, d.h. ihrer biontogenetischen
Bedeutung nach beurteilen und schätzen zu lernen, dann brauchen wir
uns um den Nutzen dieser Arbeit nicht zu sorgen. Die Dokumente der
tierischen Stammesgeschichte haben uns nur deshalb oft wenig geboten,
weil wir nur diejenigen ihren Ergebnisse hoch bewerteten, die die her-
rschenden Auffassungen bestätigten. Werden die Fossilien ihre eigene
Geschichte lehren so werden sie, des bin ich ganz sicher, die Anregung
geben, viele scheinbar gelöste Probleme der Stammesgeschichte neuen
Untersuchungen zuzuführen, und sie werden bei dem heutigen Stande
unseres Materiales auch ausreichen, viele dieser Fragen einer objektiv-
eren Beantwortung näher zu bringen.

Das ganze Werk soll den Rahmen des Zittelschen Handbuches der
Paläontologie nicht überschreiten. Die einzelnen Teile sollen selbständig
erscheinen und einzeln käuflich sein, sich aber doch so aneinander-
reiben, daß sie zu Bänden zusammengefügt ein Ganzes bilden. Ich rechne
für die Wirbellosen und Wirbeltiere je zwei Bände. Die Verlagsbuchhand-
lung will in dankenswerter Weise einer reichen Illustrierung durch neue
sorgfältige Zeichnungen jeder möglichen Vorschub leisten.

Greifswald, im Januar 1907.
Jaekel.
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2. Tornier, Gustav (1912). “Biologie und Phylogenie
der Rieseneidechsen und ihrer Verwandten (mit
Demonstrationen).” Berlin: Privately published
and circulated. 

Als Grundlagen für die Besprechung dienten die folgenden Nachweise:
Die phylogenetische Ausgangsform für die Reptilien wie Amphibien sind
die Fische als für das Leben im Wasser vorzüglich eingerichtete Organis-
men, das sie bei der Fortbewegung mit dem Kopfe durchstoßen. Daher
ihr Körperbau: Der mächtige Kopf sitzt den Rumpf unmittelbar und ganz
fest an; der Hals fehlt; das Fortbewegungsorgan ist der Schwanz, ein
einfaches Schlagruder und keine Schraube, der zugleich, wenn er
aufgerichtet wird, den Fisch zum Aufsteigen im Wasser, durch Senkung
zum Niedersteigen bringt. Die Fischgliedmaßen aber haben nur erst
Nebenfunktionen zu erfüllen: die vorderen wirken als Steuerorgane in
der Horizontalen und erzeugen langsames Rückwärtsschwimmen, die
Bauchflossen, wie die Rücken- und Afterflossen, sind nur Balanzieror-
gane. Dieser "Fischbau" aber ist so vorzüglich für das Durchbrechen des
Wassers durch Kopfstöße geeignet, daß er im Verlauf der Wirbeltierphy-
logenie bei allen jenen höherstehenden Tieren sekundär wieder neu
gebildet wird, welche zu ständigem Leben innerhalb des Wassers zurück-
kehren, so vor allem bei den Ichthyosauriden und Walen. – Bei den von
den Fischen direkt abstammenden Amphibien und noch mehr bei deren
Nachkommenschaft, den Reptilien, sowie immer mehr bei Vögeln und
Säugern werden dagegen die Gliedmaßen die Fortbeweger des Körpers
und der Schwanz entsprechend funktionell minderwertiger bis unver-
wendbar. Zwischen Kopf und Rumpf schiebt sich dann hier der Hals ein,
der dem Kopf ein freieres Beobachten und Arbeiten beim Erwerben der
Beute gestattet.

Es wird dann die Phylogenese des Schultergürtels der Amphibien bis
zum Menschen durch Abbau des Coracoid- und Vergrößerung des Schul-
terblattbezirks gezeigt; dann ferner die Umwandlung des Hüftgelenks
aus einem, in welchem der Oberarm nur rein in der Horizontale laufen
kann (Amphibien, Reptilien, Vögel), bis zu einem, in dem er in
senkrechter Stellung schwingen muß und um die Längsachse energisch
gekreist werden kann (Säugetier); und zu dritt kam die Umwandlung des
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Ellbogengelenks zur Besprechung, in welchem ursprünglich am Außen-
abschnitt des unteren Oberarmkopfs die Elle rein hinter der Speiche liegt;
worauf die Speiche ihre ursprüngliche Lage dauernd beibehält, die Elle
aber um die Speiche herum zum Innenabschnitt des unteren Ober-
armkopfs hinwandert, bis sie zuletzt beim Menschen daselbst ganz neben
der Speiche zu liegen kommt, so daß die beiden Unterarmknochen als-
dann bei Plantareinstellen der Hand sich nunmehr hoch oben kreuzen.
Das aber ist dann auch noch gleichbedeutend mit der Fortentwicklung
der, den niederen Landwirbeltieren nicht zukommenden, Supinations-
fähigkeit der Hand bis zur Höchstausbildung, wobei die Elle an ihrem
oberen Kopf drei verschiedene, von außen nach innen nebeneinander-
liegende Gelenkgleiten für den Oberarm nacheinander entwickelt und
bis auf die letztenstandene zuletzt verliert.

An den hintergliedmaßen werden die Unterschiede des Amphibien-,
Reptilien-, Vogel- und Säugetierbeckens besprochen und wird
nachgewiesen, daß das Hüftgelenk der Amphibien und Reptilien derartig
gebaut ist, daß der Oberschenkel darin nur in der Horizontalen bewegt
werden kann, während bei den Vögeln und Säugetieren, von den
Beuteltieren aufwärts, der Oberschenkelschaft am Körper in senkrechter
Stellung schwingt, weil diese Tiere ein Oberschenkel mit kugligem Kopf
und mit einem Hals haben, der mit dem Schaft des Knochens einen
Winkel bildet und deshalb den Oberschenkelkopf weit vorragen läßt.
Darauf werden noch die Charaktere des Kniegelenks besprochen und der
Bau der typische Reptilien-, Vogel- und Säugetierhinterfüße.

Am Schädel wird nachgewiesen aus den Vorgängen bei der En-
dumwandlung der Froschlarven und von den Fischen zu den Säugetieren
aufwärts, daß die Schädel, den die Kieferbögen beweglich ansitzen, die
primären sind, von denen die mit angewachsenen Kieferbögen abstam-
men; und wird gezeigt, daß die Vergrößerung des Mundes darauf beruht,
daß das Unterkiefergelenk um in Bestimmtes weiter nach hinten ver-
lagert wird, was am extremsten bei den Krokodilen der Fall ist; während
bei der Froschlarve dieses Gelenk weit vor den Augen liegt, beim Voll-
frosch weit hinter denselben.

Es wird weiter das Entsehen des sekundären Gaumens aus dem
primären besprochen, der entsteht, indem von den beiden Kopfseiten aus
horizontal gelaglerte Auswüchse der Zwischenkiefer-, Oberkiefer-,
Gaumen- und Flügelbeine horizontal in den Mund hineinwachsen und
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daselbst sich unter dem primären Gaumen, der vom Vomer und Ethmoid
gebildet wird, aneinanderlegen. De[r] Nutzen dieses sekundären
Gaumens für das Tier ist alsdann: Er gestattet atmen durch die Nase
beim Kauen und selbst beim Schlucken, ermöglicht die Sprache beim
Menschen; als Beweis wird angeführt die behinderte Sprache bei der
pathologischen Wolfsrachenbildung des Menschen.

Es wurden dann die einzelnen der zurzeit noch vorhandenen Rep-
tilienordnungen und darauf auch die Hauptgruppen der paläontologis-
chen auf ihre Biologie und Phylogenese geprüft. Dabei wird bewiesen,
daß die Plateosauriden und auch die dazugehörigen Halberstädter
Dinosaurierfunde echten Reptilienbau in den Gliedmaßen haben, d.h.
Oberarme sind Oberschenkel in der Horizontale bewegten, und daß sie
normal vierfüßig gingen mit starkwinklig gebogenen Ellbogen- und
Kniegelenk auf plantigraden Füßen; daß sie vor allem aber mit den Füßen
rudernde Tiere waren, die zwischen Vorder- und Hinterfußzehen
Schwimmhäute besaßen; daß ihre Wirbelsäule im Hals und Rumpf im
wesentlichen nur horizontale Schlängelbewegungen ausführen konnte,
der Schwanz dagegen fast nur für Vertikalbewegungen befähigt war zur
Erleichterung des Auf- und Absteigens im Wasser.

Es wird dann aus den Skelettcharakteren demonstriert, daß die Iguan-
odonten nicht, wie man bisber gemeint, allein auf den Hinterfüßen
schreitende Tiere waren, sondern vierfüßig gingen, wobei die Oberarme
und -schenkel in den Horizontalen liefen; und daß sie ferner vor allem
Tiere waren, die plantigrad auf den Hinterbeinen und dem Schwanz zu
sitzen und bei erhobenem Vorderkörper mit den Vordergliedmaßen
intensiv zu graben imstande waren, ähnlich in der Haltung wie zur Zeit
Orycteropus; und daß sie wohl auch kurze Zeit hindurch mit höher
aufgerichtetem Vorderkörper so sitzen konnten, um zu sichern und zu
beobachten. Ihr Gebiß aber besaß gewisse Analogien mit dem Backzah-
ngebiß der Nager, insofern die beiden Zahn reihen dicht aneinander
stehen und die des Unterkiefers durch Vor- und Rückbewegung an denen
des Oberkiefers rieben, um Muscheln, hartschalige Krebse und vielleicht
auch Vegetabilien zu zerreiben, die ihnen von den Backenhöhlen aus
zugeführt wurden.

An dem in der Schausammlung befindlichen Skelett endlich wurde der
Nachweis geführt, daß auch der Diplodocus einen typischen Reptilienbau
besaß, wie all Sauropoden, und nichts mit dem der Säugetiere oder gar
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der Vögel zu tun hatte, wenn ihm auch mit den Vögeln vor allem einige
Halsanalogien gemein sind.

N.b. the tone and structure of this piece suggests, that it was used by its
author to hand out to the audience before or after one of his lectures on the
subject.
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2. Summary

Museums present their cultural treasures as tangible proof of historical
events; robust sources of scientific knowledge and transparent cultural
images for the public to identify with. Natural history museums show
their fossil relics as incomplete but uncomplicated witnesses of life’s
past. 

But the way in which “the” dinosaur was established as a cultural
point of reference in continental Europe is surprisingly recent and rather
turbulent. It largely came about as a consequence of a series of donations
made by the Scottish-American tycoon Andrew Carnegie to European
potentates. Between 1905 and 1913, seven plaster copies of his 27-me-
ter-long Diplodocus carnegii were mounted in as many natural history
museums on the European mainland; an eighth in Argentina, but all in
the image of the original fossil skeleton in Pittsburgh, Carnegie’s base of
operations. By that time, Carnegie had already asserted himself as a
philanthropist with the ambition of establishing a world-wide system of
legal arbitration to prevent international conflict. As a self-made man, he
was convinced that personal relations between him and kings, emperors
and presidents were the most effective way of getting the result he
longed for. The impressive scientific, evocative donations were to expe-
dite the wealthy industrialist’s working relationship with foreign heads
of state.

The first Diplodocus donation came about after a chance visit by King
Edward VII. But soon Carnegie’s museum director, William Holland,
convinced him to distribute more plaster dinosaurs as part of an elabo-
rate diplomatic scheme explicitly intended to put Carnegie in foreign
potentates’ good books. The British donation turned out to be mostly a
success, even if the press did not grant the whole affair the proper gravi-
tas. But by the time of the unveiling of the original fossil in Carnegie’s
home town of Pittsburgh, two years later, overtures were made in order
to have the steel baron donate copies to Germany and France, too. While
the German donation was somewhat overshadowed by political events
and the donation of another Diplodocus by the American Museum of
Natural History in New York, the Parisian dinosaur caused a cultural and
artistic resonance. The impact of subsequent unveilings in Vienna,
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Bologna, and St. Petersburg failed to match this; not only were these
governments not as interested in science as those that had earlier re-
ceived their plaster dinosaur, a sense of repetition had also begun to set
in. Renewed interest was stirred when William Holland, who co-ordinat-
ed the mounting of the skeleton casts, published a book about his voyage
to Argentina, where he set up Diplodocus number seven – as did the final
donation in 1913 to Madrid. 

As the public impact of the donations gradually declined, Diplodocus
had become a more lasting popular and political symbol in the venues
where the plaster skeleton was erected. At an early stage, the dinosaur
was identified with the United States, capitalism and robber barons such
as Carnegie himself – which did not always turn out to be a flattering
comparison. But these original contexts eroded as the Europeans appro-
priated the dinosaurs both in a scientific and a cultural sense.
Diplodocus’s fame turned it into a suitable substrate for addressing vari-
ous public issues. For instance, the London cast was exploited to deliver
political commentary, and French propaganda used the dinosaur,
doomed to extinction, as a metaphor for the Prussian war machine
during the First World War. Diplodocus could be seen in popular science
but also in art, literature, in comic books, in politics, and more literally on
the battlefields of the First World War.

But its most far-reaching scientific exploitation took place in Germany,
where scientists attempted to gain public support for scientific reorgani-
zation using Carnegie’s plaster dinosaur. Although earlier voices had cast
doubts on Diplodocus’s elephant-like stance, shown in Holland’s version
of the skeleton mounting, it was the German zoologist Gustav Tornier
who initiated an attempt, both in scientific and popular literature, to
arrive at a more reptile-like reconstruction of the dinosaur. The wider
aim of this campaign was to support his fellow scientist Otto Jaekel’s
initiative to end the status of paleontology as a subordinate discipline of
geology, and to stimulate collaboration and methodological integration
between paleontology and zoology. As probably the most well-known
dinosaur at the time, and one fresh in the memory of the people, it
formed the perfect example for Tornier to illustrate and support his
argument in a public forum. Although geology’s stranglehold on paleon-
tology was not broken, the “crawling Diplodocus” continued its existence
in Germany until the discovery of dinosaur footprints in the 1930s
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disproved the hypothesis. Internationally, Tornier’s work was not re-
ceived very well, and dismissed in a nationalistically motivated tit-for-
tat, not least due to the publications of a personally offended William
Holland.

Carnegie’s ambition of peace arbitration tragically failed at the onset of
World War II. But its by-product, the eight casts of Diplodocus carnegii,
was established by him and his museum staff as the dinosaur for genera-
tions of European museum visitors to come. Seen as such, these copies
are true historical originals: they unite various international stories of
people, power, ideologies – and cultural, scientific and political world
views.  
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3. Samenvatting

Museumobjecten vormen een tastbaar bewijs van historische
gebeurtenissen: robuuste bronnen van wetenschappelijke kennis en
transparante, culturele beelden waarmee het publiek zich kan identifi-
ceren. Natuurhistorische musea tonen fossiele overblijfselen als incom-
plete, maar ongecompliceerde getuigen van een lang vergane periode uit
de geschiedenis van het leven.

Maar de manier waarop “de” dinosauriër een cultureel ankerpunt werd
in continentaal Europa is verrassend recent en turbulent. Ze was vooral
een gevolg van de schenking van afgietsels van de dinosaurus Diplodocus
carnegii door de Amerikaans-Schotse tycoon Andrew Carnegie. Tussen
1905 en 1913 verschenen zeven van deze 27 meter lange gipsen skeletten
in Europese musea. Een achtste vond zijn weg naar Argentinië; het origi-
neel werd in Pittsburgh onthuld.

Carnegie, die zich al enige tijd ontpopte als filantroop, vond in de
laatste jaren van de negentiende eeuw een nieuwe ambitie: het tot stand
brengen van een internationaal arbitragesysteem dat oorlogen iets uit
het verleden moest maken; Diplodocus speelde in deze ambitie een
duidelijke rol.

De eerste schenking was het gevolg van een toevallig bezoek door de
Britse koning Edward VII. Maar zodra zijn museumdirecteur, William
Holland, suggereerde dat er meer kopieën konden worden gemaakt om
weg te geven gebruikte de Schot zijn gipsen dinosauriërs als een van de
middelen waarmee hij persoonlijk relaties tot stand bracht met verschil-
lende staatshoofden. Deze wilde hij inzetten in zijn campagne om een
wereldwijd systeem te creëren ter voorkoming van internationaal mili-
tair conflict. Als een echte self made man was Carnegie er van overtuigd
dat persoonlijke betrekkingen tussen hemzelf en presidenten, koningen
en keizers de meest effectieve manier vormden om dat resultaat te
bereiken. Het schenken van een Diplodocus, die dan door het staatshoofd
kon worden gebruikt voor interne doelen, was derhalve bedoeld als een
smeermiddel voor deze sociale wielen.

De Britse schenking bleek voor het grootste deel een succes, ondanks
een zeker gebrek aan passend respect van de pers. Toen twee jaar later het
originele skelet in Carnegies thuisstad Pittsburgh werd onthuld, maakten
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Franse en Duitse diplomaten duidelijk dat ook zij een geschenk zouden
waarderen. Hoewel de gift aan Duitsland werd overschaduwd door zowel
politieke gebeurtenissen als de donatie van een Diplodocus-skelet door
het American Museum of Natural History in New York, veroorzaakte de
onthulling in Parijs een culturele en zelfs artistieke sensatie. Daaropvol-
gende schenkingen aan Oostenrijk-Hongarije, Italië en Rusland bleven
hier beduidend bij achter. Niet alleen waren hun regeringen veel minder
geïnteresseerd in wetenschap, maar er begon zich ook een zeker gevoel
van herhaling af te tekenen. Toen William Holland, de organisator van
Carnegies donaties, zijn reis naar Argentinië voor de installatie van “Dip”
nummer zeven in boekvorm publiceerde, leidde dat wel tot hernieuwde
interesse; en de Spanjaarden, in 1913 ontvangers van hun eigen exem-
plaar, toonden zich eveneens dankbaar. 

Hoewel de impact van de schenking geleidelijk afnam, werd Diplodocus
op de plaatsen waar de afgietsels werden neergezet deel van de
wetenschappelijke, maar ook populaire en politieke cultuur. De associatie
met Carnegie bleef daarbij niet altijd bestaan. Aanvankelijk werd de
dinosauriër geïdentificeerd met de VS, kapitalisme en de robber barons
zelf – een vergelijking die niet altijd gunstig uitviel. Maar de Europeanen
eigenden zich de dinosauriër ook toe, zowel in wetenschappelijke als in
culturele zin. Dit vond zijn weerslag in publicistiek, muziek en kunst.
Diplodocus’ beroemdheid maakte het dier ook een geschikt “substraat”
om andere zaken aan de orde te stellen. Zo werd het Londense afgietsel
ingezet om politiek commentaar te leveren, terwijl de Franse propaganda
in de Eerste Wereldoorlog de tot uitsterven gedoemde dinosaurus ge-
bruikte als metafoor voor de Pruisische oorlogsmachine. Diplodocus
werd gezien in populaire wetenschap, maar evenzeer in kunst, literatuur,
stripverhalen, politiek en letterlijk op de slagvelden van de oorlog. 

Maar de meest vergaande exploitatie van Carnegies gipsen dinosauriër
vond plaats in Duitsland, waar wetenschappers trachtten om, met ge-
bruikmaking van Diplodocus, tot een verregaande wetenschapsher-
vorming te komen. Al eerder werd twijfel werd gezaaid over de olifan-
tachtige, rechtopstaande houding van Diplodocus zoals die werd getoond
in Hollands reconstructie, maar het was de Duitse zoöloog Gustav
Tornier die via een doelgerichte campagne een meer reptielachtige recon-
structie naar voren bracht in zowel wetenschappelijke als populaire pers.
Tornier probeerde op deze manier ondersteuning te bieden aan poging
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van zijn collega Otto Jaekel om de academische en institutionele on-
dergeschiktheid van paleontologie aan geologie te doorbreken, en om een
grotere inhoudelijke integratie tussen paleontologie en zoölogie te
bereiken. Als waarschijnlijk de meest bekende dinosauriër van die tijd en
een waar het publiek nog verse herinneringen aan had, was Diplodocus
het ideale substraat voor Tornier om zijn boodschap over te brengen en te
illustreren. Hoewel de greep van geologie over paleontologie niet werd
doorbroken, bleef de “kruipende Diplodocus” aanwezig in Duitsland tot
de ontdekking van voetsporen in de jaren dertig deze hypothese definitief
ten grave droegen. In het buitenland werd Torniers werk niet gunstig
ontvangen en grotendeels met nationalistische argumenten verworpen –
niet in de laatste plaats door een gekrenkte William Holland. 

Carnegie’s streven naar wereldvrede leed tragisch schipbreuk in de
oorlogstaal van augustus 1914. Maar zijn “bijproduct”, de acht afgietsels
van Diplodocus carnegii, werden voor generaties Europese museumbe-
zoekers de dinosaurus. Zo bezien gaat het hier om historische originelen:
een verzamelpunt voor politieke, culturele en wetenschappelijke acties
en acteurs. 
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 X. SOURCES
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1. Archives and repositories

ACOA Andrew Carnegie Online Archive, POWER Library 
(http://digitalcollections.powerlibrary.org/cdm/landingpage/
collection/acamu-acarc)

AMNH American Museum of Natural History, Central Archives

BBR Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Big Bone Room 
Archives, Pittsburgh

CDDC CMNH Diplodocus Archive > Reproductions of Diplodocus 
carnegii -- 1905-1932 
(http://digitalcollections.library.cmu.edu/portal/
main.jsp?smd=2&nid=81125/81188)

CMNH Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Archives, Pittsburgh

HL Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Archives. Holland 
Letterbooks.

KINHB Koninklijk Instituut voor Natuurlijke Historie, Brussels.

MFN Museum für Naturkunde Berlin, Historische Bild- u. 
Schriftgutsammlungen

MHN Muséum d'Histoire Naturelle, Jardin des Plantes, Paris

NHM British Museum (Natural History) (Now Natural History 
Museum), South Kensington, London, UK, Library and 
Archives.
(http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/library/in-
dex.html)

NHMW Naturhistorisches Museum Wien, Z: 308, O.K.A.: Eins. Akt 
des O.K.A.v. 27/1.09 (auf Grund eines Eins.Aktes des Minis-
terium des Aeussern) betreffend die beabsichtigte 
Schenkung eines Gypsabgusses des im Bezitz des Carnegie-
Museums zu Pittsburg befindlichen urzeitlichen 
Diplodocus-Skelettes an Se.k.u.k. Apost. Majestät durch Her-
rn Andrew Carnegie. Gez. E. Kittl 29/1.09 (gez. 
Steindachner)
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SMF Senckenberg-Museum für Naturkunde, Frankfurt-am-Main.

SZW Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Zeitungsabteilung (Westhafen).
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2. On-line repositories

• Australia:

• National Library of Australia, Trove: digitised newspapers and 

more 

(http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/home)

• Austria:

• Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, ANNO 

(http://anno.onb.ac.at/zeitungen.htm)

• Canada:

• Manitoba History (http://www.manitobia.ca)

• France:

• Bibliothèque Nationale Française, Gallica, bibliotheque numerique 

(http://gallica.bnf.fr/)

• Archives numériques

• Germany:
• Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Zefys (http://zefys.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de)

• Italy:

• Teßman Library (http://digital.tessmann.it/)

• Netherlands

• Koninklijke Bibliotheek van Nederland, Delpher 

(http://www.delpher.nl)

• Krant van Toen (http://www.archiefleeuwardercourant.nl/index.do)

• New Zealand:

• National Library of New Zealand, Papers Past. 

(http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/cgi-bin/paperspast)
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• Portugal:

• Municipio de Lisboa, Hemeroteca digital 

(http://hemerotecadigital.cm-lisboa.pt/)

• Spain:

• ABC, Noticias de España, Hemeroteca (http://hemeroteca.abc.es/)

• Biblioteca Nacional de España, Colleciones digitales (http:/

/bdh.bne.es/bnesearch/ and http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/)

• United States:

• Biodiversity Heritage Library (http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org)

• Footnote.com (http://www.footnote.com/)

• Newspapers.com (http://www.newspapers.com)

• Library of Congress, Chronicling America 

(http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/)

• Google News (http://www.google.com/newspapers)
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3. Other data sets & tools

• Google Books Ngrams, dataset 20090715 (http://ngrams.google-

labs.com/)
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